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PREFACE 0

This Lecture Series Is intended to address the advances in strapdown inertial system
technology during the last five years. Areas that are addressed include advances in
strapdown instruments and computational algorithms and the application to commercial -

aircraft, remotely piloted vehicles, flight contrqls, instrumentation, and navigation problems
* in general. This provides one document which covers the present state-of-the-art in

strapdown systems technology.

The material in this publication was assembled to support a Lecture Series under the
* sponsorship of the Guidance and Control Panel and tho Consultant and Exchange Programme

of AGARD.
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0 ADVANCES IN STRAPDOWN INERTIAL SYSTEMS-
INTRODUCTIOIN AND OVERVIEW

George T. Schmidt
Leader, G&N Advanced Programs Division

The C.S. Draper Laboratory, Inc., Cambridge, MA, U.S.A.

This Lecture Series is intended to present the significant advances in strapdown in-
ertial system technology since the last Lecture Series (No. 95) in 1978 on the subject.
Areas that will be addressed in the Lecture Series include advances in strapdciwn instru-
ments and computational algorithms and the applications to commercial aircraft, remotely
piloted vehicles, flight controls, instrumentation, and navigation problems in general.
This introductory paper will give an overview of these lectures.0

1. INTRODUCTION/

In June and October of 1978, an AGARD Lecture S r es (No. 95)1 on strapdown inertial
system technology was held in seven NATO countrles..--This present Lecture Series (No. 133)
is again sponsored by the Guidance and Control .PS'nel of AGARD whose members felt it was
timely to review the state-of-the-art in strApdown systems. The intent of this lecture is
to provide some overall background and introductory material and an overview of the
following lectures.

Traditionally, inertial navigation systems have been categorized into (1) t)se that
employ gimbals to isolate the inertial instruments from some vehicle motions. (2) those
that mount (or strapdown) the inertial instruments directly to the vehicle and (3) .others
where the gimbals may be replaced by a fluid or where the system may be partially
strapped-doon and partially gimibaled. Figure I illustrates so=e applications of these. ........
types. A brief description of types (1) and (2) follows.

INERTIAL SYSTEM TYPE

Gimbal P-15, F-16 -ALCM

Strapdown 737, 757, 767 NRASM

Other Peacemaker (M"() Reentry Vehicle#

Figure 1. Typical Inertial System AILications

In inartial-platform gimbal rachanliations, the gyroscopes mounted on a stable plat-
*form measure anglar rates, and gimbal-drive systems can us the angular-rate information

to null the angJular motion sensed by the gyroscopes. In this Aonner, the gyroscopes and
Accelerovoters on the stable platform are inertially stabilized from the vehicle motion#
and the stablo member physically represent* an foertial reference frame. Ily doubl. inte-
gration of the spocific-force indications from the accelerometers# with a correction for
gravity, position determination La possible. Vigure 2 illustrates this approach.
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Gimbal systems provide a good dynamic environment for inertial instruments,
particularly in severe angular oscillatory cases, since the gimbals isolate the gyros from
the environment. In fact, the state-of-the-art is suc'0 that navigation performance of
gimbal systems can approach almost error-free instrument operation to the point where
uncertainties in the knowledge of the gravity field become the dominant sources of
navigational error.

In strapdown inertial systems, the sensors are mounted directly (or perhaps with
vibration isolators) to the vehicle. Inertial-sensor outputs now represent specific force
and angular rate with respect to inertial space coordinatized in vehicle body axes.
Therefore, to maintain an inertial reference frame, a computer-generated transformation-
matrix algorithm between b(6Jy and inertial frames must be used to process the gyro outputs
as the vehicle mroves and its orientation changes. Then, the accelerometer information
must be transformed from the body frame to the inertial reference frame. Figure 3 illus-
trates this mchanizq on. Other reference frames, such as local vertical, may also be
used for navigation. ?''

INITIAL
CONDITIONS

SPECIFIC FORCE IN OSTION IN INERTIAL

BODY COORDINATES COOINATES 9AVIGATION LTTD

ANGUAR VLOCIY OF

THE juv "uE (

SOOY.MOUNTED COOORDINITLTITUDE 0

GVRO~~~~~~~OATIUD bOYCODNAE IUE NOMTO

RASFWMTION 
ALIU4 NRUO,

YCUTR INITIAL
COINTIONS

Figure 3. Strap4omn System Computing in Inertial Coordinates

In addition to the added computations of a steapdown system, the inertial sensors
require a large dynamic ranges They are now' subjected to the entire vehicle dynamic
environment and, in general, will not perform as well had they been isolated from it.
Much of the warx, in fact, on laser gyros (to be discussed in following papers) stems from
their reputed insensitivity to dynamically induced errors., although single-degrae-of-
freedom gyros, tuned-rotor two-degre#-of-freedom gyros, and other' gyros have had strapdmn.
applications..

Strapdown systems are of, interest for all but the most demanding performance mis-
sion, since elivoination of the gimbals could possibly result inj easier maintenance-, loe
cost, aild perhaps ieproved reliability. If aideds-inertial systems iiuch os Global Post-
ttoning System (OPS)-inortial are considered, performincee differences between gimbal and
strapdown systems are even less, The Increased computational requirements of strapdown
systems appear loss important with each advance in computer technology. Furthermlore, the
stkapdoon instruments' outputs ara in body coordinates, which is desirable for Autopilot
functions. Sino 1979, a new generation of commercial aircraft (757,767), tactical 7
missiles (MRASli) and other systems have coomitted to the use of strapdown inertial Sys-
too*. Consequently, touch Interest and ongoing activity oxists in strapdown sensor and
dystem developoent, and thin Lecture Series has been motivatod by these activities.

2. oViot of Zt LtC1iMMS

Tle first two lectures are by Mr. P. Savage. Hit first paper on strapdown serH2or
advances weill update his otrapdown sensor paper pesented in AGARO Lecture Saries 95.
Principle areas to be addressed In strapdown gyro technolooy will be the state-of-the-art
Is floated rate integratinio and tuned-rotar ttrapdown gyross performance advances in laser
gyros; special dosign considerations associated with mechanical dither, square versus tri-
angular lasor gyros: the state-of-the-art in multi-oscillator and magnetic mirror lauer
gyros, present and projected application areas for later gyros related to s ize, porfor-
oance, and coati the theory of uoration and state-of-the-art in fiber optics later inter-
fetometer rate senuor tecihnolooyl and the fundamental distin<..ions between the laser gyro
and interferometer rate gensor. flasic areas to he addressed ir strapdoon aecdleroftter
technology will be performance advances. in peodulous accelerometers, and the theory of
operation and state-of-the-art in vibrating beam aocelaros;otor technology.

*Presentation of these lectuta ~s , as of this writing (2/84), still subject to review
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His second paper on st ."pdown system algorithms will address the attitude determina-
tion, acceleration transformation, and attitude/heading output computational operations
used in modern-day strapdown inertial navigation systems and the contemporary iterative
algorithms for implementing these operations in real-time computers. The emphasis will
be on two-speed algorithms in which coning and sculling vibration induced effects are
handled by simplified high speed algorithm with results fed into lowier speed higher-order
attitude up~dting/acceleration traneformation algorithms. Design equations will be pre-
sented for evaluating the performance of the strapdown computer algorithms as a function
of computer execution speed and sensor assembly vibration amplitude/frequency/phase en-
vironment. Direction cosiAne and quaternion based algorithm will be described and compar-
ed for accuracy and computer loading in light of modern day algorithm capabilities for
overall strapdown operations. orthogonality and normalization operations will be address-
ed for potential attitude algorithm accuracy enhancement including a discussion on the
question of need for such algorithms, potential pitfall3 if used, and tradeoffs for direc- -

tion cosine matrix row versus column orthogonality/mormalization control. The section on
attitude data output 'igorithma (i.e., Euler angle extraction) will include a discussion
on roll/yaw output algorithms near high/low pitch angle conditions.

The next lecture by Mr. P. Fenner will describe the application of laser strapdcsan
technology to commercial aircraft. Background will be provided on design requirements atid
design synthesis. Specific application of the Honeywell laser Inertial Reference System
(IRS) will be described for the Boeing 737, 757, and 767 commercial airplanes. Redundan--
cy, safety, and reliability considerations will be described along with the highly inte-p
grated aspects of the system design. A review will be given of the IRS architecture, per-
formance, requirements, operation modest and a top level description of the processing al-
gorithms. The test program and methodology employed by both Boeing and Honeywell to en-
sure the syotem design satisif led all performance requiremuents and that the software was
exhaustively verified and validated prior to initiation of flight testing will be describ-
ed. A special flight test program conducted in cooperation with American Airlines to
obtain navigation performance data to support the use of the IRS as a certified long range
navigation systom will be deacribed along with the test results. The results of the Bo-
ing flight proVgram with 757 and 767 airplanes will also be described as well as unique
problems that were encountered. ln-service experience, both MTIIF and performance, will be
provided from the first year of air-lin, experience. Those results will show the *payoff*
from laser strapdcsmn technology is substantially better than predicted.

The following lecture by Ift. R. Ack~er wilt, describe GN&C for remiotely piloted
vehicles. major system elements include: an on-board computer, strapdawn Inertial sen-
sort air data sear, data link, flight control, propulsion controlsn aladcnrl

* His peper will concentrate on the system architecture, design tradeoff, error sources and
digital processing techniques utiliied to tie together these major system to peet RPV re-
quirrnments. Inortial sensor error sources and accuracy will be related to tiissicn re-
quirements with reepoct to payload pointing, data link acquisition after loss, silent run

Vperiods, and flight control. Techniques for use of the air data systol" inforrmation will
oe dscribed and evaluated for e*panding mission flexibility. The Kalman filter utilII1e

in the onboard computer to process inertial, data link, and air data system data will be
described with *emphasis on the relationship between syatem error sources, filter com-
plexity, and mission performance parameters Data link parameters, their need and accuro-
ey requirefetst uith respect to mission performance will be quantatively evaluated. The
onboard computer software will be doacri bed with respect to functions and their tiov anti
semory loading per function. Results of 16 flight tests will bhe presonted and cospared to J

*simulation data for mission effectiveness determination and assestment of ability to pro-
dict performance. The reaining flight test: pOrogram aod objectiv*6 will be reviewed,
With porspectiwP gained frolp the design pbs- and a tlighL test prograri the effectiveness
of the digital, control techniques omployed vilibe evaluated and future trend. peojocted, 0

Lecture Series No. 95. A owss unbalanced rae 4yro which also provites specific force#
aeasurementm, a totally cooputerived system, and ao optimal data procossing tystema ard
soot of tho foatures described. The test Methods. and results of a prototype systom are,
also described..

*The following lecture by Mr. J. Gilmoro will describe the Low-cost Inertial (Ouldance
System (ICIS) vhieh it a modular Strapdaon ilmplementation of attitude tgyro) and velocity
(accelerometer) axes that perrmits the interchangeablo use of diftoesnt morufacturet's ins-

*truments without affe0cting the system's olectronic or mechanical interfaces or proceissing
software. This design flexibility is made possible by the use of mrorcsr.for pro-
tessing and contro). The microprocessor* are embedded In each vodula tond five are usedi
one per accelerometer triad, One oach Per gyro VodUlQ, Xnd ona, in the service umcxt1l. the

*processlrs effect cn-line digital torquing control of the gyro*, active instrumejr prrorc
model compensation, including modeling for temperature sensivitity effects, towperaturp
control, sef-testing, etc. Adaptation of processing and calibration algorithms toaccmmoatefor instrument changes or sensed etivironwental variationsisahedtrog
the use of an alterable read-only data base that way he updated by the LCIGS support
equipmenit as required at calibration or upon an instrument replacement. This data bia
is accessed by the microprocessors and used to compute coefficibnt corrections for the
processing algorithms. The system architecture is presented and the icroprocessor sort-
ware partitioning and Functio~ns are described.0



The next paper presented by Mr. D. Sebring will describe the Multifunction Flight
Control Reference System (MFCRS) program. The MFCRS program uses two highly modified ring
laser gyro navigation units developed by Honeywell Inc. to perform the flight control re-
ference and navigation functions onboard a F-15 fighter aircraft. The two units are sepa-
rated by nine feet to provide survivability and one is skewed with respect to the other to
provide required redundant inertial information. Technical information on the actual "-
flight control and redundancy management designs, including the unique electronic align-
ment procedure, will be given. Appropriate data from the flight control analyses, man-in-
the-loop simulation, redundancy management Monte Carlo simulations, and laboratory tests
will also be included to substantiate the design.

The final lecture presented by Mr. W. Hassenpflug and Dr. Kleinschmidt describes the
initial alignment and augmentation of a strapdown attitude and heading system. The
analytio:al basis, system hardware description, and comparison between simulation and
flight test results is presented. Techniques for possible system improvements are also
described.

3. CONCLUDING RENAMS

The intent of this Lecture Series is to provide an up-to-date overview of strapdown
inertial system technology. To that end, lectures on components, algorithms, and systems
are presented. The reader has in this one document a set of papers summarizing many of
the present interesting applications of strapdown inertial technology. In addition, a de-
tailed bibliography of references published during the last few years appears at the end.

1. Strap-Down Inertial Systems, NATO AGARD Lecture Series No. 95, Juane 1978.

*e .
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ADVANCES IN STRAPDOWIN SISORS

By n •

ADP003 620 Paul G. Savage
AD-P_03 620. President

Strapdown Associates, Inc.
Woodbridge Plaza, Suite 150

10201 Wayzata Blvd.
Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343

/°

SUMMARY

k---- This paper reviews the advances that have taken place in strapdown sensor technology
since 1973. It is intended as an update to the paper on Strapdown Sensors presented as part
of AGARD Lecture Series 95 in 1978 ,. Principal areas addressed in strapdown gyro
technology are the state-of-the-art in mainstream floated rate-integrating and tuned-rotor -
strapdown gyros, performance advances in laser gyros, special design considerations
associated with mechanically dithered laser gyros, the state-of-the-art in magnetic mirror
and multioscillator laser gyros, present and projected application areas for laser gyros
related to size, performance and cost, the theory of operation and state-of-the-art in
-fiber-optic rate sensor technology, and the fundamental distinctions between the laser gyro
and fiber-optic rate sensor. Basic areas addressed in strapdown accelerometer technology
are performance advances in pendulous accelerometers, and the theory of operation and
state-of-the-art in vibrating beam accelerometer technology.

1. INTRODUCTION

The state-of-the-art in strapdown sensor technology has advanced considerably since
1978, particulary in the higher accuracy performance categories. Ring laser gyros designed
by several manufacturing groups have demonstrated their ability to meet the requirements for F,
1 nmph inertial navigation. Laser gyros are now in operational use on several major
aircraft programs, and have demonstrated reliabilities in the field that are exceeding user
goals. Advanced development programs have been initiated to extend the performance
capabilities of the ring laser gyro into the class needed for 0.1 nmph navigation.

Conventional floating rate-integrating and tuned-rotor gyro technology has been
* increasingly applied in the moderate to low performance strapdown areas. These instruments

continue to provide a good alternative to the ring laser gyro in applications requiring
small size and low cost, where lower performance is acceptable. A new optical rate sensor
technology based on the use of fiber-optics has emerged over the past few years as a lower
cost/reduced performance alternative to the ring laser gyro. Simultaneously, ring laser
gyro development activities have been directed at cost and size reduction to extend its
applicability range into the moderate performance areas.

Strapdown accelerometer technology continues to be principally based on the pendulous
electrically servoed accelerometer design approach. Design refinements since 1978 have
upgraded the performance of this instrument and somewhat reduced its cost. It continues to
remain compatible in cost and performance with requirements in most strapdown application

* areas (in proportion to the cost of the gyro and coputing elements that are also contained
in a strapdown system). To meet cost targets for the future, a vibrating beam accelerometer
technology is heing developed as a lower cost alternative to the pendulous accelerometer.

This paper- reviews each of the instruments discussed above, with emphasis on the per-
formance capabilites, problem areas, and applications where they have been used or planned
for use-since 1978. For each instrument, a brief discussion is also included which
describes its principal of operation. Analytical descriptions and detailed design conlid-
erations for the floated rate-integrating gyro, tuned-rotor gyro, ring laser gyro, and
..pendulous accelerometer have been provided in the AGARD Lecture Series 95 paper on Strapdown
'Sensors (1), and are not repeated here. Error characteriutics for the fiber-optic rate

.. sensor and vibrating beam acceleronete" are presented, but from a qualitative standpoint,

because the performance characteristics of these devices have not been sufficiently dis-
closed in the open literature to allow detailed accurate analytical modeling that accounts
for the important critical error source,, particularly those that are environmentally
induced and which change over time and operating cycles.

A generalized-error budget is also provided for reference at the beginning of the paper
which attempts to define typical gyro and accelerometer performance requirements for four
types of strapdown inertial systems.

*- 2. SENSOR PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTR

fur application
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areas: the classical 1 nmph inertial navigator, a higher performance advanced 0.1 nmph
inertial navigator, a lower performance strapdown attitude heading reference system (AHRS)
and a still lower performance tactical missile midcourse guidance system. The performance
categories depicted in Table 1 are considered typical for most strapdown sensor applications
today and in the immediate future. Table I should be used as a reference to categorize
typical sensor performance requirements during discussions on individual sensor

- - capabilities.

TABLE 1 -TYPICAL STRAPDOWIN SENSOR PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Tactical
0.1 1.0 Missile
rzmph nniph Midcourse

Performance Parameter INS INS AHRS Guidance

Gyro Bias Uncertainty (deg/hr) 0.001 0.01 1.0(0.1)* 5 to 30

to 10

Gyro Random Noise (deg/hrh)** 0.005 0.002 0.01 0.10

Gyro Scale-Factor Uncertainty (ppm) 1 5 200 1000

Gyro Alignment uncertainty (are sec) 1 2 200 300

Accelerometer Bias Uncertainty (*og) 10 40 1000 1000

Acceleromaeter Scale-Factor

Uncertainty (ppm) 50 200 1000 1000

Accelerometer Alignment Uncertainty(sec) 2 7 200 300

Accelerometer Bias Trending (i'/sec) 0.003 0.01 NAO..) 5  NA

*For MHRS with an earth rates gyro-compass heading determination
requirement. other figure shown in for MIM with heading
slaved to magnetic flux heading detector, ~

**This error source io a characteristic principally of laser gyros..

3. GINGLC-0EGREE-OP-FREZDON FLOATED PATE-ZITWRATING GYRO

The floated rate-integlrating gyro (1, 4, 5) pictured schematicall~y in Figure I is the 0
gyro with the longest production history and is the original high-accuracy gimbal~d-p latform
gyro. The device cons ists of a cylindrical hermetically sealed nomentum-wbeel/hpinmotor
assembly (float) contained in a cylindrical 'hermetically sealed ease. The float is inter-

* faced to the case by a precision suspension assembly that is laterally rigid (normal to the
cylinder axis) but allowa "frictionless" angular movement of the float relative to the ease
about the cylinder axis. The cavity between the case and float is filled with a fluid that
serves the dual purpose of suspending the float at neutral buoyancy, and providing viscous
damping to resist relative ilmat-caso angular motion about the suspension axis.

A ball-bearing or gas-bearing synchronous-hyeteris spini1ator is utilitod in the float to
maintain constant rotor spiospeed, hence constant float angular momentum.. A signal-
generator/pickoff provides an electrical output signal frwe the gyro proportional to the
angular displacement of the float relative to the case. An electrical torque generator
provides the capability forsapplying known torques to the float about the suspension altie
proportional to an applied elctrical input current. Delicate flex lead* are used to
transmit electrical signals and power between the casi and float.

Under applied angular rates about the input axis, the gyro float deve Lops a precessional
* .. rate about the output axis (rotation rate of the angle sensed by the signal-genorator/pIck-
*off, see Figure I). The pickoff-angle rate generates a viscous torque on the float about

tile output axis (due to the damping fluid) which sums with the electrically apelied
* .torque-gnerator torque to process the float about the input axis at the gyro input rate.

The pickoff.-tngle rate thereby becomes proportional to the difference between the input rate
and the torque-generator precessional rate, hence, the pickoff angle becomes proportional tl 0
the integral of the difference between the input AMd torque-generator rates.
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To operate the gyro in a strapdown mode, the pickoff angle is electrically servoed to
null by the torque generator which is driven by the signal-generator/pickoff output (through
suitable compensation and amplifer electronics). The time integral of the difference
between the input and torque-generator precessional rates is thereby maintained at zero, and
the integral of the torque-giinerator rate becomes proportional to the integral of the input
rate. Thus, the integral of the torque-generator electrical current provides a measure of -

the integral of input rate for a rate-gyro strapdown inertial navigation system.

SPIN REFERENCE AXIS~
PICOFF (CASE FIXED) SPIN AXIS

ROTOR (SPINMOCTOR)

* GENERATOR

-OUTPUT 0
AXIS HREIAL

HERRMETICALLY

PIVOT AND JEWEL. GIMBAL AND PROVIDES
AND/OR MAGNETIC UIMBAL DAMPING ABOUT
SUSPENSION OUTPUT AXIS

Figure I Single-d.gree-of-frodon floated rate-integrated gyro concept.

3.1 ferformance And4 liplication Areas

Application ar~ea* for tne strapdow. floated rate-integrating gyro,(RIG) have been
primarily in the lower performance (5 to 30 degfhr bias accuracy) areas where snall-sie. low
angular momentum units moa' -performance requirements, and costs are comptetive with alterna-
tive gyro mechanization apv_-ichea (e.g., the tuned-rotor gyro). The floatation fluid gum-
penuion in the RIG makes the device extvemely rugged# hence, provides a natural-suitability
to those lower performance application areas where high vibrations and shock are prevalent.

*tA)W Cost tactiC4l missile uaidCoi"re inertial guidance has been a continuing application
area for the strapdown RIG. Standard 1issilo-2, Harpoon, Phoenix, and recently MRA*, ae
oxamples of tactical raiasile systems that incorporate strapdovn RIG's for midcours guidance
and stabilitation/control. Strapdown RIO's have* also been used in =9m applicationsato
Implement A short term navigation reference between updates from a higher accuracy navi-
gation device. Examples are motion compensation for airborne radar systems (using the air-
craft INS se the Oouter-loop" reference), and to generate short term navigation data between
procisioo radio navigation position fi.xes for aircraft test instrumentation purposes (e.g.,
AvMA - Ar Combat M~aneuvering Range).

Higher perfoi-ace appliec.tioi areas for the strapdown It have remained limited due to
their higher cost for coq~arable performAkice vw*ad t-- the strapdown ttoned-rotor or ring
laser gyro.

4. kUED-ROMOR GYRO

The tuned-rotor gyro (1, 6, 7, 8, g. 10) is the most advanced gyro in large-scale
production today for aircraft l-nmi/hr 9imbaled platforms. Due to its simplicity (compared
to the floated rate-intoigratingj gyro), the tuned-rotor gyro is theoretically lower in cost
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and more rel..able. A drawing of a representative tuned-rotor gyro is presented in Figure 2.
Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of the gyro rotor assembly.

The gyro consists of a momentum wheel (rotor) connected by a flexible gimbal to a
case-fixed synchronous-hysteresis ball-bearing spinmotor drive shaft. The gimbal is
attached to the motor and rotor through members that are torsionally flexible but laterally
rigid. A two-axis variable-reluctance signal-generator/pickoff is included that measures
the angular deviation of the rotor (in two axes) relative to the case (to which the motor is
attached). Also included is a two-axis permanent-magnet torque generator that allows the
rotor to be torqued relative to the case on current command. The torquer magnets are
attached to the rotor, and the torquer coils are attached to the gyro case.

SIGNAL GENERATOR
AND

...- ,:- --

Figure 2 - Typical tuned-' otor gyro coatfigurati.ona..;'...

ROTOR-

Ilk

Figure Tyia tuned-rotor gyro o fua tib . __



As for all angular-momentum-based rate-sensing devices, the key design feature of the
gyro is the means by which it can contain the reference momentum (the spinning rotor),
without introducing torques (drift rates) in the process. For the tuned-rotor gyro, the
method is linked to the dynamic effect of the flexible gimbal attachment between the rotor
and the motor. Geometrical reasoning reveals that when the rotor is spinning about an axis
that deviates in angle from the motor-shaft axis, the gimbal is driven into a cyclic
oscillation in and out of the rotor plane at twice the rotor frequency. Dynamic analysis 0
shows that the reaction torque on the rotor to sustain this motion has a systematic
component along the angular-deviation vector that is proportional to the angular dis-
placement, but that acts as a spring with a negative spring constant. The flexible pivots
between the rotor and gimbal, on the other hand, provide a similar spring torque to the
rotor, but of the opposite sign. Hence, to free the rotor from systematic torques asso-
ciated with the angular displacement, it is only necessary to design the gimbal pivot
springs such that their effect cancels the,inverse spring effect of the gimbal. The result
(tuning) is a rotor suspension that is insensitive to angular movement of the case.

Use of the tuned-rotor gyro in a strapdown mode parallels the technique used for the
floated rate-integrating gyro. Exceptions are that damping must be provided electrically in -

the caging loop, as there is no fluid, and that the gyro must be caged in two axes simul-
taneously. The latter effect couples the two caging loops together due to the gyroscopic
cross-axis reaction of the rotor to applied torques.

4.1 Performance And Application Areas

Application areas for the strapdown tuned-rotor gyro (TRO) have been primarily in the
medium performance areas where small-size low angular momentum units have acceptable
accuracy, are lower in cost compared with comparable size/performance ring laser gyro
technology, and where bias accuracy compared to equivalent cost RIG units is superior. The
inherent simplicity in design of the dry rotor suspension concept for the TRO which lowers
its production cost, also limits its usefulness in high vibration/shock environments where
rotor resonances can potentially be excited (producing sensor error and, in extreme cases,
device failure). Current design improvements for the TRO are being directed at extending
its vibration capability while retaining accuracy.

The strapdown AHRS (attitude-heading reference system) has been a primary application
area for the strapdown TRG for commercial aircraft, military drones, and most recently, .
torpedoes. One of the larger potential application areas for the strapdown TRO is for the
military aircraft strapdown AHRS where small size and low coat are key requirements, and not.. .
yet achievable with ring laser gyro technology.

Two current application areas of interest for the atrapdown TRO are for tuctical missile
midcourse guidance and helicopter or torpedo strapdown AHRS. Small-size low-cost versions
of the strapdown TM have ben developed as a competitor to the RIG for the tactical missile
midcourse guidance application. Potential vibration/shock susceptability of the TRO is an
area of concern for the tactical missile application, but is being addressed by TRO design 47
groups. Shock requirements for torpedo application of the TRG have been handled through use
of elastomeric isolators between the TRG sensor assembly and torpedo mounting plate. The
helicopter AHRS application imposes a bias stability requirement of 0.1 dog/hr on the TRG
which is not achievable today with small site low cost units.

The 0.1 dog per hour helicopter AHRS requirement stem from the need to determine
heading prior to takeoff by earth-rate gyro-compassing to an accuracy of 0.5 degrees. This
translates into a gyro accuracy requirement of 0.1 dog/hr to detect the direction of hori- S
zontal earth rate (at 45 deg latitude) to 0.01 radiant (i.e., 0.5 degrees). Typical
small-size low-cost TRG's have bias accuracies over long term of 1 to 2 deg/hr. To achieve
the 0.1 dog/hr requirement, a turn-table is needed to position the TRO at different orien-
tations relative to the earth rate vector during initial alignment operations, In this way,
repeatable gyro biases can be measured and separated from earth rate measurements, and earth
rate measurements to the required 0.1 dog per hour accuracy become achievable. The
turn-table also provides the means for calibrating the heading gyro scale factor prior to
takeoff. The use of such a turn-table as an integral part of a strapdown TRO system fov the
helicopter AHRA is considered standard practice today..

4.1.1 Design Considerations In A Dynamic Environment

Use of a strapdown TRG (or RIO) in a dynamic vibration environment must address the
basic question of wide versus narrow bandwidth for the torque-rebalance loop. If a signi'*- 5 5
icant angular vibration environment exists, the loop bandwidth must be broad enough to
measure real angular rates that integrate into attitude/heading (33, 34). On the other
hand, if the bandwidth is to broad, undesirable high frequency sensor error effects will be .
amplified and passed as output data to the attitude integration process, generating attitude
error. In the case of the tuned-rotor gyro, undamped rotor wobble effects near spin fre-
quency limit the maximum bandwidth that is practically achievable to approximately 80Hz.
The minimum tonque-rebalance bandwidth is selected so that tJe gyro rate signal outputs,
when integrated, generate, attitude data thatt __
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1. Accurately accounts for the accelerometer attitude under combined angular/linear
vibration environments (i.e. - sculling (33, 34)).

2. Accurately accounts for multiaxis angular vibration rates that rectify into attitude
drift (i.e., coning (33, 34)).

In the case of the TRG, Item 2 is achievable with lower bandwidth than with the RIG
because of the inherent nature of the TRG being an attitude sensing instrument (i.e., the
pickoff signals measure the true attitude orientation of the gyro case relative to the
rotor). As such, attitude errors in the TRO generated by low bandwidth limits, are theoret-
ically recoverable (with a time delay) by proper torque-loop rebalance logic. This
contrasts with the RIG torque-loop because the pickoff signal in the RIG represents the
integrated input rate (not attitude). As such, the RIG bandwidth must be broad enough to

i accurately measure all significant multiaxis angular vibrations so that the true attitude
can be properly constructed in the attitude integration process. Both the RIG and TRG •
bandwidths have comparable requirements to satisy Item 1.

One of the principal error mechanisms for torque-rebalance gyros under dynamic environ-
ments is torquer heating effects. In addition to producing scale factor errors in the gyro
output, bias errors can be produced by associated thermal gradient effects across the
instrument. In the case of the gyro scale factor error, much of the temperature induced

S" effect can be eliminated by temperature measurement and modeling correction in the strapdown
computer. Unfortunately, for the tuned-rotor gyro, because the torquer magnet is attached '0
to the spinning rotor, direct temperature measurements are difficult to achieve due to the
problem of making electrical measurements across the spinning rotor bearings (without resort-
ing to slip-rings and attendent potential reliability problems).

In order to reduce the scale factor error variation with temperature, TRG manufacturers
have developed new magnet materials (e.g., doped sumarium cobalt) which has a lower scale
factor error as a function of temperature. The penalty is reduced magnet strength, hence, a
larger magnet to generate the same torque capability. Note, that the torquer heating effect
under angalar vibration can also be reduced by lowering the bandwidth of the torque-

*,rebalance loop. in the case of the TRG, this technique has been used in helicopter appli-
cations as a compromise between sensor error amplification verns output signal attenuation

* error. Because the TRO is more tolerant of low bandwidth operation (see previous discussion
on Item 2 requirements), a reasonable compromise can usually be found. However, the bond-
width selection then becomes sensitive to vehicle installation and operating condition. In
general, no true optimum soluticn is possible.

scale factor errors in strapdown gyros under maneuvering flight conditions can rectify
into attitude drift in the strapdown system computer (2, 34). The classical effect is
through continuous turning in one direction that generates a net attitude error proportional
to the product of the scale factor error with the net angle traversed. Cyclic maneuvers can
also produce net attitude error buildupt asymmetrical scale factor errors rectify under
oscillatory rates about the gyro input axis, symmetrical scale factor errors rectify under
multiaxis rates that are phased ninety degrees apart (between axes). The classical case of
the latter effect is the "inking maneuver" which consists of cyclic patterns of roll right,
turn right, roll left, turn left. In the case of the tuned-rotor gyro, the scale factor
error effect must be assessed to assure compliance to accuracy requirements for the partic-
ular application being considered. Reduction of the gyro torquer scale factor temperature.

* .coefficient in future versions should broaden the areas of applicability for the instrument ;. .

in a dynamic environment.

* 0

5. RING LASER GYRO

Unlike the gyros that utilize rotating mass for angular-measurement re.erence, the laser
gyro operating principal is based on the telativistic properties of light i, 11, 12, 14).
The device has no moving partst hence, it has the potential for extremely high reliability.

Figure 4 depicts the basic operating elements in a laser gyrot a closed optical cavity
containing two beams of correlated (single-frequency) light. The beam travel continuously L
between the reflecting surface of the cavity in a closed optical-pathi one beam travels in
the clockwise direction, the other ih the counterclockwise direction, each occupying the , . •
same physical space in the cavity. The light beams are generated from the lasing action of
a helium-neon gas discharge within the optical cavity. The reflecting surfaces are die- '
leetric mirrors designed to selectsvely reflect the frequency associated with the
heluim-neon transition being used.

To understand the operation of the laser gyro, consider the effect of cavity rotation on
an observev rotating with the cavity. Relative to the observer, it takes longer foria photon
of light to traverse the distance around the optical path in the direction of rotation than
in the direction opposite to the rotation. This effect is interpreted by the observer as a
lengthening of the net optical path length in the direction of rotation, ano a shortening of
the path length in the opposite direction. Because the laser beam is self-resonating, it is
a continuous beam that propagates around the cavity, closing on itself without disconti-
nuity. As a result, the effect of the self-resonanc, is to maintain a fixed integral number
of light wave lengthb around the cavity. Undcr input angular rate, the increase in optical S •
path length experienced by the beam traveling in the direction of rotation, must therefore
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PHOTODIODES
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DIELECTRIC MIRROR D DISCHARGE IELECTRIC MIRROR

Figure 4 -Laser gyro operating elements.

be accompanied by a proportional increase in wavelength to maintain the same integral number
of waves around the lengthened cavity. The converse is true for the beam traveling opposite
to the direction of rotation. Thus, a wavelength difference is established between the
oppositely directed beams proportional to the optical path length change, hence, propor-
tional to the input angular rats. Because the speed of light is constant, the wavelength
difference is accompanied by a frequency difference between the two beam in the opposite
sense. Hence, a frequency difference is generated betwean the two beams that is propor-
tional to input rotation rate.

The frequency difference is measured in the laser gyro by allowing a small percentage of -
the laser radiation to escape through one of the mirrors (Figure 4). An optical prism in
typically used to reflect one of the beams such that it crosses the other in almost the same
direction at a small angle (wedge angle). Due to the finite width of the beams, the effect
of the wedge angle is to generate an optical fringe pattern in the readout zone. When the
frequencies between the two laser beams are equal (under tero angular rate input cond-
itions), the fringes are stationary relative to the observer. When the frequencies of the
two beams are different (under rotational rates), the fringe pattern moves relative to the
observer at a rate and direction proportional to the frequency difference (i.e., propor-
tional to the angular rate). More importantly, the passage of each fringe indicates that
the integrated frequency difference (integrated input rate) has changed by a specified
increment. [fence, each fringe passage is a direct indication of an incremental integrated
rate movement, the exact form of the output needed for a rate-gyro strapdown navigation
system.

Digital integrated-rate-increment pulses are generated from the laser gyro from the
outputs of two photodiodes mounted in the fringe area and spaced 90 degrees apart (in fringe
space). As the fringes pave by the diodes, sinusiodal output signals are generate4, with

- -'qch cycle of a sine wave corresponding to the movement of one fringe over the diodes. By
),serving which diode output is leading the other (by 90 degrees), the direction of rotation
i determined. Simple digital-pulde triggering and direction logic operating on the

photodiode outputs convert the sinusoidal signal to digital pulawe for computer input.

The analytical relationship between the fringe angle change and integrated rate input ;. __'_

angle change (11, 12, 34) is given byt -

X LA

where
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A =Gyro fringe angle output change (Note: A =

for a movement of one fringe across the output photodiode).

A =Area enclosed by the laser beam.

L Perimeter of the laser beam path.

X - Laser wavelength (e.g., 0.63 micron).

AO - Integrated input rate into the gyro (Note: A6 2% for a complete 360 degree' i input rotation angle).

The "pulse size" for the laser gyro is the value of A0 for which AO = 2% (i.e., the
input angle which produces a full fringe movement of 2% across the photodiode output
detector). It is easily verified that for an equilateral triangle laser gyro with 12.6 inch
perimeter (4.2 inches per side), the pulse size for a 0.63 micron laser (typical of today's
technology) is 2 arc seconds.

The digital pulse output logic can be mechanized to output a pulse each time a full
fringe has passed across the diode (e.g., by triggering on the positive going zero crossing
from one of the readout photodiodes). For this approach, the gyro output pulse scaling
would equal the "pulse-size" defined above. Alternatively, gyro output pulses can be i .
triggered at the positive and negative-going zero crossings from each of the two photodiodes
to achieve an output pulse scaling that is four times finer than the basic full-fringe
"pulse-size". Both of the latter approaches are used today.

5.1 Construction

Figure 5 illustrates a typical laser gyro mechanization concept. A single piece
structure (typically Zerodur, a ceramic glass material) is used to contain the helium-neon
gas, with the lasing mirrors and electrodes forming the seals. High voltage (typically 1500
volts) applied across the electrodes (one cathode and two anodes) maintains the helium-neon
gas mixture in an ionized state, thereby providing the required laser pumping action.
High-quality optical seals are used to avoid introducing contaminants into the helium-noon
mixture, which would degrade performance and ultimately limit life-time.
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The accuracy of the laser gyro depends on the manner in which the laser beams are
affected by the influences of the lasing cavity. A key requirement in this regard is that
the average of the clockwise and counterclockwise path lengths around the lasing triangle be . -

constant. Many of the error characteristics in the laser gyro vary as a function of average
path length (12), hence, stabilizing average path length also implicitly stabilizes
performance. Zerodur is used to construct the laser gyro optical cavity due to its low
coefficient of thermal expansion, hence, high degree of path-length stability.

To compensate for residual remaining path-length variations, a piezoelectric transducer
is mounted on one of the laser gyro mirror substrates (see Figure 5). Actuation of the
transducer by a control voltage flexes the mirror substrate to effect a path-length change.
The control signal for the transducer is designed to maintain peak average power in the
lasing beams. Because average beam power varies cyclically with path-length multiples of
laser wavelength, maintainirq peak lasing power implicitly controls the average path-length
to a constant value. The al -rage beam power is detected in the laser gyro by a photodiode
mounted on one of the mirrors that senses a small percentage of the combined radiation from
the clockwise and counterclockwise beams.

5.1.1 Square Versus Triangular Ring Laser Gyros

Figure 6 illustrates a square laser gyro geometry utilizing four mirrors (as contrasted 0
with the three-mirror triangular configuration in Figure 5). Both geometries are used today .. .
by competing ring laser gyro manufacturers. The rationale espoused by proponents of the
triangular versus square geometry can be summarized as follows: Proponents of the
triangular geometry point to the three-mirror configuration as having the minimum mirror
count to form an enclosed laser ring. As a result mirror costs per gyro are minimized, and
lock-in (a performance deficiency in the laser gyro to be discussed in the next section) is
reduced due to the minimum number of scatterera (the mirrors) in the laser beam path. From
a manufacturing standpoint, the proponents of the triangle point out that alignment of the
mirrors on the gyro block is simplified (hence, cost reduced) because the triangle geometry
is self-aligning in the lasing plane (through use of one curved mirror), and alignment out
of the lasing plane is readily achieved by out-of-plane adjustment of the curved mirror
during device assembly.

Proponents of the square later gyro geometry consider the additional mirror cost a
negligible penalty when technology advances are taken into account. The additional
alignment requirement for the fourth mirror in a square is identified as a benefit by square o
gyro proponents due to the added flexibility it affords to adjust beam/cavity positioning,
and thereby optimize porformance. Another performance advantage identified for the square

3DMM

9 0

Figure 6 Square later gyro coufiguration.
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is its higher area-to-perimeter ratio compared to a triangle of the same size, which
directly increases accuracy. The area-to-perimeter ratio (see Equation (1)) is the primary
parameter in the device that impacts performance (12, 13, 17). Proponents of the square also
point to the lower angle of incidence at the laser beam/mirror interface which reduces back-
scattering per mirror. The net result is a combined mirror rediction in back-scattering
which more than compensates for the additional mirror scattering, hence, reduces overall
gyro lock-in. Finally, from a manufacturing standpoint, square laser gyro enthusiasts claim P .
simpler tooling and machining for square compared to triangular devices, hence, reduced
production costs.

Triangular laser gyro proponents acknowledge a performance penalty due to the less i%
favorable area-to-perimeter ratio and beam-incidence geometry. However, they claim that
this advantage is minor and will be largely overcome by technology advances. Additionally,
triangle proponents argue that when the gyro electrodes (size and geometry) are taken into
account, no real size advantage exists for the square gyro configuration. From a machining ..
standpoint, triangle proponents claim no advantage exists for any particular geometry once
tooling is complete and experience has been attained.

At this stage in the laser gyro development cycle, it is not clear whether one geometry
is superior to another as a general rule.

5.2 Lock-In

The phenomenon of lock-in continues to be the most prominent error source in the laser
gyro and the most difficult to handle. The means for compensating lock-in has been the
principal factor determining the configuration and performance of laser gyro from different.
manufacturers.

The phenomenon of laser gyro lock-in arises because of imperfections in the lasing .
cavity, principally the mirrors, that produce back-scattering from one laser beam into the
other (13). The resulting coupling action tends to pull the frequencies of the two beams
together at low rates producing a scale-factor error. For slowly changing rates below a
threshold known as the lock-in rate, the two beams lock together at the same frequency
producing no output (i.e., a dead zone). Figure 7 illustrates the effect of lock-in on the
output of the laser gyro as a function of input rate for slowly changing input rate
conditions. The magnitude of the lock-in effect depends primarily on the quality of the
mirrors. In general, lock-in rates on the order of 0.01 to 0.1 degree-per-second are the 0 .
lowest levels achievable with today's laser gyro technology (with 0.63-micron laser
wavelength). Compared with 0.01 deg/hr navigation requiremnts, this is a serious error
source that mst be overcome.
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Under dynamic input rates that rapidly pass through the lock-in region, the effect of
lock-in is to introduce a small angle. error in the gyro output as the lock-in zone is
traversed, but still retaining sensitivity to input rate while in the lock-in region (i.e.,
no hard dead-zone develops as in Figure 7 (12, 13, 16). The latter effect underlies the
basic principal behind adding cyclic high rate bias to the laser gyro as a means for
circumventing the lock-in dead-zone effect, and converting it into a random angle error
added to the gyro output each time the biased gyro input cycles through the lock-in region.
The principal method being used today to generate the oscillating bias in the laser gyro is
mechanical dither.

5.2.1 Mechanical Dither

With mechanical dither, the oscillating bias into the laser gyro is achieved by b *
mechanically vibrating the gyro block at high frequency about its input axis through a stiff
dither flexure suspension built into the gyro assembly. The spoked-like structures in
Figures 5 and 6 conceptually illustrate such a flexure that is attached to the laser block
(on the outside) and to the gyro case/mount (on the inside) by metal rings that are

4 connected to each other by flexible metal reeds. Piezoelectric transducers attached to the
reeds provide the dither drive mechanism to vibrate the gyro block at its resonant frequency
about the input axis. One piezoelectric transducer is mechanized as a dither angle readout
detector and used as the control signal to generate voltage into the drive piezo's to
sustain a specified dither amplitude. The dither angle amplitude and acceleration are ,.,
designed so that the dwell time in the lock-in zone is short so that hard lock-in will never
develop. The result is a gyro that has continuous resolution over the complete input rate
range. The residual effect of lock-in is a small random angle error in the gyro output that
is introduced each time the gyro passes through lock-in (at twice the dither frequency).
This is the principal source of random noise in mechanically dithered laser gyros. The
relationship between laser gyros random noise, lock-in, and dither rate is ideally given by

- OiL (2)

where

- yro random noise (or "randem walk") coeffieient (deg/hr )

O - Look-in rate

-QD Dither rate amplitude

K - Gyro output scale factor in fringes per input revolution (i.e., the reciprocal
of the gyro "pulse csie" discussed previously, times 2%)

For typical values of OR a 0,002 deg/hrA, OL - 0.03 dog/sea, and K * 648,000 (i.e., 2
No are see pulse site), equation (2) can be used to show that OD w 72 dog/sec. To achieve

sufficient lateral stiffness, the dither spring is designed such that the frequency of the
dither motion is on the order of 400 hz. The associated dither cycle amplitude (corre-
aponding to 72 dog/sec dither rate) is 103 arc sec (or 206 arc sec peak-to-peak). Equation
(2) is based on the assumption that the angle error generated in the gyro output is uncor-
related from dither cycle to cycle. in practice this is not perfectly achisvble, and
soMat larger dither amplitudes are required than predicted by equation (2). Nevorthe-
less, the figures presented previously are generally representative of typical mechanical
dither requirements.

Once mechanical dither is incorporated for lock-in compensation, means must be provided
to remove the oscillating bias signal from the gyro output (so the that the gyro output
represents the motion of the sensor assembly to which the gyro is mounted). Figure 5
illustrates the "case mounted readout" method of optically cancelling the dither from the
output. By mounting the readout reflecting prism and pehotodiodes on the gyro case (i.e.,
off the gyro block) the translational movement of the gyro block relative tc the camse
(caused by dither) will generate fringe motion at the photodiodes. This purely geometrical
effect can be made te cancel the fringe movement produced by the laser block senve! dither
angular motion through proper selection of the rotational center for the mechanical dither
mount. The result is a photodiode output signal that responds to rotation of the gyro case
and not relative movement between the dithering gyro relative to the case. L

.- The alternative to "case-mounted readout" is "block-mounted readout" as illustrated in
Figure 6. With this approach the gyro readout optics are mounted directly to the gyro
blork. Relative movement between the block and case is removed by measurement and
substraction, or by filtering. In the measurement/substraction approach, a transducer
(typically electromagnetic) Js used to electrically measure the instantaneo, angle between
the gyro block and cats. The electrical signal is then digitized and subtracted from the
gyro pulse output for dither motion compensation. With the filter approach, a digital .
filter is used to filter signals near and above the dither frequency from th* gyro output.
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The result is a cancellation of the unwanted dither rate between the gyro block and case.
The penalty is attenuation of real oscillating rates of the gyro case which, if significant,

% must be accurately measured for processing in the strapdown computer. Use of the filter
approach is only valid for relatively benign environment applications where it can be
assured that the only angular rate signals that need to be measured have frequency content
well below the dither frequency.

5.2.1.1 Mechanical Dither Design Complications - Orgially touted as a simple solution to
the lock-in problem with no deleterious side effects, the mechanical dither concept applied
in practice has been found to be the source of several subtle mechanical coupling error
mechanisms that must be designed for at the three-gyro system level for solution (19, 34).
It must be realized at the onset, however, that these complications are directly propor-
tional to the magnitude of dither motion required for lock-in compensation. As lock-in
rates are reduced, dither amplitudes can be reduced proportionally (see equation (2)), and
design solutions for the effects described below can be more easily achieved.

The basic problem with mechanical dither stems from a kinematic property of three-axis
rotary motion that cyclic rates in two orthogonal axes, if at the same frequency but phase
shifted by ninety degrees, will produce a real constant attitude rate about the third axis
(33, 34). The effect, known as "coning", if present, must be measured as cyclic rate -
signals by the strapdown gyros, and delivered to the strapdown computer so that the true .
drift about the third axis will be properly calculated. The problem arises when gyro output
errors are also being generated at the same frequency as the real rates to be measured.
Cyclic error signals from the gyro in one axis, in combination with errors or real cyclic
rates from the gyro in one of the other orthogonal "-aes, will produce a vector rate profile
which appears as coning, but is false ("pseudo-coning" is the nonmenclature typically used
to describe this phenonemon). Since the composite gyro output signals (real plus error) are
processed in the same computer used to measure real coning motion, a pseudo-coning error
will be created in the strapdown computer as a false drift rate about the "third" axis.
Filtering the gyro signals to remove the output error oscillations is not acceptable if real ...
cyclic motion is present, since the true drift caused by the real cyclic coning motion will
not be properly measured and accounted for.

In the case of mechanically dithered laser gyros, a potential source of real high
frequency coning in a strapdown system is the reaction torque of the gyro dither drives into
the sensor assembly (the sensor assembly typically consists of a metal casting to which the.
gyros and accelerometers are mounted). To minimize dither reaction torque resonance
effects, and to provide compliance for thermal expansion, most RLO sensor assemblies are
mechanically isolated from the system chassis by elastomeric isolators (34). To generate
coning motion, equal angular rate vibration frequencies must exist simultaneously in two
orthogonal axes. Dither induced vibratione from nominally orthogonal laser gyros into the
sensor assembly can become frequency correlated between axL if mechanical coupling exists
between the axes (e.g., principal moment-of-inertia axes of the sensor assembly not parallel J
to gyro input axes). The mechanical coupling machanisms tend to pull the dither frequencies
in orthogonal axes together, thereby creating real coning at dither frequency. Heno, even
if single gyro dither frequencies are separate, the mechanical coupling can shift the
frequencies toward each other, thereby creating correlated frequency components between
axes, or coning. Another source of real high frequency coning is linear random vibration*
'into the strapdown system that produce correlated frequency rotary sensor assembly motion in
orthogonal axes due to sensor asseombly/elastomeric mount asymmstries.

The real coning motion effects described above would not be a problem in themselves,
since laser gyros have the bandwidth and sensitivity required for accurate measurement of 8 0
these effects. The problem arises from pseudo-coning created at dither frequency, also due
to dither mechanical interraction. A classical example is sensor assembly bending induced
by the dither reaction torque which produces false gyro outputs at dither frequency (e.g.,
due to bending in the mechanism used to measure and remove gyro block/case relative angular
dither motion from the gyro output, or gyro mount twisting about the gyro input axis).

Exacting and sophisticated mechanical design techniques must be used in the overall
sensor, sensor assembly, and sensor assembly mount to assure that pseudo-coning effects are 9.6
negligible below the frequencies where real coning exists and has to be m6asured (33, 34).
The coning computation algorithm in the etrapdown computer (33) cnn then be run at an
iteration rate that is only high enough to measure the real coning motion frequency effects
(i.e., so that high frequency pseudo-coning effeeLs are attenuated). Classical techniques
utili ed to minumise pseudo-coning effects are to design for stiffness in the sensor assam-
bly, design for mechanical symmetry in the sensor essembly to minimice mechanical dither
cross-coupling between gyro axes, and to assure skfficient gyro dither frequency separation
so that the tendency for frequency pulling together is minimized. if performed properly, a
total design can be acheived that meets overall system requirements under external vibra-
tion. Proper design is more asily achieved for benign vibration environments (e.g.,
cainerical aircraft).

5.2.2 Magnetic Nrri r. Ias , "

The magnetic-mirror concept is a nonmechanical biasing technique based on the transverse
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magneto-optic Kerr effect (14, 18, 21). A special inner coating (e.g., ferromagnetic metal)
is applied to one of the laser gyro mirrors which, when magnetized normal to the plane of
incidence by an applied magnetic field, imparts a nonreciprocal (i.e., opposite) phase shift
between the clockwise and counterclockwise laser beams. This produces an apparant differ-
ential path-length shift between the laser beams which generates a frequency difference or
output rate. The result is a bias imposed on the gyro output that is controllable by the
applied magnetic field. Bias uncertainties are compensated through use of alternating bias O •
control (i.e., square-wave dithering of the applied magnetic field). The magnetic field
intensity is set at a high enough level to operate the magnetic mirror in a saturated state.
In this way, bias shifts generated by stray magnetic fields are minimized.

The advantage of the magnetic mirror is the elimination of the need for mechanical
dither, its associated design complications, and size/weight penalties. A problem area for
the magnetic mirror has been difficulties in generatiag a large enough bias for the 0.63 "
micron laser gyro due to low reflectance of the ferromagnetic coating (14, 20). The .
resulting loss must be compensated by higher gain in the laser helium-neon discharge. For
the 0.63 micron laser, high gain cannot be tolerated beca,,ee the laser begins to resonate
unwanted tode shapes that deteriorate performance. The net result is that the magnetic
mirror biasing capability must be diluted by appropriate layering of dielectric coatings on
the mirror to recover reflectance. The net bias levels achieved with this approach have not
been sufficient to adequately compensate lock-in. (It should be noted that ferromagnetic
magnetic mirror technology has been successfully applied to the lesser accurate 1.15 micron
laser gyro which can be operated at a higher gain before multimoding problems develop (24)). O 0
Another problem area for magnetic mirror technology has been the introduction of residual
nonrecipocal phase shifts between the incident laser beams that are temperature sensitive.
The result is a bias instability that is temperature sensitive and which produces turn-on
transients.

Recent work on laser gyro magnetic mirror technology has concentrated on the development

of a garnet magnetic mirror in which the dielectric layer coatings on the laser mirror are
made with a transparent garnet film that produces nonreciprocal phase shift to incident 9 •
light on application of a magnetic field (20). The result has been that the loss effect
(associated with the ferromagnetic magnetic mirror technology) has been significantly
reduced so that high bias levels can be achieved with 0.63 micron lasers. Current design
work is concentrating on doping the garnet material to reduce the effect of residual
noareciprocal temperature sensitive phase shifts that have remained with the new garnet Mir-
ror technolgy. Engineering personnel associated with theme developments are predicting a
breakthrough within the next year based on experimental results achieved to date on doped
garnet coatings. * .

5.2.3 tMultioeillator Maser Gyro

Conventional two-boam (clockwise and counterclockwise) laser gyros are designed to
amplify plane polarized laser light (i.e., in which the electric vector normal to the laser
beam is either perpendicular to the lasing plane ($-polarization) or In the& laing plane
(P-polarization). Triangular lasers typically-use the former polarization while square
laser gyros typically use the latter. In the case of the multioscillator laser gyro (26,
27), circular polaritation is used in which both S and P modea are simultaneously excited,.
but at one quarter wavelength phase shifted from one another. The result Is a combinsd
electric vector polaritation that spirals between 0 and Pj denoted as circular polarization.
Right circularly polarized (RCP) or left circularly polarized (LCP) light is generated by
creating a plus or minus quarter wavelength shift bc.ween the 9 and P waves, thereby
creating al right or. left sense epiralling electric vector wave. •

In the multioscillator, both RCP and LCP laser beams are created in the same cavity,
each with clockwise and ounterclockwise components (i.e., a four-beam laser gyro). The two
polarigation states are excited by a reciprocal polarization rotator (e.g.. a quartz cry-
stal) in the beal path that imparts an additional spiral rotation to the circularly polar-
ized light, and whict operatues identically on both the clockwise and counterclockwise
componelits of the RCP or LCP beams (i.e., recriprocal). The additional rotation adds to the
sprialling for the RCP boaw and retards the spiraling of the UOP beam. The effect of the A. 9
added rotation on the RCP ieam is to resonate the light components with decreased wavelength
such that a net spiral angle reduction is acheivwd around the beam path tO match the spiral
angle increase across the rotator. AS a rsult, the RCP beam (both the clockw.se and
counterclockwise components) are up-shifted in frquonay (proportional to the wavelength
decrease). The opposite effect is created in the LCP light which is down-shifted In
frequency by the sane amount that the RCP light frequency is up-shifted. As for the
two-beam laser gyro, each polarization state (RCP or LOP) contains a clockwise (CW) and a
counterclockwise (CCW) beam component. Hence, two sets of OLW and CCW beams are established. . .
one RCP and the other LCP, each operating at a different center frequency. Each set is used
to generate an Independent output signal equal to the frequency difference between the CW
and CCW beamb. As for the two-beam laser gyro, the frequency difference output from each
polarization state is proportional to input rotation rate. Also, as for the two-beam laser
gyro, the frequency difference output from the RCP and LP lasers epepreuce lock-in. which
pull the CW and CC frequeacies together at low input rates.

In order to overcowe lock-in, a nonreciptocal polarization rotator is iotrcducd into
the beam path which rotates circularly polarized light in the opposite sense for clockwise
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compared to counterclockwise beams. Hence, a frequency shift is imparted between the
clockWise and counterclockwise beams (i.e., a bias) for both the RCP and LCP light. The
frequency difference is maintained at a high enough level to remain far from the lock-in
region under frequency shifts produced by angular rate inputs. The common means for Intro-
ducing the nonreciprocal bias in the multioscillator laser gyro has been through use of a
Faraday rotator consisting of a piece of amporphous glass placed in the beam path with a
magnetic field applied across it parallel to the beam. The resulting Faraday effect intro- p 0
duces the desired frequency bias on the circularly polarized light that is in the opposite
sense for the LCP compared to the RCP light beams. As a result, the RCP beam output (i.e.,
the difference between the clockwise and counterclockwise RCP beam frequencies) is posi-
tively biased, while the LCP beam frequency difference output is negatively biased by an
equal amount.

By summing the outputs from the RCP and LCP beam sets, the input rate sensitivity is
doubled, while the Faraday bias effect is cancelled. The cancelling of the bias by summing p
both outputs eliminates the need for alternating bias to compensate for Faraday rotator gain
uncertainties. Elimination of the oscillating bias eliminates a main source of laser gyro
random noise (i.e., dithering through the lock-in region). Hence, the random noise in the
multioscillator is lower, and closer to the theroretical limit created by random gain and
loss of photons from the laser beams (25, 26).

5.2.3.1 Principal Error Sources - The basic principal behind lock-in compensation in the
multiosciTIatorlaser gyro relies on the Faraday bias (and Faraday bias uncertainties) being
equal between the two laser beam sets so that they cancel one another. In practice, this is
not totally trus, to a large degree because the operating frequencies of the left and right
circularly polarized laser sets are different by design. This frequency difference causes
each to behave slightly differently to the Faraday bias, producing a net residue), error when
combined, The error is both temperature and magnetically sensitive, requiring some degree
of magnetic shielding and temperature measurement compensation. p .

Another source of bias error in the multioscillator is variations in the lock-in
characteristic between the right and left circularly polarized beam. Even through the
Faraday bias keeps the lasers well outside of the lock-in region, small scale factor
nonlinearitics still exist at the bias point caused by lock-in. Because the lock-it rate.
for the two beam sets differ, when the gyro outputs are summed, the residual lock-in error
effects at the bias point do not cancel. The resulting bias error created is temperature
sensitive and can have unpredictable varation* over time. I t

tultioscillator design groups claim that the aeos effects are for the moat part,
predictable and can be compnsated sufficiently for satifaatory operation in high acouracy
applications.

WO areas where serious errors .a develop and are not easily compnsated aris from
anisotropic and birefringence effects introduced in the light beasns as they pass through a.
quarts crystal raciprocal oleritatitohrotator and Faraday nonreciprocal rotator. The net
effect is to introduce unpredictable noreciprocal path lnfth Variation betwaee mll tour
beas which are temperature, acceleration and magnstically sensitive.

Recent advances in wxltioscillator design techniques have replaced the quartt crystal
reciprocal polaritation rotator with an out-of-plane beam path geometry that rotetes the
laser beam by optical reflection at the mirrors (therebyj mimicking the rotational effect.of
the qtvartt crystal) (27). The result It elimination of biretrin-enc effects originally
created by the presence of the quartz crystal in the beam path. Current work on the
multioecillator is addrevsing lproved mesthods for providing nnaciprocal polarisation b " .
rotation that have smil and more predictable error charaoteristics than were achieved with
origial Faraday votator design coneigurations.

5.3 aer .o perfo.mance And. Applicatio Areas

Over the past 6 year., the ring laser gyro (IA) has progrested from advanced devel- -
opsent Into full scale produotin in l-nayh strapdown inertial navigation applications. Te
successful X-nih laser gyro syta programs to date have utilized the 0.63 egicron tran-
sition with mechanical dither. System in the l-raph range have been developed by several
•lmpting manfacturing group* for both conerical end military application.

Perfomance advances in aA technology have been rapid. Continuing advances in laser
gyro mirror technology has reduced lock-in (and random nos) by more than a0 order of
magnitude aver the past eight yeats. inck-in rates lomr tha 0.0003 deg/hr have been
rrepod. AdVaned developiment programs are now in progress to design laser gyros with
peforfmace capabilities required for 0.1 mph navigation applications.

Principal problems remaining with RL0 technOlogy are size and weight for the high
performance applicati ns and size, weight and ctst for th* lower accuracy applications.
IFor the higher perfomance aspplications, the total weight of an RA strapdwn inertial
navigation system is typically 301 higher than its comparable gisbale* system conterpart. -
significant cost, reliability, and reaction time b nefite for the RW0 systea however, make
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it an attractive alternative to Lhe traditional gimbaled system. It is generally conceded
that laser gyro performance in the lower accuracy ARS and tactical missile midcourse
guidance application areas is superior to the competing strapdown RIG or TRG strapdown
technologies, however, size, weight, and cost advantages for the RIG or TRO with acceptable
performance are prevailing -factors today that continue to restrict entry of the RLG into the
lower performance application areas.

Performance advances in future RLG's may make it possible to build smaller, lighter
weight laser gyro systems for the lower performance market. Advances in nonmechanically
dithered RLG technology may make it possible in the future to build a a small size
cost/performance competetive integrated 3-axis laser gyro sensor assembly (1, 24) in a
single Zerodur structure using interleaved laser paths to reduce net size/weight. If
advances in mirror technology continue to reduce lock-in rates and associated dither
amplitude requirements, mechanically dithered RLG system size/weight will also be reduced in
the future. Production learning is expected to be the determining factor that will decide 0 .
the degree to which laser gyro production costs will be reduced in the future to be compet-
itive with the lower performance RIG and TRG strapdown sensors. For the higher performance
strapdown applications areas, strapdown RIG and TRG manufacturer's generally conceed that
the ring laser gyro is now the industry standard, and not a viable competition area for A.

higher performance but more expensive versions of strapdown TRG or RIG technology.

6. FIBER-OPTIC ROTATION RATE SENSOR

One of the newer rate sensor technologies that has emerged over the past few years is - -
the fiber-optic rotation ratp sensor (28). The concept for the device is illustrated in .-'. -.
Figure 8. Light generated irom a suitable light source at a specified design frequency is '-.
transmitted through a fiber-optic coil. The light beam is first split by a beam-splitter so "
that half the radiation .-averses the coil in the clockwise (CW) direction, and half in the
counterclockwise (CCW) direction. The emerging light from both ends of the coil are then 0 .
.recombined at the beam splitter, and transmitted onto a photodetector. The photodetector
output power is proportional to the average intensity of the recombined light. .

COIL. . ."'

LIGHT
" ~~~SOURCE."""' °

PHOTODETECTOR

Figure 8 - Basic fiber-optic rotation rate sensor concept

0 0
Under rotation of the device about an axis normal to the plane of the fiber-optic coil,

the effective optical path length is chanqed for the CW compared to the CCW beams in a " ,
manner similar to the ring laser gyro. In the direction of rotation, the path length
increases (i.e., a photon of light has to traverse the length of the coil plus the distance
that the coil has been rotated during the traversal period). In the direction opposite to
the rotation, the light traverses thri length of the coil, minus the distance that the coil
has been rotated during the traversal period. The difference between the CCW and 01 optical
.ath lengthe, then, is twice the dis' nce of rotatyon, or -

AL " 2 L D L D .,.. .
-C- -- C

where

L - Total fiber length
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D = Diameter of coil (assumed circular)

AL = Difference between CW and CCW optical path-lengths

= Input angular rate

C = Speed of light

This corresponds to a phase shif.t between the CW and CCW light beams emerging from the coil
given by

A 219 AL 2n ID (3)

where

* =Wavelength of light source

Thus, the phase angle between the emerging light beams becomes proportional to the input
angular rate. This contrasts with the ring laser gyro resonator for which the phase angle
change isproportional to the integral of the input rate (see Equation (1)). Hence, the _
fiber-optic rotation sensor is a "rate gyro" while the laser gyro is a "rate integrating
gyro". The other difference between the two sensors is that the laser gyro CW and CCW beam
frequencies are shifted from each other proportional to the input rotation rate (due to the
self-resonance of the laser); the frequencies for the CW and CCW beams in the fiber-optic
rate sensor remain equal under rotation rates.

The photodetector in Figure 8 is used to sense the phase shift between the CW and CCW
beams. The amplitude of the combined beams at the photodiode equals the sum of the 0
individual beam amplitudes, including the phase shift factor. The result is a combined beam
intensity which is maximum for AO and mininum (zero) for AO i (i.e., varies as cos2

(60/2)). The photodetector output is proportional to the light intensity, hence, also
varies approximately as cos$2 (A/2).

In order to achieve high Rensitivity (high scale factor), the length L of the fiber coil
is large. A typical value of L - 400 meters with D - 0.1 meters and X - 0.82 microns
produces a 4 from equation (3) of approximately one radian at 1 rad/sac input rate.

' 6.1 Practicai Design Refinements

As depicted in Figure 8, the fiber--optic rotation rate sensor has fundamental error
mechanisms that make it impractical to implement. Among these are large scale factor errors
associated with photodetector scale factor uncertainties, light source intensity variations,

* and light amplitude losses in the fibert loss of rate sensitivity around zero input rate
(due to the cos2 (40/2) output characteristic of the photodetector phase angle variations
due to mechanical movement between the beam splitter and fiber that produce changes in path
length between t. e CW and CCW beamst and polarizatictn state differences between the CW and
CCW beams that produce phase shifts due to nonreciprocal birrefringenve and anisotropic
effects in the fiber material that are aggravated by environmental exposure. To overcome
these fundamental problems, recent fiber-optic rotation sensor configurations (28) have
a'lopted refined interface and control elements such as those depicted in Figure 9 "

In Figure 9, the discrete component beam-splitter in Figore 8 is replaced b,." fiber-optic
couplers which consist of integrated fiber-optic junctions that split entering seams 50t to
the left and 50% to the right. A polarizer (28) is included to suppress unwanted
polarization states in the light. The fiber itself is specifically manufactured to preserve
a single polarization state (28) ("polarization preserving fiber"). In this manner,
nonreciprocal fiber-beam interractions are suppressed.

A light source (typically a super-luminiscent diode such as Gallum Arsenide) transmits
narrow frequency bandwidth lighit into the fiber that splits into CW and CL'W co)onents at

* the coupler junction. Acousto-optic shifters (A/O) (such so Bragg celia'*) at the end of

* Note - Original fiber-optic sensors used laser light. One of the major technological

break-throughs for the fiber-optic sensor was replacement of the coherent laser
- light with a broader spectrum source. The result was a significant reduction in

nonreciprocal beam/fiber interraction error mechanisms due to Lhe shorter
orrelation distance for the broader spectrum light (28, 29).

**Note - A Bragg cell (28) is typically mechanized as a piezoelectric device that imparts an
acoustical vibration transverse to the light beam at its input drive frequency,
The result is a bending of the light (by the "Bragg angle") with an accompanying
frequency shift in the light passing through the cell equal to the Bragg oell drive
frequency.
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the fiber coil are then used to generate a controlled phase shift in the light illuminating .. ,
the photodector. .....

SERVO

*To function properly, each Bragg cell in Figure 9 must be biased at a large offset,.:
frequency F1 (typically 20 Mll 3). A Bragg cell mounted at one end of the coil is driven .'
directly at the bias frequency F1 (see Figure 9) which up-shifts the light leaving the cell
by F1 frOm the light entering the cell. The light entering from the left (the clockwise CW *.:
beart in Figure 9) must traverse the length of the coiLl at the up-shifted frequency before it'

*leaves the coil and illuminates the photodetector, The beam entering from the right (the _ •
counterclockwise CCW beam in Figure 9), on the other hand, immediately leaves the coil and
illuminates the detector after it is frequtency up-shifted. The jiet result is that he CW ....... 0
beam travels a further distance at the up-shifted frequency than the CCW beam, thereby
genterating a net ph)ase shits between the CW and cX beams at thtu photodetector proportional

Gto F1 and the coil lenth.

The Bragg cell at the opposite end of the coil is driven at F2 which generates a phase
s, hift at the photodiode in the opposite sense to that created by the F1 Bragg cell. The F2
frequency is controlled in servo fashion to maintain the photodetector output at peak power
(i.e., e~ero net phase angle). Under aero input angular rate, the F2 servo drives F2 to __...._Q

equal F1 (i~e., so that equal and opposite phase shifts are created that cancel .. *
S one-another). Under input angular rate, the serve ureates a frequenoy difference between F'2 'and PI. the device output in Figure 9, proportional to the input angular rate (that

enertee an equivtlent phase shift at the readout to null the pease shift ereated by input
rotation). It is easily datontrated tht thb frequen(ci difference generated to achieve a
net ero phase angle ist given byl(5)

c e c CC iel

a . ure9), n te oter and
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where

= Length around one coil of the fiber (which typically consists of several coils).

If equation (5) is compared with equation (1) for the laser gyro resonator, it should be -

clear that they are identical on an integral basis (i.e., the frequency difference pulse .
count cycles from equation (5) times 2n radians/cycle is proportional to the input angle by
the same factor that, in equation (1), relates RLG output fringe angle change to input angle
change.

Figure 9 also includes an electro-optic phase shifter (E/0) driven at frequency F3 at

one end of the fiber, which imparts an oscillating path length change to the CW and CCW
beams passing through (Note: The E/0 is typically mechanized as a piezoelectric actuated
"stretcher" which physically changes the length of the fiber by introducing stresses in the ..
fiber proportional to applied voltage (28, 29). This induces an equivalent phase shift in
the light). Because the E/O driver is at one end of the coil, the light beam passing out of
the coil delivers the phase shift effect first to the photodetector. The beam traveling in
the opposite direction has to traverse a longer length of fiber t3 the photodetector, hence,
delivers its phase shift, by an equal amount, later. The delay creates an alternating phace
bias at the photodiode mixed beam output, generating an oscillation of the output about the
peak power point. By comparing the positive half cycle output decrease with the negative
cycle decrease, a linear signal can be generated proportional to the average deviation of ...
the input light phase angle difference from zero. The linear signal is generated in the
phase sensitive demodulator shown in Figure 9 driven by F. The result is a signal out of
the demodulator that is linearly proportional to the AOphase deviation from zero, thereby
eliminating the cos2 (A4/2) sensitivity problem around As = 0 that exists without the E/O
device.

The basic advantages for the Figure 9 compared to the Figure 8 mechanization approach
are the elimination of the discrete light/beam-splitter/fiber junctions, thereby reducing L .
phase shift errors caused by mechanical movement; elimination of the photodetector
zero-phase angle sensitivity problem through use of the E/0 demodulator: and, through the
closed-loop servo operation that maintains the phase angle signal at null, elimination of
scale factor errors associated with light source intensity, optical intensity losses in the
fiber and beam-splitters, and photodetector scale factor uncertainties.

6.2 Development Status And Application Area'

The basic motivation behind the development of the fiber-optic rate sensor was to design
a low cost alternative to the ring laser gyro that wau inherently void of lock-in problems.
The resonant characteristic of the laser gyro which regenerates its light source by stimu-
lated emission, is the transfer mechanism that couples the CW and CCW beams together from
back-scatter, producing lock-in. For the fiber-optic rate sensor, the light source is
external to the sensing ring, hence, does not amplify the effects of back-scatter. As a
result, the lock-in phenomenon associated with the laser gyro is absent in the fiber-optic
senior. This has been proven experimentally (29). The rationale behind the projected low
cost of the fiber-optic sensor is that use of fiber-optics and integrated-optics tech-
nologies should reduce labor hours associated with device manufacture. It also assumes
continuing reductions in the cost of high quality optical fiber which has been occuring over

the past few years. From a performance standpoint, the fiber-optic rotation sensor is not
expected to compete with the high performance laser gyro for accuracy, but is envisioned as
a competitor to the lower cost autopilot, and eventually tactical missile and AHRS quality S S
gyros.

Much has been accomplished since 1976 whers the fiber-optic rotation sensor concept was
originally conceived. To a large degree, these accomplishments are summarized by the
evolution of the concept from its original form (in Figure 8) to its more refined practical
form (in Figure 9). Nevertheless, much remains to be accomplished before this device can be
considered a serious competitor with mature low cost conventional spinning wheel gyro
technology or new lower cost/medium performance laser gyro technology. The device has still S "
to be designed into a practical form that is producible at low cost, and which achieves
overall performance goals over opertional environments in a reasonable form factor. To a
large extent the development status reflects the level of funding comumittment assigned by ...

individual groups toward device development. Although many small funded activities have
existed over the past 8 years, few dedicated programs have been heavily funded. From
another standpoint, the funding limits could reflect lack of confidence by funding agencies
in the new technology, or a lack of available funds to pursue new technologies after
completing heavy investnents in recent technologies that are only now entering large scale
production (e.g., the laser gyro).

Some of the technical problems that remain for the fiber-optic rotation rate sensor (28)
include larger than desired size (2 to 4 inches in diameter) for the fiber-optic ring to
avoid introducing beam interractions with the fiber walls under tight fiber turne scale
factor errors due to photodiode output frequency variations with temperaturet bias errors
associated with photodiode output frequency side-bands creating phase offsets at the
photodetector; bias errors created from large required Bragg cell drive frequency offsets •
coupled with variations in the CW and CCW Bragg biased coil lengths due to off-nominal
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variations between the Bragg cell distances to the fiber-optic coupler (see Figure 9), bias
errors associated with the E/O demodulator electronics loop; bandwidth limits associated
with the closed-loop operation in Figure 9; and increasing complexity of the sensor
configuration to resolve problem areas. Virtually no data has been published on the
performance of the fil er-optic rate sensor under dynamic environments. One of the principal
potentional error me tnissa for the device (as for all angular rate sensing instruments) is
bias error created under dynamic temperature, mechanical vibration, acoustic vibration, 0
acceleration, and magnetic enviroments. Fiber-optic rate sensor enthusiasts remain con-
fident that these problems can be resolved, given time and funding. For evidence they point
to the significant performance advances made over the past eight years, where the
fiber-optic rate sensor has progressed from an original concept that could barely detect
earth's rate, to current technology versions that have demonstrated milli-earth-rate
sensitivities (29). L -

7. PENDULOUS ACCELEROMETER

The pendulous accelerometer (Figure 10) (1) consists of a hinged pendulum assembly, a
moving-coil signal-generator/pickoff that senses angular movement of the pendulum from a
nominally null position, and a permanent-magnet torque-generator that enables the pendulum
to be torqued by electrical input. The torquer magnet is fixed to the accelerometer case,
and the coil assembly is mounted to the pendulum. Delicate flex leads provide electrical 0

,, access to the coil across the pendulum/case hinge junction. Electronics are included for
* ... pickoff readout and for generating current to the torquer.

PICKOFF ANGLE

HINGE AXIS

' " INPUT
AXIS TORQUE
(CASE GENERATOR

• .* ~~FIXED)-, . ,-

PICK 0F F1

REFERENCE PENDULUM AXIS
AXIS
(CASE FIXED)

Figure 10 Electrically servoed pendulous accelerometer concept. •

The device is operated in the captured mode by applying electrical current to the
torquer at the proper magnitude and phasing to maintain the pickoff at null. Under these
conditions, the electrically generated torque on the pendulum balances the dynamic torque
generated by input acceleration normal to the pendulum plane. Hence, the electrical current
through the torquer becomes proportional to input acceleration, and is the output signal for
the device.

Mechanization approaches for the pendulous accelerometer (1) vary between manufacturers
but generally fall into two categories. fluid filled and dry units. Fluid-filled devices
utilize a viscous fluid in the cavity between the pendulum and case for damping and partial
floatation. The dry units use dry air, nitrogen, or electromagnetic damping.

'7 The hinge element for the penduklous accelerometer is a flexiblo member that is stiff
normal to the hinge line to maintain mechanical stability of the hinge axis relative to the
case under dynamic loading, but flexible about the hinge line to minimize unpredictable
spring restraint torques that cannot be distinguished from acceleration inputs. Materials
selected for the hinge are chosen lor low mechanical hysteresis to minimize unpredictable
spring-torque erzors. To minimize hystersis effects, the hinge dimensions are selected to

, . assure that hinge stresses under elynamic inputs and pendulum movement are well below the
* yield-stress for the hinge material. Beryllium-copper has been a commonly used pendulum-

hinge material due to its high ratio of yield-stress to Young's modulus (i.e., the ability -

to provide large flexures without exceeding material yield-etresti). Another successful
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design approach for dry accelerometers has utilized fused quartz for both the hinge and
pendulum by etching the complete assembly from a single-piece quartz substrate (1).

'S

7.1 Performance And Application Areas

Th The pendulous accelerometer continues to be the primary mechanization approach being
used for almost all strapdown applications. Design refinements over the past 6 years now
provide units from several manufacturers that meet 1.0 nmph strapdown inertial navigation
requirements in heaterless configurations. The heaterless configuration operates without
temperature controls and achieves its accuracy through thermal modeling of the sensor errors
in the strapdown system computer based on temperature measurements taken with temperature
probes mounted within the sensing unit. The heaterless accelerometer configuration has been
perfected within recent years for operation with ring laser gyros which are also operated
heaterless using direct path-length control to stabilize performance (Note: Use of heaters
to control temperature and stabilize performance with the ring laser gyro is impractical due "
to the long thermal time constant of the Zerodur material from which it is constructed, and
the associated reaction time penalty that would be introduced from turn-on until tempera-
ture/performance stabilization. Laser gyro performance variations with temperature are also
compensated by thermal modeling). It is highly fortunate that pendulous accelerometer
designs originally developed for heated operation (to stabilize performance), have been
predictable enough thermally, to allow accurate characterization over their complete ..
temperature range by analytical modeling using temperature measurements. Hence, major design
refinements for heaterless operation have not been necessary.

Most accelerometers today are of the dry pendulous metal flexure hinge variety (1). ,
Design refinements in quartz hinge design configurations (1) (most notably in the plating C
technology used to conduct current across the hinge into the pendulum-mounted torquer coil
to minimize hysteresis) have provided a rugged unit that meets 1.0 nmph strapdown inertial
navigation accuracy requirements. L .

Experimental pendulous accelerometers have recently provided indications that
identifiable futher design refinements will make it possible to achieve the accuracy
improvements needed for the advanced 0.1 nmph INS applications. Advanced engineering
develoment programs are currently being funded (at a fairly modest level) to develop and
evaluate these performance improvements.

Unit costs for the pendulous accelerometer, although acceptable, still remain higher
than desirable, particularly in the higher accuracy applications. Competitive sourcing in
some applications has created the environment needed to reduce costs to some extent through
design, manufacturing, and test improvements Increased production volume has added to cost
reduction through learning and improved toolng/autoation techniques However, the
production volume has not been sufficient to develop the automatic manufacturing technol-
ogies needed to make major in-roads in cost reduction. Nevertheless, the pendulous

* accelerometer cost is acceptable for most applications, compared to the cost of other
strapdown system elements. -. -

8. TORQUE-LOOP MECHANIZATION APPROACHES FOR TORQUE REBALANCE INSTRUMENTS

The implementation of the torque loop for the torque-to-balance instruments (e.g.,
floated rate-integrating gyro, tuned-rotor gyro, pendulous accelerometer) continue to be
mechanized using different approaches, depending on manufacters digital pulse-rebalance or
analog-rebalance with follow-up pulse-rebalance logic, using pulse-on-demand or pulse-width-
modulated forced limit-cycle techniques (1). Little data has been published on the
performance of these electrical circuits, an unfortunate circumstance, particulary since
their accuracy is a key contributor to the overall performance of the intrument they are
designed to operate with. Performance data advertimed as representative of particular
sensors does not always include the effect (f the digital pulse-rebalance circuity (i.e.,
the data was taken on an analog basis at the basic instrument level). This becomes of
greater concern when one considers the more demanding application areas that can require
dynamic ranges (maximum input versus bias accuracy) in the 106 to 107 category.

9. THE VIBRATING BEAM ACCELEROMETER

Much of the cost for conventional pendulous electrically-servoed accelerometers is
associated with the torque-generator and electronics needed to close-the-loop on the
instrument and generate precision pulse outputs representing quantized increments of
integrated input acceleration (1). The vibrating beam accelerometer replaces the
torque-rebalance mechanism with an open-loop direct-digital-output transducer based on
quarts-rystal oscillator technology (30, 31, 32). The concept is depicted in Figure 11.

In Figure 11, two guartz-orystal beams are mounted symmetrically back.-to-back so that
each axially supports a proof mass pendulum. Each beam Is vibrated at its resonant
frequency by an electronics loop in a manner similar to the method used to sustain amplitude
in quartz-arytal oscillator clock references. In the absence of acceleration along the
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Figure 11 - Vibrating beam accelerometer concept.

acceleration sensing axis, both beams are selected to nominally resonate at the name
frequency. Under applied acceleration, one beam is placed in compression and the other in
tension b~y the inertial reaction of the pendulous proof masses. This produces an increase -
in frequency for the beam in tension, and a decrease in frequency for the beam in com-
pression. The frequency difference (F2 - F, in Figure (11)) is a direct digital output
proportional to the input acceleration.

The symmetrical arrangement of the beams produces a cancellation of several error
effects that would exist for one beam mounted individually. Error effects that are
nominally cancelled include nominal beam frequency variations with temperature and aging,
asymmetrical scale factor nonlinaarities, anisoinertia errors (1), and vibropendulous errors
(1) that are common between the individual beam assemblies.

9.1 Design Considerations And Application Areas

The vibrating beam accelerometer is being designed as a lower cost alternative to the
conventional pendulous electrically-servoed accelerometer for strapdown applications. Cost
reductions are expected to be achieved through elimination of the complex electro-mechanical * I
assembly associated with the pendulous accelerometer torque-generator, and elimination of
complex torque-to-balance and pulse quantizer readout electronics.

The ultimate success of the vibrating beam accelerometer will depend on Whether its
accuracy capabilities will approach those of mature technology pendulous accelerometers at a
competetive price. Error tnehanisms in the vibrating beam accelerometer arise from unpre-
dictable variations between the two beam assemblies that are temperature, vibration @on-
sitive and which vary over time. One of the more important error mechanisms that must be
dealt with in the design of the unit is the potentional problem of mechanical coupling
between the beam assemblies that pull the frejuencies together under low input acceleration
(an effect similar to lock-in for laser gyros). The result is a detection threshold for the
unit that is a function of the strength of the mechanical coupling. The key to the design

," of an accurate vibrating bemn accelerometer lies in the ability to isolate one crytmal beam
from the other. One approach being used to achieve isolation is through application of a

- dual-bian construction (32) for each of the crystal beam assemblies as illustrated in
Figure 12.*
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I Figure 12 Dual-beam crystal oscillator concept.

in Figure 12, each beam assembly is coirposed of an integral dual-beam arrangement in
which the beam elements vibrate in opposition (180 degrees out of phase). The resulting
counter-vibration allows each beam movement to be counter-acted mechanically by the other

* such that no net vibration in transmitted into the mount (i.e., similar to a tuning fork).
* The result is that mechanical coupling mechanisms between the independent dual-beam
* assemblies are minimized.

*A problem area being addressed in the design of the vibrating beam accelerometer is the
output resolution. Typical mechanizations are based on using crystals with a 40 KHz centerL .

*frequency (zero input acceleration) with 10% variation over the design acceleration range. L A
* Hence, the inherent maximum frequency output of the device (beam frequency difference) under

maximum input acceleration is typically 5 to 10 K~z. For the higher accuracy applications,
this resolution is generally too coarse (by at least an order of magnitude under certain
conditions). In order to enhance the basic resolution, design techniques being investigated
include using time measurement between frequency difference pulses as the output, or use of
digital phase-lock loop external circuity to generate higher frequency waveforms whose
integral tracks the frequency difference output signal.

The vibrating beam accelerometer to still in its development stage with units becoming
available for evaluation by test groups this year. Developmental test results reported to

*date have been encouraging. It is too early at this time to predict what the ultimate cost/
performance of the device will be compared to mature pendulous accelerometer technology.

10. COVNCLUDING REMARKS

Over the past six years, the laser gyro has emerged as the rate sensor most suitable for
the high performance strapdown applicatiods. Floated rate-integrating and tuned-rotor gyro
technologies continue to be the most suitable rate sensors for the low-to-medium perform-
ance/low-cost application areas where small size is also important. It is expected that

* cost and size reductions for the laser gyro will broaden its applicability range in the
future so that it will eventually dominate the medium accuracy' performance areas as well.
It is too early to predict whether the laser gyro will ever be of a low enough coat to
successfully compete in the lower accuracy tactical missile apication areas.

Pendulous accelerometer technology continues to be the main stay for strapdown
applications. Performance advances and some cost reductions over the past few years have

* enabled this instrument to remain compatible with overall atrapdown system cost/performance
gols. To generate a significant cost reduction for strapdown accelerometers, the vibrating
beam accelerometer is receiving attention by some development, groups. Time will tell
whether the cost/performance of this instrument will successfully compete with pendulous 0
accelerometers in the future.
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STWADOMI 8YSTEN ALGORITMN . . '.-

By0P003 621"A D Paul G. Savage
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Woodbridge Plaza, Suite 150

10201 Wayzata Blvd.
Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343

This paper addresses the attitude determination, acceleration transformation, and
attitude/heading output computational operations performed in modern-day strapdown inertial
navigation systems. Contemporary algorithms are described for implementing these operations .
in real-time computers. The attitude determination and acceleration transformation
algorithm discussions are based on the two-speed approach in which high frequency coning and
sculling effects are calculated with simplified high speed algorithms, with results fed into
lower speed higher order algorithms. This is the approach that is typically used in most
modern-day strapdown systems. Desig uations are included for evaluating the performance
of the strapdown computer algorithms as a funotion of computer execution speed and sensor
assembly vibration amplitude/frequency/p 8e environment.

Both direction cosine and quaternion based attitude algorithms are described and -
compared in light of modern-day algorithm accuracy capabilities. Orthogonality and
normalization operations are addressed for potential attitude algorithm accuracy
enhancement. The section on attitude data output algorithms includes a discussion on
roll/yaw Euler angle singularities near high/low pitch angle conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of strapdown inertial navigation was originated more than thirty years ago,
largely from an analytical standpoint. The theoretical analytical expressions for
processing strapdown inertial sensor data to develop attitude, velocity, and position
information were reasonably well understood in the form of continuous matrix operations and
differential equations. The implementation of these equations in a digitial computer,
however, was invariably keyed to severe throughput limitations of original airborne digitial
computer technology. As a result, many of the strapdown computational algorithms originated
during these early periods were inherently limited in accuracy, particulary under high
frequency dynamic motion. A classical test for algorithm accuracy during this early period
was how well the algorithm computed attitude under cyclic coning motion as the coning
frequency approached the computer update cycle frequency.

In the late 1960's and early 1970's, several analytical efforts addressed the problem
of splitting the strapdown computation process into low and high speed sections (7, 8, 10).
The low speed section contained the bulk of the computational equations, and was designed to
accurately account for low frequency large amplitude dynamic motion effects (e.g., vehicle
maneuvering). The high speed computation section was designed with a small set of simple
algorithms that would accurately account for high frequency small amplitude dynamic moti.'n
(e~g., vehicle vibration*). Splitting the computational process in this manner allowed the
bulk of the *trapdown algorithms to be iterated at reasonable speeds compatible with
computer throughput limitations. The high speed algorithms were simple enou h that they
could be mechanized individually with special purpose electronics, or as a 2inor high speed
loop in the main processor.

Over the past ten years, the structure of most strapdown algorithms has evolved into
this two speed structure. The techniques have been refined today so that fairly
straight-forward analytical design methods can be used to define algorithm analytical for' "
and computational rates to achieve required levels of performance in specified dynamic
environmnts.

This paper describes the algorithms used today in most modern-day strapdown inertial
navigation systems to calculate attitude and transform acceleration vector measurements from
sensor to navigation axes. The algorithms for integrating the transformed accelerationst
into velocity and position data are not addressed because it is believed that these
operations are generic to inertial navigation in general, not only strapdown inertial
navigation.

For the algorithm discussed, the analytical basis is presented together with a
discussion on general design methodology used to develop the algorithms for compatibility
with particuar user accuracy and environmental requirements.
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2. STRAPDOWN COMPUTATION OPERATIONS

Figure 1 depicts the computational elements implemented by software algorithms in.
typical strapdown inertial navigation systems. Input data to the algorithms is provided
from a triad of strapdown gyros and accelerometers. The gyros provide precision measure-
ments. of strapdown sensor coordinate frame ("body axes") angular rotation rate relative to-
nonrotating inertial space. The accelerometers provide precision measurements of 3-axis
orthogonal specific force acceleration along body axes.

BODY_
BODY NAVIGATION

ACCELERATIONS VECTOR I. FRAME
(FROM STRAPDOWN TRANSFORMATION
ACCELEROMETERS)I ACEETON

0 CM OF BODY FRAME

BODY NAVI-TIO
RATES ATTITUDE REFERENCE NVGTO
(FROM STRAPOOWN INTEGRATION ROUTINES FROAEO
GYROS) jRTTO

~ RATES

EULER
I ANGLE ~ ATTITIJDEMIEADING

EXTRACTION DT

FIGUE I STRAPDOWN ATTITUDE REFERENCE OPERATIONS

The strapdown gyro data in processed on an iterative bas by sittable tnteqretton
algorithms to calculate the attitude of the body frame relative to navigation coordinates. i

The rotation rate of the navigation frame is an input to the calculation from the-navigation
section of the overoll computation software. Typical navigation coordinate frames are
oriented with the a-axis vertical and the x, y, axes horizontal.

The attitude information calculated from th0 'jYrQ 411id favigation frame rate data it used
to traneform the accelerometer specific force vector imasurements in body axes to their
equivalent form in navigation coordinates. The navigation frame specific force

4 accelerations are then integrated it% tho nnvlgttion software section to calculate velocity
and position. The velovity/position coqiutational algorithms are not unique to the
strapdown mechanication concept* hence, are not treated in this paperi. Several text* treat
the velocity/position integration ^l jortt~hms in detail (1, 2, 3 , 4, 2)

Figure I also shows an Euler Angle Extraction function as part of the strapdown attitude
reference operations. Ti algorithm is used to convert the calculated attitude data into.
an output format that it more compatible with typio%%l user requirements (e.g., roll, pitch,
heading Culer. anqlvv).

3.* STRhPDOW~N ATTITUDE INTEGR~ATION AWORITW4S

The attitudo information it otrapdown inertial navigation systems is typically
calculated in the form of a direction oosine tmtrtic or 4%(# #,n attitutde quaternion. The
direction cooine hiatrix is a three-by-three matrix whose rows represent unit vectors inl
navigation Attls projected along body axes. As such, the element it~ the jthl -nw and jth
colum represents the cosine of the angle between the navigation frame i-axis and body frame
j-axis. The quaternioai is afour-vector iihooe elements are defined analytically (5. 9) a
follows$a

a (%C~/a) sin (4/2)()
b (a/*) sin (0f)
c (we/a) sin (q/2)
d coo ( a/2)
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where

ax~yfa Components of an angle vector ~
z - agnitude of a.

The a vector is defined to have direction and magnitude such that if the navigation_____
fram was rotated about a through an angle a, it would be rotated into alignment with the
body frame. The a rotation angle vector and its quaternion equivalent (a. b, co dt from
equations (1)), o~r the direction cosine matrix, uniquely define the attitude of the body
axes relative to navigation axes.

3.1 Direction Cosine Updating Algorithmsp

3.1.1 Direction Cosine Updating Algorithm For Body Rotations

The direction cosine matrix can be updated for body frame gyro sensed motion in the
strapdown computer by executing the following classical direction cosine matrix chain rule
algorithm on a re"etative basis a

C(m+l) C(m) A(m) (2)

where

C(m) -Direction cosine matrix relating body to navigation axes at the tath computer
cycle time

A(m) -Direction cosine martiz that transforms vectors iZrom body coordinates at the
(an4loth computer cycle to body coordinates at the iath computer cycle.

Tt is welli known (9) thatt

A(M) w I + fl(Ia) + f2(A' 2  3

where

sin 0,2 /14+. 4/41 "

f2 ~1/21 42/11 +.46

* X2 q52 y2 ,+ .g 2

I 3 x 3 unity matrix

#X#Yo - C0mp00"ts Of

*Angle vector with direction and magnttud, such that a rotation of the body
fram about jjthrough an angle equal to the MqnaitUde Of & Vill rOtAktO
the body Cram froms its Orientation at computer cycle m to its
orientation at co.iuter cycle ow~l. The j vector is computed for
aach computer cycle a by processing the date frtom the strapdown gyros.
The algoritba for computirg i will be described subsequently.



The "order" of the algorithm defined by equations (2) through (4) is determined by the
number of terms carried in the fl, f2 expansions. A fifth order algorithm, for example,
retains sufficient terms in f, and f2 such that A(m) contains all j term products out to
fifth order. Hence, f would be truncated after the *4 term and f 2 would be truncated after
the *2 term to retain hfth order accuracy in A(m). The order oi accuracy required is
determined by system accuracy requirements under maximum rate input conditions when t is a
maximum. The computation iteration rate is typically selected to assure that & remains 9
small at maximum rate (t,,g., 0.1 radians). This assures that the number of terms required
for accuracy in the fl f 2 expansions will be reasonable.

3.1.2 Direction Cosine Updating Algorithm For Navigation Frame Rotations

Equation (2) is used to update the direction cosine matrix for gyro sensed body frame 0 0
motion. In order to update the direction cosines for rotation of the navigation coordinate
frame, the following classical direction cosine matrix chain rule algorithm is used:

C(n+l) a 3(n) C(n) (5)

where ~-

B(n) - Direction cosine matrix that transform vectors from navigation axes at
computer cycle n to navigation axes at computer cycle (n+l).

The equation for B(n) parallels equation (3)s

B(n) I - (IX) + 0,50) 2  (6) .

with

taxIS lg 0(7)-
• -y oX " : -0

where

* Conents 'ofj

- Ane vector with direction and magnitude such that a rotation of the 9 S
navigation frame about ! through en angle equal to the Oagnitude of ft
will rotate the navigatLon treas from its orientation at coqrter cycle n
to its orientation at. computer cycle nl. ite I vctor is computed for
seach coaputer cycle n by processing the navigation fr4um rotation rate data
from the navigation software section (12). - " ..

It Lis iqoortunt to note that the n cycle (for navigation frame rotation) end m cycle 0 _'0"

(for body frame rotation) are generally different, n tjpieally being executed at a lower -
.iteration rate than n. This is persiseble because the navigation frame rotation
rates are considerably smaller than the body ratasi hence, high execution rates are not
netded to maintain I mell to reduce the order of the iteration algorithm. The algorithm
represented by equation (5) end j6) Is secsd order in 0. Generally, first order is of
sufficient accuracy, and the (ix) term need ot.be carried in the actual software

3.2 QueterAion U!dting. Algorithm

3.241 Quaternion Transfortation Properties

The updating algorithms for the attitude quaternion can be developed through an .
investigation of its vector trnsformation properties (5. 9). We first introduce
nomnclature that is useful for desctibing quaternion algebraic operations. Referring to
equation (1). the quaternion with oopqnitts a, b, a, d, can be described, as: " .

u a + b + ek + d (8)
* S
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where

a,b, c Components of the "vector" part of the quaternion.

i,j,k =Quaternion vector operators analagous to unit vectors along orthogonal
coordinate axes.

d S "calar" part~f the quaternion.

*We also define rules for quaternion vector operator products as:

ii = - ij = kc ji =-k
jj-= jk =i j =-i
kk =-1 ki = j ik =-j

With r-he above definitions, the product w of two quaternions (u and v) becomes:

w uv - (ai +bj +ck +d) (ei +fj +gk +h)

-aeii +afij +agik +ahi
+ beji +bfjj +bgjk +bhj
+ ceki + cfkj + cgkk + chkc
+ dei + dfj + dgk + dh

=(ah +de +bg -cf)i
+ (bh +df +ce -ag)j
+ (oh + dg + af - be)Ic
+ (dh - ae -bf - cg)

or in "Four-vector" matrix form:

A e' d -c b al el9 a' ~ d bc 9
he [ -b - d g 77

We also define the "complex conjugate" of the general quaternion u in equation (a) as$

u* i- bj -ck +d

We not. define a quaternion operator h(ni) for the body ang*le change jover computer cycle
m as:

(f/)sin (0/2)
h(n) (Oy/.) sin (0/2) )

008 (0/2)

....where the elements in the above colimn matrix refer to the i, J, k, and scalar components of
h. We also define a general vector v with commponents vx# v #v # and a corresponding
quaternion v having the same vector components with a zero agalar components

Using the above definitions and the general rules for quaternion algebra, it is readily
demonstrated by substitution and trigonometric manipulation thats

*h(m) v hNm)* A*im) v (10)

where
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vi v~'

A(m) =As def ined in (3).

Equation (10), therefore, is the quaternion form of the vector transformation~ equation
that transforms a vector from body coordinates at computer cycle (m+l) to body coordinates
at computer cycle m5:

V& A(m)v (1

where

vl_ "Three-vector" form of v' anld v (i.e., with comiponents v, ' v,,vz' and vx* Vy* vz)

v The general vector v in body coordinates at computer cycle (m+l).

vs The general vector v in body coordinates at computer cycle mn.

3.2.2 Quaternion Updating Algorithm For Body Motion S

Equation (10) with its equation (11) dual can be used to define analagous vector
* transformation operations betwaen body coordinates and navigation coordinates at Computer

cycle m ass

v -q(m) V' q(m)* (2

Vl C(m) V,

* where

q(m) a Quaternion relating body axes to navigation axen at computer cycle mn.

vs w The vector v in navigation coordinates.

vit The vector v in body coordinates at computer cycle mn.

vIvO Quaternion ("Flour vector") form of vv'

*The q quaternion has four elements (i.e., at b, c, d) that are updated for body motion
I at each computer cycle mn. The updating equation is easily derived by substituting
equation (10) into (12)s

vu q(m) h(an) v h(m)* q(an)*

Using the definition for the quaternioni complex conjugate, it it. readily demonstrated
* thate

h(m)* q(m)h (q(m) h(mW)

* Thus,

vu cq(i) h(in) v (h(m) q(m))*

But we can also write the direct ex~pressions

v 4A(U+l) V q(m~lll

Therefore, by direct comparison of the latter two equationst

q(ae'l) g (m) h(.a) (13)
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Equation (13) is the quaternion equivalent to direction cosine updating equation (2).

For computational purposes, h(m) as defined in equations (9) is equivalently:

40

sin (0/2)
- = ~0.5(1 -(0.50)2/31 + (0.50)4/51 -..

(14)

-4 cos (0/2) =1 -(O.5#)2/21 + (0.5#)4/41 ...

(0.5#)2 -0.25 (*X 2 + *4,2 + # 2)

F. z

The "order" of the equation (13) and (14) updating algorithm depends on the order of 0
terms carried in h which depends on the truncation point used in f3 and f4- The rationale
for selecting the algorithm order and associated algorithm iteration rate is directly
analagous to selection of the direction cosine updating algorithm order (discussed
previously).

3.2.3 Quaternion Updating Algorithm For Havigaticn Frame Rotation

Equation (13) with (14) is used to update the quaternion for body frame motion sansed by
gyros. In order to update the quaternion for rotation of the navigation coordinate frame,
an Algorithm analagous to equation (5) (for the direction cosine matrix) is used with a

* navigation frame rotation quaternion rt

q(n+l) *r(n) q(n)

:o.5 ox (15)
r~n) 0.5 0

(0/2)2 0.O25 (Ox2 + 0 y2 + 092)

where

*XO~o Components of e as defined previously for equations
(6) and M7. 0

The development of equation (15) parallels the development of (13)4 The equatiorn for
*r(n) is a truncated form of the theoretical exact analytical expression (analagous to the

second order truncated form of equation (14)). The 0' term in equation (15) generally is
not required for accuracy (due to the amllness of 0 in typical applications).

As for the direction cosine updating algorithm for navigation frame motion, the
equivalent quaternion updating algorithm (equation (15)) updating cycle n need not be
processed as fast as the body rate cyc le m to maintain equivalent accuracy. This is due to .-

the considerably smaller navgation frame rotation rates compared to body rotation rates.

3.2.4 Equivtlencies Betwoen Directioni Cosine And Quaternion Elements

The analytical equivalency between the elements of the direction cosine matrix and the
* attitude quaternion can be derived by direct expansion of equations (12). Xf we define the

elements of q ass

* q Ii 0
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equation (12) becomes after expansion, factorization of via and neglecting the scalar part
of the via and v' quaternion vectors (i.e., carrying only the vector components via and v' )

r2 + 2 
-

2 _ c2) 2Sab -cd) 2(ac + bd) 2(b#)( 2 b - 2 - 2  (~-I'(6

L 2(ac -bd) 2(b + ad) (d2 +c' - a b

Defining C in equation (12) as:

[c1 C12  c13
CC 21  C22  C23

LC3l C32  C33]

*equation (16) when compared with (12) shows that:

*C 11  d2 +a 2 - b-c

C1 2(ab - cd)

C13  = 2(ac +bd)

C21  - 2(ab + cd)

C22  d2 +b 2 -c 2 -a 2  (17)

C23  2(bc - ad)

C31  2(ac - bd)L

C3 2(bc + ad)

*C 33  d2 +c 2 -a 2 b 2

aS b

The converse of equation~ (17) Is somewhat more complicated. Using the property ~
(from equation M1) that t

a2 + b2 + C2 + d2 
-1

*the converse of equatior (17) can be shown (11) to be computable from the following sequence
of operation. a

Tr C +l C22 +C33
N 2C T.

*l 2C2T
*P 3  N + 2 C33 Tr

*if P1  -max (P, P21 P3 # P0) thens

a 0 il / g?;rvog
b * 2C1  C 2 )/4a
a ' C1 + C31)/4a

a (C32 -C 23 )/4a

If P2 MA max(Pt P2  P3  Pa) thent
b 0.5 P1l7 hign(Rp~e0y~j)
a W ( 32  C23)/4b
d 0 ( 13 -C 31)/4b (18)

a (C21 + C12)/4b

*If P3  IV mX (P1  P. P3 1 P )I then'
c a 0.5P 3 1/2 uignQprevious)
d am(C 2 1 -C 1 2 )/4c

a -(C 1 3 ; C31 /4e 7r

b -(C 3 2 +C 2 3 )/4e

*if Pod utx (',0 P2 , P3 . P0), thent
d 0.5 P4 1/2 aign(doreviom.)

a (C 2 -C 2 3 )/4d
b WC1 3 -C 31 )/4d -

C 0 ( 2 1 -C 12)/4d
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3.3 The Computation Of ,

3.3.1 Continous Form

The jt "body attitude change" vector is calculated by processing data from the strapdown •
gyros. Under situations where the angular rotation rate vector (sensed by the gyros) lies
along a fixed direction (i.e., is nonrotating in inertial space), the _ vector is equal to
the simple integral of the angular rate vector over the time interval from computer cycle m

., to computer cycle (m+l):
= f~~~tm+l1""-., .,

f tmf dt for cases when w is nonrotating. (19)

where

, Angular rate vector sensed by the strapdown gyros.

Under general motion conditions (when (* may be rotating), equation (19) has the more
*. complex form (as derived in (10) or alternatively, in Appendix A);

t
f(t) - (_ + 1/2 a x w + 1 (1- sin a) s x(S x w))dt, "tm '- (1-sins) -  "

(20)
". £ " _ Iat-tn+ 1) .- ":..,

It can verified by power series expansion that to first order,

Hence, a(t) in equation (20), to third order accuracy in a can be approximated byt

t
A t (I + 1/2 a x w+ q x(gxw))dt (21)

tm-

A second order expression for s(t) can be obtained from (21) by dropping the 1/12 term.
An even simpler expression for 1(tT is obtained by dropping the 1/12 term, and approximating
the a term in the integral by the direct integral of w,

t
j(t) a J 'dt

* tm

t
61.t) d1/2J xwdt (22)

• " 1± - A_(ttm+1) + 6,(t'tm~l) ,

An interesting characteristic about equation (22) is that its accuracy is in fact
comparable to that of third order equation (21). In other words, the simplifying assumption
of replacing a with 0 in the 1/2 a x w term is in fact equivalent to introducing an error in ,
equation (21) that to third order, equals the 1/12 f A (a x w) term. This property can be -. ,
verified by simulation as well as analytical expanslon under hypothesized angular motion
conditione.

-, Iquation (22) is the equation that is mechanized in software in most modern-day
strapdon inertial navigation systems to calcuate j. It can be demonstrated analytically ,
and by simulation that for representative vehicle angular motion and vibration, equation
(22) faithfully calculates j to accuracy levels that are compatible with high performance

*' ntrapdown inertial navigation system requirements.

For situations where w is nonrotating, the PI term in (22) is zero and euals the"
simple time integral or w over the computer interval m (i.e., the equation ~1L '
approximation). For situations where w is rotating (a situation defined analytically as 0

*4*4' ,
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"coning"), the 60 term is nonzero and must be calculated and used as a correction to the w
integral to properly calculate 0.

It is important to note that the accuracy by which equation (22) approximates (20) is
dependent on * being small (e.g., less than 0.1 radian). In order to protect the accuracy
of this approximation, the computer iteration rate must be high enough that * remains small
under maximum vehicle rotation rate conditions.

. 3.3.2 Recursive Algorithm Form

The implementation of equation (22) in a digital computer implies that a higher speed
integration summing operation be performed during each body motion attitude update cycle. A

*m computational algorithm for the integration function can be derived by first rewriting 0
. equation (22) in the equivalent incremental updating form:

t
* ft~t) fi+J w dt

ti.l

tG++) - M(l) + 1/2 f P(t) x w dt (23)

- ff(ttm+l) + (t.tm+l)

with initial conditions:

'. i ~.f(tmtrm) - 0 ..,,'

~(tatm) a O (24)

where

A - High speed computer cycle within the m body rate update cycle.

The integrals in (23) can be replaced by analytical forms that are compatible with gyro t ..
input data processing if w is replaced by a generalized time sueries expansion. For
equations (23)# it is sufficient to approximate w over the A to 1+1 time interval as a
c constant plus a linear ramp:

a A + B (t t ) (25)

where 0

A, 8 * Constant vectors.

Substituting (25) in (23), and recognizing with the equation (25) approximation that#

AtA+l - tA) 1/2 (Lo(t) + .O(A-.))

1/2 _tA+ - tA) 2  1/2 CAo(A) - (A-1))

where by definitions

AO(A) w t AA udt

yields the desired final form for the jj updating algorithms-



60 (t~l) 80() + 1/2 (p(.t) + 1/6 0e(1-1)) X Ae(1r

AG(.) f W dt dO
_I t (26)

= ff(t-tm+i) + 6ft(t=tM.1) -.

with initial conditions:

A(t-tm) P113=0) =0

80(ttmJ 60(Gt=0) 0

where

do Gyro output pulse vector. Each component (x,yiz) represents the occurance
of a rotation through a specified fixed angle ..ncremsnt about the gyro input
axis.

AG -Gyro output pulse vector count from I to 1+1.

The computational algorithm described by equation (26) is used o, recursive basis to
* calculate _t once each m cycle. After _t is calculatei, the P and Af f4nctions are reset for

the next m cycle I calculation . The iteration rate for A within m is maintained at a high
* enough rate to properly account for anticipated dynamic w~ motion effects. Section 6.

describe, analytical techniques that can be used to assese the adequacy of the t1 iteration
rate under dynamic angular rate conditions.

3.4 The CoMutation Of 0

The 0 vector in equations (6) and (15) is oomputed as a simple integral of navigation
frame angular rate ovir the n cycle iteration period&

0 -f dt (27)
t n

* where

0 Navigation frame rotatiu. rate as calculated in ,the navigation software
- section (12).-

Standard recursive int~egration algorithms can be ised to calculate 0 in equation (27)
(e.g., trapexoidal) ovetc the time into)kval from n to n+l.' The update rate for the
integration algorithm 16 sel.ected to be compat ible with software accuracy requirements in
the anticipated dynamic maneuver environment for tho user vehicle.

3.5 rthoqonalit,-,-And No~irma tiofl A3urithms

Host strapdown attitude co.~pu'tation techniques periodically employ self-consistancy
correction algorthmfs as an outr-loop function for accuracy enhancement. XU the basic -

attitude data is computed in the form of a direction cosine matrix, the self-conslstancy
chock is that the rows should ba orthogonal to each other and equal to unity in magnitude.
This condition is based on the.fact that the rows of the direction cosine matrix represent

7.unit vectors along orthogonal navigation coordinate frame axes as projected in body axes.
For the quaternion, the self-consistancy check is that the sum of the squares of the
quaternion elements be unity (this can be verified by operation on equation (1)).

3.5.1 Direction Cosine Orthogonalization And NorvAlitation

The test for orthogonality between two direction cosine rows is that the dot product be
zero. The error condition, then is.
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Ei j = i C (28)

where

Ci m ith row of C

Cj jth row of C

T Transpose

A calculated orhogonality error Eij can be corrected by rotating Ci and Cj relative to
each other about an axis perpendicular to both by the error angle Eij. Since it is not
known whether Ci or C. is in error, it is assumed that each are equally likely to be 1, .
generating the error, and each is rotated by half of Eij to correct the error. Hence, the
orthogonality correction algorithm is:

Ci(n+l) = Ci(n) - 1/2 Eij Cj(n) (29)

Cj(n+l) = Cj(n) - 1/2 Eij Ci(n)

It is easily verified using (29) that an orthogonality error Euj originally present in
ci(n) and Cj(n) is no longer present in Ci(n+l) and Cj(n+l) after application of equation

The unity condition on Ci (i.e., normality) can be tested by comparing the magnitude

squared of Ci with unity:

Ei= 1 -C i CiT (30)

A measured normality error Ei can be corrected with:

Ci(n+l) - Ci(n) - 1/2 Bij c (n) (31)

Equations (28) through (31) can be used to measure and correct orthogonality and
normalization errors in the direction cosine matrix. In combined matrix form, the overall
measurement/correction operation is sometimes written as

Cn+- Cn+/ 2 (I - cm CnT  Cn (32)

3.5.1.1 Rows or Columns - The previous discussion addressed the problem of orthogonalizing
and nomalizig the rows of a direction cosine matrix C. In combined form, equation (32)
shows that the correction is

6C - 1/2 (1 - CCT) c (33)

Equation (33) can be operated upon by premultiplioation with C postmultiplication by CT, I .-_
and combining terms. The result is-

6C =1/2 C (I - CTC) (34)

The (I - CTC) term in (34) is the error matrix based on testing orthogonality and
normality of .the columns of C. Thus, if the rows of C are orthonormalieed (i.e., 6C is
hulled), the columns of C will also be implicitly orthonormalized. The inverse applies if -, .
the columns are directly orthonormalized with (34), The question that remains is, which is
preferred? The answer is related to the real time computing problem associated with the
calculation and correction of orthogonalization and normalization errors.

Ideally, the orthogonalitation and normalization operations are performed as an outer
loop function in a strapdown navigation computer so as not to impact computer throughput
requirements. A computational organization that facilities such an approach divides the
orthonormalization operations into submodules that are executed on successive passes in the
outer-loop software path. h logical division of the orthonormalization operations into
subOdules in as defined by equations (28), (29), (30), and (31).

This implies that measurement and correction of orthogonalization and normalization
effects are performed at different times in the computing cycle. Such an approach is only
valid if the orthogonality and normalizations errors (i.e-, Vij and Eii) remain reasonably
stable as a function of time.

To assess the time stability of the orthogonality/normalization error is to investigate
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the rate of change of the bracketed terms in equations (33) arnd (34). For convenience,
these will be defined as:

ER =(I CCT)
A (35)

Ec (I CTC)

The time derivative of (35) is:

ER .. cTC~T(36)

Ec =..Tc CTc

Expressions for Z6 and 6T can be developed by returning to equations (2), (3), (5), and
(6). These equations can be rearranged to show that over a given time interval, the change
in C is given by:

AC -C(A.-I) +(B-I)C9

which with (3) and (4) becomes to first orders

AC Cj) -()C (37)

Dividing by the time interval fot the change in C, recognizing that and 0 are
approximately integrals of w and 0 over the time interval, and letting the timef interval go
to zero in the limit, yields the classical equation for the rate of change of Cs

C(ax) -(Rx)C (38)

where

* (x),(Ox) USkew symmetric matrix form of vectors w, n.

The transpose of (38) is s

* 6T u (jx) CT +CT(x (39)

We now substitute (38) and (39) into (36). After combining terms and applying equations
(35), the final result ist

U EaQX)(X)Ea(40)

Equations (40) show that the rat,& of change of H3 iis proportional to ER and the
navigation frame rotation rate go whereas the rate of change of EC iy proportional to EC and
the b9dy rotation rate W,. Sinceq is generally mch larger than f, in generally larger
than E I t can be concluded that ER is more stable over time, hence, orthonormaliting the
diretfon cosine, matrix rows (based on the 3 measurement) is the preferred computational
approach if the real time computing problem ~staken into account.

3.5.2 Quaternion Normalization

The quaternion is normalized by measuring its magnitude squared compared to unity, and
adjusting each element proportionally to correct the normalization error. The normalization

* rror is given by.

qqq (41)

It is easily verified using the rules for quaternion a3.gebric that EZ, equals the sum Of
tsquares of the elements of q minus I. T. correction algorithm is giyen bye

Q~4) .~()-1/2 Xq. q(A) (42)S S
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3.6 Direction Cosine Versus The Quaternion For Body Attitude Referencing

The tradeoff between direction cosine versus quaternion parameters as the primary
attitude reference data in strapdown inertial systems has been a popular area of debate
between strapdown analysts over the past three decades. In its original form, the tradeoff
centered on the relative accuracy between the two methods in accounting for body angular
motion. These tradeoffs invariably evolved from the differential equation form of the
direction cosine and quaternion updating equations and investigated the accuracy of
equivalent algorithms for integrating these equations in a digital computer under hypoth-
esized body angular motion. Invariably, the body motion investigated was coning motion at
various frequencies relative to the computer update frequency. For these early studies, the
tradeoffs generally demonstrated that for comparable integration algorithms, the quaternion
approach generated solutions that more accurately replicated the true coning motion for
situations where the coning frequency was within a decade of the computer update frequency.

As presented in this paper, both the quaternion and direction cosine updating algorithms
have been based on processing of a body angle motion vector * which accounts for all
dynamiic motion effects including coning. These updating algorithms (equation (2) and (3)
for direction cosines and (13) and (14) for the quaternion) represent exact solutions for
the attitude updating process for a given input angle vector 0. Consequently, the question
of accuracy for different body motion can no longer be considered a viable tradeoff area.
The principle tradeoffs that remain between the two approaches are the computer memory and
throughput requirements associated with each in a strapdown navigation system.

In order to assess the relative computer memory and throughput requirements for quater-
nion parameters versus direction cosines, the composite of all computer requirements for
each must be assessed. In general, these can be grouped into three major computional areas .

1. Basic updating algorithm

2. Normalization and orthogonalization algorithms

3. Algorithms for conversion to the direction cosine matrix form needed for
acceleration transformation and Euler angle extraction

Basic Updating Algorithms r The basic updating algorithm for the quaternion parameters
is somewhat simpler than for direction cosines as expansion of equations (2) and (3)
compared with (13) and (14) would reveal. This results in both a throughput and memory
advantage for the quaternion approach. Part of this advantage arises because only four
quaternion elements have to be updated compared to nine for direction cosines. The
advantage is somewhat diminished if it is recognized that only two rows of direction cosines
(i.e., 6 elements) need actually be updated since the third row can then be easily derived
from the other two by a cross-product operation (i.e., the third row represents a unit
vector along the z-axis of the navigation frame as projected in body axes. The first two
rows represent unit vectors along x and y navigation frame axes. The cross-product of unit
vectors along x and y navigation axes equals the unit vector along the z-navigation axis). ..

Normalization And Orthoqonalization Algorithms - The normalization and orthogonali-ation
operations associated with direction cosines are given by equation (28) through (31). The
quaternion normalization equation is given by equations (41) and (42).

The normalization equation for the quaternion is generally simpler to implement than the
orthcgonalization and normalization equations for the direction cosines. If only two rows
of the direction cosine matrix are updated (as described in the previous paragraph) the
direction cosine orthogonalizatlon and normalization operations required are half that
dictated by (28) through (31), but are still more than required by (41) and (42) for the
quaternion. Since the orthonormalization operations would in general be iterated at low
rate, no throughput advantage results for the quaternion. Some memory savings may be
realized, however.

A key factor that must be addressed relativ, to orthonoralization tradeoffs is whether
or not orthonormalization is.actually needed at all. Clearly, if the direction cosine or
quaternion updating algoritluus were implemented perfectly, orthonormalization would not be
required. It is the author's contention that, in fact, the accuracy requirements for
strapdown systems dictate that strapdown attitude updating software cannot tolerate any
errors whatsoever (compared to sensor error effects). Therefore, if the attitude updating
software is designed for negligible drift and scale factor error (compared to sensor errors)
it will also implicity exhibit negligible orthogonalization and/or normalization errors.

The above argument is valid if the effect of orthonormalization errors in strapdown :-
attitude data is no more detrimental to system performance than other software attitude --

error effects. This is in fact the case, as detailed error analyses would reveal. Since
modern-day general purpose computers used in today's strapdown inertial navigation systems
have the capability to implement attitude updating algorithms essentially perfectly within a
reasonable throughput and memory requirement, it is the author's opinion that
orthonormalization error correction should not be needed, hence, is not a viable tradeoff
area relative to the use of quaterniot parameters versus direction cosines.

• 7 Algoritham For, Conversion To The Direction Cosine Matrix - If the basic calculated -
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attitude data is direction cosines directly, no conversion process is required. For cases
where only two rows of direction cosines are updated* the third row must be generated by the
cross-product between the two rows calculated. For example:

C31 = C12 C23 -'C1 3 C22
C32 - C13 C21 - Cl C23  (43)
C3 3 = C11 C22 - C1 2 C21 ,...

For quaternion parameters, equation (17) must be implemented to develop the direction
cosine matrix, a significantly more complex operation compared with (43) for the two row
direction cosine approach. Since direction cosine elements are generally required at high
rate (for acceleration transformation and Euler angle output extraction) both a throughput
and memory penalty is accrued for the quaternion approach. The penalty is compounded if the
calculated direction cosine outputs are required to greater than single precision accuracy .
(including computational round-off error). For noise-free acceleration transformation
operations (such as may be needed to effect an accurate system calibration) double-precision
accuracy is needed. The result is that equation (17) for the quaternion versus (43) for
direction cosines would have to be implemented in double-precision imposing a significant
penalty for the more complex quaternion conversion process.

Tradeoff Conclusions - From the above qualitative discussion, it is difficult to draw
hard donclusions regarding a preference for direction cosines versus quaternion parameters
for attitude referencing in strapdown inertial systems. Pros and cons exist for each in the
different tradeoff areas. Quantitative comparisons based on actual software sizing and
computer loading studies have led to similar inconclusive results. Fortunately, today's
computer technology is such that the slight advantage one attitude parameter approach may
have over the other in any particular application is insignificant compared with composite
total strapdown inertial system throughput and memory software requirements. Hence,
ultimate selection of the attitude approach can be safely made based on "analyst's choice".

4. STRA1'DOWN ACCFLERATION TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHMS

The acceleration vector measurement from the accelerometers in a strapdown inertial
system is transformed from body to navigation axes through a mechanization of the classical
vector tranformation equations

aN ,Ca (44)

whore

, -Specific force acceleration measured in body axes by the strapdown
accelerometers

-Specific force acceleration with components evaluated along navigation axes. t..
The implementation of equation (44) is accomplished on a repetative basis as a recursive

algorithm in a digital computer such that its integral properties are preserved at the
computer cycle times. In this manner, the velocity which is formed from-the integral of
(44) will be accurate under dynamic conditions in which aN may have erratic high frequency
components. The recursive algorithm for (44) must acco0it for the effects of body rotation
(and secondarily, rotation of the navigation coordinate frame) as well as variations in a
over the computer iteration period. - _O

4.1 Acceleration Transformation Algorithm That Accounts For Body Rtation Effects

To develop an algorithm for equation (44) that preserves its integral properties, we
begin with its integral over a computer cycles

tm~i
N CJ a dt (45)

* where

u" c hange in the integral of equation (44) (or epoific force velocity change) p
over a computer cycle m

The velocity vector in the navigation computer is generated by suhaing the O'
corrctel for Coriolis and gravity effects.

The C matrix in (45) is a continuous function of time in the interval from tM to to+,.
An equivalent form for C in terms of its value at the computer update time (m) ist

* C C c(m) A(t) (46)
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wbere

C(m) -Value of C at t

A(t) -Direction cosine matrix that transform vectors from body axes at time t to the
body attitude at the start time for the computation interval tin.

Equation (46) with the definition for A(t) above accounts for the effect of gyro sensed
body motion over the computer interval. The next section will discuss the correction used
to account for the small rotation of the navigation frae over the computer interval.

Substituting (46) in (45) and expanding;

tM+l
C(mn) f AMt a dtL

tin

We now use a first order approximation for A(t) as given by equation (3), with I treated
as 4 function of time in the interval an defined to first order in equation (22):

j~tf (t ft w dt0
tin

Thus,

A(t) uI + (j(t)x) (47)

and

IN C(Mn) (Z + ((t)x)) d t

tin+1 tmin4
aC(Mn) f adt+fI (L(t) xa) at) ,*

tfl tM

We aw~ def ins,

u - f dt
tan

Heance#

tM

* with

t
* Ut) f w dt

ton

ui f a dt
ton

An alternative form of (48) cam also be derived through direct apn1icatlem of the
latogratica by parts rule to thte integral teria in the equation (48) U eIVsso. -

m C(m) +1/2 a u /21 (Ptt autx~d. (49)

with ~-
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t
P.(t) -f dt

tm

t a ( a dt
tM

A0

u - U(t-tm+l)

Equations (48) and (49) are algorithmic forms of equation (44) that can be used to
calculate uN in the strapdown computer exactly (within the approximation of equation (47)).
These equations show that the specific force velocity change in navigation coordinates is
approximately equal to the integrated output from the strapdown accelerometer (u) over the
computer cycle, times the direction cosine matrix which was valid at the previous computer
update time. Correction terms are applied to account for body rotation. In general, the t
correction term involves an integral of the interractive effects of angular w and linear a
motion over the update cycle. The integral terms have been coined usculling4 effects.

The-equation (49) form of the uN equation includes a 1/2 A x u term which can be
evaluated at tm+1 as the simple cr'oss-product of integrated gyro and accelerometer
measurements (.e., without a dynamic integral operation). Furthermore, it is easily
demonstrated that for approximately constant angular rates and accelerations over the
computer cycle, the integral term in (49) is identically zero. This forms the basis for an
approximate form of (49) which is valid under benign flight conditions (i.e... using equation
(49) without including the integral term). The 1/2 . x u term in (49) is sometimes denoted
as *rotation compensation". -.

4.1.1 Incremental Form of Transformation Operations and Sculling Terms

In a severe dynamic environment, equations (48) or (49) would be implemented explicitly
with the integral terms mechanized as a high speed digital algorithmic operation within the
tm to t,+1 update cycle. The integral terms we are dealing with are frow (48) and (49):

tint

oro

With the sq..tio (50) dafintion, (48) And (49) be, -&I

U " -- Ml)1 : s) "".":

u" " C(m) 1ul/2 :a u + (2)

Recutrsive nlgor.th~o for §~or ~acan be derived by first "ewriting (50) In the
.quivalont f.ri. .

A(t) _6(4) + dt

ta

+ tadt
* tA

ti.
Utl U(A) + $ ((t) X 01)dt

:~ ~ 01 t-

,..(A) + 1/2 t t) X a "(t) a- "t

01 (t-t A,)

2 Y2(t-tm+,)
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with initial conditions

.f(tintM) -0

U(titM) -0-

1 1t(t-tm) = 0

X.2(t-tm) 0

where

A High speed computer cycle within m lower sped cputation cycle.

The integrals in (53) can be replaced by analytical forms that are compatible with gyro
and accelerometer input data processing if w and a are replaced by a generalized time series
expansion. For equations (53), it is sufficient to approximate w and a over the A to 1+1
time interval as constants. Using this approximation in (53) yiielda tue final algorithm
form. For j*the companion to equation (51). the algorithm in* -

t,(Al) X~l)+ (P(A) + 1/2 AOCA)) x v1

where

ttA+1
40(k)amf udtfI dO

tA~l tA+l
Aw(AL) f a dt I dv

tA t

and

?or equatico (50t.

U(At+l) !0L) * v(L

with Lnutal onditional

Xl tft .4 W 1-) 0

dO. dv, -Oyro &Md C-Cele1rOMeter outPUL p~il** vactors. rach owoont tk, y. a)
represents the accurate*. of a rotation through a specified angle abou'l the
jro input ski* (for dO coaewonnts) or an acceleration. througli a "*oific
forc* velocity Change along the actvieconetev input axis (for 4v

aO. AsV# Gyzo 6Md accelertometer pulse veotor owms f-com A to £4-I.

For the alternative 6_2 tore, the coupanion to equation (02),* the algorithm ias
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X2 (1+1)= 12(") + 1/2 (A) x Av(1) + u() x AG(A))
' ' ] ({.+l) £(i) + 8e(1) --"-"

u(1+l) = u() + Av(M)

where

.. ,~t1+1  'tX+1  '-, "-."

Ae () = Aldt= Itld'
tA. tt

i. = st-t+la =t1+1d

Au (1) f Adt I k

and (56)

.2 = .2(t=tm+l)

For equations (52):

R = P(t-tm+l)

U = u(t~tm+I )

with initial conditions: ,

P(t=tm) AP( = 0

A
au(ttm) u(10) 0

12(t__tm) -X2(1=0)  0

Equations (51) with (55), or (52) with (56) are computational algorithms that can be

used to calculate the navigation frame specific force velocity changes. Two iteration rates
are implied: a basic m cycle rate, and a higher speed A cycle rate within each m cycle.

The m cycle rate is selected to be high enough to protect the approrimation of
neglecting tha (kt)x)2 term in A(t) (contrast equation (47) with the equation (3) exact
form for A). This design condition is typically evaluated under maximum expected linear
acceleration/angular rate envelope conditions for the particular application. Typically,. -
the m cycle rate required for accuracy in the attitude updating algorithms is also
sufficient for accuracy requirements in the m cycle of the acceleration transformation
algorithms.

The A cycle rate within m is set high enough to properly account for anticipated
composite dynamic w, a effects. Section 6. describes analytical techniques that can be used
to assess the adequacy of the S iteration rate for the sculling computation under dynamic
input conditions.

4.1.3 Acceleration Transformation Algorithms Based on Ouaternion Attitude Data

Equations (51) or (52) were based on the use of direction cosine data (C) in the
strapdown computer. If the basic attitude data is calculated in the form of a quaternion,
the equivalent C matrix for transformation can be calculated using equations (17),
Alternatively, the quaternion data can be applied directly in the implementation of the
tranformation operation through application of equation (12) to equations (51) and (52)t

uN = q(m) (u + sl1 q(m)* (57)

or

uN  q(m) (u + S2) q(m)*

S 1/21 x u + 22
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;. where u and the terms in the middle brackets are the quaternion form of the vector of the

same nonmenclature defined as having the first three terms (i.e., vector components) equal
to the vector elements, and the fourth scalar term equal to zero. The S1 and S2 terms are
calculated as defined by equations (55) and (56).

4.2 Acceleration Transformation Algorithm Correction For Navigation Frame Rotations

)The acceleration transformation algorithms represented by equation (51), (52) or (57),
(58) with (55), (56) neglects the effect of navigation frame rotation. In general, this is .'*, -"

a minor correction term that can be easily accounted for at the n cycle update rate (i.e.,...,
the computer cycle rate used to update the attitude data for the effect of navigation frame
rotations). It can be shown through a development similar to that leading to equation (52),
that the correction algorithm for local navigation frame motion is given to first order by;

Au(n)- 1/2 0 x v(n) (59)

where

-uN(n) Correction to the value of uM computed in the m cycle that occurs at the -

current n cycle time. (NoteT the m cycle is within the lower speed n cycle time ,
frame).

v(n) - Summation of u(m) over the n cycle update period.

, - Integral of the navigation frame angular rotation rate over the n cycle
period (as described in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.4)

5. EULER ANGLE EXTRACTION ALGORITHMS

If the body attitude relative to navigation axes is defined in terms of three successive
Euler angle rotations 4, 0, * about axes z, y, x respectively (from navigation to body
axes), it can be readily demonstrated (9) that the relationship between the direction cosine
elements and Euler angles is given by-.

Cl1 - C046 co044,

% C1 2 -- coo# si*+usine4 sine cor"

C13 isino et4 +coo# sinO coso

C2 1  co*8 sir4

C22 - 8 c04 + Gin4 sin Gis (60)

* 023 t in#A co4 +co sino viro

* C31  it*

C32 Gin* 0060

C33 oB# co5

For conditions whcre /0 / 42 the invorse of, equations (60) 04n be uue4 to evaluate the
Euler angles from the direction cosinoee

1-C32
C33

- 1  C31o -tan (1
M(-C312)

,., -1 C21" '
* taW'n 3

C11.

For situations where /a/ approoches f12, the and equations in (61) become
indete ainate beause the n,uoratr.r ann doedinator approich uero *imultaneavly (woe
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equations (60)). Under these conditions, an alternative equation for *4,can be developed
by first applying trigonometric algebra to equations (61) to obtain:

* C23 + C12 =(sine - 1) sin(4' + *

* C13 - C22 -(sine - 1) cos(4# + *
(62)

C23 - C12 -(sine + 1) sin(4, -0

C13 + C22 = (sine + 1) c05(4, -0

*Taking appropriate reciprocals of sine, cosine terms in (62) and applying the inverse
*tangent function:

For 0 near + u/2

-t 1  C23 -C1 2
C13 + C22

(63)
For 0 near %/:2

-1 *C23 + C124, +*t tan
C13 -C 22

Equations (63) can be used to obtain expressions for the sum or difference of 4'and0
under conditions where /0/ is near %/2. Explicit separate solutions for 4, and # cannot be
found under the /0/ - %/2 condition because 4, and 0 both become angle measures about
parallel axes (about vertical), hence, measure the same angle (i.e., a degree of rotational
freedom is lost, and only two Euler anglec, 0 %/ :2 and 4, or # define the body to
navigation frame attitude). Under /0/ near n/2 conditions, 0 or 4, can be arbitrarily
selected to satisfy another condition, with the unspecified variable calculated from (63).
As an example, 4, might be set to a constant at the value it had from equations (61) when the
/e/ near %/2 region warn entered. This selection avoids jumps in 4,as the solution equation
is trannitioned from the (61) to the (63) form.

6.* ALGORITHM PERFORM4ANCE ASSES8NILNT

The division of the attitude updating ;nd acceleration transformation algorithms into
high and low speed loops for body motion effeats (A and m rates) provides for flexibility in
selection of the iteration rates to maintain overall algorithm accuracy at system specified
performance levels. The A and m rate algorithms have been designed such that the high rate
A loop consists of simple computations that can be iterated at the high rate, needed to
properly account for high frequency vibration effects. The ms rate loop algorithms, on the
other are more complicated, based on comsputationally exact solutions.

Iteration rates for the mn loop are selected to maintOttn accuracy under maximum maneuver
induced motion conditions. The mn loop iteration rate to iuaintain accuracy under Maximum
maneuver conditions can be easily evaluated analytically, or by simulation, through
comparision of the actual algorithm solution with the Taylor series truncated forms selected .

for system mechanization. Iteration rates for the A loop are selected to maintain accuracy
under anticipated vibratory environmental conditions.

6.1 yilrat.~r io n *om Assessment

A fundamental calculation that should be performed prior to the analysis of Aloop
algorithm iteration rate raqvieements is an assessment of the dynamic inputs that must be
onasured by the algorithms. In e#sence, this consists of an evaluation of the continuous
(i.e., infinitely fast iteration rate) form of the algorithms in question under dynamic
input conditions. The specific continuous form equations of interest ace equations (22)*
for and {50) for Sor62

6.1.1 6P Dynamic E~nvironmnent Assescannt (Coning)

*We repeat equations (22) for fievaluated at t t+
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t
=f udt

tm-

A (64)

6p~ttm+ = 1/2 f~ (t) x W dt
tm

and analyse the solution for 6P(t~tm+]) under general cyclic motion at frequency f in axes x
andy wth nguar mpltuds~1  e~and relative phase angle *s~1ch that;

ft w dt =(0, sin(2%ft), ey sin(2%ft+#), O)Tt
0 y

(65)

=2%~f (ex cos(2%ft), ey cos(2%ft+f), 0)T

Substituting (65) in (64), expanding through application of appropriate trigonometric
identities, and carrying out the indicated integrals analytically between the assigned
limits, yields zero for the x, y components and the following for the z component of

60z(t-tm+l) it~ Ox Oy (sino) f ((tm+l tM) -sn2~~ul-tn

2%~f

Defining the m cycle time interval as Tm* the latter exreasion is equivalently:

6P ex 0 y (sin$) f Tm Ci~(66)

H~ence, even though the w rate is cyclic in two axes as defined by equation(6)i an
y, the value for 60 is a constant proportional to the sine of the phase angle between the
X f y angular vibrations. Under conditions where *-0 (defined as "rocking" motion), 60~i
zero. Under conditions where % /2, 6P in maximum. The equation (65) rate when 6 -12
has been termed "coning motion" due to t~e characteristic response of the z axis under this*
motion Which describes a cone in inertial space.

Equation (66) can be put into a "drift rate" form by dividing the 6pz angle by the time
Interval Tm over which it was evaluated a

abzginaOX y (Sin#) f ( -~ ~~)(67)

Equation (6?) is a fundamental equation that can be used to assess the magnitude og
6pz that must be 9ccounted for by the 6P computer algorithm under discrete frequency inpuat
conditions. if 60z~ is small relative to system perforijano requirements, it can be
neglected, and the A loop algorithm for 60 need not be implemaented.

Equation (67) describes how 6tcar, be calculated for a discrete input vibration
frequency f. In a more general casep the input rate is composed of a mixture of frequencies

* in x and y at different phase angles * for each. If the source of the gereralited angular
vibration is random~ input noise to the strapdowai system, the x* y motion is colored by the
tratasmission characteristics of the noise input to the x, y angular response. 4 more
ganeral development of eq ation (67) that accounts for the latter effects shows that the
coaqiaable equati~on for.4% i given by

* hp~0r, ftiA 5 (w) Ay(w) flit(*Ay(w) - *("M) (I -!'L.)Pnn(Jw) dw (8

Where

ACu), Ay(w) Anplitude of transfer function relating system input vibration noise
to angular attitude response of sensor assembly about x, y axes.

*AIu)DAy~) -Phase of transfer function relattnq system input vibration noise to
angular attitude response of sensor assembly about xt y axes.
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Fourier frequency (rad/sec)

Notes Mean squared vibration energy =f; Pn~w dw1

Equation (68) can be used to assess the extent of random spectruip dynamic angular
environment to be measured by the 6p computational algorithm. The 6pz value calculated by
(68) measures the composite correlated coning drift in the sensor assembly that must be
calcuated to accurately account for the actual motion present. If the 6p, magnitude
calculated from (68) is small compared to other systems error budget effects, the
mechanization of an algorithm to calculate 6p is not needed (i.e., can be approximated by0
zero).

The extension of equations (67) and (68) to y, z or z, x axis angular vibration motion
should be obvious.

6.1.2 Sl #2 Dynamic Environment Assessment (Sculling) '

We repeat equations (50) with u and from (48) and (49):

t

tm

u~t a f dt

(69)

* L I ((t) x ad

-m+

OR 1/2f ((t) a a+ (t)X )4t
tin

and analyse the Sit S2 solutions under general cycle motion at frequency f in axes x, Y
with angular ampTltuU; Ox about auia x and acceleration applitude Dy along axis y at
ri%.ative ph&** t such thati

_0 dt -(9X sin(2,sft), 0, 0)!

(2%f Ox cas(2sft), 0, 0)T (70)6

a (0, DY sin(2%ft+#*, 0)T

Substituting (70) in (69), exanding thtough application of appropriate trigonometric
identities, and carrying out the indicated integrals analytically between the assigned

* limits, yields zero for the x# y components and the folowing for the s component of

* 2r 1/2 TM OX by (cos*) (1 - (71)

.1l/2(x)+2 (72)

wher '-a-X component of fI an e valulated at t tg~4l

Hance, even though the V and a inputs are cyclic in two axes as deflnei In eqUations
(70) , the va10e for S2. Is a constant proportiona to the cosine of the phas6 angle between0
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the x angular vibration and y linear acceleration vibration. Under conditions where *%/2,
S2z is zero. Under conditions where * 0 S is a maximum. Equation (70) motion when
* 0 has been termed "sculling motion" due to the analogy with the characteristic angular
movement and acceleration forces imparted to an oar used to propel a boat from the stern.
Note also that Siz is equal to S2z plus the correction term (rotation compensation) measured
as the cross-product of the simple angular rate and linear acceleration integrals taken over
the m computation cycle. (See equations (48) and (49) for definitions). -

Equation (71) for S2z can be put into an "acceleration bias" form by dividing the
velocity change correction 62z by the time interval Tm over which it was evaluated:

S2z 1/2 Ox Dy (cos*) (l - sin 2(3fTm (73)
gzy2xfTm 13)....-.°:

Equation (73).(with (72) for Slz) is a fundamental equation that can be used to assess
the magnitude of S2  that must be accounted for by the S1 or S2 computer algorithm under
discrete frequency fnput conditions. If S2z is small relative to system performance require-
ments, it can be neglected, and the A loop algorithm for calculating S1 or S2 need not be
implemented. Under the latter conditions, S1 would be set equal to the cross-product term
in (72) which makes the basic equation (51) and (52) transformation algorithms identical.

Equation (73) describes how S2z can be calculated with a discrete input vibration
frequency f for angular motion about x and linear motion along y. In a more general case, .
the input rates and accelerations are composed of mixtures of angular and linear motion
about x and y at different frequencie and relative phase angles. If the source of the
generalized vibration motion is random input noise to the strapdown system, the x, y angular
and linear motion is colored by the transmission characteristics of the noise input to the
x, y angular and linear response. A more general development of equation (73) that accounts -. _
for the latter effects show that the comparable equation for 62z is given by:

-. ,,- ,,,,. ,.:
Saz f/ (Ay1b1 Bx(w) Co8(#Ay()) -*ex(w)) - Ax(w) By(w) ,Coa#A(w) .:<:.,0

0

sinwTm (4

:' where ''''" '"

- Syi) -- __))
#Ax~w, t~(CO) As definedprvosy

Bx(w), Bv(w), x, y, aplitude/phase linear acceleration response of the sensor
.Bx(W), By() assembly to the input vibration.

Equation (74) can be used to assess the extent of random spectrum dyna io motion
environment to be masured by the 81 or 82 computational algoritu. The V vu

calculated by (74) measures the composlte correlated sculling acceleration bias in the
senser assembly that must be calculated to accurately account for the actual motion present.
If the 62 magnitude calculated from (74) is small compared to other system error budget
effects, the mechanization of an algorithm to calculate 81 or S2 in the high rate A loop is",

* - not needed (i.., 8 can be approximated by tero in (52) or 1 can be met equal to the
cross-product tem In (52)).

The oxtenzion of equations (73) and (74) for y, z or z, x axia vibration motion should S S

be obvious.

6.2 Algorithm Accuracy Assesament

The accuracy of the computation algorithm for 6 or 91, 82 can be assessed by comparing
their solutions to the comparable continuoust for solutido iveloped in section 6.1 under
identical input conditions.

6.2.1 Coning Algorithm Error Assessment -,

The computational algorithm for calculating I in a strapdown system Is given by
equation (26). A measure of the accuracy of the equation (26) algorithm can be obtained by •
analytically calculating the solution generated from (26) under assumed cyclic motion and



comparing this result to the equivalent solution obtained from the idealized cont~nuous 32
algorithm described in Section 6.1. For a discrete frequency vibration input, the equation
(65) motion can be used analytically in equation (26) to calculate the algorithm solution
for §1 at t 0 tv.1 (i.e., analagous to the equation (67) solution for the continuous
(inf~initely fast) algorithm. After much algebraic manipulation, it can be demonstrated that
the algorithm solution for 80 as calculated from equation (26) under equation (65) input
motion, has zero x, y components, with a z component rate given by:

0.0(sin 4) ((1 + 1/3 (1 -coo 2%fTi)) sia l~ (75)
xy 2ifTjt

sin 2lrfTM ____

21cfTm

7 where

6jAG- Reoursiva algorithm solution for 60z rate . -

Tj - Time interval for high speed A computer iteration cycle '

Equation (75) for the 60 discrete recursive algorithm solution of equation (26) is
directly analagous to the equation (67) solution of the equation (22) continuous
algorithm. It is easily verified that (75) reduces to (67) an T1 approaches zero.

The error in the ftalgorithm is measured by the difference between (67) and (75); i-e..

0iz fO0 (sin #)((l + 1/3 (l -coo 2%fT 1)) ~i ' )(76)
*(6P 5 )2%fT 1

where

* e(60t) -Error rate in the equation (26) algorithm.

Equation (76) can be used to assess the error in the equation (26) ftalgorithm caused
by finite iteration rate (i *e., the effect of T'j) under discrete frequency input conditions.

Under random vibration input conios the equation (26) algorithm can be analysed to h

obtain the more general solution for the 6PXo ratesa

_6pZM 4AX(& AY(W) uin(#1A,(u) -*AU(u)) ((1

sin vr1  sin o)T 77
41/3 (1 -coanoTt) -PM Pn(i) do

The 60 algorithm error under random inputs is the difference between the equation (77)
discrete solution and the equivalent continuous equation (60) solution form.- The result iss

* 4-00d AX(M AY(Id uin(#AYMu - *X(') ((I

+ 1/3 (1 - coswT) - P,, (sw) dw 7)r

Equations (76) end (78) can be used to assess the error in the equation (26) 6A.-JI
algorithm caused by finite iteratiors rate under discrete or random vibration input wudb
conditions, The extelmion of equations. (76) and (70) to y# z or ,Maiefet

6.2.2- 8 Sculling Algorithm Error Assessment

The comutational algorithm for calculating 6 Of 82 is given by equations (55) and
06). *a measure of the accuracy of these algorithms can be obtain"d by analytically *
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calculati.ng the solution generated from (55) or (56) under assumed cyclic motion and
comparing the result to the equivalent solution obtained from the continuous algorithm as
described in Section 6.1.2. For a discrete frequency vibration input, the equation (70)
motion can be used analytically in equation (55) and (56) to calculate the algorithm
solution for S, S2,(i-e. analogous to the equation (72) and (73) solution for the
continuous (ini~iely fast) algorithm). After much algabraic manipulation, it can be
demonstrated that the algorithm solution for S, and S2 as calculated from equations (55) and
(56) under equation (70) input motion, has zero x, y components, with a z component rate
given by:

sin %f~j sin 21fTM)

g2zALG -1/2 ex i, (coo#) (7in9)fi si

where(0)I 0

S1 5AL4, S2r.ALG Recursive algorithm solutions for SIZ, S2z-

Equations (79) and (80) for the S S2 discrete recursive algorithm solution is directly .-

analogous to the equations (73) and I2)solution to the continuous Sle S2 algorithm. It is
easily verified that (79) and (80) reduce to (73) and (72) as Ti appioadlies zero.

The error in the 81, 82 algorithm is measured by the difference between (79), (80) and
(73), (72) ; i.e.,

1 /2 Ox Dy, (cos#) (1 l i :~ 8)1 '
2%fTi

where

001ta), e(U2 ) aError-rate in the equation (55) and (56) algorithm solutimis.

Equation (81) can be used to assess the error in the equation (55) and (56) algorithms
caused by finite iteration rate (i.9., the effect of Ti) under discrete frequency input
conditions.

*Under random vibration input conditions, the equation (55) and (56) algorithms can be
analysed to obtain the more general solution for Sit, 535.

Ax (w' By(w ca $A -B() 02

- ~±L±J)pnn(ija) d&w

81t 1/2 Q auOx + SU

The Sit S algorithm error under vibration is the difference between the equation (82)
discrete solutions en4 the equivalent continuous equation (74) with (72) format

f(&.(Wa) BXiM~ C04A(W) -8M

o y

sin wTA n(#)d

lEquation (82) and (83) can be used to asess the error in the equation (SS) and (56)
alg9orithos caused by finite iteration rate under discrete or random vibration input
conditions. Tho extension of equation (83). to y, t or at x azis effects should be obvious*
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7.* CONCLUDING REMARKS

The strapdown computational algorithms and associated design considerations presented in
this paper are representative of the algorithms being used in most modern-day strapdown
inertial navigation systems. The unique characteristic of the attitude and transformation
algorithms presented is the separation of each into a complex low speed and simple high _____

speed computation section. Due to the simplicity of the high speed calculations they can be
executed at the high rates necessary to properly account for high frequecy but generally low
amplitude vibratory effects without posing an insurmountable throughput burden on the
computer. The lower speed calculations which contain the bulk of the computational
equations can then be executed at a fairly modest update rate selected to properly account
for lower frequency but larger magnitude maneuver induced motion effects. Perhaps the
principal advantage of the algorithm forms presented, is their ability to be analyzed for

* accuracy using straight-forward analytical techniques. This allows the algorithms to be L -

easily tailored and evaluated for given applications as a function of anticipated dynamic
* environments and user accuracy requirements.
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APeNDX A

DERIVATION OF' EQUATION

A differential equation for the rate of change of the 4 vector cao be derived from the __

equivalent qiut~rnion rate equation. The quaternion h in equattons (13) arid (14) is the
quaternion equivalent to the f. rotation angle vector. A differential equation for h can be
derived from the incremental equivalent to (13) that describe@ how h changes over a short
tim period A t (f tow tA to tj.4 1 ) within the larger tim& interval f ow t.M to to+,ls

(Ail N) p(A)(l

Where
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93
p 93 *y

1g94

3in (a/2) (2
g3 = _______ =coo (a/2)

a Rotation angle vector associated with the small rotation
of the body over the short computer time interval from I to
1+1 within the larger interval from mn to n~l.-

axlayazta Components and magnitude of a.

Equation (Al) is equivalently:

h________h__) p(L)-l
h ~ =l -h) h(t) -(A3) -

At At

%A
At - jl t

The basic definition of angular rate states that for small At,

e At
(M4)

Hence, for small At, a insemall, and therefore, from WA),

93 "1/2

a2 w2At2  V

2 2

Using mixed vector/scalar notation, substitutioa of (M4) and (AS) in WA) yielts

W2At 2  ..

2

Substituting in WA) obtainst

- h() *h(A) (1/2 0 + 1/2 w2At)

Wenwreturn to (14) and express b as a function of jin mix*4 vector/ecalor notations

h1 f3 V
4

$in (4/2))

£4 ucoo (#/2)

Substituting in (A),

h 1/ lf f3 !.i+ /2 f4 ! (As)

It is reafily deoostrated by algebraic expansion and using the italas of quateriiol
* algebra that in (AS) is equivalently*
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x 0

Differentiation of(A7) shows that:x

i3 f 3  +f 3 i+f14 -

coo2 #/2 sin #/2

- (1/2 f4 -f3)

- 1/2 (sin#/2) -1/2*.f 3

Hence, with (AS),

h uf 3 i+ .. (1/2 f4  f3)j1/2,,f 3

-1/2 f3 (jz~ 1/2 f3 _q+ 1/2 f4

*Dividing by f3 and solving for it

. /1/2 /2 (.t )

(A9)

f 3

Equation (A9) is now separated into its vector and scalar componentst

f4 * f

£3 3 fAID

The scalar equation is eqtaivalezntlyt

Substituting in the Yeator pert of (AID) yieldot

Using the vector triple product rule, it is easily demontrated thatt

Substituiting#

£3 *2 2f3

Coaifing teOkWs

(Wiog the definition for~ and ffrom A) it can be shown byf trigmnoetric

aln '- ation t --e~i bvacket cWlia in the lattur exIpression it equivalo tlyx

~f4 Isin s

2f3o~)
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Substitution yields the final expression for 4

w +)/±xw+ lx (x W) (All)
- _ - *2 2(l-cos#)

Equation (20) in the main text is the integral from of (All) over a computer cycle (from tM
to tM*1).

__ 0
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REQUIREMENTS, APPLICATIONS, AND RESULTS OF STRAPOOWN
INERTIAL TECHNOLOGY TO CON14ERCIAL AIRPLAN~ES

Phillip J. Fenner
Manager, Navigation Sensors/Displays
73oeing76 Foight ASrplaem Tcopany

Box 3707
Seattle, WA 98124-2207

The basis for selection of a strapdown inertial system for short to medium range jet transports i5 discussed.
Inertial data requirements and associated performance requirements are shown for commercial airplanes.
Good performance at low cost and high reliability are key requirements of inertial technology application
to comercial airplanes which do not have a long range navigation need. The Honeywell laser inertial
reference system (IRS) selected by Boeing for the 757/767/737 airplanes is described, along with airplane
Installation and interface details. Test progrm instituted to validate the design and reduce program
risk are described. Performance a liability experience data from Boeing flight tests, and over the
fi rst year of 41irl in, service, are s t exceed expectations. U

INTRODUCTION

Boeing has recently introduced inertial navigation technology as the basic airplane system component for
piayattitude and heading data 'in the medium range, two engine airplanes, the 757 and 767. The short to

meimrange 737-300 airplane will also have the same inertial navigation technology as basic equipment
when delivered In late 1984.

The question is often raised, "Why inertial for short to medium range airplanes?", because navigatitni is
usually the pritevy purpose of installing Inertial systems in comrcial airplanes.

One of the goals of the new airplane development programs (757/767) at Boeing was the following: "Any new
airplane should include in the basic configuration, automatic navigatlon/guidance computing and control
systems havin tite capability and flexibility to operate in the forecast ATC envi ronment and be relatively
unlimited in its application without the necessity for future expensive modifications to the avionic systams.w

During the preliminary design phase of the new technology transports at Boeing, which ultimately, turned
out to be the 757 and 767 aitplanes, the airplane attitude system design specification was at a cross-roads. A A
Do we continue with 20-30 year old technology systems or is this the proper time to select new technology
systems at potentially highr risk anW coat, but which provide the data needed, to improve the airplae
operational rcapability?

Oueing has 1 or4 meonizod, through Its research programs that inetial navigation systems arv a very.
desirsble attribute to aziy typ* of commercial airplane.

Yhe experience base started ith the 747 In 1967 as shown in figure I continued with the American SST___
program, which Ma followd bi k1#11g rtqarcth r~tivities using Inertial data for various airplane functions

inldigetoansrd edvanced display&. anM 40 ftavigiato #r4 guidance. A key Sceing research activity was
the progrm to desigh, build WWd fly a strapdovtfl inertiAl syltai to meet airplane systems requirements, but
at ak cost that was viablep for ihort Wo medim range aircraft. T1h1s program success was the Stimulus to
studyv the applicability Of btrapdftft technology wn now airplane p~',vms.

This report is *Witnte~ first with distussion of inertial date req4uiroments. for cownercial airplanel, __

followed by thet candidate syrteas considered, end system porfor~nwt requirements. devolopmet. The strapdomn
inertial dtvblopment wark at laeing Is then covered and finally, a dtocri;t Ion of the 'Systfm V4d test
experience with tN ier istrapdom system on the ?14 en 76? sirplaae, Is Provided which Is the primary
-focus of the report,

MOMT~A OAIA 0EQJJEJaOtS

An examination of" tVU fW'icio0 1 (4quirement for lisertial data Ch coariel Airplaros shoWs that StnIAff;-ant
Improvements In acpae~prt ocipaility are gained from using attitude data that oro instensitive to
airplane manauvrs. *A atow .Vferecg4 Velocity vectov data. Thai* hirplane-system fun~~tars and their
rteiluire iftrtiol data are shom 1h Table 1. To satisfy all of thote reqIremens, ah ittertial qttality
attitude system, and specifcally* a troidown ft grto must be specifieO, Gravity erecte astti
systems do not PiwV441 the range Of datal "r the quelity of data desired, amd gimballed iertial systems
ane to cotly, laod not all the desired data tro available.

With a sttapdown I'ertill refertnce systta. a commercial airplane has for: the- T0 -0-* & seli-ootai ft
data syste that ctpltly determines the airplahes State -. a duioolWf~adi~ dvav~ ni
ow &Ad for, improvements in theo future,

A descripti~n of thi 4eY applications of ifleftial. datA to the .sirp 4-* sy~t c' ihi CA' ignficen.i
Improve as CoiMartial transport's operability is given in tWf~~v~ a~rpe

ConitiwNu, very low noi, aleration, veloeity and poai' on iAta.' o in iftertial i'firot, rgtft(*-
be used to imp'rov, the &cur~cy and response charsct*.I*tYw of va rAdi Nsaed ta.g. * VOVW,) nvgto
system. ixcellent ground rareretwed high freiten s$4-P thi 'Y" of AittItU&e Syrst#. CulemmntS the
noisy, lower data tt Ina 4F navigation aids vwtos "Iltou"~ is de0V04"n .AA -itttoni geome0try end
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YEAR

1967 09 71 72 75 77 79 81 62 96

,y ~ ~~~INDUSTRY PARTICIPATION ' "' " '

INERTIAL. S AND PROTOTYPE '
EUP EN GINEERING SYSTEMS ""

• ".' T~~3T -00 ; ' .. .
BOEING I I BOEING INER IAL INERTIAL.

AND~~NRTA SYSTECMTOL INRTA

AlAIN BOe INOGwOk "SMOTIN INRTA P4 ROGL,. m

:"::'.. ' ISI1NASA 40 FLGHT '" ""

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM4

i:.-:FLO" OOm SO O .

""... da And are also interrupted Iriodically for station cha ng, Navigation accuracy and flight path

capture and trackinre qoe with anit nerti Al data aided system. This will be prtticularly iortant
in high density terminal area where congestion will require tighter path control, For growth to time
navigation Witch io exeted to be employed in the high density terainal areas of the 140s, the ground0
referencd date availal from an Inertial1 quality attitude system is required, 8oelnq Achieved;i Ssecond
Avere 40 error using this type of system oni the SA Terminal Configourd Vehicle (TCV) progra using a

W s irplane. W&is prfmanc atifis t t tin ay lhtrequia1et predicted by many cit traffic contol

anlyses.

Lo 'an n4vigation rquirelments, usuIly rquire installation of an additional systm that Is umrtif ied

A% $ole MAAS of navigation. If an Inertial reftrence system was installed as the basic attitude system,
0h0 ION r"" navigation nquieets could e. sat isfied auttt lly, As-uing the navition pfo* * L..
Is adequat* tor overwator navigation.

!r~ conw Comutaton$

I•vestigatiof, indicate that the optimum A5h for maximum around oauticel silfs/pound of fuel in vind are. 1
shifted f6W It thanbook (stil)-air) valesi, IKnowlege of grow.td speed would therefore bo ben fi .il in

selectin the o tIim "ach undef heae I/tailvti coditions. itt10 quality estimates. of ground .p "Arec-
avAilable ifro inrtial navigation system, for this funtion.

It i vety desirab. to display basic Airplane attit.. d heading aurately At all times. Gravity-
rc ted systoes exhibit several depre$ of error due to erplanh acelerations, e.g. , takeo f, banki"

Maneuvers, lag thruschne .Fo mai cre cofdne an less nuisance warnings from Instr~m-st
cam"Utarao, attitude And heediog are desired from a source that is Incensitive to at rplape .aneuvr.'
These-data are oly available from An inertial reference system. ad4vnce display (CRT type) researtli ":t-

boeitng both flight and smutloa, i sh6 " that prperly displayed flight path acceleration and .ei y.'

provides improved 'thrust m14atgmet capability and more preise aIrplane Control. These data aft unlY
available fiem th Inertial attitude referea* system.

Current otuatic vertical speed indicators indicat false rates in roll maneuvers due to the seismic Aes

In the Instrument tensing the centriPetl acceleratia . Electric inst"ets % will eliminate tis p.oble..

but several seconds of filtrin on the noisy air GeRM ccmp'ter &Altd rate signal Is meuirot to geferate
rccettable display characteristics. This filtering dds lAg-to the data and hardAre to toe display. Ai

Vtha*problems can be obviated by providin instantaeous, low oise vertical seed from an la• rtrita atttu. -

rfert4" spJntI. WhcO Is ilnssitive to manuvers, am atsosperic oidai.
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Table 1. New Airplano Functions Requiring Inertial Data

Function Data Required Comments

Navigation/gudlance, precise path Low noise, high frequency, earth ref- Improves accuracy/response. Allows
control, Improved NAV accuracy erenced acceleration, velocity and paths without VORTAC reception

position

Time NAV (40) Ground reference velocity and More efficient control for those
acceleration terminals with time controlled flow

Long range NAV Self-contained, accurate present Provide overwater navigation where needed
pos:tlon

Energy management Ground speed Need to know wind continuously to .
determine optimum Mach for maximum
ground nm/lb of fuel

Displays
Accurate attitude Attitude Insensitive to environment Improved weather radar stabilization

and crew confidence

Accurate vertical speed Inertial vertical velocity improved high frequency response
and vertical wind shear detection

Takeoff acceleration, flight Longitudinal acceleration, ground Engine thrust monitor. Allows
- path angle reference velocity vector better thrust management and

airplane controi
Flight path acceleration Ground reference acceleration vectors Allows predicted path to be displayed

- .on map display

Automatic Flight Control
Autoland Altitude Insensitive to environment. Improves control perfomence required

Ground referenced velocity vector, for Cat. II and offers pedoreance
body rates gains for poor ILS facilities and

wind shear condiions

Rollout Ground speed, track, track rate, Longitudinal guidance needs to know dia-
body rates tance traveled and track deviations

Response/Performance Improve- Along track acceleration, verta Beter response characteristics with
nents In other modes velocity, vertical accler ton, track, accurate attitude and earth referenced

ground speed, stable attitude, headng, acceleration and valocty data
body rate

Wind *hear detection Ground reference valooity acceleration Allows comparison of aIrspeed andgound speed for shear Indication

Over rotation Pitch, pitch rate Allcw preclse calculation of p d ctd
pitch i ia

Anti-skid Ground speed Improvs Perfofmlance under hydroplaning
conditions

Autobrake Ground sped/aweleration Provides Improved control and repeat-
ability

Nose gear steerlnp Ground speed More accurate than airspeed at low speeda
for gain scheduling

Auto thrust reversal Ground speed Ground speed will v more precise
schedulin

Taxi speed monitor Ground speed Provide hiformation lot Letter control In ...
restricted aras an reduce wear on
gmr and Ur*#

Autopi lot/Autol and

The classic autoland problem is to derive a signal proportional to cross-track velocity for durpirg in the
approach mode. This is difficult to achieve because of beam noise, bends, wind shear, turbulence, and
inaccurate roll attitude data. A common method to obtain X-track velocity is called lagged roll which
depends heavily on roll attitude accuracy because the dominnnt damping signal is derived from the term,
•sino, where 0 is roll angle, A lateral body mounted accelerometer Is alto used in this damping scheme

*." (747 type) and its use restricts approaches to constant speed becauso of errors developinq from
longitudinal acceleration during decelerating approaches coupling into the lateral Accelerometer during
crabbed (crosswind) approaches.



An IRS system provides the accurate, unperturbed roll attitude signal plus true cross-track acceleration
and velocity independent of wind or airplane deceleration conditions. No maneuver restrictions are
required. The inertial cross-track velocity information (drift angle, track angle, track angle rate) in
addition to the required roll attitude accuracy, have been shown by Boeing to aid significantly during
transient conditions such cs large beam bends, overflights, winds, and landing aid faults.

Other autopilot modes, such as autothrottle and altitude hold, can provide better performance with true .
along-track and vertical acceleration data, rather- than attitude compensated longitudinal and normal
acceleration sensor data.

Control damping requires body angular rate and linear acceleration data. Contemporary flight control
systems have utilized body mounted sensors to satisfy this requirement. Strapdown attitude systems, either
inertial or non-inertial, can now provide this data, thus eliminating the need for 16 sensors in a
3-channel fail-op system and 12 sensors in a dual fail-passive system.

Autobrake/Antiskid

Most aniskid systems rely on measurement of wheel rotation for determining airplane ground velocity and
wheel lockup (skid) to control braking forces. Unsatisfactory operation occurs when wheel speed is not a
true measure of airplane ground velocity. This is especially sensitive during hydroplane conditions.
Therefore, some external measurement of ground speed is considered essential to improve maorn antiskid
systems.

The autobrake systems currently average several wheelspeed signals and differentiate the average to obtain
a measurement of airplane deceleration. This has provided to be less than satisfactory and often results
in excessive or insufficient braking. Acceleration data from the inertial reference system woJld eliminate
these current braking inefficiencies.

INERTIAL DATA SYSTEM CANDIDATES

Airplane attitude reference systems may be partitioned intot wo generic types. Schuler-tut.ied (inertial) . ,
and gravity erected vertical reference3. A primary difference between the two types is the quality of the
attitude and heading data. A Schuler-tuned system is capable of providing accurate attitude Cc.050) and
heading unperturbed by airplane maneuvers, which can cause errors of several degrees in the gravity erected
systems. There are, in addition, other data available from an inertial system which are not present in any
gravity erected system. These are navigation data (latituJe/longitude), flight path velocity Vect r, drift
angle, flight path acceleration vector, true heading, and sy1nthesized magnetic heading (no magnetic sensor
required).

Boeing research studies for the new airplane programs included in depth reviews of new attitude systemtechnology which could be considered candidates for the m airplanle Programs, metlih most or all the../'. ..- '.,

requIreaents shown in Table 1. Theose candidates Included strapdown attitude/heading reference system(AlRS) as well as strapdown inertial navigation systems.

The AHRS systems are basically gravity referenced systems, and gave the desired, improved verticality, but
did not provide the inirtial navigation quality velocity and other related parameters felt to Oe neede ..
t good inertial sensing system. For example, the ANRi needed radio (16-a cobined with the system
acc-leration data to develop* reasonable velocity informtion, This system also depended on air data end
magnetic field sensors to obtain the verticality during manavuers and for. stabilized magnetic heading.
Thus, a rather complex system was required to obtain the basic inertial dta and sttll had limited-
informtion capbi ity and very limited growth potential. It. addition, it was not clear from an in-house
system design synthesis of each syste type that a significant cost advantago was held by MRS over strapdown
inertial systems. A review of table 2 show.s the limitations of this type of system and other candidatw
attitude systems when compared against the recuiremnts, The strepdown inertial.navigation-.systam is sown
to fulfill the requirements for Inertial data. " .

Cost hs bten a problem that prevented wide application of-this kind of syst . Luong-rave airplane
applications have been economically viable because the human navigator wy be-eliminated. Boeing s tudies
in 1973 indicated the economy of strapdown inertial systems, if the functions ptovidtd by the ton*vetion4l - "
attitude and heading reference system nd the body-munted inertial sensors used for- flight control are ..
replaced by the inertial system.
Cost of ownership studies were performed to substantiate the viability of this technology is a batsk sensing-, '
systom to Boeing airplanes for applications other than long range navigation.-.A s m ary of this activity

is shown In Table 3. The difference between installed cost and unit, cost is the incurred eoxpense fo.test
and calibration after airplane installation. The groatest differentiea in this category is for the convention.)
vertical gyro based system because of its laUrge number of components, 'Fro thit cost. trade study, it wetr
conrluded that, although the inertial reference system was somawhat more expensive than other non-inertil
quality candidates, the systm capability warranted the extra investment..

In summary two basic questions had to be answered by Boeing engineaing to 1;atisfy the gating and airline.-
managsrent teams for new airplane davlo nt: 'Why inertial", and how do you Justify Uhe probablo Increa e
In unit (black box) cost?

The answers to these two questions are sumarized In Table 4 and 5. To satisfy the criteria of Table 5
required a break through It, inertial systm technology from that used to the high cost giaballed systems ! . .-

"

which could be used on a cost effective basis only on long range transports. The technology most prn"sing
at the ticn was the strapdown inertial mochanization which is sumarized in Table 0.- :'.0 0 '_
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Table 2. Attitude Systems Performance Comparison

767/767 Study Configurations

Gimbal Strapdown ___

FucinRequire. For Existing Pleat Strapdown Gimbal INS AWtHdg AttHdg
Fucin New Aitplan Capabilities Inertial (LOW Coat) system System

OX underall 020 0.50 .5
Attitude 2-.1, under 0.050trn~et 02

oond2tln unde (tr05sient 10 (transient)

Manti eaig 20 underasfl 20, 50 under 21 2 0
Mantchaig conditions maneuvrs 502 0 (transient) <5 (transtent)

True heading <0.40 Not available <O."5 <0.250 Not available Not available

Gendsped <o in Nt aailble -iaKn 4 K Notailble Requires VOR/OME

Truk anpee <0 kn Not waalable <-10 <30- K Not available treuirses Rdta

ReursVOR/OME
*rc Flief. path nle 0.0 Not aveal" 0.0 00 Not available trearpeed data

Track Snge rae3.20 sc Not available <0 e <20 /e Not available ReuesVRME.0
true airspeed data

Body angular rate 4.10 /4,00 Not avallable 0.01 50/aa Not available Not available 0,0191000

prevent position <2 nm/hr Not available <2 nm/hr <2 nm/lw Not available Not available

Vertl veloc ty <1 11/444 Not avalable <11 "44c <1 ttsa No' available 3.4 tt/secw

BOdy ret. howe. 40%l Not wveiable 0.00ig Not ava#lable Not avalable 0.019

Interfaces Diitl itlg igta t ilgdlla Digita Digta

Flyaway coal/chaniWi =3K $33K $37 SOOK 1127K $27K

Low-wdlum [ LOW Medlira Modwwnlgh Low-medum medium-wig

Table 3. Cost of Ownes hip Summoty Wo Ineditia Data Ahternatlvu, Brikwall

Inarta systems Headlng/Attilud. Systems

ARINC Sil1 (74?) VG/DO
0051Pst~W Gt i alballed (Actual Srpon (2nd Order AMR$) (lot Order Levelin)

(S/PL WI/4~ohnel) Cost DWe) IR DWia Interfas (Actual Cost Dala)

0irect manaac 154 0A 0.51 0.57
coam (shop)

cot (shop, &w*dsn, 4,04 1.7 1 1.73

(unk (SI) w 131K(1C) SV7K/24X) $M3(239)
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Table 4. Why Inertial?

0Attltudellleading Unperturbed by Airplane Dynamics
# Attitude displays without errors __

a Eliminates cockpit nuisance warnings duting manouvers
o Improved autoland performance K
* Weth-r radar 'tabllzation problems eliminated

*Gvund Wei-a~nced Data
* Wlnd vector
* Improved displays
* Wndashear detectlont
@ Improved autoland performance and capability
* Improved path control
* Time navigatalot Improvements
*Enhance energy mantagement computations

0 Improved Navigation Performance and Operation
& Smooth vortac navigallon
* Allows paths without vortac reception
*Inhetunt over water navigation and direct route operation

0 Growth
*Self-ontained data system to completely determine airplanes state

* Taxi speed monliot
* Overweight landing monifto
* TIO accul monitor
o Auto thruat reversal
9 Nose wheel steering

TableS H ow Do We Justify Inertial lo, 71767T?

O Coat CoiWpeft (RtV Away CofA)

* Coet-of-Ownership Acceptable

O Aeplami Equipment on thes Airplane,

Functiona IniegAtlon

Table & Why Strapdown?

Iniw~otlela_

0 Cost-ol.ownshp

0 igh Relbdit Po~ente

# wX PcIonalegrelica Capability

Confidence, in this technology was achieved with the Boeing .trapdown research program described in the nexct
%ection, The rosults of this internal IR&D spawned an industry "fly offO competition which is described in
the section after next, and ConfirKid that industry had tW technology with acceptable risk for a tomercial
airplanve venture.
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BOEING STRAPDOWN RESEARCH PROGRAM

The airplane equipment replacement study results and the attributes of high-quality inertial data led to
the design, build, and flight test of a strapdown inertial system by the Boeing research staff. The program
had three objectives:

o To demonstrate technical feasibility of a potentially low cost strapdown inertial system9 0

o To gather sufficient knowledge to write a realistic procurement specification for future Boeing
airplanes

0 To encourage industry in the development of a low-cost strapdown inertial system.

Boeing reserach engineering developed a strapdown inertial system Oworkingil specification for internal use 4
and from this document designed and built a strapdown inertial system which performed better than the 0
requirements. Lab and flight testing occurred in 1975-76, and 8 minute nlignments and 2 nmi/hr navigation 7 '
performance were demonstrated with a system without any temperature control led sen~ors. This system used -

two degree-of-freedom tuned rotor gyros from Teledyne, Systron-Donner force-rebalanced accelerometers and a
Boeing designed digital computer and strapdown algorithms. Typical performance exhibited by this sytem is
shown in Figure 2.

* z9IU
-t

*0

4

0 NRTH

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0 0 I U 10 10 14 4 50 m 10 E

~1 TIM (MIN.
Figwu. Boing lrp Olt n'tuSyem igtet sut(Sml)Agu 16
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This program sucs poie the neesr~ofdnefrBoeing maaeetto po ursue asrponinertial
system for the new airplane programs being developed. This resear ,h cffort in strapdown inertial technology
at Boeing is sumarized in Table 7. (Ref. 1, 2) .

Table 7. Booing Stre-4owr Raeaich Program

Objec~0

Determie feselty, of low cost strapdown Inertial system

*Stimulate Industry todevelop low cost system o
ther fuinds for commercial applications
Develop a sp~ceation for procurement-

0 Results
D oeing designed and built a low cot stapdown system (1973-75)

*Teledyne gyro
*Syston-Donner acedl
* olng computer-

Lab and Ilght tested succeesfuil (1975-76)0
- Domom~istod 8 minute alignments
9 No heeoms used
*Flight testa with 2 rml/tir NAV performance

sand I kn vielocity peufornr.c
*Law gyro tab et

A * ~Stimulated 767 program to pursue strapdown IniW technology

* NEW AIRPLANE STRAPOOWN INERTIAL 'FLY-OFF" PROGRAMI

To support the new airplane programs, Boeing established an inertial development program with the objectives
and vendor participation shown in Table 8.

The key to reduce the risk of introducing new technology on a comercial airplane was to stimulate a
Ufly-before-bilyw competition between potential suppliers of' strapdown inertial systems. As shown in Table
8, three manufacturers participated in varying degrees. , -

Table 0.767? lnerli RIeenc SYSsem Dehweopmons Program

*Reduc Vie ftl ol WntoducIng new leolvllog
*(011"down 10011-16 CIo - airerel

moIvelee tehnilal design probletw

*Prooc an ARINC speciflcan (M0)

*Vuindort okkuln
-~~~ * ~Join dewlapea progam to pONice ligh teal

hwedwer W6t 3 vendors
a Teledyne - Iflyabl equipme dlivered Api 1073
- Moneywe - ftW oquiproaieliverd Api 1910
*L~tOW- ta eldm 9grllcrvisJune We7

The basic requirements of the system design Webct manufacturers needed to satisfy during this evaluation
phase are listed In Table 9. These systems provided by the potential vendors were prototype configurations
for commercial airplanes. The system described in this paper, a laser inertial system, had its heritage in
the pvotoype system developed for a Boeing 727 test airplane flight evaluation. where over 70 hours of
flight time and 200 hours of laboratory test time were accumulated. This system met all test objectives
and operated without any failures - all factors which provided a strong technical basis for its ultimate*
selection on the 151-761 airplane program. The manufacturers Litton and Teledyne participated with
tuned-rotor gyro technology with only Teledyne meeting the flight test schedule. These tuned rotorgro
based systems did not exihibit the maturity needed for a comercial airplane program at the time (1978 of
their evaluation.
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Table 9. Low Cost Inertial Reference Requirements

* Provide Airplane Heading, Atitude, Body Axls Rates and Accleraon,
and Ground Referenced Pohlion and Velociy Infonnation
Unpertibd by Airplane Maneuven -

* Cost Competitive With Conventional System Relaced

SUnreestked Akplne AtUitude and World-Wide NAV Capablity

Pedrforane
* Algnmnt - <10 minutes
* Radal poton - <4 nml/hr
* Attude - <2 arc-mlnutee
9 Magntic heading - <10 synthe•zed

' * Rdlal oW-ty- <8 knots
* Ver cal wot- <1 ft/eec

A sumary of the Honeywell laser inertial system test results of this competition is given in Table 10.
Sumaries of this test program for the lab and flight phases are shown in Tables 11 and 12. Detailed
performance characteristics exhibited by the system in position and velocity are shown in Figure 3 through

The perfomance data and the integrity of the system during the evaluation at Boeing and by other evaluators
such as the Central Inertial Guidance Test Facility of the US Air Force, led to the conclusion that this

* ", technology was viable. The key question that remained was "could the supplier provide laser gyros with the
performance and reliability required from a production facility at a cost acceptable for airline operations.

An in-depth review of the laser gyro technology, the manufacturing processes required, design changes
planned for producibility reasons, and company commitment to the product were conducted at the supplier's .
facilities. This review showed the risks were acceptable in the technology, the production facility was
well along in construction, and the company's commitment and funding sources were very strong. Consequently, *

the strong technical status, with the favorable cost proposal and strong company commitment, led to the
selection of the Honeywel laler gyro-based inertial reference system for the 757/767 airplane progams.

raw la Booing Protatypa H"nYwell Laser I"M/a system log summalyL

Teot peod AisU -I July 12,190

Akeft Typ 77.0

*EMI Igo "o"

3W Vibr atat0on

Fl~glalego 10 how

V"Cm- tmrgnc 722eer06 ntm

4~ Apthowo tost

4a a

, eton.. .. . . .e, . . . .sw l r ... .. ... .. .

Syaem Felure * 0
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Tlible 11. Honeywell Laboratory Test Ensemble Performance

Total Lob Radial Position Error Rates, Radial Velocity Errors
Test Series 95 Percmntile, nm/hr 95 percentile, ft/mac (knots)

12 With Scorsby runs Without Scorsby rns itnaorb Without crb
121.87 12 7.22(4.3 7.944

Table 12. Honeywell Individual Laboratory Teat Results

Poo Error Rate Ground Speed Erro w*
95 percent"l, 95 perceil e,

Laboratory Test Description NAY lime, hr nmihr ft/sac (knots)

Stik NAV baseline 4.00 US& 6.(M.)
Stati NAV wli aftmuth rotation 4.00 0.M 6&1 (3.6)

Nigh temnperature static NAY &D00 1.50 4L6(2.7)
Col emperature stat NAV 3.612 6651
Static NAV wth 45- headin and 59 1.53 1.8 GA (3.6)

tINt In each axis
Scoreby Motion @±r t 3.0 2.18 68(4.0)

Scorsby Motion @±2-3'till 2.63 0.49 U.6(2.1)

Scorsbymoion @±7j, tat 2.16 1.64 &.1 (u.)
6Soosby Motion @±4 t 2.16 2.7 6.(38)
First long am stadc NAY 6.93 085 44 (u.)
Second Iongterm static NAY lUG 1.261 U (U.)
Third log term1 static NAY L2 OM &.1 (4.8)

..... .. 1

3A*
0A

Is0

! .A

IS I=0 Im 750 101111 1250 SM IS0

Figuve I Sample Lab Navigatioa Performance Yost Results by goeing ot the
Nam~iel~el P4olorvpe JAWe inerSa System
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* Parameter -perforptmnto

The perfo mnce require w ts for a coercial inertial navigation 3Ystem Wedl for purposes Other than Just 0
navigation are driven primarily fro the equipnt using inertial information.
For eample, track angle (a velocity based parameter) is desired for control and display purposes with a
strong desire to maintain its accuracy to the 2-3' range during low sped operations. Track angle is
defined as taft" */an. Using partial derivatives, 60tk1  and to develop error contributions
due to each velocity component and then combining to develop the total error in O4~tue* to inertial. velocity

* error yields the following equation for estimating track angle error:

a*tk ~ tI V,'V* V' CeV

For Atk of 2-r,. the velocity error must be less than 6 knots per axis.9,*

Since, we felt this velocity performnce requirement could recult, In an unacceptable system cost, the
requiremetit wias reluctantly changed to 40, requiring error% in the 8 knot per axis ranve.

This process was essentially followed for the other inertial parameters of flight path sngle, track
referenced accelerations, track angle rat#, etc. the final specification requiremets had to be balanced
between the user requirements (usually too tight) and what could be achieved with a system of acceptable

* ~cost. Tho Judgment for the latter was based consisteably on the exerience boeing gained in the strapdow
* ~Inertial research program previously d&Stussod.

Navigationhinnotlc fielding

Exception% to the rquirements process doscribed above were navigatiost perforeatict and magnetic heading.
thes are coatrolled, In the US, by the Federal Air regulations.
Navigation performance for Inertial sys'.em in civil transport use is specified in FAR 121. Appendix G to
We: 0For flights up) to 10 hours duration, no gjreater than 2 nautical miles per hour of circular error on
95X of system flights completed is permitted".



Magnetic heading performance requirements are less clear in the regulations, but 20 is the generally acceptable
value by flight crows and regulatory agencies. Magnetic heading was specified to be synthesized using a
stored worldwide magnetic field model for mignetic variation computation. This would eliminate the magnetic
field sensing hardware components used in the current commercial fleet.

However, Boeing did not have a requirement for long range navigation performance at the time of launching
the 757/767 two engine medium range airplanes. Therefore, to keep the expected system costs to acceptable, 9 0
the navigation performance was specified to be 4 nm/hr, 95%. This performance was still expected to provide
velocity performance that was acceptable for flight control, guidance, and display purposes. Fortunately,
the 767/757 airplane contract competition resulted in obtaining a system with the navigation performance
required for long range navigation. The 757/767 airplane suddenly had long range navigation capability that
could be offered to customers at no extra cost. It turns out that this capability had more demand by
airlines than ever anticipated, especially the foreign carriers who have routes over regions without radio
navigation coverage.

Alignment

The aligment time requirement of 10 minutes is about 1/2 that of comerical gimbal inertial navigation
systems and stems from the desire of the airlines to minimize align times during the small turn around time
operations that short to medium range operations have at through-stops. It also is the time felt to be
achievable with sensors without temperature control and still provide sufficient alignment accuracy needed
for good navigation. Boeing demonstrated 8 minutes in its strapdown research program. . .

Vertical Velocity

Vertical velocity is specified to be output from the 757/767 inertial systems as the primaary source of
airplane vertical speed, an industry first. No air data computer derived vertical speed is used on the
airplane as is normally done.

A baro-inertial velocity and altitude filter was specified to be implemented to provide low noise, wide .
bandwidth signals with no lags in response to airplane maneuvers or configuration changes and optimized for
autopilot control laws. This feature also allows the vertical speed indicator to be less complex and error
free in turns due to the elimination of a seismic east used for daping noisy air data computed vertical
speed, which is differentiated altitude. This feature has been particularly applauded by flight crews.
The basic accuracy is specified to be the same as that for comercial airplane air data computers vertical
speed, 30 ft/minute.

Output Data Filter Characteristi s

To prevent data aliesing effects in using digital systems which operate generally at a lower sample rate
than the inertial raference system, anti-aliasing pr*-sample filters were specified for the output parameters
with special emphasis on the bod rate and acceleration data The final choices of sample rate and presampling
filter depend upon the input signal and noise sectra, maximu allowable uignlto-oise ratio degradation
due to aliesing aximum. allowable transport delay, available computational resources and the bandwidth of
the system which uses the data. A practical way to make these choices is to analyze ihe system for various
Smple rates and filters, This was done with the aid of a computer program which computes the effect of.
each c osbinoti0o Of sampi rate and filtor charateristic on the output signal-to-noise ratio for- the -__"
defined Input signal and noise spectra.

Transport delay or equivalent phase shift in the data to the different control systems was the prImAry
desitgn constraint used to develop acceptable filter charcteristics, although there art.three Interrelated
parameters that must be specified to asure dynamic interfact tignal comptibility. These are maximum
bandwdth, maxim transport delay and minimum sample, rate. Examination of airplane Structural vibration
power spectral densities were used As the assumed noise source in determining the filter characteristics
required. The rtsults of the analyses indicated that second order Butterworth filters with 4 3 d6 banowidth
of 3.2H were needed to provide acceptable anti-aliasing characteristics (-20 48 at the autopilot foldover ' ..
frequency, 10tz)'for both body rates and acceleration data, and still have transport delays which were
satisfactory to the control system designs. Analog or digital filtering may he used depending on sensor
signa characteristics. For exmple, the laser gyro output Is essentially digital in nature and the body
rate filters could be ioplemnted in software. The acceler"oters ae Analog devices 4nd the antieliasing
filters were implemented with analog circuitry prior to tampling with an A/D multiplexer to develop the
acceleration data for the control system users. Those asti-alitsing filters are not in the data flow t6

* the attitude end navigation solutioa.
Reliability

Reliability "quiremnts were developIe based on the predicted NTFs provided by the competing suppliers in
their proposals and the results of -#house strapdown systm synthesis studies, which pemltted a paper
design to sufficitnt detail that a reliability estimate could be made from the .pars cout. Rel ability
estimates of 4000 to -O hours WItF wore predicted to be achievable. Compliance with certification regulations
require in-flight MIW s to be in the range of 1000 to 2000 hours MIOF. This requirefent Is developed trot
the uS Federal Air regulation FAR 25.1309(b) which Is a general failure requirement for all airplane systems.
When sptcifically applied to the inertial reference system, the " laton has beet interpreted by the FAA
to require that the total loss of the airpla's primary attitude systems be Niaprobable. IUX III~hat
been quantified by te FAA to be an event with a probability of occurrence of approxlmately 10 - 10

Consequently, dual Independent attitude systems with reliabilities of about 1000 hours W each will
satisfy th regulation. However, when adding In other attitude data dpendent Components such as di;splays,
requires raising the inertial system reliability requirmnt above ION hours to satisfy the availab lity
requrement for the entire attitude data chain".
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Warranty/Component Reliability ( TBUR/TBF) Programs

The airframe manufacturer, Boeing in this case, is contractually obligated to obtain the best possible
product assurance package for the customer airline as is possible with the supplier. This package is
passed on to the customer, who may elect to negotiate their own specific package, including warranty terms
and HTBF (mean time before failure) and MTBUR (mean time before unscheduled removals) targets that may be -
somewhat better than those obtained by Boeing. Leverage is high, of course, for the airline and Boeing in
the competitive phase of a new airplane program. The warranty period typically is three years for electronic
systems including the inertial reference system, starting with delivery of each aircraft. Remedies under '.-.V

the supplier's warranty involve repairing, modifying or replacing the defective part.

The reliability "guarantee" program is also a controlling mechanism for determining which party (airline orsupplier) pays for maintenance. This is comonly termed, uSupplier Cmponent Reliability (MTBUR/TBF)
Progrm" and establishes HTBF and MTBUR contractual targets or "guarantees." Remdies include technical
assistance, redesign and additional spare parts at no charge. This program runs for a period of five 0
years, starting with the introduction of the now airplane into revenue service (September 8, 1982 for 767).
The program concept is based on obtaining mature level values (14TBF and HTBUR contractual targets) during
the introductory period of each new airplane program, however, in the case of electronics/avionics suppliers,
many have insisted on introductory values only or "guarantee" steps at several time intervals during the
five year program. For the IRS, these "guarantee" MTF/MT R steps are the folloving in flight hours:

YEAR 1 3 5

KTBF 1600 2000 2400
NTBUR 800 1000 1200

As one will see later in this paper, these goals have been surpassed by more than five times for the first
year of service. They represent the conservatism expected for the introduction of such a new, sophisticated
technology.

OEId AIRPLANE IRS CONFIGURATIONS

Figure 7 shows the 757/767 IRS configuration, The basic installation has three Inertial Reference Units
(1RU) and a single, comon Inertial Reference Node Panel (iRIP) for initializing and displaying data from
any of the three IRUs. The triple syst4m is required to support the fail-operational auto-land system, a
basic feature in the 757/767 airplanes. However, only dual systems are required fir airplane dispatch. To
maintain the inertial reference during power interrupts and transients, the IRUs are connected to the
airplane Hot Battery bus, a non-interruptible backup power source. This was possible because of the low
power (100 watt) requirements of the IRU. Because of their large power requirements. INS in commercial..
service (e.g. 747) roquir* their own independent battery. Additionally, the IRS was specifically designed
for installation in a commercial jet transport in accordance with the ARING 704 airline standard specification.
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Figure 8 shows the 737-300 IRS configuration which differs fros' the 7571767 configuration botcause of the
analog interfaces in the 737 derivative airplarse. A digital to analog adapter unit had to be designed to
handle the conversion requirements of the IRUs anid Flight Management Computer which are built to the 757/767
specifications, for these systems. A, dual INU configuratio0 is utilized on the 737 because the autoland
system requirements are less stringent than the 767/767, beinq fail-passive as opposed to fall-operational.
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The- 4rlional. goaI to eliminfate all the separate inertial. scosors utilized in flight control systems has
been realized on the strapdown inertial equip-pad airplanes. It is belleved th#4t the 757/167 airplanes
represent -Ue -firit ocurrences in aviation histooy of this loInC cought oojectlvo. The only independent
inertial -sensor reesinn is the normal- accelerometer for the flight* data recorder which is required by
Fnderil, regulation t9zb* mnuated in the vicinity of the airplane center of gravity.

Tht inputs the IRS requires are latitude and lofigitufie for' .nitialization and air data altitude and true
airspeed for the bare-inertial filter and wind vector calculationrc, respectively.

The airplane's Flight Hanagement Computer (.FIC) provide4 th guldanie function; therefore, the nenly navigiation
data provided by the IRS are position, velocity, track and heading. The FMC has knowledge of weypint and
route data requested by the flight crew and computes. guidane commands from tOi; desired route-data and
actual position data which varies from radio (VOR-DME) updated inertial' information to pure inertial information.
Figure 10 shows an overview of the entire 757/767 navigation and guidance system.

Each INU produces digital data according to the AR!NC 429 serial digital data bus format on three identical
independent broadcast data buses to the airplane systems. The effect of a bus fault is isolated to only
one output bus, and therefore only one of the three classes of using equipment, critical, essential, non-'essential
it offtcttd. Two Losses are dedicated to flight control and displays system, and all-other less critical
systems arm connected to the remaining bus.

The data hus avchitecture is shown in Figure 11. This bus distribution was designed to prevent any single
POW.t. failure froM causing the loss of IRN data to any flight, critical system. ~

Figur* 12 shows the location of the IRUs in either the 757, 767 or 737-30i h ai lcrnc a of
t04 OYrplane. 7he units are hard mounted in a spnclal alignment mounting tray designed to maintain the
redunisaxn systems' relative alignment to each other. The mounti ng tray is hardmounted to the airplane
floor' for rigi'dity and Is aligned to the airplane reference axces during the factory build process. All
alipm~erot tolerances, relative and ebsolute (tray to airplane) are 12 minutesi of arc.

The MUI, show- in Figure 13, is packaged in a 10 NCU site box. as required in-ARIK 600, 'Air Transport
Avionics Interfaice, which includes tht inertial sensoes and various supporting electronic assemblies. The
dimensions of the unit or* 7.6 inches high X 12.7 inches wide 11 14.5 inches long. Unit weight is approximately
44 pounds. This installation is to accorane with that spec,,iad In ARINC 704. The units are being
insacied in any of four possible orientations (fore, aft, and athwrtchip) in Boeing airplanes. Installation K
wiring (pin logic) is used to speify- each orientation AiW no internal modification 'to NOI harosart or
software are required.

Ported air cooling is provided in accordan-4 oith WKIM 600 Level 2 and Adequately supports the pow.
dissipation (approxiimately 100 watts) raquirementa for each unit. No active control of internal thermalV
Gtt Is required. The IRU utitites strategically mounted thrmal traaducers to generate data for inartial
senor correctiont due. to variations to Intemnl userature.
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Figure 11. IRS Data Bus Distribution Diagram

Power is supplied from normal airplane AC power syste.. with abnormal transient protection providod by the
airplane standby battery. Two IRUs are capable of being powered 5 minutes and the right IRU for a minimum
of 30 minutes from this battery. The power organization is shown in Ffi~ure 14. The airplane main battery
is protected from the full 3 IRU load during a total A-C power loss by M'iing the L & C units to 5 Minutes.

The remining Unit is maintained to provide heading liformation to the pilot displays for this flight
condition, as long as is necessary.

757/767/737 IRU DESIGN FEATURES

The functions in the specific strapdown IRU for Boeing airplanes are divided between hardware and software
* as shown in Figute 15. Laser gyros and conventional pendulous forces rebalanced accelerometers provide the
* inertial data required for the attitude reference computation and the inertial navigation computation.

These inputs are conditioned and accumulated by the sensor input electronics. The digital computer performs
the software functions of sensor systematic error compensation of bias, scale factor, misalignmant, and
temperature effects. The compensated gyro signals are used in a three-ais attitude algorithm to compute
aircraft attitude relative to tht local level navigation coordinates. The compensated acceleration signals
are transformea into the local-level coordiate frame and are used to compute the velocity and position
navigatior aata. The software function of output calculation and parallel data formiatting is followed by -

the hardware functions of partullel to serial conversioti, data bus timing, and electrical signal isolation
and transmicsion. Body rate and Acceleration data are pasied through anti-aliasing filters as shown, prior
to outputting these data on the data bus.

Two features or functions are provided by the IRU which prior to the 757/767 application had never been
certifiled on commsercial arcraft as sole source of these functions. These funct.ions art vertical velocity
and synthesized iwagnetic heading,
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Complementary Baro-Inertial Filter. The altitude input from the air data computer is used to stabilize the
vertical channel in a complementary filtqr with inertial vertical acceleration as shown in Figure 16. This
mechanization provides a wide bandwidth, inertially smoothed output of altitude and altitude rate. The
altitude rate, vertical speed, is used to drive the pilots' vertical speed indicator and is used by the
autopilot and flight management computer for various control functions, as is inertial altitude.

INERTIAL
b VERTICAL
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IRU INERTIAL P
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Figure 16. Complementary Baro-Inertlal Filter

This implementation is designed to utilize the high frequency response characteristics of the accelerometers
to reduce the normal lag in air data parameters which occurs during altitude changes. The hysteresis loop
provides dampening of feedback loops to limit overshoots and minimize settling times with large step inputs
of altitude. These steps can occur during ADC source switching and during periods of no ADC data.

This feature has provided very low noise vertical speed data to the crew displays without any lags or
* maneuver induced-errors and has been very well received by flight crews. .- .,

" Synthesized Magnetic Heading. Magnetic heading output from the IRS is derived from a lookup table of
magnetic variations stored in memory. This stored table forms a grid of points which is used in an
interpolation scheme based on known latitude and longitude. The table of grid points is generated from a
twelfth order spherical harmonic equation using the most up-to-date world magnetic field model being used 9
for aeronautical charting and cartography. The current model available is for 1980 (AWC8O). To compute

* magnetic heading, four grid points are chosen which surround the aircraft and a linear interpolation is
performed using the variations at these grid points. A description of this technique is shown in Figure
17. This interpolated variation is then added to true heading to get magnetic heading. To minimize data
storage with this approach, the latitude data was limited to an operational area encompassing all the

i magnetic north referenced ground navigation aids, in the latitude range of N730 to S60 where large transport
service is available. This approach uses the same magnetic field model reference for the 4RU as that used
for aeronautic facilities and charts, insuring compatibility. This is shown pictorially by Figure 18.

There are two sub-modes to the Boeing specification for strapdown inertial that should be explained. One
is new to commercial operations, and the other is similar to that mechanized in gimbal INS. These are
downmode align and attitude modes.

Dgwnmode Align

A provision is made for re-entry of the align mode from a prior navigation mode condition without turning
the system off. When the mode switch is rotated from the NAV to the ALIGN position and ground speed is
less than 20 knots in this situation, the course alignment function is bypassed and the attitude reference
vertical data, available from the navigate mode calculations, is transferred over as initial conditions for
the alignment mode operations. For this situation, tho alignent filter is reconfigured to perform its
computation optimally from the more accurate initial conditions derived from the navigate mode data to
achieve a more rapid alignment sequence.

This action should normally be performed on intermediate short stops when the IRS is left operating and 41
insufficient time is available to perform a complete 10 minute alignment to correct existing alignment
errors. The procedure can also be used to trim errors during extended waiting periods for takeoff or
during delays prior to departure.

The result of this action is to remove the velocity errors (set groundspeed to zero) and to re-erect the
navigation reference coodinate frame to level (remove pitch/roll attitude errors). Errors in position can
also be corrected if the option to re-enter ramp latitude and longitude is also exercised. Yhis is normally * "
done when the flight plan is loaded into the FAC.
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Figure 18. Magnetlo Variation Development Process

The duration of the align downmode is 30 seconds following activation, or whenever the mode select 3witch
is rotated to the NAV position, whichever is greater.

If the IRU is allowed to remain in the align mode for a period greater than 30 seconds, the alignment
filter will begin to correct aircraft heading. However, the difference between this procedure and the

!. normal align is that NAV mode can be entered at any time and the normal 10 minute waiting period is not
required. In this situation the degree of refinement of the prior NAV mode heading will be a function of
the operating time in the align mode.

Attitude Mode-

The attitude mode provides a backup reversionary capability to allow restoration of IRU attitude operation "
during flight for the potential condition of totl power loss and then power restoration after a period of
time that exceeds the battery or inertial system energy storage capability.

The primary function of the attitude mode is to provide a minimal set of flight critical outputs sufficient .* ,
to support aircraft operation.
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The basic attitude mode operating elements (Figure 19) consist of two integration functions (attitude and
velocity) driven by strapdown gyro and accelerometer sensor data and interconnected through appropriate
feed-forward and feed-back elements to execute the attitude mode functions. Outputs of these elements when
appropriately operated upon, provide the signals required for IRU output.
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Figure I&, IRS Attitude Mode

The attitude function is identical to that performed in the navigate mode, except for heading which is
space stabilized, but set to zero at attitude mode entry and not output until initialized with a reference

*. heading. The IRU design provides the capability of entering a "set heading" input, via either the FMC CDU.
or the inertial mode panel to align IRU magnetic heading output to actual aircraft magnetic heading.

The velocity function is implemented in 4 manner difforent from th. navigate mode and is used to maintain
erection of the reference coordinate frame to the local level attitude. The attitude output is affected,
in this mode, by horizontal components of acceleration due to aircraft turns and erection cutout logic is
implemented to minimize attitude errors resulting from this cause. This mode provides attitude and heading

* analogous to a conventiorial vertical and directional gyro in current aircraft,

Inertial Reference Mode Panel (IRMP) Configuration

The IRMP contains the manual input and display functions necessary to control and to initiate the three (or
annunciation-and-warning functions are completely separate for each channel. The initialization and display' two) IRUs contained in the IRS. To maintain the multi-channel redundancy concept, the mode control and

functions are comon for all channels, with the exception of the IRU signal interfaces that maintain complete
electrical signal isolation - so that a fault in the IRJ4P on one of the IRU interfaces will affect only one
IRU.

The functions &,fe partitioned between hardware and software as shown in Figure 20 for tho 757/767 panel.
The mode select and data input are hardware functions that convert manual entries into electrical signals.
The ARINC 429 serial digital data input and output data bus interfaces are also contained in hardware, The
input data processing, the display format processing, and the output data process and format are provided
by the IRMP software. The 737 control panel is very similar with the primary difference of only handling 2
IRUs rather than 3,

The panel as viewed from the pilot is shown in Figure 21, again for the 757/767 unit. _o -_
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Data Computation Description

Navigation

In the strapdown inertial system accelerometers and gyros are "fixed" to the airplane structure. The
angular rates and linear accelerations as measured by the body mounted sensors are sent to the digital
computer which continuously computes the airplane attitudes of roll, pitch and true heading and maintains
the navigation coordinate system (stable platform) from the information obtained by the angular rate sensors
(gyros). This data and computation flow is shown in Figure 22.

Table 13. IRS Output Data

Function Range Accuracy (2 Sgma)

Atud.
RoN Unlimited 0.10
Pftch Unlimited 0.10

Head"n
True Unlimited 0.40
Magnetic WN-60°  2.0-

Uner accelertios 4.00 0,01g
Latera tog 0.Olg
NOrmal 4.09 0.0ig
Longitudina 44g 0.1O•

Body angular rae (P, 0, R) 120/1e .1/u,

VU 4 0" kn 12 kn
V1 4 096 kn 12 kn
Va 4 09n k 1, .
Vz  32000 Wmin 30 ff/m.M

Trauk relaed date
Track ae Unlmbed 54 (low-pe-) __
DvOi a so (low "Wed)
Rit path anl Unlimid 0.4" (low 4ped)

" Fligt pah acceleratio OJO 0.0. -
Alon track acceleraton O.5g 0.Oig
crost a c accelation 0,g 0.010
Vercl" accee*Iogon 4.09 0.01.
Track ange rae M2 ac 0W/eec0

Pes M (et/oW ng) UnmAdW 2 nm/hr Lf .t.

MOa altitude 131=000 S.t

- . The gyro data, taken into the IRU computer from the three orthugonal IRU laser gyros, is used to compute
three orthogonal body inertial rotation rate signals. Compensations are included in the body rate calculations * 0
to correct the input data for known fixed and temparature sensitive error effects. These temperature
compensations are calculated using measurementc o' Oied from gyro-mounted temperature transducers.

The orthogonal boy rate data is used in a three-axis integration algorithm to compute the attitude of the
IRU sensor axes ("body axes") relative to a locally level navigation coordinate frame. The navigation
frame is the "wander azimuthu type whereby the z-axis is vertical and the orientation of the horizontal X,
Y axes about Z is inertially stabilized, In order to maintain reference of the computed attitude to the
locally level navigation frame, angular rates are applied to the attitude integration algorithm to account -

for the inertial rotation rate of the navigation coordinate axes. The navigation frame inertial angular
rates account for aircraft transport rate over the earth as well as earth's rotation rate (the latter being
a function of computed aircraft position).

The computed attitude data is used to transform a calculated set of three-axis orthogonal body acceleration
data from body axes into navigation coordinate frame axes. The three-axis body accelerations are computed
from inputs from the three axis orthogonal accelerometer data. Ap;oropriate compensations are applied to
the body acceleration signals to correct for known fixed and temperature sensitive errors. The temperature S 0
compensations utilize measurements obtained from sensor-mounted thermal transducers.

The transfored body acceleration data are Integrated to derive measurements of aircraft velocity components
in navigation coordinate axes. Prior to integration, corrections are first applied to the transformed
accelerations signals for Coriolis acceleration effects and to compensate for gravitational acceleration
along the vertical axis. The gravitational acceleration compensation is based on calculated aircraft
altitude and position To prevent vertical channel divergence under sensor error conditions, Air Data
barometric altitude is mixed with inertial velocity for the vertical channel computation elements through a
complementary filter. Inertial vertical speed and aircraft altitude are derived from this filter.
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I "
I I t ,

.: The co, outed aircraft velocty in niation frame coordinates is operated upon to calculate the instantaneous "/ -""
horizontal angular rotation rate of the loca11y level navigation coordinate frame relive to earth fixed .:.-..

' coordintes. These rates are then Integrated using direction cosines to compute aircraft position over the " ..
no etfidc r dit "

Sdefines tie true north reference for navigation output dat. The aircrft orientation relative to earth
i: ..I ooriintes requires an additional transformtion from body to navigatiton axes using the body axis direction ".'
. cosine mtrix, derived frm gro de.,.

The.IRU output functions during the navigation mode are derived from the body rate body acceleration, :. '.
( , attitude, velocity, and poititon date developed during the above described naigation operations. Addtionally, .

the output function calculaions incorporate a mgnetic variation computation for use in referencing output
. data to magnetic north rather than true north. The ugnetic variation data is a computed, as a funion of ... -
,, calculated aircrft position, based on a stored dat table. ,

,:- , l grinnt""

i- The basic equations utilized in the alignmnt Initialization proess are similar to those for navigation.
... In this case, the atsuption that the vehicle carrying the Inertial system is stationary so that sensed

acceleration is due to the effects of gravity inputs on the sensors (i.e. vehicle disturbances are triasitory"-
and can be filtered out). Establishing the orientation of the sytems with respect to vertical, therefore, ..

ii-' body axis. The initial heading is established in a similar fasion by the asuptton that the rae input '1

t o the system is due to earth rotation. Since the horizontal component of the earth rate vector is directed A"
':" nnrth, the components of this measured vector in the leveled reference coordinate fram are used to compute •..
,,'. the system headtng relative "to true north. •

LThe fine alignment; implemnttion uees a seven state Kalman filter with a pro-set gain schedule to perform
the aignment function. ,

Attitude Node

,. . The baitc equations implemnted in the attitude mod are similar to those used for the attitude portion of ' ".
,.' the naigation function. The major differences are tht the earth rate and transport rate ters are deleted.

*,.j (due to the absence of position and velocity dat) and a special vertical erection loop is added. The, 1
a - bsence of earth rate compenstion causes the aimtuth to be space tabilized resulting in apparent low

""• magntud heading drift due to earth rottion .. ..-
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Erection of the attitude matrix with respect to the apparent vertical is accomplished with a second order
control loop. Since erection is in the direction of the apparent vertical (i.e. in the direction of gravity
minus vehicle acceleration), "down' for a coordinated turn is in the plane normal to the wings, Because of
this, the vertical reference will be offset during turns and erection cutout logic is employed when a
heading rate threshold is exceeded to limit this error in the vertical.

Initialization of the attitude mode, prior to engagement of the closed-loop second order dynamics, is
accomplished by proportional torquing.

In addition to the attitude function, the complementary baro-inertial fllter remains operative in the

attitude mode to provide altitude and altitude rate outputs.

IRS Selectable Modes

The IRS has four modes selectable from the IRMP as shown in Figure 21; OFF, ALIGN, NAV, and ATT. Primary .
- modes of operation are the ALIGN and NAV modes, with the ATT mode selected as a reversionary mode should a

failure cause the NAV mode to be inoperable, or should a total loss of power cause the reference attitude
and position data to be lost.

SOFF Mode - The OFF mode removes p'wer from the IRU and IRN4P with the exception of the circuits
required to initiate the operating modes. F

ALIGN Mode - The ALIGN mode provides leveling and heading determination required to initiate the I S
NAV mode. This mode requires 10 seconds of initialization during which the initial BITE is
completed and ten minutes of alignment characterized by a Kalman filter. The filter gains are
predetermined functions of align time developed for an optimum final alignment error that considers
the sensor noise characteristics and the aircraft disturbances that may occur during alignment,
such as wind gusts, refueling and passenger-loading.

The mode requires initial latitude and longitude inputs from either the IRMP or one of the two
flight management computers (FMC). The IRS estimates latitude as well as heading; however, the
input values for both latitude and longitude are used as the navigation initial conditions because
the input position values are more accurately known.

The IRS alignment concepts allow the latitude input to be entered any time during the process
without compromising either alignment time r accuracy. For example, the conventional process
requires that latitude be entered before the alignment process begins because it is used to
calculate the vertical component of earth rate during the process. hu.'ver, the IRS proceeds
with the alignment process and corrects the introduced error at the end of the aliginent - after 9
the latitude has been Inserted.

o NAY Mode - The NAV mode provides a worltdwde, all-attitude, inertia) navigition mode. The oode
provides 41 navigation and body-referenced parameters to various avionics systems on the airploae,

o ATT Mode - The ATT mude is a back-up mode selected by the pilot. If 'he inertial reference is
ever lost due to power interrupts, the pilot selecto the ATT mode, which provides attitude output,
with full performance in 20 seconds. Heading is initialized by the crew member with a reference e
heading input via the IRNP or FMC. Once initialized, the IRU prov.,des valid heading as well as
attitude in this rode.

Selectable Wode Senuence

, The IRS operation is elseo controlled by the mode selection sequence that provides additional capability.
The mode sequences are controlled by the pilot from the INP, with each of the IRUs controlled by their
separate em control koobs.

o OFF to ALIGN - The IRU remains in the ALIAN mode as long as the mode is selected and continues
the fine leveling an earth rate estimation. This allows the pilot to control when the NAV mode
is entered, with the potential of Improving the navigation performance if delays prolong the time
at the gate, since navigation performance is a function of the time in the NAV mode.

OFF to NAV - The HAV mode may be selected immediately. It results in an aligmnt time of 10
minutes, after which the IRU automatically enters the NAV mode. This mode sequence requires the
minimum of pilot interaction, mode selection, and latitude/longitude initialization input.
OFF to ATT - The attitude mode has priority over all selectable modes and is entered immedately
upon selection. The ATT mode is. deselected only by the OFF mode since operational entry of the
NAV or ALIGN mode is not possible because of the loss of the navigation reference data in the ATTmode,

* NAV to ALIGN - After the NAV mode has been entered, the ALIGN mode may be reentered if the indicated &....
ground speed is less than 20 knots. This feature provides increased accuracy for A route that
includes several takeoff/landings, since the ALIGN mode may be eittered while the aircraft is
stationary. The velocities are reset to zero, and the alignment process is irtiated, which
rapidly determines the approximate level and continues to refine the leveling and heading determinatto.,
as long as the ALIGN mode is selected. Inputs of latitude or longitude or both may be entered
but are not required. When initial date Is entered, the information updates the present position
and increases the position accuracy.
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NAV to ALIGN to NAV - When ALIGN mode is momentarily selected and the IRS returns to the NAY
mode, velocities are set to zero and within 30 seconds the level attitude is determined. The IRS
automatically remains in the ALIGN mode for the required 30 seconds, even though the mode control
is prematurely returned to the NAY mode.

These selectable modes and sequences are sumarized in table 14. -

Table 14. IRS Selectable Modes

A~g~t 10 mInute u61 $1gnment, WOelNg and gyrocompeue

NAV Prevkdee Mu system perfomince

Atihade 3eckupgrafSfVeted- niehmnlen tlopoov aWksad
an heading dete - fuN pedoiune In 20 ueconds

Dow Moe Seles re4-u Wuodnes to wo miret%1se ft
Alignent TplmtoWm In 30 secode

Ogeration, Monitoring

The IRS includes a comprehensive monitoring and fault isolation system provided by built-in test equipment
(BITE). The BITE provides fault isolation to the IRS line replaceable unit (LRU) with a 95 percent success
rate through tests automatically performed when the IRS power is applied through ALIGN mode completion
criteri a, and through in-flight monitors and tests. This detection and isolation is achieved without
IRU-to-IRUi comunication, since IRIJ-to-IRU interfaces have the potential of compromising the system redundancy S
integrity through single-point faults. Each ?RUJ contains a nonvolatile fault-storage memory used for
recording detailed fault status of IRU subaemblies that aid in fault isolation to the LOUi subassembly in
the maintenance shop. In addition, upo4 command by a remote switch or a switch on the IRU, the Rlft establishes

* fixed values of the output parameters on the ARINC 429 serial digital output data bus for testing the
interface between the IRS and the recipient avionics equipment. This test mode does not Interrut the
internal updating process and may he activated at any time duriag the J!GDI or HAV mdoes it the ground
speed is below 20 knots.

IOU HarWare Features.

Laser Gyro - The laser gyro is aii instant-on, large oynmic range, M~de-bandwidtfrate sensor with extremely
oable portormmnc. parameters and input axis alignment. The laser gyro detects and measures angular rates
by measuring the frequency difference between two counter-rotating later beas enclosed in an optical path.
(Set Figure 23). The two laser beas coexist in the sam path enclosed by three leirror surfaces. The
resonant frequency of each boa Is a function of the path length seen by the beam.. At'rest, with no angular
rate input, the clockwise and counter-clockwise apparent path lengths are the saw. However, when the gyro
is rotated about the input axis, defined to be perpendicular to the plane as defined by the path of the
laser beams, one beam experiences an increased pth length and the other, a decrased path length, which
reults in two distinct resonant frequencies, wherein the freqiuency differential is directly proportimna
to the angular rate. The frequency difference Is measured by optical means that. results in a digital
output. Each pulse output represents a fixed angle of rotation with the pulse rate proportional. to the
angular rate input.
Accelerometer - The inertial grade, force rebalance accelerometers used in the IOU are heaterless analo09
output devices. The analog output signal is digitized by A precise electronic circuit, the output of which
represets a fixed increment of velocity. Accelerometers froms three manufacturers war* certified both In a
mixed and matched configuration a they are interchangeable at the IOU level,
IRU Electronics - The IRU use two microprocessor% structured in an Internal parallel bus system, with
risarily serial digital external interface$ In ARINC 429 format. (Soe Figure 24.) The Honeywell Inc. HOP
~301 main processor Is a sixteen bit, four bit slice micro-procesor based on the 2901 integrated circuit
incorporating double-precision numerical processng-and-date handling mudas that provide thirty-two bit
capability, where necessary. A second eiGht-bit micro-processor (Intel 804) is used at. in input data
processor. The electronics afe functionally partitioned to minimize intarcard wiring and to simplify fault
isolation.

IOU Packaging -The IRU packaging is an optimum combination of Large Scale Integrated Circuits (LSIC), and
commarcially-standard integrated circuits and discrete components. The IOU Incorporates flow-through
cooling and careful thermal design to eliminate hot spots, and to reduce average component junction temperature
thereby increasing the IO reliability. This thermal dosian has been verified by thermal analysis avd4
thermal testing. (Ref. 3)
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AIRPLANE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The basic IRS data requirements for the 737/757/767 airplanes are compared in Table 15 with current INS
Systems in coamrcial service. The basic performance of these two differing technologies are the sume
because the application requirements are essentially the same. The primary differences are the body axis
data availability in the strapd"wn configuration. The alignment time of 10 minutes for the strapdown
system must be completed satisfactorily over the temperature range of -150C to +700C for latitudts of ±73V.
This is to be accomplished without heaters and the power to the IRU Is limited to 125 watts compared to
1MO watts used by 1INS during warmup and 400 watts continuous after warm-up cycle is coopee Tho IRU
used in the Boeing 757/767/737 airplanes dissipates under 100 watts anid has been qualified to give full
prformance over a 90 minute no cooling air environment to satisfy the regulatory agency of the United
Kingdom, the BCAA.

Table M5 IRS/INS Pedormanco Spec~fiatIon Conipmn

Funcl~on IRS INS (747 Type)

Nip rn 10 minuhn 15-20 Winufts
A~~hide ~0.10 0?(n~g

Tm. hItng W. SNot aaid but siwe
Naviga~on2 rm W, worid w 2 mft~h, worl wide

44tip Wa) %*pcall 44 knob

Tfi tt N o lerIs e so.i Wo spvdedbs

Treck ngle ape~oNot F!o4i1e

Truck a*ngfte02'ea o rde

kw.UA alk~deSM Nt Fjote

Yhe system ra4undancy rtguiremerits for the 7767aplnsaehreearats, ioae nri~dt -
Channels to satisfy the requirements of the fall operational autopilot. far the 737-300 airplafe, dual.
indapandent chtannels of inertiial data are provided to stisfy the basic Airplane attitude r*tuiressellts to
accordant* with the air regulations. Ibis Configuration also satief sia the fail-passi'.. autooilot dosilgh
of the 737-30 airplanes.

The single Inertial mode panel is desighed to that no single tfalur* can cause the loss of ore than one
IRU. The displey functicah-of the mode panel is Casnon to all redundant IRUs, but. is not required for
it)-flight orations, 0 4

LASR SYRAPIM INERTIAL OfFERENCE SYSTEM CERTIFICATION ISSUES

After rtviewing the INS design and applications to tte 1571767 Airplane, the US Federal Aviation
Adminiutration primary certification Issues were the following:

Riliability and F~ailure Modes
* Synthesized llagneti Heading
* Navigation Performance
* Softwarel Vrification and Validation

Tho test programs a&d results described -in the naAt sectiot, wet* designed to anslor the fAA's (and te4ing's)'
cworns aWd wef successful in accomplithmient.

IRS TEST PROG9AM DESCRIPTION AND RIESULTS

The IRS test program at goeing to the 757/17 pro. ram consisted of three phases. The first phase, called
"Blue LAWe" Involved the full engineering evawition of an enginee0ring model of the production System.
This unit was completely packaged In a production configuration, but was built in engineering ode 1ho;s.
The second phase, called "Red Label", were pre-prol:uction units built by production shops but were the
systems used and evaluated during the 757/767 airp are flight tWst program over a 1-% year Merod leading
to certification. The last phase called wBlack Label' or full production twilt and contral lad units were
evaluated only for any changes from the "Red Label" configuration used for type certification demonstration
of the basic aipn.An overview of the test program, required for certification is sNmWn in.Figure 25 and
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BOEING TEST PROGRAM CERTIFICATION ISSUES

" TST I I TSTj -"

SYSTEM QUASFICTTION

TESTING TETNlowTETN "

STS TT VELE TIFIAT

LELBVSTRRELALr

IER VA AT VE AT

DotingA/HO SYNeTHLaortorIst

d pierSe mTS -fi , e t i e

". RANGEYNIS

N A I A T O 
tII E RA I I 7'..7'76-

SOFTWAREE iEI&T

VALIDATIONERFIATOI

were turfptuer a hint lve tertin testingr o sake ftn wi th ll itr facing1 quipmn t oir Isur

data *e and function comptiblity."

A series of laboratory tests were performedJ, using single-ais anti 3-axis position/rate tables to evaluate
the system's attitude, heading, tenutar rt, aligiment, and rtavi~aion perforeance. Aliprmteet and navigation

1 runs were perforeed under a limted~~ range of theras) and vibration envirrnents to evalue the therwal.and
* , vibration sensitivity and stability of the sensors. Navigation ruin ranged fre 2 to 10 hours in length, .

.,Interface tests were performe to evaluae the ARINC 429 digital date bus electrical performalce and functional P -

co.ipatibility with using airplane systems Aflditionai tests Included (NI and power transient and power
Svariation tests lbs systems perforisd well wthin. peciflcations, with only minor hrdare an software

anomalies. The laboratory test configuration is-shownm in Figure 26. There were ho failures of any IRUs
during, the three year lab test program of all thre system configuraions, (Blue, Bed, Black). A susary
of the scope of the lab t*est prorm Is given In Table 16.

Iwo unique sets of tests, at least for coinercial inertial systems, wore p~erformed on1 the Iftis at BoeingQ.
D Thes. were 3-axis tIe Table Tests and system level softstatestests.

3-Axis Rate Table Jests

To evaluate the system's attitude algorthm, rate sensitivity,* andJ total perfomance undr 4ynaaic conditions, .
an TERU was mounted in a 3-axis rate table which allowed siaultmnous application of various pitch, roll,
and yaw rates, both ine~ar and oscillatory. For ex le, the mxim sped fled angular rates Of 70'/secOnd

e applied about all three axes sisultaneously for periods of up to aa hour. The appropriate outut
!. paramters were recorded and examined over this test period with no anoaalc.s behavior indicated, which P ....
I fully validatd tiv attitude/rate coputations, under worst case test conditions, and demnstrated the

all-atttude capability of the system. This test allowed evaluation of attitude and rate accuracy by
* ~ coeparinrg IRU outputs with the table parameters. Of special interest were conditions which could have

singularity problems suchl as S0° pitch angles. These test series providedJ excellent confiUacte in the
attire Soalgorithms undr a wide rang.e of qynamic €cndtions.

TE0 0 A
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INERTIA
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SpftwarRATEid'tio
* Te oheruniue estwassotaevaiain Tisttwspeoreatheytelvewthheotae

beir~exeut~d desined AB te sse4ecp o h etiptpit. Tets osse f"pnn
thegyo ad ccLEroee nust o~r netn iuae ceeoee

and yro"puse oun~ dta. Thi wold lo-etn ne otoldfih ahcn~in oeout
conditions ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~R di2c32oaheedrn lgh ot tas losv'yrpetbetsigt epromd

a necessay conditinfor eva ura s4tr. Th177IS aol test configuraton i hw nFgue2.Tets

Thie~ ohr uniqe et wnas trsoter caidton. Ts tef wan nd peelerved trhesdste levmel.t thesofwr
boeln oercted s ondaeigne ihd the dynstim fxepigr het itproitan getes otu consisto oing 
uody ( waxi c pnetsh tof gnyrtolyrfrne a and acc pt oteerato n in ertiofgyr siuand accelerometer
~and ounsu hont" data. fis woeuld tlow defin ne onrle flight paflsfr pcfcth casestn suc a lumate
arnesar spcni lgtpts n obtion ofr ealutigsohwr . This test rivr is shown in Figure 2.Tiets

model orte onie daRt) pfivles ahc deietheami fordylich tetiL nd ofntae s otput aoitng ofeb
boappicon iuaentsoinrinpu, Teferene vots ar gceneratedn by the faormtofro and actceleromter

* (HARRIS) and transmitted (via RS-232) to the IRS test equi pment. The IRS test tquipment decodes t~ie Harris
Inputs afid relays the data to the IRS computer utilizing 014A to transmit the inputs to assigned buffers in
the IRU computer memory. Special patches are utilized in the IRUJ operat onal software to disable the
normal sensor interface and rtillace those inpots with the simulatiad data, The IRU computer is "slaved" to
the Harris input, so that a single cot-puter cycle is executed following reeipt of each datu block (i.e.
set of staulated inputs) from. the Harris co~tvin.

In addition to the simulated sensor Inputt, the IRU also receives simulated air Oata and flight management
computer irpujts via an ARIiNC 429 b4% fn* the Parris computer.
The Hart's roptrsse lopo es an ARIt4C 429 receiver, which is used to read and record IRS digital S
output parameters. Test data is oained from dynamic URT displays available at the simulation operation

* console and printout of specifleu ARINC 1%tbels by post-processing the recordod data tape.

A sumary of these tests and resulting benefits are listed in Table 1?.

s*pla SotaeVrfcto

The software verification program required by Boeing resulted in a very exhaustive test process at the
supplier. Honeywell (Referencte S).

Prior to beginning wie verifirtiion of the target computer software, the basic attitude and navigation
algorithmss implemented we"e required to be verified.

the method uied for virification provides a comparison of IRUJ navigation and attitude response with results
obtained from knowni classicat solutions.
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Table 16. IRS Lab Test Description Summary

Test Description

Functional Veiffy functions are preent and mechanized
per specfcation

Moding Verify all possible mode sequences via
th operator are acceptable to system

Nl~gnment -

Bai stability (day-tc'.day) Perform reeaed alignments under0
Heoading sensitivity various heading, attitude, and
Thermal sensitivty environmental conditions to evaluate
Attitude orientation sensitivity basic performance and sensitivities
Time sensitivity to these conditions
Base motion sensitivity
EMI/power (vartations and Interrupts)

Navigation0
Basic stablity (day-to-day) perform repeated navigallon dift
Heading sensitivity runs under various unit orientations
Thermal sensitivty and environmental conditions and time
Attitude orientation senitIvity - I to evaluato basWc performanrce

--Time sensitivity' arnd se-iltila
.Sin motion esllvity
EMI/powr (varfitons and Interrupts)

Digil data bus eectrIca Eveluate book signal performwan~
charaerstics and perfornmnc (rise time, thehold uner variouo

loed and external fault coridtir-

Ulgi1a1 63ta Verily data fIrma and rates
interfaew airplan systems Val~date communlcstlnn rand response Is

acceptabic wnder various Woeis, modes,
and fault conitions w connected to

Attitude algorithm
senAitvlty to maximum angular Valia attiltude data performance,
rte around alf 3-axes Is acetP1'. under iny attitudi

orientation end ro~elor seuenc

Softw1are Validtio

* Magnetic heedingi eyntheel Evaluos tynthesis program limits and
performance on worldw"d basis

taro4mn owi ile Evaluate performance, "aown and Wogi
%Wih sep and dynmic ai data lnauts

* MlWatibmie/navigation Evaluate alorthms under simulated
airpanefliht rofles(e.g1 align @t
sothrnlaitde adnavigat owe

Attitude mode "aUAte atttude mde pefomanc
under vario a1irpane dynamics

81rr Evaluate BIr response to simulatled tallurs

* The basic Navigation algorithm is verified using a computer program (Global Simulator) which generates gyro
and accelero;Aater pulte counts by numerical integration of dlynamic equations of a point moving or, a great
circle orbit In inertial space. The derived Uyro and accelerometer pulse counts are in turn enteired -into
the IRS strapdown navigation equations and the resulting navigation solution is compared to that used to

* define the inertial orbit. The errora derived by comparison of the navigation equation intogral with the S
inertial orbit art the basic Schuler and Focault inaccuracies of the strapiown navigation algorithms. The
process utilized is shown in Figure 29.

* The IRS attitlxde algorithm simulation (IRS C Matrix Spin Simulator) I% a Fortran Computer Program which
cloneratv% A Clnsei form zinalytic solution of time IRS attitude differenti al equations, this solution Is
then compared to an Integral of the IRS attitude integration algorithms for evaluation of truncation &Ad
drift characteriistits of the algorithWs.

Onfce the algorithms themselves were correct and Implemented with sufficient acuoracy, the target software
verification piocesi was started.
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Table 17. Boeing SIW Validation Test Summary

0 Test Coverage
Computational accuracy - Correlate IRS outputs with known

flight path (e.g. great circle,
constant radius turn) 0 S

Special cases/sngularltles - Run special cases (such as polar
crossings) where flight testing le
either difficult or Impractical

Dynamic range - Allows verification of IRU transfer
function through complete range of Inputs

Be evaluation - Provides complete control of external
Interface and computer operation for 0 -.
evaluation of response to fault
conditions

*Test Experience -Software was thoroughly verified by
vendor previously. As a rosul few
problems were Identified, and none
critical. Evaluation of various
flight conditions result In atiml- 0 S
sting airplane flight We condion
to vY sstem performance which
resulted In large cost savings.

CLASSICAL
NAVIGATION
PROBLEM

SENSOR DATA

CLASSICAL ORBIT SIMULATION IRS STRAPOOWN
NAVIGATION POLAR ORBIT OVER EQUATIONS e ALGORIT
EQUATIONS ROTATING EARTH FORTRAN IV 600 ETH

VERIFY ALGORITHM •
BY COMPARISON
TO ORBITAL
SIMULATION

I ERRORA A 0
UNCTION OF TIME

Figue 29, Algorithm Vertiloation - Navigation

Fundamental to a good verification program is a straightforward, structured, modular design which lends
itself to complete and visible testing. This was established by Boeing and Honeywell early in the program,
with the Software Design Standards used by Boeing for all suppliers.

The supplier established an independent test team from the software design group and both the design and
verification test procedures were reviewed and approved by the inertial systems engineering personnel who
had established the design rtquiremnts. In addition to the testing, walk through revi*ws were hold for
the design, test procedures, and test cases used.

Boeing added another check to this process by performing an independent review and approval of the test
procedures. This process was also used for any retesting required due to changes in the code.

A very tightly controlled change process was used to insure all changes were implemented and tested properly.
For consistency and accuracy, th change process was also pplied to software docuentation from requirements
to test procedures.
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The tests included individual module verification tests, module integration tests, hardware/software integration,
and end-to-end tests of total software/ hardware elements. As an example of the latter testing, a trajectory
generator was used to "drive" the system align/navigation/attitude solutions and logic under various initial
conditions and flight paths. These solutions were compared to the "standard" high level language simulation
on a host computer for acceptance.

The results of this total software development, test and change tracking process were very successful when
considering the complexity of the problem being solved by the IRU. Only 38 software problem reports were
issued at Boeing as a result of Boeing tests over 1-1/2 years of lab and flight testing. Of these, 12 were
found as a result of flight test and only 3 of these were viewed as significant to certification. Even
more interesting is the fact that only 15 of the 38 were true software design or code errors. The majority
of the errors were incorrect design requirements provded by the systems engineers to the software designers.
The distrubtion of S/W errors over the test program life is shown in Figure 30.
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* . ~~Figum 30 )RUi Sollwoe. Protem ft Duprts ing I7/77 TOOt Progtim as 8oein

* IRJ FLIGHT TEST PROGRA14 DESCRIPTIONS AND RESULTS

757/767 Fliaht Test Performanee Results.

Extensive flight testing by BUsing was performed to validate and certify the IRS functions,

The "Blue Label' or engineering system was initially flight tested on 747 and 737 test airplanes to verify
the system would operate satisfactorily In the airplane dynamic aind electrical environment. This test was
very successful with excellent navigation performance exhibited and no problems experienced in the airplane
envi ronment.

Flight tsting of the IRUs durinq the 757/767 test program accumulated over 94,000 unit. operating hours on
nine aircraft using a total of 91 1RUs.

Tho data summarized in Tables 18, 19, and 20 are the IRS iavlgation performance resulting from 757/767
flight test activity, Thiese data were obtained from a total of nine aircraft (five 751's and four 767'S)

-comprising the Boeing flight tost fleet. The source of date is the IRS opration log which was completed L
for each flight after landing and included final position and velocity data with time in nav and flight.
The data base consists of 2800 757 system flight hors and 5100 767 system flight test hours.

* These data show that the IRS navigation performance demonstrated In the 757 and 767 airplanes is in compliance
with the requirements of FAR 121 Appendix G and AC 25-4 and therefore is satisfactory as sole source of
navigation data for long range, navigation routes.

p -. 0 .
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Table 18. IRS Navigation Performance Summary Combined 757/707 Airplane Tests

Radial Error
Flight Number IRU IRU's Rate (95%)

Data Category Hours Flights Used (nmi/hr)

Alflight teat dae 7891 2240 91 1.85

* All fllht Weetda-
exluefgtshe.7490 2014 91 1.69

ground time >50% of
*fihtime

ANl flight teat data
useNAV Ume instead 9331 2240 911 156
of lght Uime to
compute RPE rate

Certtficailon conliguration
*IRU - excludelgt mo 58 714 14

whors ground Ur.
>50% of fligt tlm

Table 19. IRS Navigation Performance Summary 757 Airplane Teas

Radial Error
Flight Number IRU IRUIS Rate (06%)

AN fhtelbata 2794 I663 144

AN 100 dht ~~-
eS.. fllghwhr 2104 To? 13 1S Iground Vale >50% of

IANf WK OW date

of foogt Wrn to3na 314
comput e nP!rt

IR~ - exclude Mobt 1013 641 40 144
whw run - r

..... . .. . . .>w% of mogt (

TOMJ 20. IRS Navigation Pftotmmno Summar 18? Aiplm Tesus

F"h 14urmber tAU RU' nate (96%)
Db cto" "oam F111g0 Used (nlhr

Alight"~t So? 131 4 41?

ecieM bwime 40 1m 247 or 1.71

use 04AV Ow Inaed 41174 61 14 V
of Nigt r S o
compt RP! rea

fae- PId " 61 410 2? 1.51
>"0% of Nogt a0
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The overall 95% radial error rate for all flights (2240 system flights) is shown to be 1.85 nm/hr, which is
within the 2.0 fm/hr specification. This is a very conservative estimate of the IRS performance because
flight time and not time in NAV mode was used to compute the radial error rate. The radial position error
is determined by computing the distance between the indicated position displayed on each IRU and the known
true position of the parked aircraft at the completion of flight. The 95% radial position error rate is
established by utilizing the following equation to process the ensemble of radial errors: __ .

1/2 6

i=1 (RPEi/Ti)
R95  2.45 . . 0 S

2n

Where n number of data samples

RPE1  radial position error, ith data sample

T i  = flight time, tth data sample

These three tables provide a sumary of IRS navigation performance in each airplane and for the combined
data sets. Data is also provided for comparison to show the differences in performance due to the relatively
substantial operating time on the ground in the flight test environment. One category excludes all flights
where the operating time in navigate mode prior to flight is excessive (exceeds 50% of flight time). The
result of segregating these flights is to reduce the measured radial error ratio by 9% (1.85 to 1.69 n/hr).

The data was further evaluated to show the relationship of radial position error rate as a function of
flight time. The Figure 31 plot was obtained by successively removing data below a specified minimum
flight duration threshold. The intent of this plot is to show the relative improvement of radial error
rate as a function of increasing flight duration. For example, an improvement of approximately 45% is
evident in Figure 31 if the computed radial error rate for all flights is compared to the subset which
includes only those flights in excess of 6 hours flight duration. This was done to show the regulatory
agencies that radial error rate for short flight periods is misleading as an indicator for over all navigation

* performance. 4

e--ALL IVUGHTS
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An evaluation of the flight test data was also performed to determine the velocity performance being demonstrated. •
A total of 2320 IRU flights (3 IRUs/flight) represented the population for this analysis. Only terminal
(after lending) data were available, but because of the large population which covered a wide range of
flight times, profiles, and units, the estimate was felt to be valid. The flight data analysis showed th 0
velocity (ground speed) performance to be less than 8 kn, 95X basis. -
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Flight Test Events, Operations and Problems of Interest

Performance Problems

As previously inferred and as shown with the navigation test data, very few problems were encountered
during flight test. Those that did can be categorized as BITE, Baro-inertial/Vertical acceleration loop,
anti-aliasing filtering, and Schuler "pumping".

The BITE problems resulted from tolerances set too tight or the test turned out to be impractical. One
such test was cross-track velocity which was designed in an attempt to automatically detect unacceptable
navigation performance at the end of the flight by calculating what the cross-track velocity (velocity
error) was when the airpane was in rollout on the runway (i.e. when actual cross-track velocity was zero).
Early in the program, large velocity errors were being induced by a gyro connector problem (unknown at the
time) and when the airplane was turning during taxi on or off the runway, this error would often be in a
direction to add to the actual cross-track velocity created by the lever arm action on the IRU which can be
100 to 150 feet from the turn center depending on nosewheel angle. This event is depicted in the kinematic
diagram of Figure 32 and the parametric analysis shown in Figure 33. This figure indicates the BITE test
sensitivity to the turn maneuver during taxi operations when a 10 knot error exists in the cross track
direction. The result was the cross-track velocity error threshold was exceeded and the IRU would fault.
The frequency of this event became unacceptable and the test was removed. The gyro connector problem
causing the larger than normal velocity error was eliminated also, but the test was not reinstated. The
decision was made to let the crew determine the out-of-tolerance navigation or velocity performance, as is
done with the gimbal INS in comercial service. 9

The baro-inertial/vertical acceleration problems steamed from interface incompatibilities with the autopilot
and were due to output filter instability under small altitude changes from the air data input, and undesireable
response to air data failure conditions. These were not difficult to resolve, but it took the 1-h years
flight period to discover them all.

Based on the anti-aliasing filter analyses performed In support of the system specification, the body rate
and acceleration data were specified to have an 8Hz bandwidth. Because of design constraints and compromises e
made during the development of the digital autopilot and autothrottle systems, it was discovered during the
flight test that this "wide" bandwidth was causing some instability in the control loops. These automatic
control systems were undersampling (2OHz) the data (50Hz) and the high level of vibration noise in the
5-814s region at the inertial system location was getting folded over or "aliased" into the control system
bandwidth (1-211z) by virtue of their low sample rate processing. Changing the second order Butterworth
filter bandwidth from 8)1z to 3.2fz resolved the problem.

The lost category, "Schuler pumping", is not unique to strapdown systems, but because of the strapdown
stchanization this phenomenon occurs sore easily and one must be aware of'this system sen itivity for
strepdown applications.

VW av AV -- '
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The strapdova operating characteristic It such that the align solution compensatos for any accelerometer
biat by providing #an attitude error or tilt with respect to the level plane which rusults in exact cancellstion.
For an ideal- system, with no heading change, the grounded would remain constant (zero).

The vffett of~ a 180' beading change at align coplation (W-1O minutes) would result in a stop 'input to the
.Ikb of twice the 4ittelerooetor bias (-ZX bias) (i.e. accel bias vector revertss direction). Ibis-would
*cause the sitiusoidal response shown in Figure 34.

If another 190* heading cheitge Is attempted at, for exasole 40 minutes. the effect would be to introduce en
aW'tIotAl step input of 4,2 X bias. The msponso to this itsput would be a sinusoid of opposite sign, as
shbroi in Figure 34. The not IftU response would then be reptresented by the linear sun of the response to
* eInitial rotation and the response to the 40 minute rotation, as shown in figure 34.

Irspetion of Figure 34 indl-&.tes that subsequent heading changes tan eithear increase or decrease the
amplitude of the IRU Schuler oscillition, depending on the heading angle charge and the phasing of the
existi Itg Schuler oscillAtion at the time that the heading change is made.
Thip, cause of oteasional high ground speeds was verified by ex-)minloa flight test profiles which had a
liAve ground speed at the Wn of the flight, and correlating the velocity error& with heading changes. A

* vivid example Is shown In Figure-35. The syttems exhibiting these large 'SChulers" had accelerometers from
* the flight profile. A vorification of this error source was. performed by simulating a lare accelerometer

bta6 arror and comparing the error analysis results which was run using the same heading change profile a
W iActual fl~hagainst the actual flight test data. Good correlation is show in figure 36.

Yhi~i %tra%4downsensitlvity was not expected to be excited during the relatively benign commercial flight
profiles and this seems to be a correct 6ssl.mption, based on limited velocity data taken duripg In-service 1

* obtirvatloos and the lack of reftvals or customer cotiplaints on ground speed performance. In addition. the
o~rly- acttlerometer performanct problem has been resolved so that aY 8pumiWQ action would result In much
sealler orrors.
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Operational Proble

When specifying the design of the magnetic field model for the inertial reference system, consideration was
given to the effect of long termn earth magnetic field "drift" on maintenance or updates to the stored model ]
over the life of the system.

* A great deal of study and analysis of historical magnetic field behavior was performsed by ooig. 10 was
concluded that the magnetic field model could be safely "pushed" 10 years into the tuturt such that as time
passed, the magnetic variation data in, the IOU became more accurate until the 10 year point was reached.
After that the data was oxpected to degrade assuming the earth's magnetic field continued to exhibit it's
Owestward drittV, as it generally has over the last 60 years of observation.

Our clever scheme, then, was to use a 1990 model based on the 1980 (14test available) model which has the
let tie derivative included.

During flight testing, the pilots tomilained they wert seeing 2-30 errors at takeoff at certain ai rports,
end found this to be unacceptable. An investigation revealed that the magnetic reforenco data used for
airfields and MY aids (VORs) by the fAA watt as much as 15-20 Years out-of-date. Yis fact when coupltd
with the 1990 m~ol in the 1RIJ produced errors which appeared wortii than they really were by Vie high
resolution CRY heading displays, This 11*rror %agnifientiorlA IS stown in Figure 31. 1he mAeric data in
the heading window also contributed to this magnification.

'The pilot unacceptability caow as a surprise awd was disappointing, beause we had to go back to th# 1980
magnetic field "Ide to develop display W4ata omatible with the "old" facilities reference Inforimation,
It is doubtful the MAA will update their referenc-e Information, except incremontailly, as operations show a
need. European facility reference data did not show' this "' ging" problem aod appers to be relatively
current (4 10 years old). However, even with -this change in approach, the field model a&war% COmpatible
with a 20 year system life.

RiJU Airplane Instruomta~tion Utility

One Interetting aspect of the flight tests =rga that wtas not a problem, occurred because of the IRS
* attributes, Enough confidence in this sytehd been generated through the Ofly-off 9 comptitiott and the

engineering model (blue lbel) testing on s 73? ai~d 741 that the IRU was desigae to be used as basic
airplanse instrummentation during the 157/70? flight test program for other testig such as avro, brakes,
ahti-skid, stability and control, etc. The quality Mn reliability of the rate, acceleration, attitude,

* heading, AMd velocity data satisfied 01 of the instrumentation requirements, fot these parametersi Thus,
no further Instrumentation system needed to be installed -to ptovide tes data measurements, a great savings
to V* teit program.

- In addition to the Boeing-cnucted flight te~ts, a long range certification exercise was conducted on an
American Airlines 141 freighter In revenue service to collect reliability and perfomance demontation
leading to lon range iiavigation certification. This test accumulated over 1200 hours on four IN&s. A
triple IOU pal let was installed &s shown In Figure 38 and flow on the routes shown In Figure 39. Onlyflight path% which & flight times gretor than thries hours were counted asdata flights.

A Sumary of the overall test pivigras is given in -table 21. with a navigation performance for the data
flights by city-pairs shown In Table 22.

A series of compar'ative analyses of the test data were madae to establish any correlation of IRU performance
with flioht path. Inspection of the results shown in Table 22 shows that no flight path dependency or
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CHICAGO .... ..... NEW YORK

Figure 39. IRS Long Range Navigation Data Flights

Table 21, IRS Long Range Navigation Flight Test Results

Total Operating Time 1 236 hours

Total Flight Time, 1 077 hours

Total System Flights 276

Total System Date Flights 165 0
Number of IRUs 4

Navigation Performance (Data Flights) 1.65 nm/hr (05%)

Navigaton Performance (ANl Flights) 1.63 nm/hr (95%)

Terminal Along Track Error Rate 0.76 rn/hr (95%)4- Terminal Cross-Track Error Rate 1.50 nm/hr (95%) 4
% IRU Flights Within Speciflocatlon 90.64%

FailuresI(fle

Table 22. Long Range Navigation Data Flight Route Summary

Number of
flights Approximate Generl Avrg Average,

Great C11,01te Direction might APER
Route A/P System Distance (nml) of Travel Time (hr) (nml/hr)

It JFK-DFW 2 61 200 SW 3.42 0.59
2 . DFW-JFK .1 3 1 20 NE 3.03 0.61
3. Drw-LAx 5 15 1 070 W 3.1 0.47
4. SFO-ORD 8 24 1600 E 3.97 1.07
G. .IFK-SJU 5 15s 1 390 SE 3.55 1.10
6. SJU.JFI( 5 i5 1390 NE 3.74 0.77
7. JFK-LAX- 5 15 2140 SW 5.49 0.65
S. SF0-JFK 4 12 2240 E 5.59 0.96
9. LAX-ORD 4 12 1510 NE 3.60 0.65

10. DFW-SFO 4 12 1 270 W 3.68 0.56
11. LAX-JFK 5 1 2140 NE 5.39 0.79

0. 12. ORD-LAX 0 S11 W4.20 0.63 4

Total4.16Totl 5 I1m (averag) ____

4.JFK: Kennody (New York CitY) SF10 San Francisco
DFW Dallas/Fort Worth ORD *O'Hare, (ChIcago)
LAX LosaAngeles SJU Son Juan *~
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The method used for computing the 95% Radial Position Error rate ir-'olves ordering the data by error magnitude,
then establishing the error limit which includes 95% of the data samples.

The cross-track and a long-track error rates were obtained by resolving the terminal position error into
along-approach heading and cross-approach heading components, based on an assumed great circle flight path
between departure and destination airports, then dividing the result by block time for each flight. Th-
method to establish the 95% limits is the same as that used for radial error rate. S

* As a result of the data presented in the above summary, the applicable FAA requirements are satisfied. The
radipl position error rate, 1.65 nm/hr, is significantly less than the FAA requirement (FAR 121, Appendix
G) of 2 na/hr.

North Atlantic Navigation Performance Analysis

Analyses were performed on the data obtained in the American Airlines 747 flight test program to show that
the IRS performance meets the specification parameters in AC120-33 as well as meeting the requirements of
FAR 121 Appendix G, the basic FAA requirement for long range navigation using inertial systems. AC 120-33,

* North Atlantic Minimum Navigation Performacne Specification, is an FAA requirement for navigation systems
used In the North Atlantic track system. %

The cross track errors were computed for each data flight and successively added and plotted against the
criteria in AC120-31. It is shown in Figure 40 that approximately 30 independent observations were required
before reaching the "pass" region in the AC120-33 test requirements. For the remainder of the data flights,

.. the cross track errors remained in the upass" region. It is concluded the Honeywell IRS has shown acceptable
performance for operation in the North Atlantic track system.
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Hiah latitude Fliaht Test

In 4ddition to the flight tests described a special flight was made to Deadhorse, Alasks to damonstrat.
high latitude alignmwnt perfomance for certification, This test demonstrated a successful alignment at
N70.20 latitude and tha subsequent flight to Minneapolis indicated no sitnificant effect on navioation
performance, being less than I en/hr after the 6 hr. flight.
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RELIABI LITY ASSURANCE PROGRAI4

General

Reliability of the laser strapdown inertial system for commercial airplane application was a key certification
issue. To reduce this risk, a series of test program were instituted by Bociing and Honeywell to augment
the experience gained in the laboratory and flight test fleet. The Boeing required tests were a 1000 hr.
design stress test and reliability demonstration tests. In addition, Honeywell established their own
in-house reliability development testing which augmented the Boeing test requirement. ~. .-

Design Stress Test

The 1000 hour (minimum-) design stress test, in accordance with Boeing specified procedures, was performed
to uncover ainy reliability weaknesses and to accelerate maturity of the design. This test operates the
equipment under electrical and thermal cycling, and vibration environments which approacn but do not exceed
the design margin levels. The intent is to exercise the system under extreme environmental conditions, but

within its design stress I its. The test environment is much more severe than the normal airplane environment
in order to accelerate design maturity. The test was performed on a single red label unit over an approximate
three month period.

Reliability a)emnstration

The objective of the Reliability Demonstration Test was to obtain a numerical assessment of the MTBF at the
time of' certification with respect tG the. certification requirements on IRS attitude/heading reference
outputs. -Thte following summarizes 1rod4vidual tes.t conditions:

a. Temperature Cycling/Envirowosnt. -Ono cycle per day, of which 20 hours is conducted at a chamber
temperature W,ich simulates "Normal Flight Operation" and four hours at a temperature which

imulates "Low Dperating Temprature" per Boeing Specification.

The Temerature'., Power is cycled on during "Normsal' Flight Operation" and cycled off at "Low Operating

c. Oce verytwoweeks, an acceptance test is performed on each IRU and.IIR4P.
Thefirt tst ardarecontisted of three IN's with the initiial flight test Red Label configuration. An
addtioalsixuniswith the 'certification configuration were later included. The total accumulated test

timea 2700 hor nthe origirnaltest units and1 10,000 hours on the six certification units. The 6
certificationl units ex~hibited only 3 relevant failures over the test period.

This reliability demonstrition, test was designed to simulate the normal airplane environmnt and the failure
experience is very similar to that expeiencd an the flight tost fleet. (3300 hrs. vs. 4250 hi-s. N1BF) of
the certification configuration.

el Iebi I ty Dqvel!Lmant Tesling

Therea ttAs were estabished by the supplier to accelerate any reliability weaknesses in thl system and
were simileif to the Soein; I00O hr design stress test, but was extended to 10,000 hours to insure that a

roemdid not exist that took longer to occur that would eet warranty claims over the long term.
Ehteen (10) syst#As were used for these 'tests which consisted primarily of wide thermal cycles (.065C to

!400'C) Cih torturo operation, random vibration and power cycles at the extrime temperature conditions. ,.-

The results of these tests provided axrellent correlation with early failures io the flight test program
&nd led to tho deterainotion of the cause Wn design corrections. In tiddition, several previously *

unidentified failure ode in the field werio exposed and corrected before production units were delivered..

Prod1_XtIont Aurn-10, Tests

A production burm test is required on *vert unit by 06ion and the cuhreiti t Is 168 hours long, which
requires several thrml cycles betw-en #650C and -401C with power cjcling at.,Whse extremes. Operational
vibration levels are ilso- run several timei dturing this test sequence. In addition, sensor bumn-in tests
are utilized for screening prior to inatallation ln the IRU. These toests include 240 hours of theroal
cycling for each gyro and 24 to: 72 hours'. -dopendi on vendor, for wceltrometers. (Ref. 6)
Boeino ght. s eibii~ (aif

Experience from tht 757/161 fligM test progra ws provided by .9 test aircraft 4W 91 different IRUs. A
series of failures occurred in the first soverol woths of the 747 flight ttst prim dqae to improper BITI
design tftd threholds, and one maJor har*tre deficlenky. After these problems were Identified and corrected,

* .. . thal systsm provided excollent reliablity And parfovsenct. A summary of the reliability performance Is
given in Taie 23, The significanc* of tho "Muy problem is to ba not-ad with i ts) 1 Improvement of MWO

As of Dectmhor, 190t a totail of 15 airlines. were flyin; -99 157 -and 767 4drp~.9 in revenue service. A
totall Of 51MOO IRU flight I'ovrx and 772 50 unit oprating hours hid Noen acizuaulaWe with tn overall
HKhF average of 03200 flight hours and 12,650 op-tnts being *.e.*rlenrod with 114 removals. This excellent
performance Compares to a mature (15 years) inietia) technology of 0luballed systems with about
2500-1009 hi-s. 1418F, to commeioal aservire. Tht three month rwning avotages in December, 1983 wort 9600
flight hours, anid 14,000 oo hours, NYi. The 14TF 3-dionth r.*ning average history Is shown in Figure 41.
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Table 23. IRS Reliability Experience During Flight Teat of 757/767

Wolre CoffoctI-z Actio

TOWa remals 44
ln~llght falurws 4
Unit operation hours bo000
Unit flight hours 4 WcO
MTBF operation hours 1 300
MTBF flight hours 1150

Mafr Corroctive Actlons

Total trmovals8
hi"ght Wlure
Unit operation hours 34000
Unit flight hours 3400
MT$F operation hours 4250
MTSF fiht hours 3 400 (1 fakur)

1200

I/

SiIOU

Figure 41. IOU A144i Fber $fB-4Month AtovkV Ave,

The distr'ibution Of the 63 cOnlirMO fcilures from the tcaovals during this poplod are the following:

- electrunits - 34
accel -

gyro -24
estimate of gyro reliAbillty 0,00o-hrs

acel -e'tability - 425,000 op-hrs

Navigation performnce data has not been availableexcept throKh failure reports of unacceotabse HAV
* performance. Limited date has been taken on one Mirine for a month in the asmer of 1QM3 and showed

performance similar to that exhibited during f ligh~t test with the velocity data bedig significantly better.*The lattar was *xptcted because airline flight profiles do Pot have heading chL.4005 to Mpffo the Schuler
as occured in Boeing flight test.

This in-setvice experience Is five times better than the vepdor or Boeing ever expected, for the first year
* of use, and certainly demonstrates the mpayoffu predicted for strapdown Inertial and digital technology.
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CONCLUSIONS

The recent successful introduction of the laser gyro strapdown inertial system into commercial airplane
service with the Boeing 757 and 767 airplanes has proven that this technology is a very viable product.
The reliability demonstrated has been five times the predicted value at this point in service and is three
times better than the mature gimbal inertial technology. This has been achieved without any sacrifice in
performance which has been more than adequate for commercial operations. For the first time ever, a system
is now available to completely determine the airplane state and at a very reasonable cost. It is believed
that this complete inertial data system has contributed significantly to the success of the 767/767 airplane

K operation an~d systems acceptance. Inertial technology is no longer economical only on long range airplanes,
but is now: available at a cost acceptable for short to medium range aircraft, aspecially those that take z
advantage of the inertial data available to'enhance the airplano's operational capacity. A summary of the
primary achievements of the Boeing/Honeywell laser gyro strapdown application is given in Table 24.

Table 24. Honeywell Laser Gyro IRS/Boelng 73717571767 Industry *FIrsts"

*"First" appication of Inertial system technology to eho.t to medum
rang airp as e baodc equipment for atitudle and headng-navigation
coneldere to be a econdary funcilon

* "Iqrsr appliation of production lase gyro hesed strapdown Iwneri systemn

* "Fiwt application oflaN digital Inetia system to commerowa iplanee

* Frst' appliction of a strapdown Inertial syslem to meet all
vehicde Inertial data requirements for navigtion, gukidace, and
control - elminated Oll body mounted raos gyros and aceleroreiers

0 "First" commercva airplan to uee msynthowAlr magnetic
headfn A primary &iplan headin

M Frst" commerca airplane to use Inetia vortical velocIty for
Phar vertat speed hndcato
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Responsable des Etudes "Systames Inertiels Li6s"

Soci6t6 do Fabrication d'Instruments de Mesure (SFIM)
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et

P.Masson0 0
Ing~nleur d'Essais Composants Inertiels

Laboratoire do Recherches Balistiques ot Airodynaiques (LRBA)
27207 Vernon, France

0 - RESUME

Depuis 1974, SF114 a lance des fitudes sur lea systaes inertiels lids A base de gyros secs ;apres lea
premibres fitudes de faisabilitA (74) - Voir AGARD LS n* 95 - SF114 d~veloppe depuis 1979 des matfiriels pour0 0
un grand nombre d'applications pareS. lesquelles lea applications missile tactique sont lea plus importantes.

Tous lea ddveloppements actuaes sont basgs sur quelques concepts -gyros balourdfis - numdrisation
complete de I'Alectronique - qui conduisent A une famille de systbmes -SIL 1 - ou lea contraintes de volume
et de cost sont lea plus importantes. L'expoad qui suit d~crit ceo concepts de base, quelques exemples
d'utilisation at la rdsultats d'essai obtonus par SF114 at surtout par 1. LRBA our quelques matgrials
maquettee at prototypes.

PREMIERE PARTIE SF11 0

I lISTORIQUE

Depuis 1972, SF114 fabrique des gyroscopes accord~s miniatures G AM - pour des applications divorses-
gyromatres, ; stabilisation optique. En 1974, SF114 a Atd retanue Par lea services officiels frangais (STET)
pour lea premitres Etudes do faisabilitl uur lea syst~mes inertioes lids ; l'Stude portait our l'application
missile tactique, au moment oil peu. do missiliers n'imaginaient encore le besoin.

Cotta Etude do faisabilitE, suivi d'autres concornant lea applications hilicoptaes, torpille's'ost ~
conclue avec livraison aux centres d'essai officials, de plusieuro mat~riels ; SF114 pr~sentait em 1978, une
conffzenco dane 1. cadre AGARD (L8 95), oil on dfcrivait tin matfriel prototype - SIL 3 - quk a depuis fitE
testC par le Centre d'Eoeio em Vol (CRV) de Brdtigny, at le LRBA, avec des rdsultats trees encourageaito

-stabiliti t 05 /h H our uns game do 10OO/soc at our I am.

-CEP < 100 metros our tin vol do 2 minutes,

A partir de 1979, te dlveloppoent do matdriels prototypes aseocige A des programs a dibutE, pour des ___

applications divers, avon une forte demando our la missiles, tactiques iair-air - mer-mer -air-sol

sol-ait, at autro. SPIN s'eat store attachE I d~velopper tine famillo cohlrente do r~f~rences Inertielles
life* de 2 types

*SIL 2 1 base da 2 gyrowitres
2 axes GAN at 3 acc~ldromitres

*SIL I & base do 3 gyrombtros
CAM balourdds 0

Cos rdfirences inortiallas lideo, peuvent itre ensulte intdgrds comme module, dens des systtms. mar-
tiols plus complete (applications hdlicoptire ot torpille par example).

La famille SIL 1, utilisde out I& presque totaliki des mat~rials en ddvaloppoment ou on Etude, eot
l'objet do cat expos6.

2 - BESOINS MISSILES TACTIQUES

Lea applications stir missiles tactiquss out isis an dvideace des bosotus piarticuliers i

-Rffrence ioertlelle saaltir~le

* ~Los objoctifs do volume at do co~t ati niveau missile oanr conduit las missiliers a d~finir I& rdf~renco
* inertielle pour riasi souvent 3 fonctions diEffdrentes

-guidage inertiel

La r~fltence inertialle doit fournir 4u calculateur missile des informatione do doplacement Angulaira
at lindaire pr~cise. pour assurer tin Lou prdgukdage inertial avant accrochage Autodirocteur.

* - Pklutage

* Los captauro lids do I& R.I1. *oat utiliods an gyroigtres at acoedliroobtran do pilotage (onsomble
* gyroaccilgtonbtrique 3 ases).

-Stabilisation

Do plus on plus, lea informations RY sout utiisf~e pour I& stabilistion autodiractour (ascanique*
Ou lectronique).

Le protsker beoom demands do Ia ptfcib nn moyanna, store quo lee doux Autros font appel a tine bonns
qt~t Ito ns nnotgn Antraifot a denyeau & bruit. 11 s'A 'it elaspiquement die performances, difficiles
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On pout citer lea valeurs suivantes, recouvrant l'ensezrble des applications missiles tactiques.

I a 1000/h (1 q )
1 .104 a 1.10-2g (I I-)

-1.jo0-4 a 1.10-3 err, fact. ech. (1"~)

- bande passante > 100 Ba

- bruit < O,IZ gamme

Lea concepts mis en place A la SFIM rdpondont A ces bosoins particuliers
-Dynamigue Rlevde

La dynamiquo du missile augmente on fonction de la diminution des inerties, de l'officacit6 des gou-l
vernes et du pilotage, en fonction surtout des capacitfis opgrationnelles dfisir6es.

On cite couramoant, com.e valeurs maximales possibles

*50.000*/s2
*20000/s
100g

Cette demands do "haute dynamique" se coubine bien entendu difficilement avec le bosomu de performances
en guidage.

-Volume et coait

11 s'agit d'un objectif prioritaire. La diminution du volume et du coait missile entraine une contrainte
fiquivalente au niveau ref~rence inertielle ;encore faut-il 6valuer le coaIt RI dana son aspect multifonction
(comparer avec lo coat d'une solution classique tapteurs do guidago + captours do pilotage + capteura pour

la stabilisation auto-directeut).

La solution SPIM SIL I cat rdsolument orientde vera coo objectifa do volume et do coat, on peut citer

- volume 1,5 litres
- Prix 150 KV (1982 HiT)

* 3 -CONCEPTS PARTICULIERS

Tous lea systamos inortiels life SPIH sont bas~s our la famille do gyroscopes GAMl 10 los caractiris-
* tiquas g~nfirales en sont lea suivautes

* - encombroment typique :0 31 x 35m
- cordon A lames croisfes
- moteur d'entratnement synchrone, t-A I
- moteur couple A alisnt samarium cobalt (mono/bicouronna suivant lea applications).
Voir figure 1.
Ca gyrotocope eat utilist en gyromatre associf A une boucle d'asserviaement, at une commando tarnaire

medul~e an largeur, qui at apparue Is maillour comprozois simplicitfi-performances (statique at dynamiqua).
Ce gyrou~tre eat utilisfia avac des accil6ro.Atres qflex dane le systlme SIL 2.
Dane lea systlue. type SIL 1. il cat int~gri done une structure faisant appels a qusiquos concepts

particuliers ddveloppds I Is 67114 dapuis plusiours amises.

3.1. Cyromitro balourdi

Lee premiaren Studes our Is gyro balourdS at too applications ont disbuti I It SFIH an 1977.
Si It contra do gravitfl du volant - 0 - n'est plus confondu avec le centre do suspensions - S -

(balourdage), Is gyro doviant sensible A des aceldrations horizoutalos (volr figure 2).
Un modblesuimplifio du foact$.inemeat oat 0

Mx -4 Wy-B. )fY

Wx, 0 y ivitesse angulaire bottler (dog/se)
V ,Vy i acedliration lin~aira bol tier (g)

Mx , M~y icouples appliquds par lea metours (des/sce) ;mosurca offectues par Is captour
B 3 balourd. proportionnal A Is masse du volont et A la distance GS (dog/a/g).

Un modble plus couplet fait apparaltro Ilexprousion des couples en fonction des manures Sx, Sy
(foctaurs d'debaelso directs at croins K) , larreur do positionooment mena du spin Vx. ljy, let
d~rivea Dx, Dy, lee termos do nion lingaritdo, lot autrem termsa du tmod~le on accEldration, le term
4t'anisoiuartia. at lee terms dynimques (inertia, oscillations mour. dibattement ....) Dula A Attend

T .jntante b X, )y, avec tan rdaidu Rx, Ry.

Kxx + Kxy .Sy + ML. (Sx, Sy) + Ox4 + B. Vy + P .

+ I * W a + CAl . W y (A za4 x + RX

Xyx .Sx + Xyy .Sy + NL (Sx, Sy) -Dx - By. V x + P . y
0) +W *'y . io - Cai .Gi ( WZ * y + Ry

Le Syromatre masuro done tame combinAisoo de vitesses angulairos at d'acelilfratioa avec doux
deured par gyro, il ataffira do 3 gyromatras pour obtenir 6 maurs. doll on tirota les 6 informations

ut le, Xa JN W~l hWZM at W xH, YyN. Yr.M (axaa missile). Pour coil, il faut faire un choix conve-
noble pour lea balourds at le positionnomont des axe. c'apteure ; ce ottoix d~pand do l'spplication. ii
apparaft copondaaat quo isk aeilloureo sparation W., If s'obtiant on positionnant les 3 s pins Syros
nuivant un triadra, at on maxisisant loa Igarte. do balourds I82 - 83 5 3 -I 81 8- 82 , t qul
cotbduit A l'orgonination typiqus suivante
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- gyro 1 non balourdfi, spin suivant Xin,
- gyro 2 balourd6 > 0, spin suivant Yin,
-gyro 3 balourdd < 0, spin suivant Zm.

avec (B2I -B31

Voir figure 3.
On trouve (nigme notation que prdcddemment) 0
Mx2 - W z
Myl -- Wy
Mx2 - W)i - B. Y x
My2 - - WA z + B. ~'z
Hx3 -Wy + B. Y' y

Ce qui donne

to x . *( Cx2 - y3)

W0 y - Myl

- - -2 (Nz2 + My3)
y- (Mx3 + Iyl B

z-(MY2 + Hit) a %
On peut faire un certain nombre de reinarques

-Ii n'y a qu'un seul t~jie de capteur ; le balourdage d'un gyro correspond A un r~glage possible de
l'6crou do balourd ; 1 obtention d'un balourd. inverse s'obtient en faisant tourner le gyro en seus
inverse.-

- La ca .acit6 de inesure accOdroinitrique n'est pas liifie Ear elle mime ; on ciioieit i& valeur do 0
balourd utiliod B en fonction des trajectoires de vol ; valeur typiquo de l*/e/g I 10/s/g.

- La weoure accgl~rombtrigue b~n~ficie des performances gyro

par exeample, biais acelldro - DIB
ou D cot la d~rive gyro.

I&L solution Il gyro belourdE ontratna un offet secondaire
sonsibilitE des inosures sac~lerombtrigues an fonction des vitese anguleires, I travers lea erroure
do facteur d'dchslle *ssentie leunt.

tin modal. d'orreur simplifiE du SIL I a I& forma isatricielle suivanto

. eet I errour do mesure o

D ) Dx, Dy, Dt dirivos systhwe

*b - bx, by, be 'biaba eystame.

Let coefficients Sij sovit des ters do sonsibilitE ion fait epparattre des terms croisdo

oil S contiont des tarzu do Is forme

oil k cot 1'errour do lacteur d'dchaloli gyro, 8 Io balourd.

L'offet do cc terme do couplago doit Stre examinE en fonction do l'application ;dons In cas des
* missils tactiqus, Vocedlfratioo msurE.s (factour do charge) eat lorgosent orthogonal. 1 Is vitas.

inguioire, ce qui tend a annolar I'affet do couplaso.

Dana ie caa de l'application ms-asilo il rests l'acedlfratiou initial* #ouvent Aasoci@ a un ~u~
* vement en Voulis (wmile non pilots)I

Valours typiqute 1 360' an roulis.
- ~k t5. jo-4
0 5. dogleec/g

-.- vaftur do vitess. do 0,14 rn/sec an fin do phia initial*. due 11 leffot do couplage.
- Vokr figure 4.

Uine atlyso fine do cot offet do couolage act fait* pour chaque application, our tin erweable do
tralbtoireu type (Analyse avec mtric. do covarianco) ;il appoalat qua dons Is plupart des cos, cih
term. as grave pas nottement le budget d'erreur.

La figure 5 pr~sente lea parformuacea compares do syttlhls SIL I et SIL 2 typiques our tins trajec-
toire typique d'une application miile tactique court* portfa ; %as eplcifications de cospasittatn
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SIL I SIL 2

Ddrive 18*/h (I 180/h (1I

Balourd /l/

SB 9'/h/g (IT 9*/h/g (Iv

SKn 1 .10-3 (1(I

*Sba /1.1O0a(. ,

* 3.2. Numdrisation de 1'Alectronique

Les systames nertiels lids n'ont Pu Atre dfiveloppds qu'avec l'apparition. des microcalculateurs,
une partie importante des fonctions apdcifiquos d'une platoforme A cardans (stabilisation) ditant faite
par logiciel.0

Compto tenu de 1' dvolution technc gique rapide de la microinformatique, SF114 a orientfi das 1977
* sea ditudes dans deux directions compl~mentairest

- effectuer le plus grand nombre de tflches systame par logiclel, *-

* - numdrisation Ia plus complate de 1'ilectronique, utilisant la technologle actuelle.

Ce sont des moyens pour atteindre A terme lea objectifs principaux
diminution du volume et du prix,

* - souplesse do conception et d'6volution du matfiriel,
-augmentation dus performances.

on examine auccesaivoment lea aspects logiciel et matdriel.

3.2.1. Logiciel

L'option logiciel choisie par SF14 va au dell de co qui eat coura unt pratiqud

- ous lea signaux sent numdrisds le plus prbs possible des captaura angles d'deart. sondes do
tempdratures, comoandep moturs-couple,.,..

-Un soul microprocesour 16 bits se charge do toutas lea fonctions syst~me, pour los 3 gyros
(multiplexage)

* . acquisition des informations (analogiques, discrete.,..),
. bouclage (3 gyros),
. sorties interne* ou syst~ua (commandes motours-couple, discrts .... )
. traitement dynamique (voir 1 3.3.2.), -.
. s~paration des informations W /
. sortie our bus numhriqumo externe,
.compensations
.auto tests.
. oquencoment.

Comen on le voit, Is tonctlon bouclMg tot Eacislodar loicial.

Lea angles d'dcart sont codis (12 bits) at onvoyfis au microproceassur 16 bits, Apr~s un
traitament priliminaire mise I l'Echalle. d~calago, r~jection de bruit - volt 1 3.3.3). On
ex~cuto par logiciol Lee foactions cissiques - action prop*urtionn*1ls ot intigralo, avance do
phase, corroctouv op~cifique - co qul fournit uric valour da pr~cossion cut 16 bits, qui ot
atisuito quentifida on 8 cii 12 bits (muivant lts applications' pour Is tranisformation numsriquo -
odulation effoctude par hardvara (codour NI/A ophcifique) ;voit figure 6.

Lot neas gyros ccitt traitdo otworbla (isiltiploxage).

La solutlmni lagiciolla otfra un grand nombra d'ovantagos, sins aucun inconviniorat

- dlimination du matdriel correspondant A I& function bouclago.
-grande couplesou do conception at d'Ovolutiori du ostsorial.

- rdallcation do fonctions impoccbloo .1 fairer su niveau mat~riel,
- Is wicroprocossour posobdo par prindipe, touted let infornntionst nicadvairas pour I& m"surd. at

des traicamants, tophistiqua (voir 1 3.3.).

Sion uintendu, pour rdalsoar toutes con fonctiont dons, I soul tsicroprocosseur, il 050
* ~~~.. ~n~cosire dcriro tn logiciol avec ua grand soin, direcomontoi assmbltst, IQ problano prin- ~f,

cipal 6tuo do miuizinor Vccupance *ant nuir A Is mdularitd du logicial,

ItaplantO our un microprocessour 16 bits puissant (INdTEL 8086/186/2836 o MOTOROLA 68000),
onl obtlent, avee uris organisation synchroite du logtial, 3 hivoau* d'intarruptions cycliquos, uric
occupauce do 80 1 9O2; uun r~partition typiqui do# tAcham oat pr~seoled dana cc docuweut.

3.2.2. Hatfiriol

Los coritrairites do volume n~cassittut l'utilis.ation do technologies dlactruniques tras ~ !

* inodgrlec, on peut cer

-hybrIdatioi des foncticns analoiijo. (prdcision, puissrik), ot do quelquos fonctions nuia6riquos.
- dvaloppemeni dM ~onue nuaftiiues opfciiqutuc avtc composants prfdiCfusda ou prftaractdrias

(bipolairem ou CWOS),
* - montage "Chip carrier" diroctement cur circuit,
* - circuits_!&kkoicoache flex. rigido !mnbloc (p.)ur 6limloor led comwentours).
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Le gai de olume total de l'dlectronique eat dana un rapport 5 A 10, par rapport A une
filectronique dqivaleiite en composalta diacrets.

Le gain en. prix eat sensible (50%) aur lea fonctions numfiriques et analogiques baa niveau
l'hybridation des fonctiona analogiques de puissance ou de prficision reste chilre.

La figure 7 montre une carte flex.rigide avec des fonictions analogiques tt puissance _______

hybriddes.

3.3. Performances dynamiques

Lea applications missiles tactiques, en particulier lea petits missiles (air-air, aol-air....)
* demaudent des performances dynamiqus sp~cifiquea, parmi lesquelles

- tenue en acdliration angulaire 6lev~e
* ( > 50.000/s 2 ),

- sortie vitesse angulaire A haute cadence (>I KHz), rotard faible (< I mi sec), bande passante
Slev~e (,> 150 Hz),

- niveau de bruit faible
(<0,1% fitendue de meaure).

Lea pouaibilitfis of fertes par la numfirisatlon complkte des signaux et Ia mic'roinformatique per-
* mettent de rdsoudre la totalitfi de ces probllmes, sana matdriel suppidmontaire, et souvent sans solution

de remplacement isat~rielle convenable pour ,jne fonction dquivalente. .-

3.3.1. Tenue en acc~ldration angulaire

Un des problamos A prendre en compto pour la tenue en acc~ldration angulaire concerne le
moteur d' entrainement synchroue 0~ hyatfrfiais ou I aimants permanents).

11 eat connu qu' un moteur synchrone

- pout ddcrocher sous forte acc~l~ration angulaire le long do son axe de rotation (effet d'inertie
de l'ensauible tournant), -

- oscille naturellemont sous Veffet de couples parasites, de perturbations dynamiqaes. 9
Une dlectronique do commando numdrique do champ tournant, g~rde par microproceoseur

permet do r~pondre au probl~me. elle rhliae l'aaservisement de phase du champ tournaut,
ramenant n amortasoement Slactronique.

On utilise une information de position touple (I top par tour) I cot acsorvissement, fait
par logiciol, commande le champ tournant 0~ trsvera correcteur, filtrage) -in prenant en compte
lee informations d'acofl4rations angulaires aiusurdes par lea au~tres capteura (voir figure 8),
d'ol Una avance do phase physique am6liorant largement la tenue'en acc~ldration 4uAgulaitfi.

Associ6 A una commando disarlita do aurtension (gdrge sai per logiciel), on atteint
iOO.ODOo/#2 avant dicrochage, pour una consomation statique autour do 1W ,voir example do
r~ponse dynamique figure 9.

3.3.2. Bs&ndo paeant. Slavic

Lo microprocosseur 16 bits offectuo par logiciol I* bondlage des 3 SyromAtres, il Tposda
done pour chaque gyro, W# informatious util*4 pour reconstituer V'entic gyro (viteswe angulaira ....-

botler) t commandea moteur-couple, angles d'Ieart, variables Intarues.
SIU a mk~s aui point un algorithse d'oba.rvstlon (isau de Is thfurie des observataurs, an

automatique avianede), qui reconotitua e 'irGe m@ -WON, &j Cy3 ' anLUG &Ye Una fouctiou
* do tranart 0) a / LVs procha d'un retard put rvoir I guro 10.

11 apparatt an offet quo le vocteur dtEtat reprdountant l'eutmaoile du Syroocopo at do an
boucle eat mssrable (soit tiroctoant, soit par observation d'4tat).

L'ensemble bwouago # algoriths dobaervatlon doostimatioi eat opttial -,ur donner usi
slgorithma impiantsbi. our Iv alaroprocassour.

on montarr quo In reconatitution eat utilisable pour touta frdquonca, liars d'u ae 1
encouraut Is friquence di rutation, (fit ! 10Z) 1 volt figure It.

On d~couple sinai comp1Itoeiant

Is (ouction do transfort du bow~iage proprant dit, qui donnas to limitation on dynumique at
iout gut lea perforanco.

-La fonctiou do transfont do Is sortie num~riquo, qui cot I* rlsultst d'un algorithm d'obseot
vatlon (ttaitemout nuadrique par le logiciul).

Pretiqueaont, 1 ot possible d'abaleeer Is vita... do rotation do lo tjupia, acloi d'obtanlr
uric forte capticitS dii pricossion vaos pour a~taot limiter Is boucle pascaut. do 1' information
numiniqua fournie.

11 oct Evident qu'un tel concept no pout Otte mi* an oeuvre qu'avoc un bouclage gyro
eantiarenant rdalise par loglelol.

3.3.3. Niveau do bruit

L'allorithme d'observation a l'iaconvfntont d'augmenter I* nivo do btuit , do nombroisss
pricautions sent done prics an niveau logicial et watdrial pour attoledre l'objectif do 0,11 do
l'itendue do woauret

- r~olution 12 bits cur Pentr~a (angles d'deart) at It sortie (cooinauda moneur couple),.
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- pr~cautions nombreuses our les erreurs de quantification,
- r~jection des bruits No + harmoniques, caract~ristiques du gyro see, type GAMl 1G.

Ce dernier point utilise

-Is nature d~temiiniste du signal (mod~lisatiou temporelle),

l'information de position toupie, dfiJA utilisfie pour l'assarvissement du moteur d'entrainement.-
Q4 40

Il apparait qua le bruit r~siduel sur la sortie num~rique Q ast approxiniativement uill
d~riv~e de bruit blanc num~rique filtrd, de la forme.

b ~,n-~* b i + (0 X). b'~

b'j bb -bbn~

bb bruit blanc.

4 -SYNTHESE

Corme annonce dens 1'introduction, Ia totalitE des systbmes inertiels SFIN sont organis~s autour des
* 2 types de r~fdrences inertielles

*-SIL 2 : 2 gyromAtres GAM I G non balourdds at 3 accflirombtres Qflex.

-SIL I 3 gyrou2tres GAM I G balourd~s en mettant en oeuvre lea concepts dficrits prficidemnt.

La r~f~rence inertielle SIL eat utiliage danm 801 des applications en Etudes ou an d~voloppement
chez SPIN4.

* On peut si4- ire trhs ginfralement une r~f~rence inertielle SIL 1 typique, pour missile air-air, an
effectuant une ayuthgse des Atudes at ddveloppement en cours (confidentiels)

-classe 100/h ; I. 1 3 g. (I r

-5OO0/sec (XV;- 1509/a (Y, Z) ;40 g XYZ ; sooo/s 2 WX,
volume I' ,5'-p

-sortie nwdfriques our bus MIL 1553 B (cadence >500 Ha:) coamunes pour lea 3 foactions z guidage,
pilotage, stabilia~tion.

Voir fig. 12 1'musormb uimplifiC des caracttria~iquao.
Voir figures 13'et 14 lea encoribrements.

Cette raffrenc* contiant

- 3 gyrombtres GAN I G (deseziption plus haut), inontfis our un support Micanique,

- un aicroprocesseur wmnopuce 80186 avoc 8 K PROM. 2 X REPRON ot 2 K RAN.

- 8 hybrids* (4 diUfftents) pour lea (auctions analoiliquea do puissance ou do pricision,

- qusique* qrfidiffus~s cii prlcaract~visls pour Its fonctions nm.kiques spiciE iqus (horloses) et quelques
fonctions standard, sonts -an 'chip carrier" directemest sur I* circuits

*- lea circuits liaison SiS type NIL IM3 8,

- lea circuits do r6chouffase,

- une limenttion, A partir d'uno tension 27V non riglies

* - un b-oftior as4canique coatemat lesmeable.

La ftiourt'I5 donna I* positionoeuat des axt. gyros. La figure 16 douse to synoptique do principt.
ovec its d lve Aoe Informations.

L4 figure 17 pr~cis4 Icorgaulostion "temp. r~el" do logiciel.

-on vlsualloe out faiguire 11 aasetvissetaeat gyro par wicroprocamaiar, ainai quo I* eoosande numArique des
moteure d'ontratnusot,

-I& comanci, des mareura couples out termsite mduldo en largaut,
-is patitonnament A 4 d.,-*axes captaure poruat uxnj dyaique agr&udlo our l'aze do roulis. toujours
particulaer stw un wittile,

-In ripartitina des tichna logiciel (avec VkEhantillormage des angles d'Scart prsstt) vat optissis~e
pour It bouciege gyro, at on* sortie numirique avac faouls retard.

Le voltut da cette rdrence artiolla type eat 4.1,5 litres, avea I* dfico~&oition ativautoI

*capteura * support !0.3 litrus
f lectroniqui U'05. litto

*alimntation i 0,5 ItUrsa
* scautiquo 1 0;2 litre.

S- OONCLUSION

La riffrence inartiolle OIL I prlsent6v sit to cocur de la plupart do# 6yati~al inertioa lids en
4tude, ou en divoioppement AIs1 SPIN4 ; de 1977 A 1983. SPIN s'eat attachic avant tcut A Is dininutioin des
voluves at des coOt. il apparatt quo dis A pr~sent, Ia r~alisation d'une rffience artielle do clases
10'/h, 1.10-3a, SOO0/sec, dens une velour do 1,5 littes eot obtenue sans difficultia cotta r~fdrence
inartielle, compliteasat numdriala, a ins capacits uutifoioction#
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L'extension A des syst~mes plus complets eat immediate

- syatame de guidage/pilotage autonome (attitude, vitesse, position) pas d'augmentation de volume
(fonctions logiciel).

- syst~me de navigation hybride pour h~licoptare (avec doppler, baro, rdfdrence magndtique) syatace
STIRS, en cours de ddveloppement.

- systame de guidage/pilotage pour torpille. 0
La SFIM a 6t6 retenue en 1981 pour le ddveloppoment de tout ite systame de guidage/pilotage/gestion de

la nouvelle torpille dfivelopp~e en FRANCE :sysaw~e CAPITOLE ; Ia rdffdrence inertielle retenue utilise des
gyros balourdds et une fiectronique entiarement numdrique.

La figazre 18 dinne lea principaux mat~riels, A base de SIL, en cours d'dttudo ou de dfiveloppement A la
SF111, on an~t en dvidence Ia ddcroiasance de volume obtonua en quelques annfies.

Il apparatt que le gyroscope sec type CAM eat une voie A poursuivre plus que jamais ;as senaibilits
aux accelerations, bien utiltsfie, eat en fait un avantage evident.

Cet avantage Apparalt aussi lorsqu'on recherche une redondance, le gyro balourd6 permettant de l'obte-
n ir indiff~renuent pour lea informations gyrofidtriquoa et accdldromatriques.

Lea progra dana cette technologie se feront par une diminution de l'inertie des parties tournantes,
* ce qui entraine une diminution des puissance. consomea ; un gain tr~s important sur l'alimentation et

lea filectroniques de puissance eat alora attendu, ainsi qu'une numrisation encore plus ponss.ae

SF111 d6voloppe do nouveaux capteurs mttant en oeuvre ces queiquos iddea &6nfirales affaire A suivre...

SECONDE PARTIE aLRBA

* I -INTRODUCTION

Dana It cadre des dtudes gdndrales de guidage des missiles futurs, le LRBA' W conduit A 6ivaluer la
premiaro asaqueto de reference inertielle A gyrom~tres balourdds #tudige pour (e pr6-guidage inertiol, le

S pilotage et Ia .stabilisation do l'euto-directeur du missile.0

te iyst~me proposO repr6sente une solution nouvelle au problbme poag an ce sens qu'il fotirni~t simulta-
adment lea informations ndeessaires au guldagia, pilotage ot stabilisation et qu'il utilide pour ce faire
une reference A composants inertieals lids (R.I.) dana laquelle la fonction aefl~rorntrique eat obtenuwe
par balourdago axial do la toupie do 2 ou 3 &yromAtres I suspension dynasnlquo accordio constituant le
bloc captour.

L~e concept du eyrom~tr dovalt normlement consuire b rO-exsminer losj diffirinton mathodes at sodales
utiliuds pour I'dvaluarlon des mrat~riela. Do plus, It domino do variation des entrees syant tond-ance a 0
o' Glargir vers Its hautes viteoses at acedldrations angulaires at lin~aires, 1* probla do I'adaptatLon
Joe meyons existanta #'out pos6 ot route en partia non r~volu.

Cc problame do l'6valuotion eat abordd Lei sous It! uimpla aspet do caract4rivAtion vtatique du cap-
tour ot do la retference inortiallo, c'eqt-A-diro celaji do is modflimarlon at do lostimation des coofficionts
duo wodlos pour do# entrdou en vitoae angulaire ot accdidration lindaire conatantes, 0.3 plus, cotto
caractAristion s' applique 3 des nstdrials iriare 'nGr am ajensomloe~ doordultats ds

1400 ot encunu14ect W t mis turalleaent our lo# as Pat*do 1'exptrl tinta h a 0 4.A

*~ 2- MATERIELgS EVALUBS

Lea twoosi nt 60 conduits tout d'abord itur tin KyroAtro balouriG A suspetono ACCOWO~ WI11 CM? 1G3
* reprisontatif out Is plan gyroscope maul do co quo pourrait Otro e gyromAtro prototype et donec A Voxclu-

slon du bcpuclago gyrom~trique at autrs diuposltif#a pkifiques 114. a ad told* an oouvro dons Is R.I., cots
* quo chauffago ot aliatations. ditidi quo do Vinortuao mcacniquo at enviroutoone tharwiuo.
* L'oorviusomot du gyroobtre cout asurG par uo bouclo do laboratoiro A commatido continue oni courant.

Cau esuais ont OtZ pourovivi. ouit ww aquoirto do r~f~ronca inortiolle SF111 SIL IN-*W2 Satilife Ztr

raprdaootative du nivtau do partoraies viu-o a l'soxcluuion des points oivants a

- encombroene (soul le bloc captour set rotpr~sentatit du prozotyt*).
- tenue an tomp~rature (limitation a 206C ! 2%).
- tanue on vibration,

-cortatnos coditions d'emploi.
in~aterfaces floctriques et mocaniqueg,

-performanco* dynaiques ifonttoa do trzinsfort ot bruit sur lea sortis.

La maquatto utilive Un pr~chauttaga do dutS. eslni..am 12 sin qui eat mainconu petulant los tosasa.

Toutos loat sure# aunt rialtidos en twd* 'dWgrat]4" o "oporationneli' (soi plus t8t 10s ap~f1, Isalois
soos tmnsiran) our Is* sorties tonctionnolles vitesoes angulaires ot acldrationo lin~aired fournios an
namlrique Jan. on tri~drd do r~f~renco IiW au bottler do Ia R.I. par lintrwhdiaire d'unt aortie 8118.

ILa niveau do performatco atteint par on syurtOw h coopostis 11*. d~pond pour u04 large part 4a Is
cauaaissaane des wmo dtorrour at des compeisations 4'arraors rfaliue.

Ls stabiliti des teres du toodlel d'orreur refl~te deoc la perfortance kiltine du matOriel, performance
* qui no pourra cependat itte atteitits qu'apr~a ftudas st calibrations plus o somes complexeos. 11 importi

done do prficiaw- Is nature des compensations vsalis6*s, qoi tont pour cotta iuqt"ttoe leo uivanes

- compenstion d'atreur dos facteurs d'Schelles des voteurs-coupl.
* ~- coowation des ta~salignetenro moteuvs-couplos at axe do spin,

- com~asatiou do d~riva d'auiso-'iorti.
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- compensation thermique statique des facteurs d'Schelles moteurs-couples
- compensation des termes de d~rives couples indfipendants de g et proportionnels A g et a 2
- compensations thermiques statiques du couple indfipendant de g et du balourd axial des gyrombtres

balourdds,
- compensation d'erreur de linfiaritfi des moteurs-couples.

Ces compensations sont r~alisdes I l~a frdiquence maximum de 93 Hz uniquement pour Isa fouction naviga--
tion n~cessa2.re au guidage. 0

3 - MOYENS UTILISES

Les conditio~s restrictives d'emploi de l~a maquette Avalude ont limit6 les essais a ceux r~alisables
en laboratoire en ambiance rdgulfie (20% ± 1*0 sur un simulateur 2 axes type GOERZ 52 N2 pilote par un
calculateur du commerce assurant lea fonctions acquisition d'attitude du simulateur et des sorties des

* inatfiriels, connande des axes et traitement.-

Les sorties analogiques des boucles gyromtriques du gyromatre sont converties A l'aide do convertis-
seurs tension/fr~quence en impulsions comptfies par le calculateur.

*Les sorties numfiriques inerdmentalea do l~a R.I. sont lues par le calculateur 41 l~a frfiquenco typique do

Les paragraphes suivants downcet lea modales repr~sentatif a des matfiriela, avoc lea symboles suivanta

* X scailaire
X :vecteur * 0

(Xj matrice

(XJ i matrice transposde do X
..n : vecteur vitesses appliquie -(Wx, Wy, L:)t

A :vecteur acc~ldration appliques (ax, *y, az)t
*.t 1vecteur vitesse eatimle

T' vecteur acc~l~ration estimle
A-l vac tour erreur vitesse astimde ;:Z A .

AA :vecteur erreur aceliration outlides A'- A
M %erreur r~siduello do compensation du tirmed'vweur X, axe i (i x. y ou z), gyro j (Q 1, 2

ov 3)
SSij ierrour r4sidualle do calibration du facteur d'deholle

moteur couple axe i (i - x,y ou z)
var (N() tvariance du paruin~tre X
var MI i matrioe do covariauce dui vocteur X

R I mouent cimitiqut

terms d"aaise-inartio inotedgel"Wamm J
8 baloutd axial toupto

P, V i balourds tranvoress
tU I anise 6142tcit

C"o~i fix.s
1 Mistelia"Onmat des lisavs d"actiou matour-cuule

A -. wkaliguaeent do spin. 9

4. - MWbELE D'UU DUML41111STS

4.1. IModfle otatiqua du gytrobe balourdt

L'tiquatiun ci-deassous exprime lot couples duese t~Ope an tution des vitoss.. at OCC4l-
rations applique*$ su Syto6tf.r dans Loaxs *a X, Y. dui gyromatro

my 0CI ~sx).((Wx # B 2 * c- A 4) a.y. (5.)a(*I. or) 9.
*% (&y + B4,y) * y

NX (I SY), (L I .arY) *. - . Wy. a * X. ( a U3. at)
Y5. (wx .6ka)- X

Eq. 4.1.
equation dans laquolliw lea coulples sait Functions do Vacc~lratiotl appliqafar

I' *fba - V%. at P.&% - (O.ay K ESO)a
P y Cby a Va. at * .oy - (Dav 1*~ lt

(Its toes Ptilisis sat dtfii done is list.o des sy5toiee).

Lo particultriti du gyroeltro balour-di apparait dwi. l~e taruaa d~itrur suivartta t

* .SS%. B.ax, SSy, GSy i erour dues aux facteura d'dhlla doe notour-couples.

* Ts. S.ay, T~y..D.sat os( y. C.at. VQu.3.. .trors dus* aux sbaijiuents.

* AprOs towporwation. Itt equations prlr6dentoo sont modifites do fagon 11 traduiro las errours ~sai-
* duviles de comueation. Le synbols, 5 46sign. leisarrours riiduallao do coe~asacian deg termes

dlerrours ou dim calibtlatkoo des factsurs d'kho1Ie
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4- Sy +1

-

+

ssyi okx S W7 4,+)

'~~y3.y 'y

'Y' S~ Sy 9+tSE -A

oB alar noial oiaed aor ope

d lution 4.3. devditaIinu i ev. 'tlsto tdavnnao

i sre du T. oat

Wfiquation 4.4 yneatt e ogyor balootlOardl awveroatoo .nsur ou d'areur.ot Verwur rot 1. tot

- - -

I-IT I at STue La le ournlti poa toop(1.iatuon o rui o o an pv 4beappatiuI de foaution
pia ire~t bdeodo d'T.d pnobn~ao a~ tlct

Lari a mpa ation o. intor .tow V ou lutstw o l sot rU too d* at o ot cu itpo c-otooiuua obt

Eq, 446

Psx d sebut. Leqe dA autrov4. porktst ottin ona eru, at I4~ts 3A au~lr as" aurt cas pat

par~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I gyof__bluddae osino~tsa agg tlct

IAL.. S 
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-t V-2 SXiS 7) SX

AJ2~ ~ ~ L Y (±
lO vi

A~- V~ Xi-. ~y)- (z.0

Eq. 4.
Lt ~~quatiou4, 4.8 Yoteqelaer") n ies te c~hain othmgns afgr

20 ouni lexpesio dsayer rer-lt~ nfntondserusrsdelsd opn

Eq. 4.9

20 fut1expression d qes 0eter ererALe nfnto e rer diule ecme-

e extrdonnoe fgu20e doie des vetens e ces arcsei suivante

Mod~~~~~~~~~~~~~e~~q d4.9rd . ... (q49 reu ecmestongr E.44

(varistion den 1'inutinqsutiued s oron

0 CU C AI 0

la form -~~l des1 matrices~ds ige daci e
IK , moerscupe , B - 0 I ~ N

* Mu facteur d'Schelle en vacc6sre~i idem +H plS Si:fcerdShledsmtuscu
S1variationzeru de dcompenfition des alourdsn %*

d'iat de toupie.i

* I ij actur ~chlle ranvere I*9gyi - S8xi :reu d'hooaistrpde dies f actrs de

d'cesdsmoteurs-couples (pncaemn iet

w SYi - SBi :.eresaligenomn ugyauto de lxe
I de pin I

I hIj facteur d'Schelle transverse I *XSide -i a(1 :'j plrus, d'nstol dsIce

1D1,J1.oupJelage d~~qeI Sfceus d'turschls do rs cuplestlieA

I~ i j encciterae InI'd'actionides
vitessei 5S~ : ma~imeigam des lgyro motur eml _ 0

* I I * U ~salgnement d 'axe do spin

I 1 j4 ulg taiu
I* S Sp faVur d'Ach termes motes 2cyousbao dl

Bi 9P Sopiag Sttiu Eea Sdu eme o gyros non baloudI
I BEi , j I IS

I I toma dugr onblu
0 ~ ~ ~ 1- 2 at 3 vitesse yeat z/ acc~l~ration I_____________

IGi : cpl t tiqt'e I "s -s=

I Hij :acclration/vitesse I*anisonertieI

* I Jij t cdfrve poportionneMl A C~u . * J anisoinartie

Doi at Aol d~rive et biais constants i couples fixes -

~ biais proportionnal A a2 x D :aniso6laaticitd
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* Catte repartition des erreurs montre qua par rLpport A un bloc capteur gyromA-tr.que classique, Isa
sortie vitesse comnporte des termes suppidmentaires de couplage statique (our l'axe uniquement), ce qui ne

. .. .. . . .consti tue pas une modification de structure du modale,

5 - MODELE D' RB.EUR STATISTIQUE

Une fois les pLramatres du modale statique dgtermn~s par des easais approprids d~crits au chapitre
suivant, il est d~duit

- le rtsidu de modglisation dons chaqui esasai,
- lea variations de. parambtres du mod~le.

A partir du modale de l'fiquation 4.9 at de sa corwpos~tion donde figure 20, il ressort que

__v 0 Voor~Ly A') 9 0Y,

Vat Eq. 5.1
avec en particulie,.: pour JLO et A constants

'1dir t xS~ . Vol -( X) * vdN-( ) A- LU I V&-( ')

+ ~ VA-(d 3 E * LAWy +A(~~ Eq. 5.20

l'expression de la variancat en acc6lfiration eat, per contre, gfindrale

Y41C$Ox c(o x,.Say) o(Sx40
v4AALO Sa c Yv ( 0 g Vc) Va-( caw (Oaycic ) Eq. 5.3

C- dt'so x) S Q7~cy Vol,- ID~
*La variance de chaque parambtre eat composde des variances fonction du temps at de la tempdrature

solon les variances 416mentaires suivants

variance en fonctionnement continu on fonction du temps.
Svariance caract~risant la r6pfitabilit A court terme entre arrkt-dfimarrago.
variance I long torme.

* Trp variance fonction do la tempgrature ambiante T. 0
q',,I.: variance induito par la mise en tempdrature au ddmarrage
Tj : bruit do mesure (rdsidu do modilisation).

La variance totale, toutos conditions do fonctionnament incluem, eat la somez

T -*I t + rr +- 4r4. TI, Eq. 5.4
*ce qui mignifie itind~pendance do& erroura aindi d~finies. La liste des varianesa 6l6nontairee n eat

pas limitative.

6 -IDENTIFICATION DU~ MODELE

* 6.1. Type d'assais

Doux types d',aais sont utiliE".

-des emmais A I'arrit :essais do mime an tempdrature at ommaism ultipositions. Cet essaia sore-
sibiliment lee tems constants at lee tormas fouction do 1 acc~ldration.

* - dos easels on rotation pour sonsib3.limer lea tormos fonction do 14 vitese.

Los ammais en laboratoire Ilmit~s A * Ig no pertuattont pas d'idantifier 10 Mo4Ile en 44*Q6l6ratiou
avec muffisamment do pricision.

* D'autrasa esis sont alora ndoaairoo pour vallder Its r~sultats obtonus moud I

* - eavais our cantriftigeuse
- asai our table ainusoldale
- essaim enl vibration.____

6.2. Essais A l'arrlt

6.2.1. Essais do mime en toszpdrature (MET)

Cot amse consists 11 manurer log~ iorties lore du rdglic en foncionnamoot tranuitoire (il.T.)
obtanu par la mist un route du matdriel. Pour Ilapplicat Lon missile Air-Air, catt phiant- tronsi-
toire #at la phase do tonctionnoeant opdrationnal. Compta tono du caractftrd non stationnoire do0
cotta phase, 11 Wst pas posible do conduire l'ansamble dam esas ndeessaires a l'idantifica-
tion pendeant gatte phase. Aussi eat-il uniquement me-surd I'dvolution dam sorties H (mx at my)du
gyromitre ou no~t T~ do I& rffronce inortiolle pour deas entr~a, conatant.. dens 1;* 3 positions

* fixtes suivautas

POSITION

X vertical - Zenith
Y vertical - Nadir
2 vertical - Zenith
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Ces positions sensibilisent

- lea termeas constants
- lea termes preportionnels A l'accglgration
- pour une tras faible part, lea termes proportionnels A 4e(- 4-Ltterre)

et ne sensibilisent pa lea ternes; d'aisolasticitS et l'aniso-inertiLe. -

Parallalement aux mesures gyrom6triques mx et my, la temprature interne du gyrombtre eat0
enregistr~e.

On prdsente figure 21, un exemple de d~rive obtenue (MOI, Z vertical).

a) '2yromAtre

-les Svolutions A la mise en route sont relativement importante8 our ce type de gyroMA-tre
(jusqu'l 60'/h) mais en aucun cas agravges par la presence d'un balourd axial toupie. S

-lea ivolutions no sont pas efficacement compensges par une correction thermique statique ce
qui confirment la n~ceasit6 d'une compensation dynamique. Lea phduomanes sont A titre d'exew-
ple de la forme

Poex verticalF/t
~~ ({ - t c.

-le r6gime transitoire depend de linterfaco mdeanique du gyroni~tre. Dewc types de montage
m~canique ant Sta utiliada.

b) R.I.

Les performances en r43ime permanent (R.P.) obtenue3 our une p4riode d'assai intervenant 6 tools
apras Is calibration de la R.I. &out lea suivantes

Performances en R.P. (I T3* I Unitfa rrur 61matira

D~rive aldatoire en fonction-
nement continu our I heure 0,75 1,3
apr~s stabilisation

RfipitabilitS a court terme P, --
*entre arrit-d~marrage 4 8-L.

(drive stabilisde)

RUpdtabilitd I long terme 1 39 I 52 1 4 .~S~
1

1(6 MiB) T?

La rigime treaitoiro (R.T.) our lea sorties do Is R.I. cat caractdri*S par

I Unitis I rer l~otioPrformances to R.I. Erus64etia

Vjariation ontre la 14re 1
oesureat aprs 30 mw 60 90 So.

* (Valour cr~te)

Rdptabilitdi A court terow
sur I* 14re mesure 112 1 A I
(t - 08A t 10 *362)

Uu example do m1#4 an tompiratura our lea 6 sorties cat pr4a anti fig. 22*

6.2.2. Esitels -Hulcipositlon

-Cos essis ant 1our but do d4orminor lot valours des cottffconts dlu modaltk 4i'orr~ur
composE des tormos duivaits

* ~- tormes ind6poandants do g
* - termcs proportionuels h 8 at A g

- 14seansibiliti ttermique do cc* coefficients ddfinia dans lam 6quation. 4.6 44t 4.9 rospectivo-
tWont Pour 10 gyroowftro et I. R.I.

La sonsibditi tIhartnique dos coefficient* nia pu 8tre 6valufie aur I* gyromlitro soul, 9~'est-
A-dire our doe coefficienta nuit componosis an tepdratura.

* La procdduro coiita A ineourei let s('rtins (K ou AlltIa 4A) dons 20 positions en ragIme
permanent, estimci: lea voaura des coafficlonts des mdalos et loure Incartitudos par I* o~thodo
deo moindvo# carrOet gdndralie&#

6 , Eq. 6.1 
_

o06- vocceur orrour a) & ( q. 4.6): N-NCO

b) R.I. (Eq. 4.9) 1 6.Qet A A
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a.ijj a matrice des accfil6rations 2
X - vectour inconnu

- bruit

La solution do l'6quation 6.1 dtant:

~~~~= ~ ~ l [jj j -A~)j]~___

ou eat la variance du bruit de mesure estim~e A partir du rdsidu de, mod~lisation

a) Gyrocktre

D16", 11y/ X -a sas P4 /ax a.P T1.6-

~ eoj~fEq. 6.4

La sensibilitg en tempfirature eat obtenue par la d6terminatiou de X (Eq. 6.4) A 20, 40 0
at 600C de teinpgrature ambiante.

Les termes o( x., yo 5 x. y* &xISy dtant dfiterminga par lea eaaaisaen rotation,
l'dquation 6.4 pout se, r~duire A

[r. rby' fh, s , FlVx, ~y I E,.Dj q .

b) R.I.

viteave

x X 1, FK9 G. E A , D Y , 8
a Y, Ey , Fy a., Dao SeMx Eq. 6.

acc~ldration

x FAx., Mxx MxY, rlxx, Nx, Nxy, Nw a, Ay-, M~yx tlyy.
d'7Y I.N. M'VY y. a A a, H1x, Miy MiL, IVip Eq.6.6 0

rdaultata

a) qy~roe~tre

Coefficin Valour moyenne Incertitude Sensibilitf en temp~rature (20 - 60*C)

bx -~ 601h 0,7'/h 2,25*/h/0 C
r by - 394/h 0,70/h - ,45/h/*C

B5038 '/h/g 10/h/& 0,00'/1/g/Ic
Vx - D(x.B - 13'/h/bI:h/ 5*hg'

Vy -AY-B - 27/h/80 9/h/g 5/s&'

* E 0,21h/g 2  2,1:/h/&2 00//
0:6 /h/&2  20 /h 0,O10/h/&2/se

*Coefficient Rdp~tabilitg b court term (T a20% 1 *C

rb 8*/h
B 1,71/h/S arreurm glduentaires

1 ,3 /h/g
1 02:11// 2  * arrour #tatiatique iT

D0:20/h/& 2  * arro~ur ddtorcknite i influence do as tewpdrature

Les Lormea P , B, at V mont ditermn i~m vac suffisme~nt do prOcisioi pout quo lee
voleiira obtanuts sokent sitaificativoa at constituent une validation du modbl. dons to domain* #

tam termsm B at D no sont pas emtimie a&voc uuPepr~cimioa twffiatea. Dles asais on vibra-
* tIon mont habituotllment utilisdo pour eatimer s parnatroo avac plus dA prkcimion.

La r~pdtabilitd A court trm itulut its variations do* coefficients dues AIs tempiraturo
ambiante par 1'intorm~Iira

- doIs isoaauibilit6 do* tormes eux-aimas I Is tompdrature V (bx. V by st dons uot moitndre
part a.

- do la sonsibilitf du factour d'Ichello do# motours-couplea A Is tompfrature (4.10-4/*C)
errour d'estimation du term B (ef £ 6.3.).

* b) RLfr ico inertialle

Las r~sultmto d'idontification du modble in vktasmo (6qustion 6.5) at on acilldration
* (BOruation 6.6) mont illustrdto par 1'eeatiple donnA figure 23 oQ figurt at ou form& msttkiello

- I@% Valeur. dstimo do$ coefficient* du modle
- V'incertitude do@m coefficients ainak qu It rfmidu de codfilleatiot "Sigma".
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Las terates en vitesse sont exprim6s en ,/ */h/g at 8/h/g2.

Los tarmes en acc~lfration en 1074g, 10-4 g/g et 10-4 g/g2.

NOTA Le symbole * masquant les paramlitres Ex2 et Nzz signifie qua ceo parazAtros ntont pas A6td
-sensibilisfis par lea 20 positions choisies. Ultgrieurement 24 positions seront utilisses.

Coefficiet ptblg I RI~aiiS rti
~can~s codrt terme long tabiite (6itms *

Doi 0,9 34 /
Bij 0,9 10 /h/g
Eij 1,3 1 1,8 /h/924

Aoi 1,9 1 32104
Mj4328 IL04g/g

Nij 2,3 3, 10-4g/g2

iErreurs I

Performances an assais multipouition A t I g

Coefficients Rptblt ~~aiif nti
court terme long tarme (6mois)

I 1 */h1,2 1 3
a2,3 40 10-4 g

1 f~mntaires (vilNfr4~ +4T/ I *1T , 

6.3. Essaim en rotation

6.3.1. But des assais

Con *asiiso nt pour but de diterminer

a) sur lot grom~tre

-la factours 4dkhelle des moteurs-couples Ex at Ky
-lox msal i nementv s x y,~ oK x a t y
le Istm dfaniso.inartl.e t(C - A) /H

Les pr~casious flectriques difinies dans 1'Squation 4.4 s'ezpriment par
HX/H.- KX. Ix

Eq.6.
b) otIkI MY ?. Ky IY

-lot orroum. de factaurs d'tchall, matrice I KI
- os tortwo do coup1agt statiquesee caldration/vi taxes matrico IG I
lea. toras d'kkti-inartie z astrico LII at JlI(

W-.32.- Il dM 4 rour du facteur dt4chole

'Los Laotauro d~dchlale Ks i Ky sont fouctions do I& vitoouo appliquit au gyvocAtro
at du tempi~t____

Ouatit ~ W du , t) K ) (tr) + E1 .
Aqutini dnsIaquolle t

- C~o' at n~o esont lt valour. d*4 factours d'6chelko nominal*&, easurio pour des conditions
i'nitialas null.., AUX 1ie~ W 4Yo at ! 4010.

- Wi C) cat uou fouctlett parlodeW i --.

u W~i) -'.ko + M. aigue *(W)i # kUt, + Eq. 6.3
-V (W t) oat u Vinction impatra do wt

v (W) - (I 40 MV,&I la W( + ... Eq. 6.4
*Vair d&iiution praique des toruso ,igura 24.
*Le wd~le d' arrourt eorrospondaut ae la R.I. t 95 at Sy out fourui pot lot velations
* ouivantes * S

6.3.3. ioctdura appliquac

LtBo esips r~aliis o Cnt luicth A lbaoppication do vitso. angulaires our lea axes
caonudqueo 0 , Z du Syrowltra ou do is R.I. (lee torwe. d'oniso-inertit n'*tont excitfsa
quo pour des vion. appliquies autout WtAvvtw an oniquaas, no seout pas Avalugo par
04t eassa).

La gamae des vltgsages t Vo, Wmax appliqulos tit rigiwae permanont (RI'.) eat
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60 0 £max

gyrom~tre 1 100/s 200*/s
R.I. I 10*/s 1006/s

Le cycle des vitesses appliqu~es eat du type

+(Vo, -Jo . +.... 0I, - 4)i, .. + Annax, 4max. 9
Pour chaque vitease appliqu6e, lee mesures sont rdalistes sut des Avolutions complates

de l'axe de Is tablc pour moyenuer lea dgirives proportionnelles A g et pendant un temps de 360s.

L'6volution en fonction du temps eat meaurge pour &j >, 40*/a A intervalle de 9s (401
meaures successives sout rdalisdes pendant 360s pour chaque vitesse, chacune de ces 40 meaures
6tant; int~gries sur 99).

Aprts chaque vitesse appliqude, Is systbme eat maintenu a l'arrift pendant 9inn pour rfita-
blir lea conditions thermiques initiales.

6.3.4. Rfisultats

a) GyronAtre

La modale identifi6 eat le suivant

Au , xA Eq. 6.6

vy Lib)= Eq. 6.7
Ce rioultat eat illustr6 figure 25 reprdaentant

par le symbole V (1u, t) pour t - 99

par lea aymboles *-. u (4u, t) pour t - 908
4.~ ~ .a . , t1808

-,b~~ -., t2709
t~ ~ -a . t360s

done Ia gamme t 10'/s ;±200*/a

L'axe des abscisas reprfsente 1a fonction U (W. t *9a).

La functio~n u (k)j, t) traduit 1'Ecbauf foment par offet JOULE de l& couronne d'aimant
des moteure-coupls.

Pour W0 fixg, u (t) ant solution de

.W + ( . ) Eq. 6.7

Lea valours typiques obtenus sont a

k (.) -2,6 10-4 / (rd/a)2

~ 150s

La forme g~nivale du modble do I'Squatiou 6.6 pour de eutrdesaen vitesse aiaa.ltvAehs
our 1ee 2 "tos x at y eat donc i

Ux (Wu, t) . Uy (4,, t) - K (t) . (4u X2 *(4y 2 )

soit U (t) - kt (t) . (4) X2 +60y 2) Eq. 6.8
oGi k (t) + AJa L a ke ) Eq. 6.9

Cess dquations pourrajeon Itre utilisdes comes modble do compensation d'debauf fement
des moteurs-couplea.

La sosibi).itt thermique du coefficient Kx. set Avaluds A&W 10'/# dame I& games
do tempfrature owbiante T - 20 A 60*C

b) R.I.

L'atiewation des coefficients des watrites jKl atj 0 loeot couduite do I& oime
tagon our Is R.I.-

Uina illustration des risultats set donute our lee termo&W y at ay

U)Y " KYX - W14 KYY.Wy Y +vi Laj
ay wGys.bux * Cyy.wy + Gyg. Cut

Los terms Kyx, Ky ou Gy , y toot lee trous do couplinge thormique ifdrlurs a
2.103 (oth) / (*/h) ou (10-4g) (*/b) at indipendmnts do w et du temps t.

'Le fonction Kyy (Lit, t) eat roprisentla figure 26 dams In Some ! o 10, 00/a
pour t w 36 1 360s.

La vdisultat obtena et cohtreat avec Ia modls d'tchauf foent idontifiG our Is gyro-

LMearow do linlaritiA eat infiriture da eta conditions A 4.10-4

%yy (41. t) -Kyyo. + * U,tC)j
u ( w , t) < 4 S

Kyo : diterwind par (v 1 0'/s
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7 - CONCLUSION

Les premiers essais-des mat~riels mettant en oeuvre le concept de gyromAtre balourd6 rdalis~s dens
lea conditions d'omploi de laboratoire (± 1g, ± 100/1s, 20% t 2*C) et pour des entr~es en vitesses
et accglfrations constantes montrent qua ce principe eat applicable au systame de gtsidage visant les
ordres de $randeurs suivantos

Dfirive, < 1004/h ou 10-2 g

ererde facteur d'ficholle <10-3

1i apparatt en particulior

%- Quo 1e umodAle du gyromatre balourdEi n'est pas difffirent dui gyro non balourdt et qu'aucune caract~ris-
tique statique n'est affectfie par le balourdage axial do la toupie.

-Quo los errours en accgl~ration s dfiduisent sensiblement dos orreurs on vitosse A partir dui rapport
dfifini par la, valour du balourd axial (ici 1*/h 9 1, 1. 10-4g).

-Quo la performances actuelles sont am~liorables par une modfilisation dynamique des effets thermiques
(transitoiro A Ia mise sous tension ot Schauf foments intornes des moteurs-couples).

Los Etudosa poursuivont actuollomont sur des prototypes do R.I. qui seront fivalue au, L.R.B.A.
en 1984. Le modblh bien connu dui gyromAtre A suspension accordS va servir do base I l'filaboration des
essaie futurs * Cos ossais permettront une Eivaluation des performances et des orreurs dynamiques ainsi
quo la validation des modaes dams los domainos do vitesses at acefldrations lin6aires et angulairea
plus dlevis.

Des Etudes sent conduites dAna co sons sur des moyoms spicifiquos dui L.R.B.A tola quo la table
sinuuoldale 20 g ot la contrifugouso 80 g.
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STRAPDOWN INERTIAL SYSTEMS FOR TACTICAL MISSILES
USING MASS UNBALANCED TWO-AXIS RATE GYROS

b y _ _ _--b y

J.L.Michelin 9 0
(V) Strapdown Systems Engineering Group Managero Socidt6 de Fabrication d'Instruments de Mesure (SFIM)o13 Avenue Marcel Ranolfo Gamier

91301 Massy, France

a._ and

P.Masson -

Inertial Components Manager
Laboratoire do Recherches Ballstiques et A6rodynamiques

27207 Vernon, France

G -.SU-,ARY

" In 1979, SF114 began work on strapdown inertial systems using two is dry tuned gyros (DTG). Since the
first feasibility developments 4 --- 2me- eefe AGAV , SFIN has worked on a large number
of applications, the most important being for tactical missiles.

All our current developments are based on the same concepts - mass unbalanced gyro (M.U.G.) - fully
digitized electronics - leading to a systems family - -" Am nrnAti_1 ' in which the cost -
and volume requirements are the essential points. •

The following paper describes the basic ideas, some examples of utilization and the test results
obtained on some functional models and prototypes by SFIN and essentially by LRRA.

FIRST PART S.F.I.M.

I - BACKGROUND .-.--- .

SFIN has produced GAN ("Gyroscopes Accord6s Miniatures") dry tuned gyros since 1972 for various applies- 0
tions a rate gyros, optical stabilization, ... In 1974, SF114 has contracted by the French Governmental
Lnepartment (STET, "Service Technique deas Engine Tacticues") for the first feasibilit studies on etrapdown
inertial systems. This development was based on tactical missile applications, at a time when very few

* missile designers could imagine this requirement.

, This feasibility development, together with others covering helicopter and torpedo applications, was
completed by the delivery of some systems to government ground teat or flight teat laboratories. In 1978,
SFI gave a lecture (AGARD n* 95) and described the SIL 3 prototype, which has since been tested in French . 0
Flight Teat Center (Bretigny) and by tRBA, with very encouraging results i

- stability < 0.5"/hI" (I c ) (I year) over a range of 10o/eeo."

- CEP < 100 meters for a 2-minute flight.

These tests are continuing, with an improved version, on a drone (C 22 SNIAS 1984).

Since 19794 prototype developments have been carried out for various programs and application,
with a strong demand for tactical missiles t air-to-air ; sea-to-sea I air-to-ground i ground-to-air
and others. BFI1 devoted their efforts to develop a coherent Strapdown Inertial Refererkee family, with
two standarda

L SI2 1 based on 2 two-axis GAM rate gyros and 3 acceleromaetera.

* S t I : based on 3 two-axis 0A mass unbalanced rate gyros.

These strapdown inertial referents system (114U) can than be integrated, as a module, into mor'* complex
inertial system (for missile, helicopter or torpedo applications).

.. The GIL I f'aily, which is used in almost all the systems under development, i the main topic of
, this lecture.

S 2 - TACTICAL NISILE REQUIREMENTS

Tactical missile applications atress special requirements

- Multifunction inertial reference _

The cost and volume objectives led missile wmufacturers to define inertial reference (1.A.) for
3 different purposes t

- inertial guidsene

Inertial reference must provide precise angular and linear rate data to the missile computer in order

*to achieve quality inertial guidaime before autopilot target, hoking.

*
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- missile contrL1

The strapdown inertial sensors are used as flight control accelerometers and rate gyros (3-axis gyro
and accelerometer package).

- stabilization

Frequently, the I.R. are used for stabilization of homing heads (mechanical or electronic stabili-
zation).

The first function requires average accuracy, with the other two need high quality transfer functions
and low noise levels. These parameters are often not easily obtainable at the same time on a single
sensor.

The following values, covering all tactical missile applications, can be noted

- 1 to 100 l /hr drift (1 q ) -

- 1.10 - 4 to 1.10-2g bias (1 )
-4 -

- 1.10 -  to 1.10 -3 scale factor error (1 )

- 100 Hz bandwith

, - 0,1 % range noise.

- High dynamics .

Missile dynamics increase in inverse proportion to inertia, the efficacity of control surfaces and
flight control systems, and above all the new operational requirements.

The following maximum values are usually quoted .

50.000 0/sec
2

2000 0/sec

It is difficult to combine this high dynamics requirement with accurate guidance.

- Volume and cost

This is a high priority objective. The decrease of missile volume and cost induces a similar constraint
for the inertial reference. It is of course necessary to evaluate I.R. cost in relation to the
multifunction aspect, to compare with a standard solution : guidance system + control sensors +
aerial stabilization sensors

The SFIM solution - SIL 1 - is resolutely directed toward cost and volume objectives, which can now
be quoted as

. volume < 1,5 liters

. cost <150 KF (1983 HT).

* 3 - SPECIFIC CONCEPTS

All the strapdown inertial systems at VIM are based on a gyroccope family - GAN 1 0 - which has the
following general characteristics

- typical size 0 0 31 x 35 mm,
- gimbal using crossed blodes flexure,
- synchronous drive motor,
- samarium cobalt magnet torquera (I or 2 rings according to application) ; ace t'igue 1,

This gyroscope ia used as a rate gyro with in electrohic servo loop and at ternary pulse widthmodulated
torquer control, which ha proved be the beat simpllcity/performnce (static and dynamic) ratio.

This rate gyro Is Implemented togethor with Qflex accelerometers in 3IL 2 systvns,

In G1L 1 syatemo, the OAN I G is integrated in a now dtosin calling for apelial conception developed at
SVIN over a last Few years.

3.1. Mas unbalanced gyrou (M.U.0.)

The first work on mass unbalanced gyros and applications began at SVIN in 1977.

If the center of gravity of the apin wheel (0) in not identival with the suapentilon center (S) - -

unbalancing - the &yro becomes sensitive to accelerationa in the torquers plane (aee figure 2).

A aimplifiad operating model isa

C)0 9, W y ; case angular rate (dug/see)

X. •y : acceleration (g)

Mx., My i torque applied by gyro torquers (deg/sec) ; mesurements provided by sensor.

.* • B :mass unbalance, proportional to wheel maus and the 0S distance (deg/see/g).

* In a more complex model, the torques Rx, My can bv expressed with renpect tc real measurements Sx,
Sy (.'rect and crossed scale factors K) ; spin position mean valve 4/x, Iy 1 drift Dx, Dy: no

* linearity terms, the other model terms in %cceleration, anisoinertia term, and dynamic term l
(inertia, spin motor hunting, dynamic spin offset, ... ) zeroed with a cost nt angular rate W x,

W y, with residue xu, Ily.
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Kxx SX + Kxy Sy + NL (Sx, Sy) + Dx + Bx Yy + P. 'x

-Wy + 'x. W.+a+ Cai y •0 Wz+ Zx+ Rx

Kyx .Sx +yy • Sy + NL (Sx, Sy) - Dx -By .*Yx + P. r y

=-ex+ .+ 0z-Cai . W x 0 + + .... "yy

The rate gyro therefore measures a combination of angular rates and accelerations ; with two .

measurements for one gyro, 3 sensors will provioe 6 values, from which the 6 required parameters

will be calculated W XM, &J YM, W ZM and XM, Y YM, X ZM (missile axis). Of course, it is

necessary to choose mass unbalance and sensor axis positioning correctly ; the optimal choice

depends on application ; but it seems that the 6W / ' seperation is obtained by placing the gyro

axis along the trihedral axis, and by maximizing mass unbalance differences(B2 - B31 , J B3 - B11,

BI - B21 , leading to the typical following implementation 6

gyro 1 : non-mass unbalanced ; spin Xm, 
.

- gyro 2 : unbalanced > 0 ; spin Ym,

- gyro 3 : unbalanced < 0 ; spin Zm,-
withls2 I = IB31; see figure 3.

Hence (same notations as above)

Mxl =0() z
4yl = -Wy
Mx2 = WAx - B. ,.
My2 = 0A) z + B. Y' z

X3 =-y .. y
y3=- 6Ux- B. 'x

These equations yield

W x = (1x2 - Ky3)/2
(A y = - yl
U) Z - Mxl"

T x = - (Kx2 + Ky3)/2" -

y m (Mx3 + Kyl)/:
z = (My2 + Kxl)/B

Several notea can be made t

- there i onl one kind of sensor t the unbalancing of a gyro corresponds to possible adjustment

of an unbalance screw ; tAe dpposite unbalance is obtained by rotating the spin motor in the
opposite direction.

- the accelerometer rangie capability is not limited by itself : the unbalance value 8 is choosen

In relation to the flight trajectories ; typical value from I deg/ceo/& to 10 deg/uec/&.

- the acoelerometric moesuregment benefits from gro occuracZ i for example, the induced accelero-.
meter bias is I) 8 where D) it the gyro drift.

* *(6 deg/hr (I1T ) and '5 deg/.ec/g --- 3.10'9 (1 (r

- the mass unbalanced gyro induces a secondary efeot t
aoeler.omegttc me aurementa sensitivity versus niular rates, through gyro scale factors errors
ess-entiaely. "' """. ::" p "

A SU1 I amplified error udel ha the following matrix form -

who"

* S i I& the measurement error of "

W Xow SW Y. Stu

SY is the measurement error of L
* ULE D.D] system drift

b a by. bZ2 syatema acelerosetric bias.

Coefficients SJ are sensitivity terms, The following crossed terms appear S.,

where S haa the form

with *k the scale factor error, and 0 the unalance, - -

The coupling term effect must be examined in relation to the application in the case of tactical

missiles, the resulting acceleration (load factor) is clearly orthogonal to the angular rate,
tending to cancel the coupling effect.

For missile applications, the initial acceleration. often associated with a rolling turn (non-
controlled aissle) reains I

tYpical values - 300" roll turn 5 0
-45.10 (1 q= Ck
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- 5 deg/sec/g B

-h coupling induced velocity error 2. 0,4 m/see at the end of initial phase ; see figure 4.

For each application the coupling effect is analysed accurately with a typical set of trajecto- __'____

ries (matrix covariance analysis). In most of cases it appears that this coupling term does not
degrades the system error by much.
Figure 5 compares typical SIL 1 and SIL 2 system performances, with a typical short range tacti-
tical missile trajectory (matrix covariance analysis) ; the accuracies of components are similar --.

SILl. 1 .

Drift 18 deg/hr ( t) 18 deg/hr (I T)

Unbalance 5 deg/sec/g - (1 @

' SB 9 deglhr/g (9 deg/hr/g (1- 3  - 3 (1

Ka - 1.107 3 (l )

3.2. Digitization of electronics -

Strapdown inertial systems could only be developed when microcomputers appeared on the market as
a large part of gimballed platform specific tasks (stabilization) are performed by software.

Given the fast technological evolution of microelectronics, SFIN began to orient development in
two complementary direction as from 1977

- to perform the maximum number of system tasks by software,
- to digitize electronics as far as possible using state of the art technology.

These methods tend to achieve the following main objectives *
- reductions in volume and cost,
- flexible system design and evolution,
- improvement in performances.

Both software and hardware aspects are examined successively.

3.2.1. - Software

The software option chosen by SFIN reaches beyond standard concepts

- all the data are digitized an closely as possible to the sensors gyro offsets,
temperatures, torquer inputs, ...

- a single 16-bit microprocessor organizes all the system functions, for all 3 gyro•
(multiplexing) I

date acquisition (analog, discrete, ... )
. all 3 gyro servo loops

intern l system outputs
dynamic behaviour software (see § 3.3.2.)

.separation of measurements W / W
diltital bum extertal output

1 compeonations
* build-in-tets
*monitoring,#

A@ quoted above, the gyro uervo loop il producea by nottware.

The gyro angular offsets are coded (12 bits) and fed Into the 16-bit microprocessor
after preliminary proceasing (staling, bia,, nolse filtering, see 1 3.3.3.) stwndard
servo functions are perfoited - integral aid proportional action, phnso lead, sp oiric
compencktor - yielding a .16-bit pretession value to be quantlIi ad (8 or 12 bit# acoor-
ding to application) before hardware digital/ternary modulation decoding ; see figure 0.

The gyro axes are processed at. the same time (multiplexing).

The s4oftware solution offers a lot a advantages, without any tangible draw-back
- elim1ination of gyro serve loop hardware
- high adaptability of deagn awd evolutitm
- capability of functions that As Impossible using hardware technology
- the microprocesuor is designed to proces all the data used for measuretento and

sophisticated processing (see 6 3,3.).

Of course, in order to implement all these functions In only one microprocessor, designers
sust write the software with great tars, directly'in assmabler language. 'Te most crucial

' . problem i to minimize occupancy without cancelling good software modularity (for
*, reliability &nd software quality).

Typical task dietributiol is presented in figure. The software is implexented on a powerful
16-bit microproce-or (INTEL 8086/186/286 or 1OTOROLA 68000) with synclronous organization
(3 cyclic interrupt levels) and 80 - 80 % occupancy.

3.2.2. - lardware 0

Volume constraints demande utilization of highly Integrated electronics technology inclu-
ding
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-Hybridization of analog electronics (precision, power) and source digital functions,

-development of specific digital functions with gate array circuits (bipolar or CMOS),

-'chip carrier' mounting directly on board,

-multi-layer flex-rigid-lone piece' - boards (no connectors).

The total electronics volume is about 5 to 10 times less than the same functions with
discrete components.*

The cost gain is noticeable (50 %) for low-level digital or analog circuits ;hybridiza-
tion of ahalog electronics for precision or power remains expensive.
The figure 7 shows a flex-rigid board with hybrid analog and power circuits.

3.3. Dynamic performances- -

Tactical missile applications (especially short range :air-to-air ;ground-to-air, .. )require
specific dynamic performances

-high angular acceleration (> 50.0000/a2

*-high frequency angular rate output (> 1 KHz) ;small lag (41 msec) ;high bandwith (150 Hz).

-low noise level ( <0.1 % range).

The capabilities offered by total digitization of data, and by computerization of the system, solv6
these problems without any supplementary hardware and often without solution suitable for an
equivalent function).

3.3.1. Sustained angular acceleration

One problem to be taken into account concerns the synchronoua spin motor (hysteresis or
permanent maquet). It it well kniown that a synchronous motor

- can lose running speed under the effect of strong anigular acceleration along the rotation
axis (inertial effet of the rotating mass),

- oscillate naturally under the effect of unwanted torques or dynamic perturbutions.

Digital control electronics for the rotating manetic field, which are monitored by the
microprocessor, sorvo the phase of the rotating field, thus providing electronic damping.
A wheel angular position signal is used (I pulse per cycle, together with angular accelera-
tion data from the other gyros, providing a physical phvAse lead which strongly improves the
angular acceleration capability.

Thin system, ageoci~ted with a discrete overvoltag* control (also managed by software),
achieve* 100.000/o before rwining speed loss, for static con umption of approximativelpv
I V &see dynamic response example f iruro 9.

* ~~~3.3.2. j~~nwt

The 10-bit micropronesor loops all 3 gyros by ttoftwak* it therefore, has avskilatile all
the data required to estimate angular raite input to eacht gyro ttorquer output*, gyro
offset, intornal states.

9flN ties completed mi observation t.lgo*rithm 6resulting from the obeevirthtory In -advanced
automaticaJL which restorits the input '*A.) a {Cvx, U1y, iota) as _W 0. Vii a transfer
function C4ke a.e elose to a pure MAsY 1e fig&ure 10.

Indeed, It apeer* that the state vector reproasentig both feqauency, out aon ivra around
nutAtion frequenoy (fe. - 10~ s) ; figure %1.

The loop together with the restoration eAlgoritms is optimised to give an algorithm usable
by a atcrooroceveor.

In this way the rollavtiti two funictions are comletely disconctvdt

- the gyro loop transfor fmtetion, which gives dytiamic limitaitiotta amid affacts acourny
- the digital ouktput tramirer function. resulting from a Software restoration algoriths.

From a prkctical point of view, it As possible to lowtr the *pin motor speed. in order to
sustain A higher precesaion rate capability at the saxe time limiting the output data

* bsndwith.

It is Obvious that such% a oncept 0an onily be achieved witA a software gjyro loop.

3.3.3. Noise level

One drawback of observation algorithm is the increaxe in noise level much care is there-
fore taken at hardware "n software levetli to achieve the 0.1 % range objective

- - ~~~~12 bits resolution con input (gyro angle orfs~ a donott(tres)

-asuly precautions. on software quatilstion error.,

-l N * hsreonics noise rejection (typical noise of M.d an 0AX 1 0).

The last point uses

-the detenainlotic mature of this noise (leading Wo a t1Ae 0soeliLasto),
Ste wheel position pule, already used for the phase loop r the spin motor mIAgnetic-

-It appears that the residual ntoise on the digital output WU o to approximated by the
derivative of filtered white lonic,
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b 6= _ b (1-A ).bt W

=bb,~ bbn-l

bb =digital white noise.

*~ 4RESULTS9

As announced in the introduction, all SF114 strapdown inertial systems are designed around 2 inertial
reference models

-SIL 2 2 non-unbalanced GANl 1 gyros and 3 Qflex accelerometers.
-SIL 1 3 non-unbalanced GANI G, utilizing the general concepts described above.

The SIL 1 strapdown -inertial reference system is used in 80 % of applications currently being
researched or developed at SF114.
A typical SIL 1 inertial reference system for air-to--air tactical missiles can be described by
synthesizing ourrent research and development

-3- 100/hr class ;1.10 g (1 ~
- SO0i/sec X);1500/sec (YZ),

50.0000/s (X) ; 40 & (XYZ),

volume <1.5 liters,-

digital outputs onl NIL 1553 8 bus
(>5SW Hz output frequency), common to all 3 functions :guidanu;e, control, stabilization.

See figure 12 (simplified technical data sheet), and figures 13 an 14(dimenaions).

This eytels contains

- 3 GANl 1 6 rate gyros (see description above), mounted on % mechanical block.

- a single -chip 80180 microprocessor, with S1( PROM, 2K4 E&PROM and 2K RA14.

- some 'Cate arras' circuits for specific digital functions (such as clock*) and some standard functions
mounted with chip carriers, directly on the board,

- 1/0 NIL. 1553 8 bus circuits.

-hoating circuits.

Power supply, using a nlon-regvlated 27 V PC supply.
a wehaoical case.

Figure 15 show% the positioning of the gyro axis.
risurv 16 to a schematic diags alhowing the various 4ata,
Figure 17 shows the real time org~an~tatiwt cof softwore tasks.

tioten#

-. On figuive 10. the "cropivceeOr-au tp lemd gyro loop, together With the digital spin xotOr Control,
can bet et.,

- t-hi Wqruor COOtrn is Oernary puse uldl oodul-atli.
- the &$ deareeyo )a Xis pojaitmi Pr'ovides Iuprovod dynamict oltong the roll axs which k'- 1vy

di#W1tctiv~ e amissile.
*-. ra-tigs sOfttvWr orguntirstin (With oapling of Ole presto~d %yro offset anglao) is votimisad for

t gyrio loops atid to reduce tho delay oon the digital output.

Thu VeOtIt oi this tYpical isOitial rofeafncne sYvtq* is 1.6 Itero. distr-ibuted AW folloW"s

ofsngors * bbi~t 0.3 1.

- ctroic (z 0.0. 1. 2

Te I~ otrpdwi hwetial rofekenc. oytto pisen.tod in this paper io the center of 4"st I1N systems
c sltyundergjain4 devvlopwent.

Sin1ce 11".? SPIN hvt devoted all .ttnSfforU5 to d rcan.injt co~lt ond volone and by no*-, an 1irtial
Weerencw skyptes -uloso lbo/hr. 1.10 , SWO/a". - In a typical 1.5 liters voluse to obtAinird without

di ff iculite.

this Uully digiti:sed job-ortanted inertial rdferetNce system has A ftltifunctioO capability.
Extnsioni to ftore coepiel system. io easy

-oystoem for shott ter" self-cotiteind guidance anW teontrol (ottitu4..rIOoitY* podeltn ;no voluae
Increase (ute or' sortwwv rw ctlonw).

a ttitude and hreadifug referee, with extWrnal heeditng refrenc, o voliaWi Inert"@. (supplemetary
so taa nctioua).

-hdybrld navilation systmt for helicopter. (with d4plar. baro. magnetic Wofrence*) i STIi mystoo,
prosently wnder developsailt.

- gui.salce, control and monitoring systee for torpedoes.

In 1!M8i. SPIN4 wim a contract t6 t enitire guidance, cunitr-ol ndmonitoring ttysteq for the new French 0
1light torpedo :CAPITU system ,the inertial Weence oystoo ardered us"s mass-nbalanced gyros n
fully digitliftid VI~c,iTrs.
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Figure 18 presents the main systems in current development at SFIN ; the reduction in volume obtained
over a few years is outlined.

It appears that the mechanical gyro - such as the SFI GAM DTG - is a increasingly important path to
follow, because the sensitivity to acceleration - when correctly utilized - is an obious advantage.

The advantage is also apparent as a mass-unbalanced gyro provides redundancy for both rate-gyro an
accelerometer data. 9 S

Progress in this technology will be made by reducing the volume of the rotatinf parts, thus decreasing
consumption ; a very large gain in power upply and electronics is then expected, together with even
more highly digitized electronics.

SECOND PART LRBA

1 - INTRODUCTION .

In the context of the general guidance developments oft future missiles, functional model LEBA has been-
led to evaluate the first inertial reference using mass-unbalance rate gyros developed for inertial
pre-guidance, flight control, and stabilization of a missile homing head.

The proposed system represents a new solution to the problem posed by supplying simultaneously the data
required for guidance, flight control and stabilization, and by using for this purpose a reference with
strap-down inertial components (inertial reference) in which the accelerometer function is obtained by
axial mass-unbalancing of this spin wheel of 3 tuned dynamic suspension gyros which make up the sensor
locki.s concept of a mass-unbalanced rate gyro should normally have led to a re-examation of the various
methods and models used to evaluate these systems. In addition, as the range within which input values
vary tends to widen for higher speeds and angular and linear accelerations, the problem of adapting test
systems is presented and has remained partially unsolved.
This problc., of evaluatiop is approached here simply as the aspect of the static characterizstion of the
sensor and the inertial reforence, i.e. the aspect of mod''ization and estimation of the coefficients of -

models for inputs with constant angular speed and linear acceleration. In addition, this characterization
applies to prolimnllry r qupmentswhich do not include alt the results of Past and present development.
Of coture ats is placed on aspecta of testing associated with the principle of the mass-unbalanced
rate gyro.

2- SYSTMNS EVALUATED

The tests were performed initi lly on o SFIR AN 1 03 tuned suspension masv-unbulanced rats gyro which,
as far sa the gyroscope only is concerned, is representative of whet the prototype rat gyro could be,
i.e. excluding the rate-gyro loop and ',ther specific deviaes asociated with impleentation in the
ine*rtial rtference oystm, such a heating and power supplies, and the mechanical intterfaae and thermal

Tho rate yro is strvoed by a laoratory d.o. cwotrol loo,"

Then toote vts witdntitr on a V~IAN 1)2 inertial referenice which iosuoWpoeJ to be representative
for the inttnded perfoimt ?.apt te' 0ow follovitu paints

-dAiNo (only the wontoni block is reprosentetie of theo prototype)
w reistacev to tom~dratune (Iliite to 20-C V 2C)
- rsistance to vibraktions

- cer'tin utic altton .onditio.'
- eloctireal Oahl Aschmicei ihteraces
- ynamic ;*erforywic" u transfer functioni an ho1st oil the ootput-4.

Th# funtional A0del owes pro-heating Te" a mini%"e ooriod of 12 minutes. This teaperature ts aintainewd
during the teot.- .

All the "Mamurenenita Are oade in1 "degniaftd or "oeainl ode (at narliest 10 faec. af ter switch-an)
on U,* 4gular vplocty end liner faceerattiong f imt;io l outpiut vhich are sui)wied thUU h a bus
hitc i a digital (ona in a "fervone trihdal rtelited to the Inertial Auferoee unit.

The performane level achieved by a strap-down syatm la #iey dcaendo on knowledg of the error Modela
an the er4o top1enticn 0de.-0

TIhe stability of the ter*# It4 the erro" odv thus reflects the ultimata pertrwaucsu a!r the %yateo.
which c4 hberv' Only be .chieved after *or* or les c plx fetearch and dalibration. It is thereforo.
iapcrtAut t.o secify thle t" of cuO ation nade. Fo'this mo4el there avr Ute following p tlibilitea:
- cowpenstion of ecalt fattor error 'n the torquare.
- cornswtlon Of it*sli0gtent between loques MW ais se,
- Co~eOsation of aoioinetial deirt,

ther~kal ccepnwation of trsuer arnie factors, 2
- owansatiol or drift tor*s : torques Indtpendent of g end tproortianri to a and C
- terWal compeation or torque independent of S ud of the wial sats-unbalaace an the ass-unbai od. ...

rate gy tos.
-compenstion or linearity error an the torquere.

UTes com sations am ade at a namlsta fre"cy of 93 Ib for the both guidnce and toatrl funttim.

Th restrictive operating condltlons on the functional model under evaluation limit the teata to rhose
that can be perforoed in the laberatory In a regulatod enviro.Nit (209C ! 160 on a COUM 52 W2 2-axis - . -

siulistor driven by a vcercial computer which perfcras the simulciter attitude wd sysetem output acqui-
sition functions, controls the axe., an performs processing.
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The analog outputs from the rate gyro loops are converted using voltage/frequency converters working
on pulses counted by the computer.

The incremental digital outpyts from the inertial reference system are read out by the computer at a
typical frequency of 1/36 S -

The next paragraphs give systems representative models, with the following symbols

X scalor
X vector

%Xj :.matrix
* JX : transposed matrix of X

applied angular rate vector, (x, Wy,:Wz)t
A : applied acceleration vector ; (ax, my az)t

: estimated angular rate vector
: catimated acceleration vector A

&:G,: estimated angular rate error vector ; A.- SL ,
A : estimated acceleration error vector ; - A-

"-Ij residual compensation error for the error terme X, i (X, Y or Z) axis, j (1,2 or 3) gyro
jSiJ residual calibration error for the torquer scale factor
Var (X) X para,.eter variance
Var (X) X vector covariance matrix
i angular momentum
(C-A)/H : anisoinertia terms (also noted J) - -
B wheel axial mass unbalance .
P,V crossed unbalance terms
E,D anisoelasticity

unwanted, fixed torque
5 torquers axis misalignment

, O spin misalignment

4 - DETERMINISTIC ERROR MODEL

4.1. Static model of the mass-unbalanced rate gyro

The equation below expresses the torques according to the angular rates and accelerations applied
to the rate gyro along axles X, Y and Z

- _ = (1 + &Sx).( CO x + B. ax) + C-A . x . 0 z - o(y.( &J z + B.az)

+ _TX.(W y + B.ay) + P'y

MX = (I + S Sy)( W y + B.ay) + C-A . (&.y. 0 z + X x.( 0U z + B.az)

- y.( W x + B.ax) - r x Eq. 4.1.

In this equation the torques r are a function of the acceleration applied

t'x = C bx + Vx.az + P. ' - (D.ay - E.ax).az
f y = r by + Vz.cz + P.ay - (D.ax + E.ay).az Eq. 4.2

(the term, used are defined in the list of symbols)

The special features of the mass-unbalanced rate gyro appear in the following error terms

'* Sx. B. ax, Sy.B.ay error due to torquers scale factors

• SB, my, j'y .B.ax and O(y.B. az O(x ,Baz errors due to misalignments.

After comoensation, the precedings equations are modified to represent residual compensation errors.

4 The symbol S designates the residual compensation errors for error terms. ...

*W 
- O 9 S SS - SO(& Yy 7~

SP-SY Is i v + 4ax .8 A

Eq. 4.3.

where B is the nominal value of the spinwheel unbalance.

It we take

Equation 4.3. becomes

AUX -. 1+or t B._A
Y + Y . Eq. 4.4.

M rate gyro outputs
.-L and A inputs
1 z nominal mass unbalance
A : error vector

Equation 4.4. is that for the mass-unbalance rato gyro after error compensation. The residu.l error
. contains the changes on coefficients with respect to their calibration value..

.. . . . . . . .. ... .. .... .-. ... ... . . . .. .... . . . :, - .- ,,: : . -,,r -' - ' : '' " ... ",.. .. t ' ""- a . . ... ' ' '' r" , l % t 
: : :
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These changes depend on time and on operating, utilization, and environmental conditions.

The main error caused by environment is that due to ambient temperature T and to its influence on
terms B ,Band S:

SPT- PT(T)
SBT BT(T) -
S ST (T)

where [IT' BT and 3T are the sensitivities to temperature, reduced as a first appromisation to

linear functions of T.

*J" After thermal compensation, the residual temperature error is theoretically random and is included
in tems i B, and SS.

The non-unbalanced rate gyro equation, after error compensation, is obtained by cancelling term B
in equation 4.4. .

1M= JI + A Eq. 4.6.

S4.2. Static model of the inertial reference with the mass-unbalanced rate h ros

The two rate gyros are arranged in an Inertial Referance system as defined in figure 19 Rotations
in pitch and yaw are measured by a non-unbalanced rate gyro with its spin axis parallel to the
roll axis. The other 4 parameters (rotation in roll and 3 ea.celerations) are measured by 2 mass- 0 0

'i unbalanced rate gyros on the spin axes which are oriented in pitch and yaw).

" Data are separated by resolving the system of equations obtained below, applying equation 4.4. to
the 3 rate gyros (indexed 1, 2 and 3 for roll, yaw, and pitch respectively)

• . ,m, ~~~~= -_ Vt/. . £4p (,+ 4 .1 .*, +,+ 7 yL :.

/WAL2 j VI/z k

..Wt,,.. *1jy 40a~) +VtB (Y4.8
't~~ ~ ~~ ,m' ?. -tI+.. + K H+ /.. (O ") +  Sx.i :?.

I'A WIL 10 X+ "iF.) - /.,"k+ y

Nota • Bl ; B2 B3 = B > 0
Xi, Yi, Zi trihedral related to rate gyro i P 1 to 3
X, Y, Z trihedral related to inertial reference.

The single solution to syetem 4.7 is used to define the errors ( and £A) on the outputs
by __ AA A_.

4 W, M V X /l . S . , -X 1 ],1; •

Vi jV 48 . X -

Ia Z, a. ( Y4 - sxi) - (S3 *SY )J Eq, 4.8

Equation 4.8 shows that the angular rate and acceleration errore are of the same type.
The figure 20 gives the expression of error vectors A_ and A. A according to residual
ompensation errors for the terms of each rate gyro defined in equation 4.3.

The general expression for these error vect ors is as follows

.; . +IKI.a: +, f424, +BI.A+ El4At.^A
A A +I.- # I.IlI._3 +IhI. A +lV/.IA.A Eq. 4.9.

In the expression t t
I:W o I °'0 4_

W1: 0 0 4y~o
The general form of matrices
in given in figure 20 and the physiela origin of there toatrices ts as follows i

E Error model of the inertial reference Gyro compencation error (eq. 4.4. ) -

K I a gular rate direot cole factor S SY * SX : scale factor torquers

(variation in the magnetic Induction of the,
*ring of magnets in the upinwheal)

- y~ i orthogonality or the
torquera action lines

M41 1. acceleration scale factor as above (KIL) ; plus! -

................
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". * .B - Bj compensation error on

the spinwheel unbalance masses.

KiJ angular rate transverse scale factor s ySy, - .Sxi
1 i j J error in the torquer scale factors (mainly I

t connected with electronics) 
p

• Y + SfXi : misalignment of the gyro
around the spin axis

v(: misalignment of the spin axis.

I Mij acceleration transverse scale factor as above (KiJ (i 4 j)) plus
' $_P and __V normalized terms P and V

n*m BI, J static coupling * B *5 torquer scale-factors .

El, J angular rate x/acceleration * B , misalignment of the torquers
.1 action lines

" * B . misalignment of the spin axis

4
* $B, SP, SV, SE and D - terms for the :
2 mass-unbalancedgyros. - ,

Bi, j static coupling * B ,B B PI'VI9E and SD terms for gyro
Ei,J i 2 and 3 angular rate Y and Z/acce- .ith no mass unbalance.

leration I 
" •

SGij static coupling acceleration/angular " - S. Y and 0(
rate B B B "

Hij * S J aniso-inertia 36 -

IJij drxft proportional to WI2  J aniso-inertia

INiJ : bias proportional to a anisoelasticity

IDOi and AOi constant drift and bias I * flb fixed torques

The distribution of errors shows that - with rospeot to a standard rate-gyro sensor bloc -,
the speed output includes extra static coupling torms (on the X axis only) which does not really
modify the structure of the model.

5 - STATISTICAL EROR MODEL

When the state "edol parameters have been determined by the appropriate tast as described in the S
previous chapter, the following deduction can b4 made

- the modelization residual in each test,
- the variations in the model parameters.

Using the model from equation A.9. and the competation given on the figuro 20, we can deduce that

SCov ( tJA, tP I
* In particular, for eontantj and A this givos I Eq. 5,

+ . 4iX v t-Yj ) f~y~ V( ) .. i'Vaka) ~ . '2

+ a. A I V&%-( j'X) ,,, 0 ,,-(S0x) + v,,,-

Ot theother hand the expression for variance of acceleration In eneral .

Vd. ~ ~~~ ~ ~ '" L,% t I1AV

The vriwica oF em'ch porameter is compoed of variance depeonding on time nd temperature according to
the bauic variactco defintd below t

2Ivarance during continuous operation as a function or time
* . r? variwice characterliig the short-term Hrun-to-run" repeatibility

I iogtmvariance
*variance its a funaticti of oirblit temperature 'r

2 variante induCed by Wat"rAi Up o 1tarting.'
noice on the meaeur*ant (modalization reuidual)

'Total variace, itcluding all operating conditiots, i the following sui Ia

• t which, (fr.n + rk. d4.
which. saean the errors dof laud in this way arc independent.
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The list of basic variances is not limitative.

6 - IDENTIFICATION OF THlE MODEL

6.1. Types of tests

Two types of tests are used

-tests at rest, warming-up, tests, and multi-position tests. These tests are sensitive to the
-constant terms and to the terms depending on acceleration.
rot tion tests, which are sensitive to terms depending on angular rate. Laboratory tests limited
to - 1 g cannot identify the acceleration model accurately enough.
Other tests are then required to validate the results obtained on I. g

*centrifuge teats
*tests on sinusoidal table

*vibration tests.
6.2. Tests at rest

6.2.1. Wamn up-tests

These teats consist in measuring the outputs during the transitory operating mode obtained
by setting the system into operation. For the air-to-air missile application this transito-
ry phase is the functional operating phase. Given the non-stationary character of this phs-
se, it is not possible to conduct all the tests required for identification during ti
phase. Therefore the only measurements made are on the changes in outputs RI (mx and my, from
the rate gyro) or .12 and A (from the inertial reference system) for constant inputs
obtained in the following 3 fixed positions

POSITION

X Vertical - Zenith
Y Vertical - Nadir
Z Vertical - Zenith

These functions are sensitive to

-the constant terms
-the termas that are proportional to acceleration
-for a very swall part the ters that are proportional
to i. ' L~earth)

and are not sensitive to terms of aniso-elasticity and aniso-inertia. R~#
In parallel to the rate gyro measurements mx and my, the internal temperature of t. rate
gyro is reoorded.
The figure 21 preaents an exampl, of the resulting drift (SIL I K K01 Z nadir).
a) Raear

-Drift variations during the run-up of this type of rate are rolatively large (up to 609/h)
but is never worsened by the presence of an axial *pinwheel unbalance.

-Drift variations are not effectively compenaated by atatic thermal compeneation, which ~.
confirwa -the requirement for dynamic comepaation. Transient phonomename have, for exam-
ole, the following formt
Poon. X vortiol

SWX W 1tW/ho(l - ,t/e) Z x W.180 a
Sioya 606OSh.(l - e_/ I) my 210 a
-The transient thormml dynamics depend on the mechanical interface with the rate gyro.

Two types of meithanioal #ount have been used.
b) Inertial r~ferencoesystem

-The perforeances in contixious operating mode over a teat period ocouring, 6 monthsd
after calibration of the inertial reterence system. are as follows

Pertrma~ceaIn cntinousI t~i ..g IBasic errors
operating mode (0 16) /h T (

I ftladom drift during c&tntinuous operation 1 0.5 .3 ' II over I 'hour utter otbilizatioo
I Filteringi~~ s U 8

I Short-term rtpatlhility betwen starting* I 4 1 (A _____

I (stabillied driftO

tLong-term repeatibility 1 39 1 52 ~ 1 61

The transient oper*ating "sd on the inertial roterence
system outputs is ch'aracorized by
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, Performances in thermal transient I UNITS ! Basic errors
10 /h lg II

"Variation between the 1st measurement and I 6 I
lafter 30 mins (peak value) I 0 90....
tShort-term repeatability on the first
1measurement (t =10 s to t =10 +,5s) 5 I(M2 + 4.? + c2)"

•Ii !  i Iz ..... .:..

One example of warm-up showing the 6 outputs is presented figure 22.

6.2.2. Multiposition tests

The purpose of these tests is to determine the values of the coefficients of the error .
model composed of the following terms

- terms independent of g 2
- terms proportional to g and to g

- thermal sensitivity of these coefficients defined in equations 4.6 and 4.9 for the rate
gyro adn the inertial reference system respectively.

Tie thermal sensitivity could only be evaluated on the rate gyro, i.e. on coefficients
without temperature compensation.
The procedure consists in measuring the outputs (M or -- and 6 A) in 20 positions in
continuous operating mode, and in estimating the values of the model coefficients, and their
uncertainties, by the generalized least squares method

_ ( aii .X+ E Eq. 6.1.

whore __ = error vector

a) rate gyro (eq. 4.6.) = A M - l".

b) inertial ref. (eq. 4.9.) A = A,.Aand AA

-aiijL- accelerations matrix
X - unknown vector

= noise , .* 0
The solution to eq. I is

X" [laii . laiiij Eq. 6.2.

vex (x) i'2. t aj • ij Eq. 6.$.

where I is the variance of the measurement noise, estimated from the modelization resi-
dual.

a) Rate gyro 3

X' lbx. by.. .S::. 6t ,, .~-5+B .

P - 37y- 8  VY 0- oY. -Vx 0* Ox, E n Eq-. 6.4.

The senvitivity with respect to temperature io obtained by determining ( eq. 6.4.)
at 20, 40 and ii00 C ambient temperature ().t

As terms ' X, 14 y, &SS' jSy aro determined by otation tests, equation 6.4. on0
be reduced to Y

) A... .P E

Anglular rate

HCDxo. 1oxx, oxy, BXOEx, E xy. EXA, Dye, Byx, Bya, Eyy, Eyo, Dao, uxxJ E Iq. 0.5.

Accseeation s

K Axo, Xxx, *,y, Wis Nxx, Rxy, Aye, kyx, Myy. Xyz. tiyy, Nya, Aso. Mx May.NzzI
gq. 6.6.

Results

a) Ante pyro (with~out Compensatiw,)

Cocfticient Reaw vAluk, un8tit 1  nstvty to ttmpeeatuee T

.Nbx - 6(./h 0.7 .h *tj5 /C',
, 39 '/ 0.7

4 6/h/g 1.0 0/h/a 0.06 "/k/,g/'C
St038 Ilh/g 1.0 0/th/g 0.09 ,/kig/iC
YX , Q( X.0- 13 /h/ 0.9 /h/ 0.05 /k/Ag!C
Vy - Y.9 27 "/h/ 2 0.0 /hg 0.05 0/k/ /*CL"' r- 0.2 Olhia 2.1 0thl1a 0 .0i"1 " ., .-4/4,

.' O t 0.6 11/h/4,' 2. ,1, o/hl, ' 0.01 "!hA t'me.'-
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Coefficient IShort-term repeatability (T =200 C - C)

rfb 80/h
B 1.7 0/h/a basic errors

V1.3 O/h/ 2  dtermistic error 0
E0.2 O/h/g 2  stertistic error (

0 0.2 0/h/a influence of tempera-
ture T (without compen-1
sation

Termsa P, B and V are determined with sufficient accuracy for the values obtained to
be significant, and conaitute a validation of the model in the ± 1 g range. Terms E and
D are not estimated with sufficient accuracy. Vibration tests are normally used in order
to estimate theme parameters more accurately.
Short-term repeatability includes variations on coefficients due to ambient temperature,
caused by

- the sensitivity of the actual terms to temperature P6.1 Ptby and for a lesser part B
-4

- the sensitivity to temperature (4.10 /00) of the torquers scale factor :estimation
error of term B (cf. § 6.3.).

b) Inertial Reforence

The results of identification of angular rate model (equation 6.5.) and the accele-
ration model (equation 6.6.) are illustrated by the example given in figure which
provide a matricial represen~tation of the following

- the model
- the estimated values of the coefficients of the model
- the uncertainty of the coefficients
and the "sigma" modelization residual.

The angular rate terms are expressed as 0/h ,0/h/g, and 0/h/g 2

-44The acceleration terms are expressed in 10 4 g 9 10'g/g end 101/g/fg

Note :The symbol * marking parameters Exz and Nzz, this signifies that the parameters
hare not been sensed by the selected positions. In future 24 positions will be used.

Coefficients Short-term 1Long-term repeatability Units
* repstttability (6 months)

Di0.9 34 /t
Bj0.9 10 O/h/
Ej1.3 1.8 O'h/g2

Ai1.19 32 1 10 g
t i1 4:3 1 28 104981

N 1 2.3 1 3.3 I .0

I, Saab eror C + -Xi*

Performancs in multiposition tests l g

Coeffiobeute Short-term I Log-torm repeatability, Units
repeatability (6 months

1 1.2 1 3
.1 213 1J~ 40Y 10)

I Basic errors 2 ; q-.,

6.3. Rotation tests

6.3.1. Purpose of the teats

* The purpose of these testa ia to determine

a) on the rate gyro
the scal. factors or the torque motors IKx and Ky
thmiuaigiamntu 5 Y. 0; oY
the atsoinertil turt (C - AI

The "aeetrical'" precessions defined ih equation 4.4 are expressed by
MX x . xx E q. 6.1.

H

b) on the Inertiak reference system

- the scale factor errors : matrixlKi l
- the static coupling accelea'ation/angular rote maltrix IGI
- thes anisinertial torme i atrices IJi and i
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6.3.2. Error model of the scale factor

Scale factors Kx, Ky are functions of the angular rate applied to the rate gyro and of
time t

Kx ( 6V , t) = Kyo.El + V x (w, t) + Vx( W, t)]
Ky ( , t) = Kyo.L1 + U y (w, t) + Vy( W, t)3 Eq. 6.2. ____

In this equation

-Kxc and Kyo are the values of the nominal scale factors measured for zero initial condi-
tions, at rates t(LVyo and t Wxo.
V ( Wg , t) is an even function of&):

U W)Ko +Kl * sign ( W ) +K2 W + .. Eq. 6.3.

-v (W ,t) is an old func ion of W
v(W )=tl.W + f' 24uj sign ( W )+ .. Eq. 6.4.

The figure 24 presents the terms definition.

The corresponding error model in the inertial reference system: Sx and* SSy is supplied
by the following relations

S'JX = - Suy -svy Eq. 6.5.

9$y - SKXo S ux S vx

6.3.3. Procedure

The teats performed are limited to applying angular rates to the st&.idard axos X, Y,' Z ot
the rate gyro or the inertial reference system (the anisoinertial terms which are only
excited for rotations applied about the non-standard axes will not be evaluated for these
teats. The range of rates No., Waax applied in continous operating mode is:

Wo Wmax
rate gyro 10s 2000/a

inertial reference 100/s 1000/a

The cycle of angular rates applied is of the type + Wo, -4,o,' ... , I 1W, (A4 . .. +Wmax,
L)max. For each rate applied, measur'ements are made on complete turns

of the table axis in order to average the drifts proportional to g, for a period of 360 a.
Changes as a function of time are measured for OW>,400/s at 9-second intervals (40 succes-
sive measurements are made over 360 e for each rate. Eaph -of thesm, 40 measurements is inte-
grated over 9 a).
When each rate has been applied, the system is maintaneo at rest for 9 mine to re-etablish
the initial thermal conditions.

6.3.4. Results

The model identified is s follown

(x W.t) W Eq. 6.6.-

Vx (Ws) t) - 0 Eq. 6.7.
VY (W 0 ) 0

The result is illustrated Ini figure 65 in w~lch symbol representsa V (4U t) for t
9 a.
and symbol# ~ represent u (CU. t) for t - 90 a

4represent ' " t i* 180 a
-o- represent " t a270 u

trepresent t is9 380 0
in the range 100/4 to ~.2000/8
(function U 6uv t a 9 ) ..eprasents axis?

The function u ( (0, t) de.nribes heating, by the Joule effect, of the torq4uer magnet ring.
For fixed Co. V.(t W l the solution to

u M + a u Eq. 6.7.

Typical valus obtaint I are

S160 a.

The genitral form of the moeal I* oequrtioii 6.6. for the uitiultanaous rate inputs on axes X ~
mid V, therefore : Ux (A, b) &. L' ( W, L) ~., Au L+ wu7

i~. ult) *k Mt . ( 4xj(y) 9q. G.8.
where h(t) * *'kt) k C.-)E. 8.9. '-

These equations cou~ld be used as a compensatio~n model for heating of the torquerat.
The thermal sensitivity of coefficient Kico is evaluated at 41* 10*/* in the ambient
t"meraturt range T = 20 to WOC.

~Ko - 4.10'/-C
Kg. 3 T

b) Inertial Rteference
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The matrix coefficients JKJ and I G1  are estimated in the same way on the Inertial
Reference system. An illustration of the results is given by terms Wy and ay.

C y = Kyx. W x + Kyy. &Jy + Kyz. (Vz-
ay = Gyx. OJ x + Gyy. W y + Gyz, . .

Terms Kx, Kyz - or Gyx, Gyy, Gyz are staticcoupling terms less than 2.10 - 3 (*/h)/(/h) -__-_"_'
or (10 g)/(O/h) and are independent of time t.

The function Kyy (C;, t) is represented by figure 11 in the range + 10, t 10O0/s
for t = 36 to 360 a.
The result obtained is coherent with the heting model identified on the rate gyro.
The linearity error remains less than 4.10 in these conditions

Kyy (CU, t) = Kyyo 4 '[1 + u (,t)]u t) < 4.1o-"
Kyyo determined by () = 

+ lO/s.

7 - CONCLUSION

The first tests have been performed on equipments utilizing the mass-unbalance gyro concept in labors-
tory operating conditions ( 1 lg, t 1000/s, 200C + 20C) and for constant angular rate and acceleration
inputs. These tests demonstrate that this principle is applicable to the guidance using the following
typical values 2
drift < l00"/h or 10- o
scale factor error < j0

"  .

In particular the following factors appear

- the model of the mass unbalance gyro is not different from the non-unbalanced gyro, and no static
characteristics are affected by axial unbalancing of the spinwheel.

- the errors in acceleration are largely deducible from t4e angular rate errors using the ratio defined
by the value of the axial unbalance (here l 0 /h l x 10- g).

- the current performances can be improved by dynamic modelization of thermal effects (transient on
switch-on and internal heating of the torquers).

Research is currently being made on the inertial reference prototypes which will be evaluated at LRBA
in 1984. The well-known model of a tuned suspension rate gyro will be basis for elaboration of future
tests, which will evaluate performances and dynamic errors, and validate models in the fields of high
angular and linear rates and accelerations. Research is currently being made in this direction on LRBA
Job-oriented test systems such as the 20 g sinusoidal table and the 80 g centrifuge.
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MODEL MODEL.
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MODULAR STRAPDOWN GUIDANCE UNIT WITH EMBEDDED MICROPROCESSORS

Jerold P. Gilmore
Division Leader, Inertial Subsystem Division
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc.555 Teholg Square4

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

SUMMARY

The Low-,Cost Inertial Guidance System (LCIGS) is a modular strapdown design
implementation of attitude (gyro) and velocity (accelerometer) axes which permits the
interchangeable use of different manufacturer's instruments without affecting the .
system's electronic or mechanical interfaces or processing software. This design
flexibility is made possible by the use of microprocessors for processing and control.
The microprocessors are embedded in each module and five are used: one per
accelerometer triad, one each per gyro module, and one in the service module. The
processors effect on-line digital torque control of the gyros, active instrument error
model compensation, including modeling for temperature sensitivity effects, temperature
control, self-testing, etc. Adaptation of processing and calibration algorithms to
accommodate for instrument changes or sensed environmental variations is achieved .
through the use of an alterable read-only data base that may be updated by the LCIGS
support equipment as required at calibrations or upon an instrument replacement. This
data base is accessed by the microprocessors and used to compute coefficient
corrections for the processing algorithms. This paper describes the LCIGS modular
system architecture, its functions and the corresponding microprocessor software

, "" partitioning.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a strapdown guidance unit which uses embedded microprocessors
for instrument control and data processing. It was designed for use in tactical air-to
surface standoff missiles, but is also applicable to a broad spectrum of avionics
implementations such as synthetic radar motion compensation.

The name chosen for this development was the Low-Cost Inertial Guidance System
(LCIGS).l This name underscored one of the program's primary objectives, that is,
development of a strapdown inertial reference unit that could be competitively produced
at a production unit cost (PUC) target goal of $10,000 in FY1976 dollars in quantities
of 2000 systems per buy. To address this goal, the design was configured as a modular
implementation of sensing axes, attitude (gyro), and velocity (accelerometers). The
axes were configured about mature available single-degree-of-freedom (SOP)
instruments. Each sensing axis design Is such that different SOP manufacturer's L
instruments, of the same generic class, could be interchangeably used without affecting
the electronic or mechanical interface or processing structure. Thus, if a vendor's
proprietary ins.rumoen meets a basic normalized specification, it can be
interchangeably used in the system by all LCIGS manufacturers.

The modularity is extended within each sensing axis so that the electronics In
also functionally partitioned into replaceable electronic modules with corresponding
interface specifications. This partitioning was defined to permit graceful
modernization and technology growth through the phase-in of new components or twidules
that meet the common interface design requirements. Thus, performance or reliability
improvements, via instrument or electronics changes, can be readily incorporated.
Similarly, obsolescent part problems can be circumvented by module upgrades that retain
the interfaces. The standardized modular interchangeability foature minimizes system
life cycle costs (LCC). This design flexibility is in large measure mode possible by
the use of microprocessors, embedded within the modules, for data processing and
control. L_ A

The LCIGS system described was developed by The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
{CSL) during the period of 1976-1980. Subsequently, the Air Pores, as a result of an
industry competition, arranged with Lear Siegler, Inc. to validate the CSDL baseline
concept and deliver five systems for laboratory and flight testing which has been
conducted up to the present timie period. 2  Both aircraft and cruise missile
implementations have been demonstrated. Furthermore, an LCIGS version using 2
two-degree-of-freedom gyros has also boon flight tested and integrated with a low-cost 0
Global Positioning System (GPS) received by the Air Force Armament Laboratory.
Although certain design changes have evolved during the 1983-1984 time period, the
fundamental embedded microprocessor concept has remained unchanged and is t*e subject
of this Lecture.

A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1. Five microprocessors a,e
usedo one each per gyro module, one per accelerometer triad (velocity reference
module), and one in the service module. The respective microprocessorn perform S
instrument control and error compensation, data processing, and formatting functions.
Adaptation of the control and compensation algorithms to the specific instruments is
achieved by using coefficient variables that are stored in the service module
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processor's data base, an electrically alterable read-only memory (EAROM). The EAROM
is loaded using the test support equipment (PSE) and may be altered as required at
system calibrations or when instruments are replaced. (Subsequent sections describe
the processor architecture and software processing features.)

W2 GYRO MODULE

POWER SUPPLY MISSILE POWER

r0

*V VELOCITY REFERENCE MODULE

Figure 1. LCIGS block diagram.

LCC and rapid operational doploymont goals were ma jor design driversi a 10-yr
inventory life with extended storage periods was specifled. Thus, testing requirements
were minimized and concepts that permit rapid checkout and calibration were developed.
A 30-minute calibration capability was realized. The calibration and checkout
technique accommodates large initial biae errors while permitting relatively loose
tolerances on teat fixturization. The PSE, which includes a minicomputer, offects the
calibration processingj and also commands the em~bedded microprocessors to perform
self-test diagnostics automatically. The cost of ownership estimate for the 10-yr
inventory life based on a once per year retest and an abbreviated readiness functional
test before installation corresponded to 10% of the I4JC.

* DESIGN FEATUR~ES

in the CEOL baseline designs the LCIGS configuration was scoped to be compatible
with use in the guidance M~apter section of the US~AF modiular glide bomb/080-iS
configuration. Angular rate and acceleration dynamic range design requirements of
1150 deg/s and t10 g# primarily for the preservation of the in-f light alignment while
attached to the launch aircraft (i.e., across aircraft ovasionary maneuvers), were
defined. Data requiremsents, 40 and AV of -3 arceec and 0.03 ft/s per pulse,
respectively, with an interface iteration rate of 100/s ware selected to be compatible
with Global Positioning System, or radiomotric correlator aided navigation and
autopilot operations. A seriAl interface with a two-way communication capability was
provided.

The GNIU-IS physical space envelope limitations necoseitated the L-shlaperd
brassboard LCIGS assembly shown in Figure 2. The f rame utilizes a low-cost aluminum
oasting, which tvquires a minimum of final machining.

The electronic cards are printed circuit assemblies that Incorporate integral hoat
sinks. The instruments are mounted in normalization assemblies. Consistent with the
previously stated program intent, as many as four gyros (Timex IGIO, Honeywell WGI1l1,
etc.) and two accelerometors (Sundstrand OA 1200 and Systron 4051) were candidates that

* could be used interchangeably in this system. The brasaboard system weight was 23.25
1b.i the volume was 450 in. An additional 56 in were inquired for the cooling fins .

mnd blower provisions. The March 1978 PUC estimate for thfis assembly corresponded to
$10,969 in FY76 dollars.1
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An alternate design, based on the use of hybrid electronic packaging, is shown in
Figure 3. It preserved all the LCIGS design characteristics and was investigated to
provide a sizing basis for this application when space and weight are critical. The
corresponding volume and weight are 166 in

3 and 8.7 lb., respectively. If cooling
provisions are also needed, an additional 36 in3 and 1.1 lb. would be required. The
corresponding PUC for the hybridized version was estimated at $17,000 in FY76 dollars.

" SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The detailed system mechanization diagram shown in Figure 4 depicts the LCIGS
distributed processing architecture. A microprocessor operates through interfacing -
conversion electronics with the instrument, in the respective velocity reference module
(VRM) and the gyro modules (GM's), and communicates with the system service processor
(SP) under its executive control. In the VRM the translational motion sensed by the
accelerometers, whose outputs are analog voltages proportional to specific force, is..
digitized by voltage-to-frequency converters (V/F's). The resultant digitized
incremental velocity data (AV) is collected, accumulated, compensated for errors
(e.g., bias and scale factor), and formatted by the VRM Processor.
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PROCESSOR LCIGS

SERIAL SYNCHRONOUS
DATA ADAPTtCR

DATA CARRIER DETECT ODCOI

DATA FROM PROCESSOR -X DATAm RECEIVER
CLOCK (500 k~z) -RT CLK- TRNMTE

DATA PROM LCIGS TX DATA- TAS~rE

CLEAR TO SEND*

PROCESSOR REQUESTS TO SEND -RT ROST6 PCSI

LCIGS READY FOR DATA TRANSFER FLAG/- PCE12 PERIPHERAL

LCIGS IS UNAVAILABLE* -LC8USY/- POO INTERFACE

PROCESSOR IS SENDING BLOCK* 1-TBLOIC PSI AATR
LCIGS IS SENDING DATA BLOCW -LCBLOK P2

LEVEL SIGNAL - GND OR HI

Figure 5. LCIGS/missile 1/O.

Output transmissions from LCIGS include the preprocessed and formatted sensor
data, AS, and hVxay,z and otherispecific LCIGS parameters (eg., gyro
g-sensitive drifts an /or output axis coupling, anisoinertia coeffcents, etc.) as
required. Status information, such as LCIGS *Ready* or that a reset has occurred, is
also sent when applicable. Missile processor messages may request specific LCIGS data
(e~g., memory status) and it can initiate a reset. The PSE also functions through this
1/0, augmented by additional functions, to alter the SAROM loads and effect diagnostic
test, etc.

A summary of the various processing tasks that are allocated to each of the
different embedded microprocessors is shown in Figure 6. When compared to a
traditional customized digital logic design, this processing implementation provided0 0
the flexibility for enhanced automated system testing and eliminated the need for
special-purpose built-in test monitors and equipment (SITE). The microprocessor costs
are competitive with traditional designs, and their high volume industrial usage is
assured.3  High-volume cost reduction trends are already yielding PUC reductions. ..
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* jkIT3Y REF. MODULE PROQCESING Doeea. (EAROMI
* * AVwipqneatlo: .MI. WhWi.

4 #MAnd mle tacc (Accl. &Wd VIP) L&Cdk

- V/F Wu _

- VF Tell
- Mick %mowd INVI C06

Vigure 6. Nicroprocossor tasks.
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PROCESSOR STRUCTURE

All of the processors were configured with the family of Motorola M6800
microcompqter components. High-volume industrial usage, second source availability,
and military environmental qualification considerations were major factors in the
selection of the M6800 family.4  Additionally, its system-oriented architectural ___,___.

features were compatible with the hardware interfacing inferred in the mechanization
shown in Figure 4 and the software tasks structure of Figure 6.

"*~ Although not unique to the M6800 family, the interface functions provided by the
peripheral interface adapter (PIA) and the serial synchronous data adapter (SSDA)
components facilitated the LCIGS I/O architectural design. These peripherals simply
correspond to memory locations on the MPU address and data bus; they are programmable
from the bus and their real-time status is accessed through the bus. These provisions
simplified interfacing and eliminated the need for I/O instructions. Another highly
desirable feature is that the 6800 family buffers are compatible with standard TTL load ,
driving and only a +5V power supply was required.

Figure 7 depicts the processor organization used in the instrument modules. The
specific interfacing shown is used in the GM. The VRM processor is identical;
interfacing differences are effected by the individual software utilization choices and
system interconnection provisions.
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The MPiJ, a N6800CL, functions as a bidirectional bus-oriented general purpose
processor. Eight-bit parallel processing is implemented and a 16-bit address bus is
available (65K bytes of addressing). The processor is capable of directly interfacing
with eight peripheral devices and one TTL load to the bus at a 1 MHz cycle clock rate.
As shown, seven peripherals (including 2 RAM and 3 PROM components) are used in the
instrument processor. The SP bus is buffered since 12 peripheral devices are
interfaced with its bus. The MPU contains: an arithmetic logic unit (ALU), two 8-bit .
accumulato. a 16-bit index register, a 2-byte stack pointer, and a 16-bit program
counter.

The minimum execution time for this 1 MHz processor configuration is 2 is. The .
instruction set (72) provides a variable length capability that aids in optimizing
memory and processing time utilization. Three interrupts are available: reset,
nonmaskable (NMI), and peripheral interrupt request (IRQ). The reset, which is "
software vectored, is used for LCIGS initialization at power turn-ons, or if O .
unacceptable system power excitation conditions occur, or when commanded by the
higher-level missile processor. The NMI interrupt is used in the different processors
as a basic internal program cycle initiator. It also serves to provide a basis for
synchronization of all the processors in the system. The IRO functions as the input
message processing interrupt (SSDA receiver).

Programmable read-only fusible link memory is used. These memory elements are
programmed, as applicable, to contain the dedicated routines required for the different O .
VRM and GM functions. The RAM is used for processing task variables. The special-
purpose bus control logic shown was added primarily to enable the peripheral expansion
capabilities that were required for the service processor configuration. The SSDA
provides for serial synchronous communications between the instrument proceseor and the
service module. It permits simultaneous transmission and reception with 3 bytes of
FIFO buffering in each direction and includes automatic generation and detection of
parity. The PIA provides parallel interfacing capabilities and two 8-bit bidirectional .
channels in which each bit may be independently configured as either An input or an O
output. In the GM, the two channels are dedicated to an input (GTE SG A/D data
transfers) and an output (GTE torque control commands), respectively. In the VRM, the
channels are mixed and 12 bits are allocated for reaching the 4V accumulators, while
the other lines are used for accumulator control,

The service processor configuration Figure 8 corresponds to an expansion of Figure
7 by the addition of several peripheral devices. The RAM and PROM are increased, and
an EAROM is added. Two SSDA's are required - one for internal and the other for the O
external data communications shown in Figure 5. Two PTA's are used. One provides
control functions for the EAROM and the polling and gating control of each of the GM
and VRM SSDAts. The second PTA is used for data transfer and control of ark A/ ,V
multiplexer in the service module (tesperature monitoring), and provides the. extr;a1
communication control function shown in Figure 5 :

It is of interest to note that the modtilar partitioning concept advantages noted
in the introduction section permitted the phase in, during the industrial W10 btll-

* dovelop#*nt2, of the more powerful INTEL 8088 microprocessor (a 16-bit internal
architecture with an 8-bit bus structure, same cs M6800). Thi% design modi ficat on
permitted technology growth while preserving the vokbedded processing architecture. .

Pig luro i. IBlock diagram of Service Processor configuration. 0 0

LO

Afr
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GYROSCOPE MODULE (GM)

The gyro, installed in an aluminum mounting block, is interconnected to the torque
electronics (GTE) card, which interconnects via the system "motherboard" to the
instrument processor. The gyro input axis is approximately perpendicular to the plane
defined by the pads on the mounting block. These pads mate with surfaces on the LCIGs
frame assembly, Three different sets of mating surfaces on the frame define an 0
orthogonal angular rate-sensing triad. A temperature sensor is mounted on the block to
provide the temperature measurements used by the temperature compensation processing
algorithms. Block mounted electronics also provide an instrument normalization
function (i.e., torquer and motor tuning, etc.) so that different instruments once
normalized are configured to provide identical loading and signal interfacing with the
GTE card.

The GTE, Figure 9, interfaces with the gyro signal and torque generator. It0
amplifies, filters and digitizes the gyro signal generator (SG) output signal (peak
sampling at 3.2 kliz) with an A/D. The A/D output is read by the instrument processor
via PIA data register A. The processor computes a torque control command in each
sampling cycle which is transmitted via PIA register B to the GTE.
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respectively. The rate term is used to compensate for the lags associated with the
* gyro time constants and computational delays of the digital processing. The

integrating function was implemented to minimize gyro gimbal offsets with rate inputs,
which reduces errors due to cross-axis coupling, etc.

*In practice the processor is got called upon to perform the rate function by
direct rate taking, derivation of 6, as this would result in a very noisy process or 0
require significant processing complexity. The rate compensation function is
implemented in the processor using a feedback approach, wherein the command signal is
feedback through an equivalent first-order lag filter implemented in the processor. In
an idealized representation, the processor implements the signal flow depicted in
Figure 10. The value Kf is given by:

+ kvcm

Kf

Figure 10. Feedback processing implementation. Z

Kf K (2)

where ,

OT w torque pulse quantization, arceec input-axis angle/pulse
OA A/D quantizilon, arceec input axis angle/quanta
'Owgyro float time constant, seconds
At interval -betweeon samples, setonds (0.0003125 s in WCIGS)

The factor Ks is a "software gain* which scales the number of torque pulses generated
per sample cycle to achieve a compromise between speed of response of the.T/B loop anid S
required stability margin.

To avoid extraneous pulsing'of the gyro torque when the system to initialized, it
* was decided to implement an equ ivalent decay in the integrator processing function, a

"leak* time constant, vi. Thus, when the gyro float is near null the integrator feed
forward command also nulls.
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The suffix (old) refers to the value of the quantity of the previous sample period.
The following constants are defined, where At is the sample period of 0.0003125 second
and :

C1 = Kf(l + TO/At)

C2  = roAt(l + TeAt)

C3 = KiAt

To simplify processing complexity and timing requirements, the constant
multipliers, i.e., C1 , C2 and C3 were constrained so that they corresponded to simple
combinations'of powers of two. Thus, they could be configured by a sequence of add and
shift functions which enhanced processing speed.

Because the integrator "leak* was incorporated in the controller, the gyro signal
will be slightly offset from null for steady-state input-axis rates. The offset, will
be proportional to rate, and frotu breadboard tests it was found that at 1500/second
input-axis rate the offset is approximately 44 A/D quanta, or about 350 arcseconds of
input-axis angle. The float angle remained within control limits for angular
accumulations in 'excess of 35 radians per second squared.

The design achieved a nominal loop bandwidth of 80 Hz. The step response rise
time is approximately 3.75 x 1O- s, and the overshoot is less than 20%. An average
gyrofloat hang-off, 80 arc-sec, exists at an angular acceleration of 5 rad/s 2 . Figure
12 is a plot of a Qt step response, as obtained from reading the processor A/D register
and torque command data at 3.2 kHz. To generate this plot the Q4 processor was
instructed to set the gyro SG control point offset from the normal null condition by
40 A/D bits (240 arcsec) and the control command was then returned to the SG null
point. The step response shown corresponds to one of the self-test provisions. Others
include SP asymmetry, A/D resolution, processor checksum, and error code testing,
These test functions are embodied in the processing software structure.

40.

S" P RESPONSE TEST
.. GtYRO MODOULI

~2D

20.

0 44

Figure 12. stop response tst results.

.'Il P.
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The use of identical interchangeable microprocessors for the GM requires that they
be. able to identify thir own axis system assignments since communications with the SP
is across a "party" line. Similarly, software phasing must be included so that the
modules' NMI" cycle rate and the SP's data transfer rate can be synchronized. Finally,
for transient resets, recovery provisions must assure that the closed loop torquing
operations are resumed rapidly. Thus, the gyro processor automatically reverts to a
default PWT operating mode until system reinitialization is completed. The GM memory
capacity and MPU utilization levels are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Gyro processor utilizationa.

Memory Capacity Utilization

RAM 26 143
ROM 1536 1433

OTime available utilized = 85%

The software flow organization implemented in the embedded processor is
partitioned so that each function is essentially dedicated to a specific real-time
processing task. In a sense the software reverts to a firm-ware allocation in each .
module and there are no multi-tasked or -shared memory functions between module
processors. This is consistent with the modularity objective and allows modification
of algorithms without a ripple effect.

The instrument module microprocessor program is structured into the three L
interrupt processing and one background processing routine, as illustrated in Figure13.

GYROSERVICE
TORQUE IDWTIMING H WARE
ELECTRONICS MODE RESET

I2ND LEVEL 3R LEE
I INTERRUPT D INTERRUPT RESET
ICNTROL COMMANDS - INTERRUPT

10COMMAND RESET
PROCESSOR PROCESSOR PROCESSOR

I

I I 6
I

L-- ~ACKGROUND ... J "
' *

"

I -/I I"I ::
III Ie

PROCESSOR

I I
VAR IABLE DATA

I RAMI

I GYRO MODULE I
MICROPROCESSOR - -, ..-

Figure 13. Functional software structure.

In the GM the I/O processing routine is executed upon receipt of the second-level
priority interrupt activated by the EOC signal (3200 Hz) from the GTE. The major
functions performed are reading and rescaling of the gyro float angle to a signed
binary number, computation of the desired gyro torquing command, compensation of
accumulated torque pulses (0G), and transmission of data to the Service Module at the
proper rate.

The GTE is configured to operate in either a ternary mode or a binary mode,
depending on the mode of operation selected, the required torque command is computed
and transmitted to the GTE over the parallel interface. The mode of operation is

_ selected by command transmitted by the service processor to the instrument processor.

-- =_ ="
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These commands function through the GM proc essor's command processing routine
which set the output routine of the 1/0 processing to various modes, for example:
transmission of torque command and A/D readings; or uncompensated torque signals; or
gyro ID and memory checksun, data; or memory dump data; or internal error counter status
data. The various modes permit considerable flexibility in test and diagnostic$ of
each modular function.

The command processor is exec uted asynchronously upon receipt of the third-level
priority interrupt (IRQ) issued by the SSDA on receipt of command data from the SM.
Its main function is to interpret and implement the SM commands. The command processor~
is a low-priority task and may be interrupted by the I/0 processor or the Reset
processor. Execution of the command processor is delayed pending a I/0 processing
cycle completion. Commands from the SM are transmitted asynchronously and consist of
initialization commands and update commands to set modes, described previously. It
also enables input of data variables, i.e., updates of bias, SF, gyro null offset
parameters, etc., for use in the I/0 processing routines.

The command processing also performs error detection and recovery. Upon receipt
of the third-level priority interrupt, tha GM/SM interface status is checked to ensure
that data is availoble to be read from the SM. If not, the error counter corresponding
to "undefined third-level interrupts" is incremented.

All data received from the SM is checked for parity errors. If a parity error is
detected, the error counter corresponding to "serial interface parity errors" is
incremented and processing on that command is terminated. Any undefined commandG are
flagged as errors, and command processing is also terminated.

The reset processing performs RAM initialization and I/0 interface setup upon
receipt of a hardware reset interrupt which may be generated when power is turned on,
when the 5.0 VDC logic excitation drops below an acceptable levei. (4.45 VDC), and when,
commanded by the PSE or Missile Computer.

The reset processor has the highest priority and may interrupt any of the other
processing tasks.

Initialization performed may be grouped into the following areas:

(1) RAM variables are initially set to zero or their starting value.

(2) The GTE parallel 1/0 interface is set up to allow input of gyro A/D float
angles and output of gyro torque commands aL a data rate of 3200 Hz.

(3) The GM/SM serial 1/0 interface is set up to allow two byte bidirectional
tranafers between the SM and the GM at a 100 Us rate.

(4) GM self-identification is accomplished by !;ending the identification
intorface. The identification signal is fed b~ack over the parallel interface __

as two logical bits.

In the inuitrument modules the hackground processor operates in the absenice of
other proceassor ictivity and performa the hiemory aelichotck (chackstis) computatiot).
The tseJf-rheck corresponds to a summatioii compfutation of Ohw IROM ign~oring overflow.
Its Output is a singlO 1%Vt4 CHKSIJM.

VELOCITY REFERENICE NODULE (VR14)

*Theo 49M con~ivatn * s-n aveeloroneter t, iad assembly, an electrorskes assembly, .1od
on instrument processor. Power andi timing ar'e provided by the service module.

,rhk accoloromoter triad assembly consists of three accelerometes mounted with
their axes nominally orthogonal In an aluminum block. A tomperatuire sensor In riunted
on the block for usce in tompermture compensation. ThQ accelerometer ip a gas-filled
hinged pendulum with an integral aitalog torqtte-to-balance loop.

* The acoeleromoter loop output, an analog dQ voltage proport~onal to acceloratirl,
* is fed into voltage-to-froquency (V/F) converteri In the velocity rEference electronics

(VRE), scatled to a oominel 0.5 VX1Q00 cm/s 2 . The V,"P output frequoncy in
* proportionial to 4cceleration, and ea~oh mktput frequency pulno corrospoitds to I cm/s.

A W~ olar V/F dosi.zja was configured to ach~oe the required bias stability. Three ____

V/F conv.tors and their associated data buffers ar-i mounted on t~ie VR.E printed ci-rcult
card.

The '.,P? output tfrquoncy it defined by

where Lhe' gin, K+-., ia dependent n the poarity (a bipolar design characteristic) 6
of the 4-ipUt Voltaga, VoUt + g

Vout K1a(-* Oa +Ain) (5)
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where Kia is the accelerometer scal-e factor, KOa is the accelerometer bias, Ain
is the sensed acceleration input, and V00 is the offset voltage of the V/F
converter. The V/F bias (KOVF) corresponds to

K0Vp (K+,-)(Vog) (61

The VP-14 processor accumulates the V/F count in the VRE buffer every 625 ps and
compensates th~is data for bias and scale fector errors. Since the V/F functions as an
open-loop digitizer, the processor compenpation routines must correct for the V/F bias
MYo) and its plus and minus scale factors, as well ag the accelerometer bias and

scale factor. All of these terms are temperature sensitive, and the thermal modeling
must also include.. them.

The velocity reference processor co'mputes a corrected Velocitj, AWoomp, of the
form

AVcomp [(I + ASFc)AVrl + BCAt (7)

where AVr is the raw accumulated 'VF out ut veloilty chance data in an update
interval, Bc is the bias correction ia velocity durirtg the update interval, ASFc is.
the scale factor correction, and at is the time between updates. The memory capacity
and current MPU utiiisation levels 4re showu in Table 2. The processing architecture-
apart from the real-time control function is iderntical to that'of the GM, .4

Table 2. VRM processor utilizationa.

Mmmry cawsty Utilization

AAM 2W .I8se
ROM 15M6 1326

"Time wvabW utilized M 8

SERVIC$ MODULE PROCEWBOR (SP)4

A rkajor function of-the SP is to effect the thermal compensation modeling. For
example, the 2c and SP coefficients in Equation 17) are computed bythe SP using the. .. .. .. ..paremetera stored in its FA.R0M and the sensed temperature data thal is multiplexed and
digitl.sed in the gervice module. The computations are achieved using the hardware
multipiyprovisions in the service module and are of the form

4C (Kga + KOVFJ.

where.

.AKI [ (I + AKla)C1 +. A t KIVFII I

and tKlyf represents tho plus and minus V/F stale factor.

Us~ coefficients K - and K1. are corrected for temperature sensitivity using a
two-slope charactotrizat oil P it raquired. The processor determines the individual K0
and K, terms for the accelerometer and using processing structure of the form

K( )-K( 4 (k4( )/AT)(T - 'TN) (0

K is the coefficient correspoqding to the nominal oper~ting system temperature and -
(K &VAT corrooponds to the applicable slope segment thormal sensitivi~ty. The DC
and SF0 coefficients are then determined us ing Equations (8) and.(g. The SP
compute4 now correction coefficients for all of the modules, and updates all of the
moduloos once every 20.. These computations also -include modeling to account for
ther~mal (ransiontai. the thurmal lag betwoon sensor readings,, acid the instrument

*. responses to environment temperature changes.

The Wins and scale factor parameters may be determined during module or system
-~ level teoting. The paramoters are loaded into the EAROM via the PSE. The BARON serves

as the data base for the LCIGS systom. In addition to instrument parameters,
compensation parameto.ms, torque moding (PWf or PWO), control loop gains and dynamic
terms (g-sensitive anti OA coupling coefficionts, etc.), information defining instrument
type, trnal number, installation date and last test date# etc.# may be stored for
logistkc purposen. Data base management is effected by using the PSE. A magnetic

* stripe card function Is included in the PSE. The stripe card accompanies the LOIGS,
and its data duplicates the WAON load. The card "current data" is used by the PSE to
verify the BARON load. It is updated at each calibration or repair by using the PSE.

* Card file status may also be compiled for inventory control.
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In addition to the compensation processing function, the SP also implements a
coarse temperature control function using aircraft power during captive flight. The SP
implements a control algorithm using the thermal sensor data and time-modulates the
application of power via solid-state relays to either a trim heater or a blower. Since
coolant sources are not available and battery power cannot be spared for heating in
free fall, thermal modeling is also required. The coarse control provision narrows the
thermal variatioa region which optimizos modeling during captive flight.

In addition to the application tasks just described, the SP performs the major
system executive and moding functions decribed in the next section.

The SP memory capacity and current MPU utilization levels are shown in Table 3.
*,i The basis elements of the SP were shehin in Figure 8..

Table 3. Service processor utilizationa. .

Memory Capacity Utilization

RAM (8 bit-bytes) 1024 269
ROM (8 bit-bytes) 4006 2361
EAROM (8 bit-bytes) 1024 730

TIme avali ble utilized = 70%

SP EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE

The executive is responsible for all I/O procedures and internal task scheduling. .
As noted previously, the executive functions, in order of priority, correspond to the
system rest, nonmaskable interrupt (NMI), and interrupt request processing routine

As noted previously in the instrument processor, the reset routine initializes all
variables stored in RAM, and configures I/O devices as required. It leaves the
processor in a well-defined default mode that can only be altered by command from the
SP. The NMI, common to all processors, provides intrasystem synchronization while the
IRO routine is an input message processor. The SP broadcasts various commands and data
to the instrument processor. Some examples of these messages are: send compensated
inertial datat send raw inertial data; send self-test datau receive this bias
correction; receive this scale factor correctioni and perform self-test program. The
instrument module. IR0 processing 'routine interprets these messages and configures its
executive to perform the requested command.

The SP executive also contains reset, NMI and ZR0 programs, and provides for I
low-priority task schedule control.

' .The SP reset program must also initialize SP RAM and 1/0 devices, but it also has *-

the responsibility of insuring that all processors are synchronized correctly. A
power-up reset is a special case, where the SP must command all GM processors to torque
their associated gyro into a preferred stop.

The most important responsibility of the SP NMI program ic that of gathering the .
inertial data from the four sensor processors and passing this information to the
missile processor. The NMI program must also maintain the real-time clocks, index and

* selected temperature and voltage multiplexed channels, and provide system temperature
control.

• The INO program performs message control functions similar to those described for
the instrument processor. The low-priority tasks are initiated either by a message
intarpretod by the IPA0 or from another active low-priority task. The subroutines used
to execute task oontrol (Figure 14) are called CI4DPRO, A003011, and .7ORCTL. The C!4IPRO
subroutine interprets messages received from IRO, selects the application task, and
adds it to the task queue by using the AD)JOB subroutine. The tasks in the queue are
activatvd in sequence by tho JOUCTL program. A listing of the application tasks is
also show in Figure 14. For example, the BtTEJB task corresponds to the compensation
modeling functions, Equations (8)-(10).

The task "INRTw is initiated on command from the missile procosopo'. The command i -
is interpreted as "Start inertial data processing and transmission." The task performs
the transfers f initial compensation coefficients to the instrument processors and the
missile processor. The instrument processors are then instructed to transmit
compensated inerLial data. The final responsibility of INEkTr is to schedule the BITEJB
task.

* "PIPELN' transfers, without interpretation, a command message directed to an
instrument processor. This feature is primarily used by the PSE during sy.stem test. •
It provides the PSE with flexible control over the instrument modules for test
purposes.
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[E ECUT1E - _rAPLICATIONS

S ADDJOB I

CMDPRO jI

IRI

Figure 14. Executive applications.

The electrically alterable read-only memory (EAROM) is updatedi by the PSE (e.g.,
after a system calibration). The task "LDEAR" provides the capability of selecting
loading blocks of P.AROM.

The DUMP task is used by the PSE to selectivoiy interrogate any block of memory,
whether it be RAM, ROM, or EAROM. For example, this feature is used with LDEAR to
read, update, and restore EARO4 after a calib..ation.

4*
EXPANDED PROCESSING

The expansion of the LCIGS processing capabilities to include cross-axis
-compensation attitude and velocity algorithms, and navigation functions is feasible.
Several alternatives arc possille. An additional processor, which is als!D augmented by
a hardware multiply functio- interfaced with the SP output port, can be used to replace
the SP, or a more extensive hardware multiply function can be added.

The curient SP could be replaced with the M60000, a 16-bit MPU that contains0 __

hardware multiply functions, and a control bus that is designed to connect directly to
the standard M600O peripheral chips used in the LCIGS instrument processors.

CONCLUSION

The distribcted processing implumentation in LCIGS provided a unique level of
design and application flexibility. It permitted functional hardware partitioning
with instrument interchangeability and enables considerable growth potential. The
dedicated processing also allows partitioning of software to manageable subsets of
Ofirwa~.&' that are isolated from mission- or weapon-related changes. Further, the
microprocessors have enhanced testing by permitting microgcopic checkout capabilities)
e.g., the processors perform their own test control and data acquisition.

Microproce~sor implementations do present constraints for the software designer.
Because of the microcomputer limitations* the designer must effect tradeoffs between
duty cycle and memory ut litation. Often table-lookups, In lieu of conventional
processing, become a required time-saving meAsuru. Similarly, compromises may be
required that replace software multiplication with simple shifting operations in order
to optimize operating speed.

Finally, program development software for microprocessors has not yet reached the
general-purpose computer maturity level. For example, cross-assemblers with provisions
for independent rolocatable subroutine generation and linking are not universally
available. Thus, independent development of programs i3 practically impossible and
intensive coordination between programmers Is required.
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SUMMARY

.,Reliability, redundancy, and survivability are key issues as integrated requirements
for flight control, fire control, propulsion control and navigation are developed. These
integrated systems require dependable sources of inertial measurement data. Current
inertial sensors, however, are expensive to acquire and maintain, dedicated to specific
systems, and are not designed to meet integrated reliability, redundancy, and surviva .
bility requirements. The Multifunction Strapdown Inertial System concept uses a minimum
number of inertial sensors in a survivable configuration to provide inertial data for
flight control, navigation, weapon delivery, cockpit displays, and sensor stabilization.
Because of advantages in survivability, life cycle cost, maintainability and performance,
the Multifunction Flight Control Reference System (MFCRS) program was initiated to
verify, through flight test, on a McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle the key issues of redun-
dancy management and flight control. A redundancy management system based on parity equa-
tions was designed. The sensors were arranged in two skewed and dispersed clusters.
Each cluster was an orthogonal triad of colocated inertial quality ring laser gyros and
accelerometers. Six simulation and computer studies were used during the course of the .
program to develop algorithms and to predict system performance. These studies indicated
that a fundamental problem facing the MFCRS concept would be resolution of the conflict
between effective compensation of sensor errors and maintenance of the basic F-15 flight

*control stability and handling qualities. This problem was compounded by the inherent
amplification and translation of sensor errors due to the coordinate traneformations and
moment arm corrections required to develop body axis rates and accelerations using skewed
and dispersed sensors. Laboratory testing revealed higher than predicted noise levels.
While this noise had little effect on navigation performance special filtering was
required for MFCR8 to prevent false alarms and high frequency actuator response. This
filtering affected the flight control stability and performance, necessitating modifica-
tion of the flight control design. A key lesson Inarned is that integration of inertial
data for fire control, flight control, navigation and propulsion control will require
close coupling and coordination between functional groups to resolve performance
conflicts and compromises.

* '1. BACKGROUND

Improvements currently being developed for advanced fighter/attack aircraft include
integration of flight control, fire control, navigation and propulsion control systems.
Also, flight control is becoming more sophisticated with advances in trajectory control
ments' proceed, formerly mission critical functions are becoming flight critical. The

high reliability and redundancy classically associated with flight control must be
designed into these integrated systems. Survivability is also a major design factor
given the increase of the number and quality of the throat air defense systems.

Inertial data is required for all advanced flight control techniques and is a key
component in many of the integrated systems. As shown in Figure I, most current opera-
tional fighters obtain inertial data from a number of different sources such as the iner-
tial Navigation System (INS)# the Attitude Heading and Reference System (AlImS), tite
Plight Control Gyros and Aceelerometers, and the fire control Lead Computing Gyro LCO.-.

* These sensors are dedicated to and optimized for specific functions. Current generation
inertial sensors do not, however, meet the reliability and survivability requirements
that integrated systems will need. rot example, flight control sensors are not con-
sidered survivable when the gyros are clustered at a single location near the primary air-
craft bending antinode or when the accelerometers ar clustered at a node. Mission
critical sensors such as the INS or LCG are neither redundant nor survivable. This will
become at, increiisiigly important poblem as the INS outpttts are used to generate inputs
to the flight control/flight managemont system to perform maneuvering attack, automatic
torrain followintg/terrain avoidance, or night, all weather control. For these functions,
the inertial sensors are, in essence, part of the flight control/flight management system

'.: Aand shoild be designed to meet the rigorous flight control safety requirements. Another
problem with current inertial sensors is their long reaction time. Gimbaled Systems
require 4 to 6 minutes for warm-up and alignment. Current inertial systems are also --.
costly to maintain. This is due in part to the fact that they require complex platform
electronics to support the electromechanical gimbalod devices. Also, each unique iner-
tial data source requires a dedicated interface which must be maintained through the
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several key issers had boon identified that could not be rofacived in f4XRA's limited
laborstory deimonstrations. Tito Multifunction Flight Control 1&eter~nCO SYStem (NFCRS)
provram wis initiated in May 1900) to examine, through flight tout, the key insuos of
rodundancy manageatont of skewed and dispersed sensors and the coispoestion required to

7 7 u8§ nAVigation quality R105s and accelerometers for flight c~ntrol referenlce in an
adv~nced highi psrformiace fighter. A contract wav awarded by the Flight Dynamicus Labora-
tory's Flight Control. Division CAPML/VIG) to McDonnell Aircraft Company (I4CAIR) to
develop aind flight test a mul.tifunction unit.

Tho lNPCI program is intended to resolve the two key issues of redundancy management
- ~ and fligiht control compiensation. To moot these objectives in a cost effective manner,

two AIV-813 prototype RL1. navigation units, the Hloneywiell Model Hi421 Laser inertial Naviga-
tion Syste (Fiure 4), were chosen as motion reference, units (1MRU's) for the NFCKS

Pogram. Thor 11421 in a strapdown, Schuler-tuned, inertial navigation sytitem which
p1ovidiass

o.-avigation positiont data,
o -Tfue heading

. . . . .o Irtertial velocity And accoleration vectors.
o Inertial attitude.

OBody linear acceleratiota and angular rates.
o BIT.
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Figure 4. (H4421) Law Inertal Navigation $ystem

The 14RU's were modified to allow inter-I4RU cormunication, communication with the aircraft
instrumentation, and communication to the flight control computers. A separate 14FCRS
unit called the Test Management Panel (THP) was built to serve as an interface between
the mmR's and the flight control computers, and as an input/output device for the pilot.
uecause of safety considerations, a switching unit was also installed to allow selection
of either the production aircraft flight control sensors or the MFCR6 mensors. The
resultino MFCR8 design will provide an adequate technology base, validated by flight
tent, upon which design recommendations for a production multifunction prototype can be -

made.

Figure 5 shows the components of the I4FCRS in the F-IS test airctaft. MRU-A is
aligned with the aircraft axes and is located on an avionic shelf in the nose barrel of
the aircraft. MRtJ-B is located 2.8 meters aft and is skow,4d 60" about its cone axis0
relative to the aircraft axes. The amount of separation required for survivability was
determined in the MI1RA program to be at least .76 moters. The limited number of avail-
able equipment installation locations an the test aircraft resulted in the largo separa-
-tion for the NI'CR3 progrs however, the coeaponsation developed for this separation will
demonstrate a worst. case situation. Demonstrating this worst c.ase will provide addi-
tional flexibility in locating these components in a now aircraft design. The skevitg of
#41W 8 is necessary to provide the redundant inertial Lnfortuation required to pertorm the
two fail-operate redundancy mtnargement. The sensor geometry obtained in the installed
14FCPS configuration provides a symetrical array which allows rates or accolerations about
any axis to be determined using a linear combination of any three of the, s sensors of
each. type available. This geometry is Illustrated in figure 6.

Redundant kinematic information about each sensor axis can also NO generated using
similar transformations. This ability to replace or duplicate any sensor in the array
with a linear combination of any three of the remaining seoviors allows the use of parity
equations for redundancy management decision maing. A parity equation is created by
combining two solutions for rate or accoleration about a single axis 'to form an equation
that is equal to zero in the absence of sensmor errors.

2.1 1HUNANICY NANAGENMNT OAMeINK OIG~.N

A redundancy management systom was chosen that compares the aensor outputs usingj
pirity equations (3#4), As shown, in Viqurt. 7, the results of. the sensor comparison, the
paritV equation residuals, are compared to trip levels and the results used to select the-
three best sensors based on stored tables. This apptoaci of parity Of4uations and otored

* tables has a low processing requirement whilch allows the existing processor to be used at
a 50 Ha processing rate. The two key aspects of the redundancy management systems aro 1)
the compensation to allow sensor outputs to ba compared and 2) the generation of the
stored tables. The sensor differences that act as error sources and methods of componsa-

* tion are shown in Figure 9.

Moment Arm Effects - The first error source is the moment arm effect caused by the
seParatin of thne accelerometers, The sensed acceleration at MAUW A is corrected by a set
of deterministic equations to the KRJ 6 location 90 the outputs cati be compared.
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[Error Source Compensation Method
0Moment Arm Ef fects 0 Moment Arm Compensation

I Static Misalignments e Electronic AlignmentI* Structural Bending MisaignmentsC Trip Level Scheduling
0 Bias e Parity Equation Bias Removal

FigureS RedundancY Management Error COMPensat110on

Static isalinents - Static misalignments are installation errors that are
normalycoectd bbresighting. Because of littlited access, the separation distance
between the two MRU's and the comuplex geometry, boresighting of both boxes proved
infeasible. The MFCRS program used a unique approach of boresighting just one box and
then using the existing navigation alignment algorithms to calculi~te the exact installa-
tion orientation of each MRU. The rerzlts of the navigation alignments were compared and
used to calculate the relative orientation of the M4RU's to within the required +1.5 arc-
Minutes. This method of making corrections for static misalignments is faster,-cheaper,
and more accurate than conventional boresighting and~ may have future application in deter-
mining the relative orientation of remote installation mounts for other systems.

Mechanical ithering - The third source of error is noise caused by the mechanical
dithering' of the RLG a to prevent "lock in" at low angular rates. This dither noise
affects both the gyro outputs (by aliasing' into the flight control frequencies) and the
accelerometer outputs (by causing motion of the sensor block). Dither noise in the gyro
channel also couples into the accelerometer channel through the angular rate-aad angular
acceleration terms in the moment arm equations. The gyro outputs" require extensive_
filtering be!Ase the differentiation proceozs to get angular acceler~ation amplifies the
dither rigp. and the long moment arms add further gain, Gain is also addal by the coeffi-
cients required to transform the MRU B outputs to the aitecraft axes. A -60 dB digital -

notch prefilter at the dither frequencies was placed in the gyro path av-d a third-order
analog lag prefilter was placed in the accelerometer path to attenuate the noise.

Misalignnents due to structural, bending Thtneyt error source is-the misalignment
between thetwo MRUs causad by air :raft bonding durhtng high g -.%aneuvoring. To accouint
for this misalignment, the trip levels that the :padty, equation residuals are- compared
against are scheduled as functions of the sensd rates and accelerations. One major'
objectivye of the flight test is to validate thef! trip level equations and the airorft
bending mnodel# uponi which they arebased.

Blias errors - sensor biases are initially kticounted for durif.V turn on and wtarm-up,
by cal1ulating the prt eutinriuasndo- static conditions and then us ing. these
residuals as bias correction factors. Bias correction factors are continually updated
during benign flight conditions to account for amall change# in sensor outputs over tiuet

With all of the errors compensated, any misoomparea detected by the parity equations
* should be caused only by incorrect sensor outputs. An mentioned above, tha status of the

parity equations io used as a pointer in a set of look-up tables to pick the best sensor
triad. The look-up table generation was done by an off-line computer program that
telatos all possible parity equation *tot,*s to the 3ensor that is most likely failed.

*Generation of the redundancy management lok*-up tablea iii discussed Mote fully in Section

2.2 Pl(iigT CONTROL. 9A$ELIN8_ DIIGN

Thu other key issue to be resolved by NYPCRS, the flight control compensation, is
*fhown in Figure 9 and consists of two solts of mont arm compensations and network

*compensations for the selected gyros and accelerometers (4,S). Tite first set of moment
arm compensations, as diAcussed above, corrects the sensed acceleration at NAU A to the
HKU 0 location for redundancy managoment. The Second sat of equations corriects the
selected accelerometer outputs from the HRU 8. location of the location of the production
accolorimteters. This second compennation allows switching between the production and
rCRS accelernmeterg, and avoids any changes in the P-IS flight control computers. The

notuork compeosztilon also avoids changas in the flight control computers by oompottsating
for dynamic bendinq effect# in the feedback loop of the flight control syst.

Network compensation is required since the accelerometers are siot located at tile
primary aircraft benditV nodes and the gyros are not at the antinuoo. Instead, the

*accelerometers and the gyros are clustered so the system can navigate. in mPCPS this
caused flight control system sensitivity to aircraft structural Modes resulting in
unacceptable totability and handling qualities. Using the baseline l'-15 g3in and phase
margins as desjign goals, the open loop frequency response was used to determine the net-

* . ~ work filter requirements to achieve acceptable ierformance. A 15 doi notch filter was
required in the pitch rate? and notal acceleration paths and a 30 do noteh was required
in the rollI path. The4 yAv path did not require compensation based on the open loop
frequency response. To olfeet the effect of the computational delay, a 3 dii lag-lead
network was placed in the pitch rate and yaw rate feedback paths. The 50 Ha compota-
tional cycle that was used by the navigation program appeared adequate for both the
Cli ght control compensation and the- redundancy tsaftagetaettt.
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3.1 WGIKON

'The Honeywell devoloped DIUIX014 computater oogi~ provi4.s a frequen~cy spectrum
anslysto of digital and toftinwotjs contrO. %Vtao TIW stability and Penfranto
ohoracteristics of. the KVCR.8 pitch,. rrntl5 xad yai flight- c,4ttrol systems war* determined
.asihq 011GIRtd at flight conditions Ohat sran Elio lalg of~ dynamic protsutes likely to be
encountered in t F-15 flight envolope, Viiue 1 th, Wkon loop ftoquoeny responge of

*thefinal WACS pitrih control syittet fer a ig f(;;i tpressure flight condition was
generated utng t.he 01C.IKON progrMs. itis p1cv8also us~ed to obtain the a3~osed
loop frequency and dataplog ihrct~ifi~ *tu4 pi~~edcisiato rigid and elastic body
froksponme mades of the F-IS control syota;- icq XiCh sesr. Th avils provided
the information nacsstary to design the iMFCAS flight control couponsation networks. The
0IGIKOR anlalysis wnn repeated wcral timees dotring the i'torstivo deeign princess leaditng
to the final #SPCRJ tonfiguraiton. The f inal DIGIO#4 analysis thoved that the basic~ i-l5
flight control sytuso, using WAtCIS gUpileated *snsor ivputs, mot the gain 4%14 Ohaso
stability margin reqjuirftents sutabsrite in Vigure 12.

3.2 'CON? ItUOOg SYSTER W so.A

Thle iI3N developed Continuous System Podeling Prootaa WCSWP was usotd to 'model the
MPCRS; control system in ovaluitino time history system, performance during closed loon
operation. The program, which included model* of the P-lS airfr~im. and flight contr;l
system, provided a means of comprison between the time history retponto of the 14PCRS Ad
the basic F-15 control systems. The program was also used to eualuato thef performance of
the MPCRS reundancy mAnagonent looic during dyfiamico closed-loop operation. P"edcancy
management perfokumance characteristics evaluated using the CSMP progrm iticluded the
impact of transients induced by sensor reconfiguration on aircraft handlIing qualities and
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safety, aod thle effect of pareatietrkv variations (e.g., sentsor noise and sengor misalign-
wents) On redundancy aanagement operation. The schreduled trip levels used in making
redundancy MAIaaement. decisions vera designed using the information obtained from. the
"SMV analysis. Inforvation irom the C~fnP study also led to a rostructuring of the i4VCHS
operational flight progra to minimize transport delays and sensor reconfiguration tran-
sients and to a Miwplitticaticnr of the accwierowitor mont arm correctioti algorithm. Tite
final CSNP analysis showed a close sixilarity between the time history respon"se charge-
terlsticS of the basic P-1S and the KPCRS control systebsn. The analysis also Indiv~ted
that the redundajncy eanagnnt logic would operate satisfactorily throughout the P-1S
operational Onv.olope.

3.3 PARITY roUAhtWCN EVALUtATION PROGRM

As indicated earlier', the NPICRS redundancy oaagement logic Cfvnpates parity equa-
tions to scheduled trip levels In selectinig sensors for use in geneniting the flight
control outputs and in detecting failures. The equistions, that relate sonsor failures and
.parity quation states can be either interpreted geometrically, or derived rigorously
using the Groattst Likelihood Itatio testt. Refetencus 3 and 4 contain a detaileod discus-
iin of the redundAncy okanagemerit *ysteu.
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A computer program developed by the Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories was
used to evaluate the HFCRS parity equations and to determine the relative probability of
sensor failures for all combinations of parity equation residuals. The number of
possible combinations of parity equation residuals was limited by the use of trip levels
to establish only two possible parity equation states: 1) residual larger than trip
level (failed) or 2) residual smaller than trip level (non failed). The number of
possible parity equation statuses was further limited by evaluating only selected subsets

* of the 15 parity equations available. The subset evaluated at any one time is dependent
on the sensor failure status.

The general program flow of the computer program is illustrated in Figure 13.
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The sensor selection tables used in the MFCRS redundancy management approach were
generated by selecting the sensors whose failure directions were least aligned with
vectors from the origin of the parity equation space to the points in the space that
resulted in each particular parity equation status. The fault detection tables were
generated by declaring sensors failed when their failure directions were aligned with the
test point vectors for a majority of the points that resulted in a particular parity
equation status. 0

The validity of these tables was verified using both the CSMP and Monte Carlo simula-
tions. Exhaustive laboratory testing, over a period of approximately eighteen months,
showed that the MFCRS redundancy logic, implemented in the flight hardware, reliabily
detected and isolated both real and simulated sensor failures.

3.4 FORTRAN TEST CASE

A FORTRAN version of the MFCRS operational flight program was developed and main-
tained by MCAIR throughout the program. Aircraft motion inputs, obtained from the CSMP
simulation for a 7G rolling pull-up maneuver, were applied to the FORTRAN program as a
"test case". The same motion inputs were applied to the operational flight pr gram code
implemented in the flight hardware. Intermediate and final outputs from the two programs
were then compared. This method of testing was instrumental in guarding against coding
errors and ensuring a very smooth software development. One of the keys to the success
of this approach was the fact that the software for the MCAIR simulation and the opera-
t4,onal flight program were generated by different individuals. This check and balance
situation ensured design quality. The other key was the absolute requirement that all
software changes must be incorporated in both sets of software, a new test case
generated, and the results compared to ensure proper coding.

The MFCRS operational flight program underwent six major and numerous minor revi-
sions during the iterative design process leading to the final software configuration.
The "test case" approach to software verification proved invaluable in identifying and
isolating coding errors. This approach also proved useful in resolving conflicts and
clarifying misunderstandings as new requirements evolved.

3.5 MAN-IN-THE-LOOP SIMULATION

The MCAIR Manned-Air-Combat-Simulator (MACS) was used to evaluate MFCRS handling
characteristics. MACS is a hybrid facility consisting of several combat domes connected
by a large digital computer. Pilots located in the domes, Figure 16, can fly against
each other or against realistically structured "canned" target maneuvers. The domes are
mechanized with integrated controls and displays and function through the use of an exten-
sive library of computer models. These models reflect both aircraft and weapon character-
istics and generate displays which portray the evolving engagement. The F-15 aircraft
and flighL control system mathematical models used in the MFCRS studies were programmed
into the simulation computer. A complete set of large perturbation, nonlinear aerodynam-
ics data, including high angle-of-attack effects for the F-15 aircraft, makes continuous
flight possible throughout the flight envelope. The simulation also included a detailed
model of the F-15 flight control system providing augmented control in the pitch, yaw,
and roll response axes of the aircraft.

T:.e conclusion of the first man-in-the-loop simulation was that the system was
stable and controllable for all maneuvers, However, during small amplitude stick raps
and rudder kicks, the MFCRS system was slightly less damped than the basic F-15, requir-
ing an extra half-cycle of oscillation to damp. This decrease in damping was traced to
the 3 dB lag-lead network. Figure 17 shows the response of the baseline MFCRS control 0
system to half amplitude stick raps at a high dynamic pressure flight condition. To -

* increase the damping and maintain desired stability, this filter was replaced with a 5
dB, second-order, lead-lag network. While this network was adequate to maintain stabil-
ity and performance, analysis indicated that performance would be better if a computation
rate between 80 and 100 Hz was used. rhis would allow a sharper roll off on the filters.
The use of existing hardware with limited processing capability denied this option to the
MFCRS program.

A Recond man-in-the-loop simulation was conducted later in the program following
incorporation of these and other changes identified during laboratory testing. The
results of the second simulation indicated that the final MFCRS configuration will
provide aceptable performance and stability. Figure 18 shows the response of the final
MFCRS control system to half amplitude stick raps at a high dynamic pressure flight
condition.

3.6 MONTE CARLO SIMULATION .

A statistical basis for evaluating the performance of the MFCRS redundancy manage-
ment logic for various combinations of flight condition, sensor failures and disturbance
inputs was obtained using the Monte Carlo simulation. This simulation models both the
F-15 flight control system and airframe, including both rigid and elastic body aerodynam-
ics. Closed-loop tystem response characteristics for both nominal pilot cominands and
wind disturbance inputs, as well as aircraft response variations due to flight condition,
were included in the simulation.
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Figure 16. Manned Air Combat Simulator (MACS)
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; The aircraft motion inputs generated by the simulation include the effects of sensor
~output variations due to quantization, random noise, ring laser gyro dither and misalign-

meets caused by static bending during aircraft maneuvers. The motion inputs are then
!|'modified to include scale factor and bias error terms, which can be varied in a randomn
I fashion, singly or in combination, to provide a statistical basis for determining the .....
(, ' effectiveness of the MFCRS redundancy management logic in detecting and isolating sensor
[.. failures. The generation of the aircraft motion inputs is illustrated in Figure 19.

The simulation runs in an open-loop fashion, applying aircraft motion inputs to the
MFCRS logic and providing statistical data on stnsors selected, fai~.ed sensors detected,
failed sensors undetected, false alarms and system status (e.g., parity equation values,

D trip level values).
'1 A key element of the Monte Carlo simulation, which aided in the analysis of problems

i~iand the refinement of the ?'ICRS algorithms, was the complete emulation of the equations
implemented in the flight software. This included the signal selection and fault detec-

*tion logic, the equations for accelerometer moment-arm compensation and the flight
control network compensation.

*4. .LABORATORY TESTING

Laboratory testing for the MFCRS program was conducted in two phasest 1) environ-

: la ,, u~~aa '~u i n l' & ,I'lv'' ".. =.3
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integration and performance testing at MCAIR. Some of the major factors that impacted
laboratory testing are discussed below.

4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL TESTINGRTO

Sibration, temperature/altitude, eleotrcmagentic interference and shock tests were
performed on the MFCRS hardware to ensuretat the equipment would be safe when installedii on the F-15 aircraft and to aheck for abnormal behavior. Design changes were implemented"-",,.

to correct problems uncovered and an abbreviated retest was conducted following equipment
delivery to MCAIR. The final MFCRS configuration performed satisfactorily in all areas
except for navigation performance in a high vibration environment. io m c

of.hNavigation performance was slightly degraded during random vibration testing in theY and 2 axes. Navigation accuracies were found to degrade rapidly, however, when the....-"

MRUs were subjected to sinusoidal vibration near the resonant frequency of the sensor
assembly hock mounts. This problem was most apparent in the vertical axis. Preliminary
invesitigationpaiitg e ied a n pons associated with the shock mount configura-
tion and the sensor assembly balance. Further investigation was beyond the scope of this
program.

| ~4.2 HARDWARE/SOFTWARE INTEGRATION...-

The first comprehensive estimate of processing spare time (including a walk-
through of the actual code) showed that the processing capability of the system had beenexceeded by approximately 10%. This problem was initially sofved by scrapping the struc-.,

• tured navigation software planned for MFCRS in favor of a less structured, more efficient
.version. This problem reappeared later during hardware/software integration, complica-

of the areas where system performance could have been improved had additional processing
i, . capability been available. .-- '

The final version of the MFCRS operational flight program uses a maximum of 90% of
the processing time available. Even though the use of existing hardware with limited"

~processing capability denied many options to the MFCRS program and complicated the
~development process, the final system was able to meet the performance objectives of the
~program, thus demonstrating that this technology is feasible using current processors.

" " Test data obtained during the initial stages of software/hardware integration indi-
! cated that the noise due to RiG dither was present on both the accelerometer and gyro
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Design Parameter MFCRS Solution Preferred Approach

Software Less Structured Software Structured Software

Redundancy Table Look-Up Implementation Calculate Failure Probabilities
Management Fault Detection Performed at in Real Time. Fault Detection

25 Hz Performed at 50 Hz.

Accelerometer Include Only Essential Terms Inplude All Terms
Moment-Arm
Correction
Flight Control 50 Hz Iteratlou Rate 80.100 Hz Iteration Rate

Accelerometer Analog Prefilter High-Speed Digital Prefilter -0
Filtering

Figure 20. Improvements Possible With Increased Processing Capability

and normal acceleration outputs were slightly above the specification limits when these
signals were generated using worst-case sensor combinations. The noise levels in the
lateral acceleration outputs (Figure 21), however, were significantly higher than speci-
fied maximums for all but the best sensor combinations. This noise was large enough to
cause false alarms in the redundancy management system. The trip levels were raised to
the point where additional increases would allow sensor failures to cause aircraft tran-
sients before they were detected. After the trip levels were raised, the noise in the
MFCRS was measured in an end to end test. Results showed that the noise was still out-
side specification limits, and that the sixth order filter was not providing the expected
attenuation. Analysis showed that part of the problem was RLG quantization. The RLG
measures angular rotation in discrete increments and accumulates these discrete rotations
over a set time period to calculate rate. The increment to which the rotation is
quantized creates quantization noise that raises the gyro path noise level to a -30 db
value versus the -60 db design goal. The RLG resolution can be changed to reduce the
quantization level, but the effort was beyond the scope of this program.
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Figure 21. Lateral Aooeleration le and Maximum Noise Levels - Initial Laboratory Testing

This problem does n~t affect navigation since the outputs are integrated over a long ...
period of time and, unlike flight control, any quantization errors average out. Clearly,
any future system must ,consider the flight control requirements in the design of the
basic sensors.

In addition to the gyro noise coupled into the accelerometer path by the moment
arms, the accelerometer path also had more noise than expected with the third-order lag
prefilter. Some of this noise appears to be related to the hardware implementation
method rather than any fundamental phenomena. A careful redesign of the electronics with
awareness of the noise sensitivity would probably eliminate the problem.
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The use of existing hardware and the limited scope of the program did not allow this
comprehensive fix. Instead a first-order 0.1 second lag filter was added to the accele-
rometer path and the parity equation moment am compensation was changed to do the parity
equation comparison at a central location. This last change had the effect of shortening
the moment arm and reduced the noise in this path. Minor hardware changes were also made
to provide isolation in the accelerometer electronics.

Any future design should attempt to minimize MRU separation in excess of that
required for survivability. Another solution that may be available to future systems is
the selection of a redundancy management system that is less sensitive to noise. This is
a difficult goal to achieve since the sensor reconfiguration must be done quickly enough
to prevent transients in the flight control pu tuts. Some form of weighted averaging may
allow a longer time period for decision making.)

Analysis indicated that the filtering changes implemented to alleviate sensor noise
had reduced the MFCRS control system stability margins to below specified minimums. To
maintain stability, the gain in the pitch and yaw control loop had to be scheduled based
on dynamic pressure. Analysis also showed the 5 dB lead-lag network provided some gain
of the accelerometer noise. The use of gain scheduling allowed elimination of this
network. Figure 22 compares pitch axis stability and performance at a high dynamic
pressure flight condition for the baseline MFCRS control system and the MFCRS control
system configuration following incorportion of changes to alleviate noise. As shown,
pitch axis stability and performance have been maintained at this most demanding flight
condition.

(ii) (dog) (N) (de)

Hig~h 1 110 40.7 11.30' 0.84 ?.IQ 63.7 7,60 0.50
Dyac 21.38 5.9 15.40 0.35 17.10 7.30 15.0 0,41

80.52 10.4 29.30 0,22 71.70 14.20 29.70 0.32
137,80 19.6 56.70 0.08 130.50 19.00 58.90 ,06"

79.80 0.22 121.20 0.05
123,5 0.07 242,0 0.20

Figue 2L PItch Axle Performance and Sabilly - Blnline ad Final MFCRS CotM
Systems at a Hih Dyamlc Prussure Fi1h1 Co dllon

These changes illustrate the difficulty of integrating multifunction sensors with
existing systems. Multifunction systems should not be inserted directly into current
flight control systems simply as a sensor replacement, The multifunction system is part
of the flight control loop and, to derive maximum benefit, the implications of the sen-
sorts should be considered in the complete flight uontrol design. The MPCRS was con-
strained from modifying the flight control hardware so the flight control system could
remain compatible with the existing flight sensors. This constraint would be removed in
the design of a prototype system.

These problems, solutions and recommendations are summarized in Figure 23.

Pralm MFRCS Solution Long Term Solution
Gyro Dither Noise Raise Trip Levels Reduce Gyro Ouintlzatlon Level

Add -60 dB Notch Filter Measure Gyro Dither

Stiffen Sensor Block
Synchronize Dither and Output&

SDesign Future Gros,. Consdering Fright Contro

Requlrements

- Accalerometer Dither Noise Raise Trip Levels Reduce Moment Arms
Add Analog Pielller Reduce Accelerometer
Add 0.1 sec Lag Filter Sensilivity to Dither
Remove LeeO Lag Filter Design Accelerometer Channel
Chg MConsidering Nois SensitivityChan, oe Moment Arm Compenation Consider Alternate
Hardware Changes to Increase Redundancy Management
Channel Isolation

Processor Computational Limit Scope of Software Changes More Powerful Processor
Burden

r 20o4W41M " ......
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4.3 ACCEPTANCE TESTING

Acceptance testing at Honeywell was a comprehensive series of performance tests
conducted just prior to equipment delivery to MCAIR. Navigation performance using a
standard 4 minute and 30 second alignment was consistently better for both 4RU-A
(normally mounted) and MRU-B (skewed) than that specified for the basic F-15 INS. Figuxe
24 compares the peak navigation errors during navigation runs conducted at Honeywell with
the P-15 specification limit.

MRU.A MRU.' ."

North North

West- -East West .... East

F.15 INS
Speolflcation

South South

FIgee 24. Peak Velocity Error, During 42 Minute Navigation
Runs In Honeywell Laboratory

Sensor noise levels were found to be at or near the specification maximums for pitch
rate, normal acceleration and lateral acceleration when worst case sensors were selected
to generate the outputs. Rato sensor gain and phase measurements, obtained using a two
axis rate table and a special HRU mounting fixture, matched expected values. However,
several problems were unonvered during this testing. These included electronics slign- O
ment performance, synchronization, and transients when simulated faults were applied.
All of hese problems were traced to implementation errors and were corrected following
oquipmenL delivery to NCAIR.

4.4 INTEGRATION TESTING

The MFCRS equipment was interfaced with a production F-15 flight control system
(including actuators), a mission computer, a navigation control indicator and an inertial 5
navigation system following delivery to MCAIR.

During static noise testing, it was discovered that significant actuator motionresulte6 from the noise levels present in the MFCRS outputs, even though these levels

were within specified limits and were less than the noise levels present in the basic
P-15 sensor 6s3emblies. The problem was traced to the fact that the frequency of the
noise in the MPCR8 outputs was much lower than that present in the outputs of the basic
P-15 analog sensor assemblies. The difference was due to quantization introduced by the
MPCRS A/D and D/A converters and the relatively low 50 Hz sample rate. This discovery
led to another round of design changes including custom scaling of the accelerometer path
to reduce A/D quantization, hardware modifications to reduce ambient noise levels and
modifications to network oompenaation to provide an ad .onal 6 dB of attenuation at
frequencies above the notch frequency.

These changes reduced the noise levels on the HFCRS analog outputs to the point
where noticable actuator movement occurred only when sensors with worst case geometry
(largest coordinate transfomation gains) were used to generate the flight control
outputs. Figure 25 illustrates the noise levels present in the most sensitive output,
lateral acceleration, for the final MFCRE configuration. Ground testing on the testbed
aircraft later showed that the actuator motion resulting from MFCRS noise was accptable
and would not be discernable to the pilot. This round of design changes to alieviatte
noise is another clear indication that noise is a fundamental problem that must be
addressed in the basic design of future multifunction systems.

4.5 PERFORMANCE TESTING

Navigation testing at MCAIR, including Scorsby testing, confirmed the excellent
results obtained at Honeywell. Figure 26 shows the peak velocity errors during six
navigation runs completed at KCAIR.

The electronic alignment procedure, which uses the navigation alignont capability
of the NRUs to measure their orientation relative to each other, proved to be more .
accurate than anticipated. This allowed the procedure to be simplified by reducing the
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Figure 2. Peak Velocity Errors Ouring Navigailon Runs In MCAIR Laboratory .

in the MCAIR laboratory. Figure 28 shows the same information for the electronic align-
ment condur~ted on the test bed aircraft. Those results indicate that the design goal of
sensor alignment accuracy to 1.5 arc-minutes can be achieved using eight (or fewer)
10-minute navigat~ion alignments.

Other oricital tests performed at Hoi=eyvell during acceptance testing were repeated
.n the MCAIR laboratory Just prior to aircraft installation. This testing served two
pu'pooesi 1) verification of Honeywell test results by repeating test with different test
personel and test equipment and 2) verification that changes incorporated subsequent to

, equipment delivery had not invalidated earlier results. Pi jure 29 summa rizes the perform-
ance testing conducted at NCAIR.

5, INTEGRATION VS INTERFACING

Taken together, problems discussed above point to a fundamental lesson learned in .
the design of integrated systems. Currently, systems are designed for specific purposes
aiid are made to !nterface with other systems. The navigation units available for the
.NFCR8 tea3. demonstration were designed by ntvigation specialists who did not have any

* flight rontrol requirements imposed upon them at that time. The flight control special-
lots whn made the initial design modifications to the KRU's were not fully aware of some
of the assumptions made in the basic navigation design. True integration, as shown by
this program, is more difficult,
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group. The objective of this group would be to interact with engineers who are special-
I ts in all of the systems being integrated in order to find and resolve conflicting

- . -~ requiremtents etirly in the design stage. To carry out this function, excellent communica-
tion must exist between the organi-tational elements responsible for flight control, fire
control, navijation and propulsion control, and the coordinated effort must be reawneive
to the influence exerted by the multitulnction integration group. Project organization
must facilitate these requirements for communication and oordination.

6. FUTURE PLANS

The testing in the MPCRS programt has been instrumental in identifying problem areas
and design considerations for future systems. However, there are still questions that
cannot be answered by simulation studies or laboratory testing. The MPCRG equipment was
installed on a P-15 testbed in late 1983. Following successful ground testing, the MFCRS
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System Operation
* Pilot Operation
* IntraSystem Communications and Synchronization 0
* Power Tests
* Flight Control Interlock Operation

Fight Control Outputs
Gain and Phase

SScale Factor, Linearity, and Null Stablty

* Dynamic Range
* Noise

Redundancy Management
* Fault Detection and Isolation
* Reconfiguration Transients
e SIT

Navigation
* Static Navigation
4 Scoaby Tests
a Alignment Accuracy
* ElectronIc Alignment

FIgus 29. Pertwanne Te.ts

focus on two key areas f light control and redundancy management performance. Stability
and handling qualities evaluations will answer the question of how well separated sensors
at non-optimal locations can be used for fighter flight control. Fault coverage and
reconfiguration transient evaltiatione will hinge on how wull the effects of structural
bending and differential vibration have been modeled and compensated for in the redund-
ancy management algorithm. .

7. CONCLUSIONS

The Multifunction Flight Control Reference System concept addresses the problems of
current systems that require inertlal data and provides for the needs of future systems.
The MFCRS program uses existing hardware to demonstrate the concept in a cost effective
manner,

A redundancy managoemnt systm using parity equations has been developed for the 0
separated sensors. One key aspect uf the redundancy management is the use of an off-line
program to relate parity equation itatus to the most likely tailed sensors. This off-
lJine program reduces the real-time proceusing requirements to allow use of an existing
processor. To support the redundancy management system, a one time electronic alignment
procedure has been developed and implemented to determine the relative oriettation of tho
two sensor clusters to within +1.5 areminutee. This electroniic alignment procedure is
faster, cheaper, and more iccurate than current opticai/sochanical boresighting
procedures and has potential for application in other programs. 0

simulation and computer studies wore an essential part of the MFCM3 research and
divelcpment program. The value of simulations and computer studios in providing a
flexible and cost effective means of developing system algorithms and evaluating design
options become& apparent when the iterative nature of the design and development process"
is considered. simulation and computer studies also formed the basis, validated by
laboratory ond flight testing, for evaluating M4PCIk performance.

Flight control and redundancy management. compensation has been developed, imple-
monted and simulated for a worst case sensor separation. The softwate for the redundancy
management and flight control was successfully developed and coded. A key to the succoss-

* ful software development was the use of a test case to validate the original code and all
subsequent changes.

The results of testing have shown thst noise caused by IU.G dither is a severe
problem for flight control redundancy management. Noise attenuation should be addressed . S
in the basic system denign. Testing has also shown that a multifunction system must be
considered as part of the flight control loop and the overall flight control system
design must consider isouea peculiar to the multifunction system.

The suggested management technique to design future integrated systems will be to
use a strong systems integration group to interact with and be part of the design team.

Future testing on an P-15 aircraft will provide data so the key areas of flight S
control and redundancy management performance can be evaluated.
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The design, development, and testing of the MFCRS to date has not shown any basic
flaws with the multifunction concept, but has provided valuable insights for future
designs of integrated systems.
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INITIAL ALIGNMENT AND AUGMENTATION
OF THE ARINC 705 STRAPDOWN AHRS LTR-81

by AD-P003 626
W. Hassenpflug, Manager, Systems Design and

Dr. 4. Kleinschmidt
LITEF (Litton Technische Werke) der HeTlige GmbH,

Loerracher Strasse 18, D 7800 Freiburg

tSUMMARY
After systems hardware description the attitude, heading and vertical loops are

discussed. System simulation results are compared with flight test results achieved
during A 300 B4 FFC flight certification and BMFT/LITEF sponsored flight tests.
Techniques for further system improvements are shortly described.,___

LIST OF SYMBOLS

c : gyroscope bias H Heading angle,magnetic
h altitude
hr Reference altitude P = Rollrate

r Pitchrate

Vr a Reference velocity R - Yawrate am Lipear Acceleration along the Roll Axis :.:

V a Velocity a Linear Acceleration along the Pitch Axis
R w Radius of earth (6378,380 km) 4 Linear Acceleration along the Yaw Axis
AI P Earthrate (0,26253 rad/h) W s E Sehulerfrequency V-.w
0 - Roll angle .
o a Pitch angle 9 - Gravityconstant 9,81 m/sec"

a Reading angle V a Accelerometer bias

LTR-81 AHRS OVERVIEW

The LTR-81 is a member of the ARNC 70 ARRS LTR-OO Family and consists of ani
Attitude and Neading Reference Unit (AHRU)o a Magnetic Sensor Unit (MSU), an optional
Compass Controller Unit (CCU) and an optional Remote Magnetic Compensator Unit (RMCU).
Within the AIIRU are the inertial instruments, instrument electronics, computer module
with associated memory, power supply and the electronic circuitry required for interface.
of the AHIRS with Other aircraft aviolic systems, The MSU consists of a magnetic flux
valve to detect the direction of the earth's magnetic field. The CCU contains controls
and annunciators to facilitate manual slaving of the ANRU to the HSU when operating the
AHRU in its directiona.l qyo mode (OG). The RHCU contains provisions to power the HSU,
resolve its output into-sine and cosine components and provide compensation for fixed
dirceaft installa:toR-related magnetic disturbances, A typical airclraft instllation con-
taint three AHAU's, two HSU's and two RHC:Uos. Typical AHMS outline and mounting
requirements are shown i4 Figure 1.

CCU lnCU)
Characteristic AIIRU HSU (Optional) (Optional)
Weight 28.6 lb 1.0 lb 0.0 lb 1.2 lb
ikmension$ 7.64 inM 2. ln.H 1.5 In,!H 2.23 in.H -

10.09 in.W 6,0 inW 5.75 in.W .7 4 tn, ....
12.72 in.O 4.0 In.U 4.432 fn.0 4.06 itn._(a HCU)

Power 0itspation 100 W (nominally loaded)
Cooling 16 CFH 0 112* of water none none none

pressure drop
mounting B HCU Tray ARIC 705 ARINiC 705 ARP!(i 705

ARIC 600 Attach..? Ata.ch.13 Attach ,1.
Input Power I!5VV 400Hz, single phase

Figure I ARS Outline and HountinN Requirements.

SYSTEM OPERlTI.OK A11) INP.qS AND OUTPUTS

Tht AHRS is mechanized as a fixed gain third order system for the level and
vertical channel and as a second order system for headitlg. A four state kalman filter is
Implemented to provide ground track, ground speed, horizontal velocity components, drift
angle, flight path angle, magnetic track angle, wind speed and direction, provided valid
VOR/ONE information is available from other aircraft avionics, After turn of, the system
will automatically aliqn te the local vertical in pitch and roll, to the output of tie
MSU In heading and to the. barometric altitude in the vertical channel. After 3 min of
alignment the system enters the Normal Node. A System Block Oiagram is shown in Figure 2.

Inputs to the system are:
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" Stardard Ground" control input pins
- True Airspeed (TAS)
- Barc~metric Altitude
- Very high frequency Gnmni Range (VOR)
- Distance Measuring Equipmient (DME)
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HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The MSU is a standard magnetic flux valve sensing unit and has so far been
provided by the aircraft companies.

The RMCU as installed in the A 300 B 4 FFC is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Remote Magnetic Compensation Unit

The MD-80 installation does not requilre a RMCU and the necessary scott-trans-
fo rmers are lncorDorated in the LTR-81.-01 AHRU. The LiR-81 ARRU is shown in Figure 4.

~~~kL L (y 1MOUI:'YNj(-tHO .UjTPUI H.YBRIDMOULE,
~N ~~* E XI TATION TA(X)VL I t1~~~lMILL1

ArNAL.OQ INTENFAC-UL N0t)L, L 0(00 IAt. INl MOU~c:. MOWLt L

Figure 4 Top View of LTR-81 AHRU

In order to meet the NO-80 requirements, the LTR-01-01 AHRU contai's two analogue
output boards and 4dditlonal scott-transforiors to accept NSU si~jas without RNCUs.

The inirtial instruments which actually meaiule Lhe aircraft motion along and
around the aircraft principle axis are mounteu. on the sonsor blot~ which is. shown
In Figure 5.
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A-2 ACCELEROMETER

K-273 GYROSCOPES

Figure 5 Sensor Assembly

For clarification purposes some harness has been removed for this figure. Together
with the inertial instruments an UV E-PROM is located on the sensor block. This memory
contains all instruments and systems calibration data as axis misalignment, gyroscope
bias, gyro spin frequency, scalefactor temperature coefficient, accelerometer bias etc.

The inertial instruments mounted on the sensor block are:

- two two-degree-of-freedom dry tuned gyroscopes K-273 and
- three pendulous dry accelerometers A-2

The principle of a dry tuned gyroscope is presented in Figure 6.

-iur 6w t rncpleeofrem adry tuned gyroscopes -7 n

The prict le of c off vew s gyrosopese in Figure 

F . ... .0

MOMINI giftML io

Figure 6 Principle of a Dry Tuned Gyroscope

The actual K-273 cut off view is shown in Figure 7.

..... ....
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Figure 7 K-273 Dynamically Tuned Twin Axis Gyroscope

K-273 Characteristic figures are presented in Table 2 below.

Type Two-degree-of-freedom
Weight 250 gms
Size 1.8 in. diameter, 2 in. long
Motor Type 3-phase hysteresis-synchronous
Time Constant 5 seconds
Runup Time < 30 seconds
Torquer Scalefactor 0.3 1 0.1 degree/secimilliampere
Torquer Nonlinearity ±0.2% max
DC Torquing Current *O.5 A continuous, ±1 A max
Torquer Misalignment < 1 degree
Spin Exitation Frequency 720 Hz 1 10%
Spin Exitation Voltage 20 V ±0.5 V pp line to neutral
Spin Power 9 watts max
Random Drift 0.3 degrees/hour
"g' Sensitive Drift Repeatability 0,3 degrees/hour/g

Table 2 K-273 Gyroscope Characteristics

As the AHRS uses two two-degree-of-freedom gyroscopes the redundant gyro axis is
-sod to perform a very powerfull test.

It should be mentioned that the sensor block is hard mounted to the AHRU chassis
in the A 300 B4 FFC installation and due to higher environmental (shock & vibration)
stresses in the MO-80 isolated by means of shockmounts in the LTR-81-01 version.
Due to the large usage of the LITTON A-2 accelerometer made in commercial aircraft
inertial navigation systems like LTN-72 no specific attention is given to that instrument
in this paper.

The Computer Module (C1M) is a self contained general purpose single board
computer utilizing two Z-8002 microprocessors. The logic on board provides the clock,
control and buffering circuit to enable the two microprocessors to be the system
control lers.

The board also contains 20 k x 16 bit of program memory and 3 k x 16 bit of
scratch pad area. As illustrated in Fiqure 8 the module is organised for distributed
processing with CPU J/ 1 being dedicated to computation tasks while CPU / 2 is dedicated
to service all input-output functions. Since each computer has its own adress and
databus, they may operate asynchronously.

__ 9
Ir s0110

-J" - O.N. WN

II~ll~w rlw ,, tl' l ,a- J"l ,.t l -.m~*

"1 . .. " "OU_-e,
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SYSTEM MECHANIZATION

The mechanization schematic is shown in Figure 9.

'r-SOFTWARE[ P --

I 1 1,,-1-1 F R

GYRO COMPENSATIO QUATERNION

tC 1 N T E 6IRATO1

R LL
main compuai onl ss It RcIN be seththeitrmn oup t are copen-

TEMPERATURE I'

systwetswpoint of view."

J HEADING I CONVER IONO I'D
MSU - -I ~LOOP 8 IBDY SSE . .'

city ncrement are po e CONVERSIO TO v ide HORIZOTALar I body-acele...

prvdd~A"cudnt ersle xcl nth oycodnt rm but, it,. was

x~y~zCONPENSATIOM C i ORRECTIONJ
I BARD V% IA Ij INERTIAL "". '
| ALTITUDE / I . .. I -- "ALTITUDE -o.- ...

-- ::I SL N ROI . ..110G O N

I OMECORRECTION CFLTROMPU (IO SP | EED • '

Fiure 9 LTR-81 Mechanization Schematic t o ni fh tg

This mechanization schematic briefly convoys information of the interconnection
of the main computational tasks. It can be seen that the instrument outputs are compot
sated for all errors which can be measured tthesytem level. It hould be noted that
instruments always include their appropria raig electronics when looked at from a
systems point of view. tMee iA B r i

Due to specific caging and digitizing schemes used angular increments and val -
city increments are processed. In order to provide body an ar rates and body accelera.tton a division by at is performed, As no "Angle of Attc" and "Side S1ip Angle" is

provided "TAS" could not be resolved exactly in the body coordinate frame but it was -'
found that this shortcoming could be neglected n lieu of the system performance required.

aviniFor smplicty the cut-out-logic and the mode switthing as contained in the actual
pLTR-81e LTa81-01 ARS w i be neglected in the following discussion of the initial align
tmeat and the system augmentation tbe

Besides the Olitial Atlgnment the Ai RS performs in the "Normal Mode" with TAS,
Magnetic Heading and Barometric Altitude provided. The system will be switched into the
ee" inModeg whenever the Magnetic Reading is not availane - either it Is cut out ntentto.
tnally in maneuvers to pevent flux valve errors effecting the output heading or it fails.

Tze system switches rint the "Basic Mode" whenever OAir DataO (TAS & Ba rometric Altitude)" is not available. .

' A hysteresis is implemented to prevent tiie system fr'om following Air Data
~~transients. For simplicity againt the very extensive CITE processing contained in the..
" actual system to provide the required confidence in) the software reliability for "CAT-IIIw

and "Autoland" procedures will be neglected. As no latitude is provided by the aircraft "
avionics the system must be able to estimate the respective earthrate components. This '..

• requires integrating feedback loops which are used to estimate the respective gyro bias ,'
• components as well. The choice of time constants is then a compromise between the steady.

state accuracy and the tolerable transients caused by the aircraft dynamics, because the
~fixed gain system is always dynamically incorrect but simple.

!,", INITIAL A LIuNMENT [ :'

ii ~The 4Initial Alignment" phase is in principle required to establish the reference"""
:: coordinate system in the navigation or local horizontal frame and consists of the "}

levelling 0 the earthrate and.gyroscope bias estimation, heading determination and the ,,,.
,.•,.:vertical loop alignment. Leyeling is performed during gyroscope run up time.,-_
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HORIZONTAL LOJP

Based on the horizontal loop error block diagram /I/ presented in Figure 10,

K0 K L

Figure 10 Horizontal Loop Error Block Diagram

it is easily seen that for the steady condition

6V (t*-.) *6VyR (1)

0 ( t+CD Y (2)

60 (t+a-) 1194 VJ (3)
R

earthrate and gyroscope bias components are estimated.

For the 01nitial Alignment" it is requirud that the aircraft is kept stationary
and enough time (100 sec) is available to estimate gyro bias and eat-thrate componoots
accuratey enough. This should be no problem for a transport aircraft.

During the "Initial Alignmen11tu VR is set to zero and the system time constants are
selected to achieve a quick and reliable earthrate and gyroscope bias estimation even in
the presence cf unavoi dable aircraft disturbances due to wind buffeting and / or aircraft
loading.

It is well understood that a kalman filter design could have 4nhanced the system
performance but as the required performance could be achieved withi a much mor e s molt.fixed
gain system the simplest possible design was chosen. For the riasoning given above the
a ignment phase is divided into two parts . Phase I with a systi!,r .-tme constant of 5 sec
lasts for 30 sec and provides a rapid earthrate and gyroscope 'troation. This
phase is followed by Phase It with a system time constant of 30 sec for the remaining

*150 sec of alignmen11t. Uuring this period the earthrate and gyroscope bias estimation is
settled to its final value and any aircraft disturbances which might have been) occured
during Phase I are completely eliminated within the performance requirements limits.
Aircraft disturbances which might have been Introduced fin Phase 11 are of nieg ligible
effect to the system performance. After the 100 sec of alignment have been elapsed the ~
system automatically enters the Mtdormal Mode*.

iIEAIqING LOOP

Based on the Reading Loop Error Block Diagram /I/ presented in Figure 11,

ond tan find that for the steady state condition

6~I (..) $ 4 c(4)

and therefore the system estimates the vertical earthrate and the appropriate gyroscope
btas. As heading rate and earthrate to be estimated could easily be in the same order of
magnitude the Phase I anid 1i systems time constant is 40 sec. After the 180 sec of align.
went have been elapsed the Ohormal 1Hode* Is entered automatically.
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Figure 11 Heading Loop Error Block Diagram

VERTICAL LOOP

Based on the Vertical Loop Error Block Diagram /1/ provided in Figure 12 0

*.1V1

Figure 12 Vertical Loop Error Block Diagram

we got for the steady state condition

6h (t-%) *~ 6h w~6h (8)

Advantageous tn this third ordear mechanization is the estimation of a-accelerometee bias,
the elemination of vertical velocity errors and the altitude errors are the reterenci
altitude errors. During alignmhent the reference altitude Is set to z-oro and a 30 sec tioe
conscant Is implemented. After 180 soc of alignment have been ela psed the loop enters the

- ~ "Normal Mode" automatically.

* NORMAL MOtI

For the horizontal loop or level channels the only diffarenco. to the alignment
mechanization is the system time constant and the appropriate TAS component for auginen-
tation purposes. The proper selection of thai system time constants depends very much on

*the vehicl dynamics and the gyroscopes error figures. Furthermore transient effects
during OTake Off" when TAS Is made available at approximately 110 knots must be mini-
miied. This all led to a system time constant of 240 sec in the ONortnal Miode".

The only difference between aliget adoraNdeort hading loop Is the
system time constant. Again the critoria for the time constant selection are the gyro-
scope drift figures and the dynamic behavior of the MSU. In addition to this cut-out.
levels needed to be definiod to prevent MSU-errots effecting output heading peeformance.
Due to the excellent low drift characteristic of the K-273 ustd a large time constant of

- 200O see could be selected and the cut-off-levels could be set that during aircraft
maneuvres the system Linters the ODG-Rode" most of the time,

* In the vertical loop a 60 see time coostant is selected and the barometric alti-
tude Is the reference altitude.

It must be pointed out that the selected mechanization depends on the accuracy
and quality of the sensors used for system augmentation. On the other hand the tnechani-
lation implemented offers the opportunity to achieve considerable good system accuracy0
with considerable cheap Instruments of appropriate accuracy.Fov example gyro bias tempe-
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DG-MODE

As already mentioned this mode is entered automatically whenever the
MSU signal is not available.

BASIC MODE

This mode is entered automatically whenever "Air Data" (TAS & Barometric Altitude)
is not available for more than 5 minutes. In th's mode the horizontal loops are reduced
to a critical damped second order loop with a time constant of 15 sec and the vertical
loop is reduced to a second order critically damped loop with a 15 sec time constant
as well.

SYSTEM MECHANIZATION ENHANCEMENT POSSIBILITIES

During the LTR-81 design phase extensive error simulations were carried out
based on a six degree of freedom simulation program developed at LITEF. The flight profile
used was comprised from inputs received from various sources including Deutsche Lufthansa
and Aeroproducts Division of Litton Industries (ADP). The goal was to design the most
realistic profile probable.

Since these early days of LTR-81 design discussions are in progress how the
system performance could be enhanced if required. There are several ways how this could .
be accomplished without increasing inertial instruments performance requirements. First •
the dynamically incorrect but simple fixed gain system could be replaced by a sophisti-
cated optimal gain system. Second the necessity to use a magnetic heading reference
could be eliminated by implementing a multi-position gyrocompassing scheme. This niecha-
nization offers a very good heading determination accuracy with medium to low accurate
gyroscopes because the random and day to day drift repeatability of the gyros are compen-
sated for the price of an accurate turn table.

In the meantime a 15 state kalman filter has been rigorously tested in a simulated
highly dynamic helicopter environment. Additionally multi-position gyrocompass mechaniza-
tions have been designed and they are ready for implementation if required by system
performance specifications.

Using the inertial instruments available to LITEF there is presently no need to
enhance the LTR-81 mechanization in order to meet the system performance specification
presented in Table 1.

SOFTWARE. DEVELOPMENT

The software was developed following the TOP-Down.Design Philosophy. This will
give the necessary visibility to the approv ing agencies. The schematic development process
is shown in Figure 13. Due to real time requirements, real estate allocated for the CPM,
and software verification requirements assembler language with very strict coding rules
was ued, Software tools have been developed to support design.reviews, configuration
and vhz control &nd visibility from requirements to test and vice versa. A detailed
des dl!L 9 the methods used can be found In /2/.

-- " -- ALIDA-JON kt.___' '"

444S
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AHRS CERTIFICATION AND FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

The LTR-81 has been certified for installation in the A 300 B 4 FFC aircraft
since April 1982 and the LTR-81-01 has been certified for installation in the MD-80
aircraft since December 1983. TSO's for both versions are expected to be granted in the
very next future. The equipment has been classified "Flight Critical" and the required -

rigorous software verification in accordance with RTCA D0-178 has beci performed success-
fully with BOCA (Bureau Officielle de Certification Airbus) and FAA. The Airbus version
is in service since April 1982 and has since then accumulated more than 50,000 operating
hours and a hardware reliability (MTBF) of more than 5,000 hours has been achieved. The
software has not been touched since certification.

The operational integrity of the two AHRS configurations was demonstrated through-
out the environmental tests designed in accordance with RTCA 00-160 A and the specific
aircraft manufacturers requirements. These environmental tests included shock, vibration
(sinosoidal & random), temperature, temperature shock, humidity, pressure drop,EMC and
lightning.

The first flight tests were performed during the development phase using a
Merlin IV twin turboprop engine aircraft. During these early flight tests the adequate
performance of the K-273 gyroscope and the selected system mechanization was verified.

The principle flight test installation included an Inertial Navigator as attitud-e
and heading reference, a tape recorder and the appropriate aircraft avionic to provide ...
the LTR-81 with air data, magnetic heading and VOR/DME signals,

Airbus provided a specifically equipped A 300 B 4 aircraft with the necessary
equipment installed for all kinds of flight tests required, As an inertial reference a
LTN-72 was used. Before however the system could be installed in the test aircraft
(ship 003) extensive laboratory tests at SNIAS were carried out. At this laboratory .
for example the AHRU could be integrated with actual aircraft avionics like the air data
system and actual static and dynamic pressure changes could be exercised. Thus a very good
verification of the berg-inertial loop could be performed and software adaptations to
specific signal characteristics of the actual aircraft avionics were easily possible.
After being installed in ship 003 the AHRS was tested under normal and emergency conditions
in the "Normal-DG- and Basic Mode*, The system was installed during Pilot Training exerci-
sing "Touch and Go's" and other abnormal maneuvres with recordings taken for AWRS evalua-
tion purposes. Typical flight test recordings are presented in Figure 14.
More flight test recordings are to be found in /3/,

Folowing certification for A 300 9 4 FFC installation a flight test campaign was
performud in SOp tember 1982 at tho DFVLR (Deutsche Forschungs- und Veruchsanstalt fuer
tuft. und Raumfahrt) in Breunschweig , The flight test was part of a contract witn the

BMFT (Bundesministerium fuer Forschung und Technologie). The available tet bed was a
Dornier 00-28 aircraft equipped with a Carousel IV as attitude and heading rnference,
VORIO E receivers and air data equipment, Due to flight safety regulations the NSU had to
be installed within the aircraft's cabin and therefore no undisturbed location could be
found, After calibration the retidual north-South error component was smaller than.
.*I- I degree but the east-west residuAl error component was as high as 2.5 degrees.
lypical flight test recordings are presented in Figuvo 15. More recording% to be found in

It Should be noticed that in evaluating INS heading versus AHAS heading one must
take the local magnetic variation and tiwe delays caused by output filtering into con-
sideration.

* The flight tests carried out with Airbus industries/SNIAS and DFVLR, the labor-
m tory tests at SNIAS and the environmental tests demonstrated that the LTR-81 meet% or

exceeds the ARINC 106, 00-178, 00-160 A and Airbus Industries/SNIAS requirements.

Comparing the flight test recor4ings achieved during A 300 8 4 and 00-28 flight
tests with simulation results presented in Figures 16-10 it can be seen that simulation-
and fl! gt test results match very well. This gives good confidence in the simul~tion -
repertoire developed at LITEF,

Flight tests with t4cOonnel Douglas started in March 1963 using a OC-g aircraft
(ship 939). Many flight test hours have been accumulated in the OC-9 and Rerlin aircraft

. until the certificat on flight was performed in a production HO-80 aircraft.

Unfortunately flight test results from McDonnel Douglas are only available in form
of listings. Records like the ones from SHIAS and OFVLR are not yet available for publi-
cation.

The accuracy of aircraft motion signals (P, ,R,OSU) could not be evaluated
during flight tests due to the lack of appropiate reference systems, These parameters
have been extensively tested during the dynamic system performance verification tests
carried out at 11TEF, SNIAS and APO.

mmmr-0
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INS PITCH (DiG)

co0

PITCH DIFFERENCE (INS - AIIRS) (DEG)

INS ROLL (DEG)

ROLL. DIFFEREACtr (INS -AHRS) (DEG)

Time (Sec)

figure 15 Typical Flight Test Record with Diarnter 00-28
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Figure 16 Simulation Results (Pitch Error)
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